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May 2005

The Honourable Carl Scully MP 
Minister for Police
Level 34
Governor Macquarie Tower
1 Farrer Place
Sydney NSW 2000

Dear Minister

Under section 25 of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000, I have been required to keep 
under scrutiny the operation of the provisions of the Act and the regulations, and report to you on the work 
and activities undertaken for that purpose.

I am pleased to provide you with this report.  In addition to reporting on the activities undertaken to monitor 
the operation of the Act, I have made a number of recommendations.

I note that section 26 of the Act requires you to review the Act to determine whether the policy objectives 
of the Act remain valid and whether the terms of the Act remain appropriate for securing those objectives. I 
also note that you are required to undertake this review as soon as possible after receipt of this report, and 
to table a report on the outcome of your review in each House of Parliament as soon as possible after the 
completion of your review. I trust that this report will assist you in conducting your own review of the Act.

Yours sincerely

Bruce Barbour
Ombudsman

Level 24  580 George Street  
Sydney NSW 2000
Phone 02 9286 1000
Fax 02 9283 2911
Tollfree 1800 451 524
TTY 02 9264 8050
Web www.ombo.nsw.gov.au
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Preface
My offi ce has extensive responsibilities in monitoring those agencies with child protection responsibilities. A discrete 
role has been our review of the operation of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000 for two years from its 
commencement in October 2001.  

The Act established a scheme for a child protection register, requiring persons convicted of certain offences against 
children to register with police on their release into the community and to provide a variety of information about themselves 
to police. 

The objectives of the Register include:

• to increase and improve the accuracy of child sex offender intelligence held by police

• to assist in the investigation and prosecution of child sex offences committed by recidivist offenders

• to provide a deterrent to re-offending

• to assist in the monitoring and management of child sex offenders in the community

• to provide child abuse victims and their families with an increased sense of security.

Our review has examined the extent to which these various objectives have been achieved in practice. Our report covers 
three main areas. 

First, we have examined who is required to be on the Register. We have outlined the submissions and perspectives that we 
have received about this from various stakeholders. 

Second, we have looked at the practical operation of the processes used to notify persons of their registration and reporting 
obligations. We have also examined the process of reporting by registered persons, and the management and prosecution 
of people who have failed to comply with their reporting obligations. 

Third, we have examined how police have used the information on the Register, particularly to monitor the behaviour of high 
risk offenders.

After the end of the review period, and before the completion of our report, the NSW Parliament passed the Child Protection 
(Offenders Registration) Amendment Act 2004, which amended the original Act in a number of important respects. Many 
of the changes are supported by our research. We have taken the effect of the amendments into account in preparing our 
report.

The report makes a number of recommendations, which will improve the notifi cation, registration and reporting processes, 
and increase the police use of information on the Register.

I trust that this report will provide a valuable contribution to enhancing the value of the Register, and thus to the protection of 
the children in the community.     

Bruce Barbour
Ombudsman
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Executive summary
Introduction

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000 

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000 (the Act) came into operation on 15 October 2001. The Act provided 
for the establishment of a Child Protection Register (the Register) within NSW Police that would contain information about 
people convicted of offences against children. 

The aims of the Act

In his second reading speech in Parliament, the then Minister for Police said that the aims of the Act were to:

• increase and improve the accuracy of child sex offender intelligence held by police

• assist in the investigation and prosecution of child sex offences committed by recidivist offenders

• provide a deterrent to re-offending

• assist in the monitoring and management of child sex offenders in the community

• provide child abuse victims and their families with an increased sense of security.

The Ombudsman’s review

The Ombudsman was required to review the operation of the Act for two years, and to provide a report to the Minister for 
Police as soon as practicable after the review period. Our research methods have included:

• an analysis of data from the Register 

• consultation and interviews with those responsible for the implementation of the Act, including police and 
supervising authorities

• consultation with community and government stakeholders, including an analysis of submissions received in 
response to our discussion paper

• a survey of, and interviews with, people on the Register

• a review of complaints and enquiries made to the Ombudsman

• a review of charges for offences under the Act

• a review and analysis of similar legislation in other jurisdictions and of relevant literature. 

The Minister’s review

Following receipt of our report, the Minister for Police is required to review the Act ‘to determine whether the policy 
objectives of the Act remain valid and whether the terms of the Act remain appropriate for securing those objectives’. The 
Minister must prepare a report on the outcome of his review and table it in Parliament as soon as possible. 

Amendments to the Act and other developments

It should be noted that the Act was amended after the conclusion of our review period and before the fi nalisation of our 
review report. In June 2004, the Australian Police Ministers Council agreed on model legislation for nationally consistent 
child protection registers in all states and territories. In New South Wales, this prompted the introduction of the Child 
Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Act 2004, which was assented to on 24 November 2004 but has not, at the 
time of writing, commenced. We have taken the amendments to the Act into account in preparing our report.

It should also be noted that there have been other relevant developments since the end of our review period. Multi-agency 
child protection watch teams will be introduced to ‘manage’ people on the Register assessed as ‘high risk’ and provide an 
‘early warning system’ about inappropriate behaviours, associations, living arrangements and activities. A trial of the teams 
in south-west Sydney began in July 2004. In addition, the Child Protection (Offenders Prohibition Orders) Act 2004 will permit 
the courts to issue orders against people convicted of offences against children, which prohibit them from visiting certain 
places or undertaking specifi c activities. This legislation was assented to on 6 July 2004 but has not, at the time of writing, 
commenced.
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The scheme of the act 

Registrable persons

The Act requires a person convicted of a ‘registrable offence’ against a child to be on the Register. ‘Class 1’ registrable 
offences include the murder of a child, sexual intercourse with a child, and the persistent sexual abuse of a child, while 
‘class 2’ offences include acts of indecency against a child (if the offence is punishable by imprisonment for 12 months 
or more), the kidnapping of a child, the sexual servitude of a child, child prostitution, and offences relating to child 
pornography. The class of the offence is relevant to determining how long a person is under reporting obligations.

A person is not required to be on the Register if they are found to have committed a registrable offence but the matter is 
dismissed (in other words, no conviction is recorded). Other exceptions are where: 

• a person is convicted of a  single ‘class 2’ offence, but the penalty does not involve a term of imprisonment, a 
community service order, or a bond under which they are required to submit to strict supervision

• a child is convicted of a single offence involving an act of indecency or the possession or publication of child 
pornography. 

In addition to the Act’s scheme of ‘registrable offences’, the amending Act provides that, where a person is found guilty of 
an offence that is not a registrable offence, the court may order the person to comply with the reporting obligations of the 
Act if it is satisfi ed that the person ‘poses a risk to the lives or sexual safety of one or more children, or of children generally’. 

Notifi cation and initial registration

The Act requires the court, relevant supervising authorities (such as the Department of Corrective Services, Department of 
Juvenile Justice or Department of Health) or NSW Police to notify the registrable person of their reporting obligations.

Registration occurs in person at the local police station. Under the Act as fi rst enacted, a registrable person had to provide 
proof of their identity at initial registration, unless the police offi cer was satisfi ed as to their identity. Alternatively, the person 
could ask the police offi cer to confi rm their identity by taking their fi ngerprints, in which case the fi ngerprints had to be 
destroyed immediately. A registrable person was also required to provide a passport size photograph of themselves and 
a variety of personal information, such as their residential address(es), employment, and the motor vehicle(s) they own or 
use.

There have been signifi cant changes to these procedures under the amended Act. Police are now allowed to take the 
person’s fi ngerprints if they are not satisfi ed as to the person’s identity, or the fi ngerprints are not already held by NSW 
Police. Furthermore, any fi ngerprints taken can be retained and used for law enforcement or child protection purposes. 
Police can also require a person to be photographed, and the photograph may include non-intimate parts of the person’s 
body. Police may use reasonable force to obtain fi ngerprints and take photographs. The information that must be provided 
has also been extended to include details of the names and ages of any children with whom the person generally resides or 
with whom they have regular contact, and details of their affi liation with any club or organisation that has child membership 
or child participation in its activities. In addition, the person must provide details of any tattoos or permanent distinguishing 
marks, including those removed. 

Under the amended Act, a person who intends to leave NSW to travel elsewhere in Australia on an average of at least once 
a month, irrespective of the length of their absence, must advise police at their initial registration of the reason for their travel 
and the frequency and destination of the travel.    

Further reporting obligations

A registered person is required to advise police of any changes to the information they provided at their initial registration 
within 14 days. Under the Act as fi rst enacted, this generally had to be done in person at a police station. The amended Act 
allows police to make arrangements that a registered person does not need to report certain updated information in person 
in some circumstances.

The Act as fi rst enacted did not require a registered person to report to police if there were no changes to the information 
provided at the initial registration. The amended Act now requires registered persons to provide their personal information 
annually.

A registered person must also advise police of the details of any intended travel outside NSW. Under the Act as fi rst 
enacted, there was an exemption from this requirement in relation to travel elsewhere within Australia for 28 days or less. 
Under the amended Act, the exemption has been limited to travel of less than 14 days.  
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Reporting periods

A registered person’s reporting obligations continue for a number of years depending on the nature and number of relevant 
convictions. The reporting period for an adult offender may be from eight years to the duration of the person’s life. The 
reporting period is halved where the registrable offence was committed when the person was under the age of 18, with a 
reporting period of seven and a half years where a lifetime reporting period would apply to an adult offender. The Act as fi rst 
enacted contained a somewhat complex process for the calculation of a particular person’s reporting period. The amended 
Act simplifi es the process and, with one exception, increases reporting periods. 

Offences

It is a criminal offence for a registrable person to fail to comply with their registration and reporting requirements without 
reasonable excuse, or to knowingly provide police with false or misleading information. Both offences carry a maximum 
penalty of 100 penalty units (currently $11,000) or two years imprisonment or both. 

Exemption from reporting obligations

The only mechanism to exempt persons from their reporting obligations is a right of review to the Administrative Decisions 
Tribunal after 15 years for those required to comply with reporting obligations for their lifetime. The Tribunal can only make 
an order suspending a registered person’s reporting obligations if it considers that the person ‘does not pose a risk to the 
safety of children’. 

Young people, forensic patients, and people with ‘special needs’

The circumstances of young people, forensic patients, and people with ‘special needs’ such as those with an intellectual 
disability or mental illness, are recognised in the provisions of the Act and Child Protection (Offenders Registration) 
Regulation 2001 (the Regulations) dealing with notifi cation and reporting.  

Use and disclosure of information on the Child Protection Register

The Act contains no provisions specifi cally regulating how police should use information on the Register, because it was 
contemplated that NSW Police would formulate appropriate policies and procedures on these matters. 

NSW Police have developed guidelines to assist local area commands in ‘monitoring’ people on the Register. The 
guidelines cover such issues as: which registered persons to monitor; strategies that police can use to monitor registered 
persons; disseminating information to general duties police; and protecting registered persons from community 
harassment. 

NSW Police also has a policy about the disclosure of information contained in the Register. It provides that police may only 
disclose personal information about a registrable person for specifi ed law enforcement and child protection purposes, with 
a strong presumption in favour of non-disclosure. The policy includes a set of information disclosure principles to assist 
police in determining whether and what information can be released. 

People on the child protection register at the completion of the review

As at 15 October 2003, after two years of operation, 916 people had registered with NSW Police, with 828 of those 
recorded as ‘currently registered’. The registration of 40 people had been suspended because they were in custody, and 
44 people were absent from NSW. Four people were recorded as ‘no longer registered’. A further 33 people had been 
notifi ed of their obligation to register but had yet to do so. Another 35 had been identifi ed as registrable but were yet to be 
notifi ed. There were another 360 people in custody who must register when they complete their custodial sentence. 

This brought the number of people in NSW identifi ed as registrable persons in the fi rst two years of the Act’s operation to 
1,344. 

Of those people registered at the end of the review period, 22 were under the age of 18, with the registration of an 
additional 27 arising from convictions for offences committed as a young person. 

Nearly 98 per cent of registered persons (809) were male. Of the 19 women on the register, seven were registrable as a 
result of convictions for ‘non-sexual’ offences against children.                           

As at November 2004, the number of registered persons has increased to more than 1,650.
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Whether certain offenders should be included on the child protection register
No issue was raised in the review about the appropriateness of most identifi ed offences which would result in an offender 
being required to register on conviction. However, for a small number of offenders and in limited circumstances, a range of 
views was received about whether they should be included on the Register: 

• young people convicted of offences arising from consensual underage sexual activity
• people found not guilty by reason of mental illness and detained as forensic patients, especially women who 

killed their children as a result of post-natal depression
• people convicted of the murder or kidnapping of a child – offences which do not have, as such, a sexual 

element.  

We have recommended that the Minister, in conducting his review of the policy objectives of the Act, consider these 
submissions. We have emphasised that the crucial issue is whether the offender poses a risk to the safety of children. If 
there is any question or doubt on this issue, the person should be included on the Register.

There are a number of people on the Register as a result of a conviction for an offence for consensual sexual activity, even 
though this behaviour is no longer illegal because the age of consent for homosexual activity has been reduced from 18 to 
16 years. We have recommended a review mechanism to permit the removal of these people from the Register. 

Notifi cation, registration and reporting 

Our review focussed on how best to ensure the persons required to register meet their reporting obligations. This requires 
the right balance between informing offenders about their obligations, providing appropriate processes to facilitate 
registration and ongoing compliance, and taking action where obligations have not been met.

Notifi cation

The fi rst step in making certain that the Register information is up to date and accurate is ensuring that registrable persons 
understand their reporting obligations. This requires that the information provided to registrable persons about their 
obligations and the consequences of non-compliance is clear and unambiguous. 

Although the review was provided with some examples of problems with the notifi cation procedures, these generally 
worked effectively. Compliance with obligations is high at between 90-95%. This is not to say that the notifi cation process 
could not be improved. 

We have recommended NSW Police produce simplifi ed material to be given to all registrable persons at the time of 
notifi cation and again at re-registration. In addition, we have recommended the Child Protection Registry, the agency in 
NSW Police with primary responsibility for the Register, take a coordinating role in the development and provision of training 
to the staff of supervising authorities about their notifi cation role. We have also recommended that the courts’ notifi cation 
functions for registrable persons commencing supervised sentences be transferred to the probation and parole service.

A particular issue is the registration of persons with disabilities or other special needs which impact on their ability to 
understand and comply with their reporting obligations. There have been a number of instances where such persons 
have failed to meet reporting requirements. At least in part, this was due to a failure to adequately communicate reporting 
requirements. We have therefore made recommendations to assist better identifi cation of persons with special needs at the 
outset, and to increase police awareness of those who may provide assistance to these persons.

Registration and reporting processes

The nature of the information that registered persons are required to provide to police goes to the value of the Register as a 
child protection tool. If police are to effectively use the Register to prevent, detect and investigate offences, the information 
held must be thorough, up to date and relevant to child protection issues. 

Information obtained during our review suggested that the ability of police to effectively carry out their child protection role 
would be enhanced through increased reporting obligations and arrangements. The amended Act includes a number 
of provisions which refl ect the types of changes that we would have recommended. On this basis, the review provides 
support for amendments such as:

• the obligation of a registered person to provide details of children with whom they live or with whom they have 
regular unsupervised contact 

• the obligation of a registered person to provide details of any club or organisation with which they are affi liated 
that has child membership or participation

• the obligation of a registered person to provide details of tattoos or other distinguishing marks
• the obligation of a registered person to report interstate absences of over 14 days in a 12 month period, and 

regular short absences
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• the power of police to take photographs of a registered person, including of tattoos or other distinguishing 
marks

• the requirement for annual re-registration 

• the provision of interpreters

• the introduction of more fl exible reporting arrangements, especially for registered persons in remote areas

• a simpler system for determining reporting periods.

In addition to these, there are a number of processes and requirements which would further enhance reporting processes.

Our review indicated that the current system for making an appointment with only the crime manager to complete initial 
registration or to update information sometimes makes it diffi cult for a registrable person to comply with their obligations 
within the required timeframe. We have recommended consideration be given to nominating an alternative contact person 
should the crime manager be unavailable.

There was also some evidence that local processes did not always provide appropriate privacy for new registrations. We 
have recommended the Standard Operating Procedures clarify how privacy should be afforded to registrable persons while 
they are reporting to police. 

We have also suggested that NSW Police develop guidelines to manage the annual re-registration process, to avoid an 
increase in inadvertent breaches requiring the redirection of police resources away from managing high risk registered 
persons. For example, consideration might need to be given to establishing a reminder system in order to promote 
compliance. 

Managing non-compliance with registration and reporting obligations

Where people do not meet the requirements of the Act, it is important for police to take action, including prosecuting 
offenders, to achieve compliance and promote future meeting of reporting obligations. 

There were 60 charges for failure to comply with reporting obligations or providing false information in the fi rst two years 
of operation of the Act. This covers 54 people – four people were charged with offences on more than one occasion, one 
being charged four times and three being charged twice. 

Of the 55 charges fi nalised, fi ve matters were withdrawn, 14 were dismissed, and 36 resulted in convictions. Penalties for 
convictions included: 

• fi nes of between $10 and $2000 (21 matters) 

• bonds of between six months and two years (fi ve matters)

• imprisonment for between one and 15 months (10 matters). 

Six of the people charged were under the age of 18 or were on the Register for an offence committed as a young person. 
Only one of these was under the age of 18 at the time of the charge. Four people charged were known to have a disability 
or a special need. 

NSW Police have advised that the majority of offences were committed by people who originally register with police but 
then fail to continue to meet their reporting obligations. The requirement under the amended Act for annual re-registration 
should reduce this problem. 

Police do not charge all people who have failed to register or failed to provide new details. In the fi rst instance, police 
generally encourage and assist people to comply with their obligations rather than proceeding directly to laying charges.

A particular matter requiring consideration is that Aboriginal people make up a far greater proportion of people charged 
with offences under the Act than their representation on the Register. Of those charged, 10 were Aboriginal persons. This is 
nearly 20% of all persons charged, although Aboriginal people make up less than 4% of people on the Register. Our review 
indicates that one of the reasons is that some Aboriginal persons on the Register move between a number of locations. 
Because of the high charge rate, we have recommended that NSW Police develop specifi c guidelines to deal with 
Aboriginal registrable persons and, for this purpose, consult with appropriate stakeholders, including the Aboriginal Justice 
Advisory Committee. Consideration should be given to involving Aboriginal Community Liaison Offi cers or Youth Liaison 
Offi cers in the notifi cation and registration processes, and management of compliance.

Management of the register to enhance child protection

The information provided to our review suggested that the Register has signifi cant benefi ts in enhancing community 
safety. All stakeholders, including registered persons, were generally positive about the value of the Register. However, the 
Register is just one aspect of a broad range of child protection measures in place in NSW, and it should not create a false 
sense of security or be seen as the single solution to protecting children from sex offenders. 
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NSW Police has developed Monitoring Guidelines and Standard Operating Procedures to assist local commands in 
identifying and targeting high risk registered persons. While these are of some assistance, our view is that police offi cers 
require a more comprehensive framework to effectively use the Register and increase the protection of children. 

Arrangements within NSW Police

Monitoring guidelines

We believe it would be appropriate for the Monitoring Guidelines and Standard Operating Procedures to establish certain 
minimum standards of oversight for registered people, and reinforce the focus on the high risk offenders. The involvement 
and responsibilities of all police, not just those assigned to specifi c Register duties, should be clarifi ed. This would improve 
the consistency of approaches across local area commands and remove uncertainties about roles and powers, allowing 
police to focus on more effectively using the Register to protect children. If minimum standards are established, the actions 
of commands to implement them should be closely monitored, and remedial action taken where a command’s response is 
inadequate.

Targeting high risk offenders

Information provided to our review shows that some commands are monitoring all registered persons in the same way 
regardless of their assessed risk. The focus of police efforts should clearly be on registered persons who pose the greatest 
risk to children in the community. This will ensure that persons of most concern are subjected to the highest levels of 
scrutiny and given little opportunity to re-offend or fail to comply with their obligations. Targeting according to risk also 
provides more effi cient use of police time and resources. 

Information provided to our review suggests that management of the Register has increased the workload of offi cers in 
some commands. Targeting interventions to those with the highest risk rating would assist with workload management.

Better targeted monitoring may also serve to reduce perceptions of unduly intrusive monitoring and allay fears of police 
harassment or intimidation, particularly among compliant and low risk registered persons.  More signifi cantly, a targeted 
approach will reduce the opportunity for non-compliance and re-offending among high risk persons.

It is important in targeting those who present the greatest risk of harm to children, that the risk rating assigned to a 
registered person properly refl ects the level of risk. While the risk assessment instrument used by NSW Police may not be 
as strong a predictor of harm or recidivism as other more sophisticated tools, it requires minimal training and does not 
involve a lengthy assessment or interview process. However, given the fundamental signifi cance of risk assessment to the 
management of the Register, we have recommended an evaluation of the effectiveness of this instrument.

Workload management and information sharing 

The increased workload for local police as a result of the Register is exacerbated by the restrictions on access to the 
Register to a limited number of police offi cers. There may be justifi cation in some commands with a large number of 
registered persons for involving more offi cers in managing registered persons.

Increasing involvement of offi cers within a command is one strategy to increase the effectiveness of monitoring. Sharing 
information between commands is also important, both to ensure high risk persons do not escape attention simply by 
changing location, and to circulate good ideas and practice in dealing with the Register.

Management of the Register would clearly benefi t from the Child Protection Registry undertaking this coordinating role and 
establishing a ‘whole of police’ response. The Registry could assist through actions such as making available information 
about effective management strategies and risk assessment, and the development and provision of training to offi cers.

In this respect, our review found that offi cers who were trained about the Register were confi dent about their roles and 
responsibilities. We have recommended ongoing training:

• to equip those offi cers with signifi cant responsibilities with skills to ensure compliance by registered persons or 
effective prosecutions where there is non-compliance, and

• to train all police in how they can assist in monitoring persons on the Register.

Inter-agency cooperation

Recent and proposed legislative and procedural changes in this area include: the establishment of child protection watch 
teams; the introduction of child protection prohibition orders; provisions under the amended Act to enhance information 
sharing between police and other agencies; changes to permit increased disclosure of information about registrable 
persons; and moves towards a nationally consistent registration scheme. These represent positive enhancements which 
should improve protection of children. 
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However, the role of agencies other than NSW Police in the management of registered persons needs to be clarifi ed 
and formalised. Providing greater clarity is particularly important where roles are not underpinned by statutory powers or 
obligations, not only to ensure each agency understands its role, but also to incorporate appropriate protections. Adequate 
guidelines and protocols setting out how information can be shared between police and other agencies, and how this 
information is used to protect children, are essential. Even limited disclosure of information about a registered person to 
a member of the public or a non-government agency raises signifi cant potential for further and possibly inappropriate 
disclosure and use of that information. 

The child protection watch teams will potentially play an important role in achieving better inter-agency cooperation. The 
teams provide an opportunity for police and other agencies to establish protocols and guidelines for a more structured 
approach to the management of persons posing a threat to children. The protocols for, and evaluation of, the pilot project 
should incorporate these issues as well as information sharing and disclosure.

The move to a national scheme for registering offenders is of critical importance. The effectiveness of the NSW Register is 
clearly hampered by this state being the only jurisdiction in Australia during the review period with child offender registration 
laws. 

Conclusion

The enactment and implementation of the Act in New South Wales has been largely successful. NSW Police, and individual 
police offi cers, have put in place systems which provide a solid basis for the development of the Register as a signifi cant 
child protection tool. This has occurred generally without any demonstrable inappropriate impact on the rights of those 
required to register. The amending Act should increase the effectiveness of the legislation, and address many of the initial 
shortcomings.

Work remains to improve local and organisational practices, in order to increase the use of information on the Register to 
monitor and manage high risk offenders. This will be key not only to the effectiveness of NSW Police, but of all agencies 
cooperating to protect children.
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Recommendation
Report 

reference 
paragraph

1

That the Minister, in conducting his review of the policy objectives of the Act, take into 
account the various submissions and views set out in this report in determining whether 
the inclusion of certain types of offender on the Register is appropriate and whether 
there is scope for some offenders currently on, or liable to inclusion on, the Register 
either to be excluded from the Register or to seek exemption from the registration and 
reporting obligations imposed by the Act.

9.1

2
That there should be a provision or review mechanism which would permit the removal 
from the Register of those persons currently registered who were convicted of offences 
where the sexual activity which formed the basis for the offence is no longer illegal.

9.1

3 That the anomaly in the sentencing thresholds for adults and children where a good 
behaviour bond is imposed be rectifi ed. 9.1

4 That, in respect of notifi cation, the Minister considers formalising the probation and 
parole service’s exercise of the courts’ notifi cation functions. 14.14

5

That, in respect of notifi cation and registration arrangements, NSW Police considers 
modifi cations of systems to ensure enhanced compliance, including: 

• the development and provision of clearer information to registrable 
persons in simplifi ed formats

• working with supervising authorities to improve identifi cation and 
recording of persons with special needs 

• the provision of ongoing training for police and agencies with 
responsibilities for notifi cation 

• clarifying and revising guidelines in respect of certain aspects of the 
reporting process

• the development of guidelines to assist with the management of reporting 
and compliance by Aboriginal registered persons 

• the development and provision of ongoing training for police in the 
management of non-compliance, particularly in relation to laying charges.

14.14

6

That NSW Police establish and implement minimum standards for assessing monitoring 
and managing of registered persons. These standards should provide clear direction 
about the expectations of local area commands in dealing with registered persons, with 
a focus on the monitoring of high risk persons.

19.4

Summary of Recommendations
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Recommendation
Report 

reference 
paragraph

7

That the present Monitoring Guidelines and Standard Operating Procedures should: 

• incorporate the minimum standards
• provide clear information about the responsibilities of offi cers and local 

area commands in implementing these standards, including sharing 
information within and between commands

• include special provisions about the monitoring and management of 
Aboriginal registered persons.

19.4

8
That NSW Police commissions an expert evaluation of the threat assessment instrument 
to assess its validity as a determinant of risk, in the context of the ongoing monitoring of 
registered persons.

19.4

9

That NSW Police ensure that the protocols and evaluation criteria developed for the 
trial of the child protection watch teams take account of the principles and practices 
for disclosure and sharing of information about registered persons, as well as the 
resourcing and support provided by participating agencies.

19.4

10 That NSW Police ensure adequate training and information is available to all police 
offi cers about the Register, its use, and their role in the protection of children. 19.4
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Part 1.
Background

Chapter 1. Introduction
The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000 (the Act) establishes a Child Protection Register (the Register) 
which requires persons convicted of certain offences against children to register with NSW Police on their release into the 
community. Although the Act primarily confers new functions on NSW Police, other authorities also have obligations under 
the Act. 

The Act provides for the NSW Ombudsman to review the operation of the legislation. Section 25(1) states: 

For the period of 2 years from the commencement of this section, the Ombudsman is to keep under scrutiny the 
operation of the provisions of this Act and the regulations.

The two year review period began on 15 October 2001, when the provisions of the Act commenced. 

Section 25(3) of the Act states that, as soon as practicable after the review period, the Ombudsman must report to the 
Minister for Police on his review. This report documents the Ombudsman’s fi ndings resulting from the review.

The Act also provides for the Minister to review the Act ‘to determine whether the policy objectives of the Act remain 
valid and whether the terms of the Act remain appropriate for securing those objectives’.1 The Minister’s review must 
be undertaken as soon as possible after receipt of the Ombudsman’s report2, and a report on the outcome of that 
review must be tabled in Parliament as soon as possible after the review is completed.3 It is expected that this report 
will be used to inform the review undertaken by the Minister. 

Endnotes
1 Section 26(1) Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000
2 Section 26(2) Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000
3 Section 26(3) Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000
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Chapter 2. Child protection legislation

2.1. Development of the legislation in NSW
The concept of a register of persons convicted of sex offences against children fi rst entered public debate in NSW during 
the Wood Royal Commission.4 Volume V of the Royal Commission’s fi nal report dealt with its paedophile reference and was 
released in August 1997. The report contained a number of recommendations to enhance child protection, particularly in 
relation to protecting children from sex offenders. Many of these recommendations formed the basis of the government’s 
Protecting Our Children policy statement5, and its subsequent child protection legislation package. 

Specifi cally, Recommendation 111 recommended that the government consider establishing a register of child sex 
offenders.6 This recommendation, and certain paedophile cases which received a high profi le in the media at the time, 
provided the catalyst for the legislation. 

The Act was introduced into Parliament on 1 June 2000 and assented to on 27 June 2000. It was subsequently amended 
by the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Act 2001 which was passed on 6 July 2001. The Act, as 
amended, commenced operation on 15 October 2001. 

The Act allowed for regulations to be made. Parliament passed the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Regulation 
2001 on 12 October 2001. The Regulation also commenced on 15 October 2001. 

The Child Protection Legislation Amendment Act 2002, passed in November 2002, amended the Act, with most of the 
amendments being backdated to its commencement in October 2001.

2.2. Objectives of the legislation 
When the Act was fi rst introduced into Parliament, the accompanying Explanatory Note indicated the key objective of the 
legislation was:

to require persons who have been found guilty of certain offences against children to keep the Commissioner of 
Police informed as to where they live and work and as to what motor vehicles they drive.7

In his second reading speech, the then Minister for Police, The Hon Paul Whelan MP, expanded on this by stating that the 
aims of the Bill were also to:

• increase and improve the accuracy of child sex offender intelligence held by police

• assist in the investigation and prosecution of child sex offences committed by recidivist offenders

• provide a deterrent to re-offending

• assist in the monitoring and management of child sex offenders in the community

• provide child abuse victims and their families with an increased sense of security

• enable child murder and kidnapping offences to be considered for the purposes of employment screening and 
prohibiting child related employment.8

2.3. Proposed amendments to the legislation
The government had indicated it would consider introducing amendments to the Act if this were required to facilitate the 
passage of nationally consistent legislation in other states. On 23 June 2004, the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) 
Amendment Bill 2004 (The Bill) was introduced into Parliament. The Bill, if passed, will amend the current Act, in accordance 
with the national model legislation which was formally agreed to by the Australasian Police Ministers’ Council (APMC) on 30 
June 2004. 

Although any potential changes to the Act arising from the Bill are outside the period for this review, this report makes 
reference to the Bill, as its provisions are relevant to many of the issues raised during the course of the review.
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2.4. Other related legislation, existing and proposed 
The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act is part of a package of child protection legislation which has been 
introduced progressively in NSW in response to a number of major inquiries and reports. The most signifi cant of these was 
the Wood Royal Commission, noted above, which reported on its paedophile reference in August 1997. This was followed 
in December 1997 by the report of the Community Welfare Legislation Review, known as the Parkinson report.9

In December 1998, the Commission for Children and Young People Act 1998, the Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) 
Act 1998 and the Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998 were assented to but not proclaimed to 
commence. The Commission for Children and Young People Act commenced in May 1999, except for Part 7 (Employment 
Screening) which commenced in July 2000 when the Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act commenced. The 
staged commencement of the Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act began in April 2000.

More recently, there have been the Eastwood report in July 2002 into child sexual abuse complainants in the criminal 
justice system10 and the NSW Legislative Council’s Standing Committee on Law and Justice report on child sexual assault 
prosecutions tabled on November 2002.11 These have led to changes to the way in which child sexual assault matters are 
dealt with in the criminal justice system, such as a trial of a specialist child sexual assault court and the use of pre-recorded 
evidence. In addition, there have been other legislative amendments which have amended sentencing options for certain 
sexual offences against children.

2.4.1. Child Protection Prohibition Orders

In March 2003, during the campaign for the State election, the Premier, the Hon Bob Carr MP, announced a plan to 
introduce child protection prohibition orders to restrict the movement of convicted sex offenders.12 This involves court 
orders to place restrictions on an offender’s behaviour, such as prohibiting child sex offenders from visiting certain places 
or undertaking specifi c activities. The Child Protection (Offenders Prohibition Orders) Act 2004 was assented to on 6 July 
2004, but has yet to commence operation. This Act is modelled on legislation in the United Kingdom which provides for sex 
offender orders.13

2.4.2. Child protection watch teams

The Premier also announced in March 2003 that the government would introduce multi-agency child protection watch 
teams to monitor and manage offenders at a local level.14 These teams, consisting of local representatives from agencies 
including Police, the Department of Corrective Services (DCS) (specifi cally the probation and parole service), the 
Departments of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), Community Services and Housing, would case manage registered persons and 
provide an ‘an early warning system’ for inappropriate behaviours, associations, living arrangement and activities. The 
child protection watch teams are based on the public protection panels established in the United Kingdom to provide a 
coordinated approach to the management of high risk offenders in the community. 

The teams are intended to: 

• provide a forum for sharing relevant information about referred offenders

• review and update risk assessments using information from the participating agencies

• develop and review case plans for referred offenders, where appropriate, which may include referral to a 
particular service, controlled information disclosure, or application for a Child Protection Prohibition Order.15

Cabinet has approved a trial of child protection watch teams in south western Sydney to commence in the second half of 
2004.

2.4.3. Paedophiles on the internet

Another child protection reform announced by Premier Carr during the campaign for the State election, was a proposal 
for new laws to target paedophile activity on the internet. Legislation was proposed to prohibit the use of electronic 
communication devices such as the internet, emails, and SMS text messages sent by mobile phones, to entice a child into 
illegal sexual activity.16 A specialist taskforce has been established to develop legislation to combat the internet exploitation 
of children.

2.4.4. Comparable legislation in other Australian jurisdictions

NSW is the only state in Australia to have passed legislation establishing a register of child sex offenders. Victoria 
introduced a Sex Offenders Registration Bill into Parliament on 1 June 2004.17 A registration scheme for Queensland 
has also been suggested18 although no legislation to establish a register has been proposed at this stage.19 However, a 
limited reporting scheme has been available in Queensland since 1989 which enables a court to impose specifi c reporting 
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obligations on convicted offenders in certain situations of risk.20 Western Australia is also in the developmental stages of 
similar legislation.

2.4.5. A national approach to child sex offender register legislation

The development of a National Child Sex Offender System (NCSOS) has been part of the Commonwealth Government’s 
CrimTrac initiative since 1998.  The CrimTrac Agency was established in 2000 to assist and support Australian police 
services through the provision of information and investigative tools in the areas of forensic science, information technology 
and communications. The NCSOS was not intended to be a national register on the NSW model, but rather an integrated 
database to assist police from all jurisdictions track and check sex offenders. 

Nationally, the Australian Police Ministers’ Council (APMC) established a working group in 2002 to discuss the introduction 
of consistent legislation across all jurisdictions, in light of Victoria’s and Western Australia’s moves in this direction. In early 
July 2003, the Council announced that the police ministers from all states had agreed to develop legislation to establish a 
register in each state, based on the NSW Act, which would be in place within a year.21 

CrimTrac is to have the responsibility for implementing the National Child Protection Register System, with the NCSOS 
being renamed the Australian National Child Offender Register (ANCOR). In announcing the Council’s endorsement of a 
national approach to the registration of details about child sex offenders and their movements, Senator Ellison stated: 

I have asked CrimTrac to convene a joint reference group representing the interests of all jurisdictions to develop the 
new arrangements for a system of national child protection registration. This group will determine how CrimTrac can 
best provide technical support and appropriate linkages between the proposed system and the National Child Sex 
Offender System. 22 

Furthermore, a national initiative is intended to facilitate assistance being provided to overseas agencies: 

Once a national system is implemented, the Commonwealth will also be able to negotiate agreements with other 
countries for the exchange of information on the movement of registered child sex offenders. …[W]hile the Australian 
Federal Police currently liaise with overseas law enforcement on the movement of paedophiles, a national system 
would greatly enhance the effectiveness of this liaison.23 

At the end of June 2004, the APMC announced that all police ministers had agreed on a model of legislation that would 
establish nationally consistent child sex offender registers in all states and territories.24 It was this agreement which 
prompted the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004, and the Victorian Sex Offenders Registration 
Bill 2004, both recently introduced into their respective state Parliaments. Both these Bills contain differences to the agreed 
national model.

2.4.6. Comparable legislation in overseas jurisdictions

The NSW legislation is substantially modelled on the United Kingdom’s Sex Offenders Act 1997. Under this legislation, 
introduced in 1997, certain sex offenders must notify police of certain details about themselves. This was followed in 1998 
by legislation that allows police to seek an order for a person with a previous conviction for a sex offence requiring them to 
register with police and prohibiting certain actions or behaviours.25  

The United States was the fi rst country to establish sex offender registers.26 In 1994 federal legislation was passed which 
required all states to have sex offender registers,27 followed in 1996 by legislation requiring all states to enact community 
notifi cation provisions.28 

In Canada, Ontario was the fi rst province to pass sex offender registration legislation in 200129 with some other provinces 
currently debating similar laws. The Federal Canadian government has recently passed legislation that will create a national 
sex offender registration scheme.30 The Bill was assented to on 1 April 2004, but is not yet in force

Details of comparable legislation in other jurisdictions are set out at Appendix 1.
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Chapter 3. Overview of the Act and its 
implementation

3.1. Outline of the provisions
The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act includes provisions which relate to: 

• the defi nition of registrable offences

• who is to notify registrable persons of the requirement to register and how this is done

• the reporting obligations of registrable persons, including the information they must provide to police and how 
that information must be provided

• how the reporting periods are calculated

• the role of the Administrative Decisions Tribunal (ADT) in exempting persons from lifetime reporting

• the creation of offences relating to breaches of reporting obligations 

• special reporting procedures for persons in witness protection programs. 31

The Regulations provide specifi c details about how the Act is to be implemented and include clauses relating to: 

• the defi nition and role of supervising authorities

• notifi cation of registrable persons, particularly those with special needs, including forensic patients and 
children

• proof of identity requirements 

• the form and content of written notices and acknowledgements.

3.2. Police procedures
NSW Police use a variety of policy and procedure documents to direct and inform their management of the Act. Some of 
these outline NSW Police responsibilities under the Act, and provide guidance for its implementation. Other policies and 
procedures provide direction to offi cers about aspects of the operation of the Register which are not covered by the Act, 
such as the monitoring of registered persons and sharing of information about registered persons with other agencies. The 
most signifi cant procedural documents are summarised below.      

3.2.1. Standard Operating Procedures: Child Protection (Offenders Registration) 
Act

The fi rst version of the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) was produced in August 2001. An updated second version, 
which is still current, was issued in October 2002. The purpose of the SOPs is to assist operational and specialist police 
meet their obligations under the Act. The SOPs cover a range of practical issues. Much of what is contained in the SOPs is 
directly related to the implementation of specifi c provisions of the Act. However, other sections deal with related practices 
that have no direct legislative basis. The various sections of the SOPs include directions in relation to: when a person is 
charged with a registrable offence; the creation of a child protection register ‘case’; the notifi cation process; the registration 
process; management of registered persons and of the Register; registrable persons who are children or have a disability 
or a special need; and non-compliance and offences under the Act.

3.2.2. Post Registration Monitoring of Child Sex Offenders: Guidelines For 
Operational Police

Draft guidelines were produced by the Child Protection Registry in October 2001, with the fi nal version, which incorporated 
some signifi cant changes, issued in September 2002. The guidelines are to assist local area commands (LACs) monitor 
registered persons and are for guidance only. The guidelines cover such issues as which registered persons 
to monitor; what constitutes monitoring; strategies that police can use to monitor registered persons; what activities are 
inappropriate; disseminating information to general duties police; and protecting registered persons from community 
harassment.
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3.2.3. Registrable Persons – Child Protection Registry: Information Disclosure 
Policy and Procedures

This was produced in October 2002 after consultations with the relevant agencies. It provides guidance for police in 
relation to the release of personal information pertaining to registrable persons. It provides that police may only disclose 
personal information about a registrable person for specifi ed law enforcement and child protection purposes, with a strong 
presumption in favour of non-disclosure. It contains a set of information disclosure principles to assist police determine 
whether and what information can be released. It identifi es existing policy or legislation, which enables dissemination of 
information without commander approval, and also outlines other circumstances in which a commander can authorise the 
release of information.  

3.2.4. Guidelines for the NSWPOL Communications Group: Child Protection 
(Offenders Registration) Act 2000

These guidelines were issued by the Child Protection Registry in August 2002 to assist police radio operators. The 
document provides an overview of the Act, explains what information is held on registrable persons, and what information is 
accessible to all offi cers on Computerised Operatinal Policing System (COPS). The guidelines set out what information can 
and should be passed on to offi cers conducting a routine enquiry, what can be relayed on air and how this should be done.

3.2.5. Guidelines for Completing the Child Protection Register Threat Assessment

This ‘on-line’ document on the NSW Police intranet provides assistance to offi cers completing a threat assessment for a 
registrable person, either initially at the time the person is charged with a registrable offence, or at any subsequent contact. 
It provides step-by-step advice on how to complete each of the component questions in the threat assessment matrix, 
including what information to use, and how to record it; and how to calculate the overall threat level.

3.2.6. Child Protection Register COPS User Guide: Charging and Registration 
Process

This document, produced in October 2002, provides police with detailed directions on how to enter and manage on COPS 
all required information for the purposes of the Register. 

Further details of the content of these policy and procedure documents can be found at Appendix 2.

3.3. Child Protection Register management within NSW Police
LACs are responsible for the registration of individuals and the receipt of updated information. Although this can be done 
at any police station, only certain offi cers have authorisation to access and amend information held on the Register. 
The primary responsibility lies with the crime manager in each LAC who can designate other offi cers to undertake child 
protection register duties. The crime manager can allocate a case manager to each registered person. It is also the 
responsibility of LACs to monitor registered persons within their command and to take action in relation to persons in 
breach of their reporting obligations. 

Operational police charging a person with a registrable offence have specifi c responsibilities. These include attaching 
certain forms32 to the brief of evidence, so the court can determine if a person is required to register following the fi nalisation 
of the matter, and the completion of a threat assessment. (The process for completing threat assessments is discussed 
further in Chapter 15.)

Certain centralised aspects of the Register’s operation are managed by the Child Protection Registry which is part of the 
Child Protection Squad under the direction of the State Crime Command. The Child Protection Registry is responsible for 
the day-to-day management, monitoring and maintenance of the Register. This includes:

• development of policy and guidelines

• calculation of reporting periods

• coordination of intelligence

• provision of assistance, advice and ongoing training to operational police

• advising LACs of registrable persons in their command

• identifying persons who have failed to register within statutory timeframes

• management of cases transferring to or from interstate.
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The Register is not a separate database but an interface of the COPS information management system. The information 
provided by registered persons is recorded on COPS in the same way as all other information held by NSW Police. 
However, access to the full range of Register information is restricted. Only offi cers who have specifi c levels of authorisation 
can access all the information about a particular registered person or fi nd all the registered persons in a particular location. 
There is no public access to the information on the Register.

There are four levels of authorised access to the information held on the Register:

1) The Child Protection Registry can enquire, add and modify all ‘CPR cases’.33 The Registry can also access the 
Registry worklog, and download and print reports and lists of registered persons.

2) Crime managers and members of the crime management unit and, on average, about six senior nominated 
offi cers in each LAC can enquire, add and modify all CPR cases in their LAC.

3) An assisting offi cer, or case manager, can access and modify only the particular CPR case of a registered 
person allocated to them.

4) All police offi cers, when conducting a person, vehicle or location enquiry on COPS, can see if the entity is 
associated with a CPR case and the details of the assessed level of threat.  

3.4. Implications for registrable persons  
The onus of complying with registration and reporting obligations of the Act lies with the registrable person.             

The primary obligation imposed by the Act is for a registrable person to register with police within 28 days of having 
received notifi cation of an obligation do so, and provide police with their personal details, as prescribed in the Act. These 
include details of any names they use, the addresses where they reside, any vehicles they drive, and their employment. 
Registrable persons are also required to provide a photograph of themselves and proof of identity. Following the initial 
registration, the ongoing obligations under the Act require a registered person to provide police with details of any changes 
to their personal details within 14 days of the change, and to advise police of any intended overseas travel, or interstate 
travel of more than 28 days. All reporting must be done in person at a police station. Details of the personal information that 
must be provided and other reporting obligations are discussed in more detail in Chapter 11.

Although the Act does not specifi cally provide for the monitoring of registered persons by police, the child protection 
objectives of the Act mean that ensuring compliance is imperative if the Register is to be an effective tool for the 
investigation of offences and the protection of children. Registered persons should anticipate some degree of monitoring 
by police following registration, to ensure they are complying with their obligations. The extent and form of this monitoring 
should be determined by the assessed level of risk of each registered person. However, all registered persons should 
anticipate some contact from police, such as visits to their home, at least annually during the period of their registration. 
Monitoring of registered persons by police is discussed in more detail in Chapter 15.

The Act does not limit the activities or movements of, or place any conditions on, the registered person. There is no 
requirement for a registered person to report to police if their personal details remain unchanged. Nor is a registered person 
required to inform anyone of their registrable status. However, a registered person is automatically a ‘prohibited person’ 
for the purposes of the Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act and is therefore not permitted to work in child-related 
employment.34 
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Endnotes
31  The Child Protection Registry has advised our offi ce that there were no registered persons who were participants in the Witness Protection 

Program during the review period. Phone conversation with Martin Wellfare, 18 August 2004.
32  Known as ‘Form 1: Child Protection (Offenders Registration ) Act 2000 Determination of registrable person status’ and ‘Form 2’ (a cover letter for 

the court brief). 
33  All the information relating to a registrable person held on the Register is referred to as a ‘CPR case’ in NSW Police procedures and guidelines.
34  Section 5(1) Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act 1998.’Child-related employment’ is defi ned in section 3 of this Act as ‘any employment 

that primarily involves direct contact with children where that contact is not directly supervised’.
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Chapter 4. The Ombudsman’s review

4.1. Methodology 
A multi-faceted research strategy was developed to review the operation of the Act. The aim was to obtain information from 
a range of sources and perspectives about the way the various aspects of the Register were being managed in NSW. The 
main research methods were:

• analysis of data from the Register

• consultation with relevant community and government stakeholders, including analysis of submissions 
received in response to a discussion paper

• consultation and interviews with those responsible for the Act’s implementation including NSW Police and 
supervising authorities

• a survey of, and interviews with, persons on the Register

• a review of complaints and enquiries made to the Ombudsman

• a review of charges for breach offences under the Act

• observation and review of training conducted for NSW Police

• review and analysis of similar legislation in other jurisdictions, and of relevant literature. 

A more detailed overview of the various research methods used is at Appendix 3. 

4.2. The underlying principles of the Ombudsman review
As noted earlier, the Ombudsman’s review is part of a two stage process of review. The Act provides for the Ombudsman 
to keep under scrutiny the operation of the provisions of the Act and the regulations, and then for the Minister to review 
whether the policy objectives of the Act remain valid and whether the terms of the Act remain appropriate for securing those 
objectives. 

While this report focuses primarily on operational issues, it also includes discussion of certain policy issues. The distinction 
between operational and policy issues is not always straightforward. While monitoring the operation of the Act, we have 
needed to consider certain policy issues which have had a bearing on its implementation. In addition, during Parliamentary 
debate, the Parliamentary Secretary referred certain issues of concern, which are more policy-focussed than operational in 
nature, to the Ombudsman for consideration as part of his review.

We have also received a signifi cant amount of information and opinion about the policy objectives which underpin the 
legislation. It would be remiss of us not to provide this information to the Minister, so that he has the opportunity to consider 
the wide range of community views when conducting his review. We understand that the fi ndings and discussions 
contained in our report will be used to inform that review. 

Although this report discusses and raises certain policy issues for the Minister’s consideration, our recommendations only 
address operational issues. 

4.3. The structure of this report
This report follows the structure of the Act, and discusses each of the provisions and relevant issues. Certain operational 
issues not covered by the Act are also addressed.
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Part 2.
Who must register
The chapters in this Part address the issues of who the Act applies to and what determines if a person is registrable. As 
registration is mandatory following a conviction for a registrable offence, the defi nition of registrable offences is discussed. 
The effect of registration for particular groups of people is also addressed, along with the lack of any discretion in 
determining registration appeal provisions.
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Chapter 5. Snapshot of persons on the 
Register
As at 15 October 2003, after two years of operation and the last day of our review period, 916 people had registered with 
NSW Police, with 828 of those recorded as ‘currently registered’. The registration of 40 people had been suspended as they 
were in custody and 44 were absent from NSW (with fi ve of those overdue to return from the date advised to police. Four 
are recorded as ‘no longer registered’ as they had successfully appealed against their conviction for a registrable offence.35

A further 33 people had been notifi ed of their obligation to register but had yet to do so. Of these, eight were still within the 
28 day time limit for registration, while 25 were overdue to register. Another 35 persons had been identifi ed as registrable 
but were yet to be notifi ed. 

There were another 360 persons in custody who will be required to register once their custodial sentences are completed. 

This brings the number of persons in NSW identifi ed as registrable persons in the fi rst two years of its operation to 1344. 

As at November 2004, more than 1650 persons were registered, meaning that approximately 700 new persons were 
entered on the Register in the year following the review.36

Of those currently registered at the end of the review period, 22 were under the age of 18 (the youngest being 13), with the 
registration of an additional 27 arising from convictions for offences committed as a young person. 

Nearly 98 per cent of registered persons (809) were male. Of the 19 women on the register, seven were registrable as a 
result of convictions for non-sexual offences.37      
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Endnotes
35  The Child Protection Registry has advised us that the details of people who are no longer registered are subsequently removed from the Register. 

Email correspondence dated 5 May 2004.
36  Letter from the Hon. John Watkins MP, Minister for Police, 2 January 2005.
37  The registrable offence for fi ve was murder, and for two was detain for advantage.
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Chapter 6. Registrable offences

6.1. Relevant provisions of the Act
The Act provides that any person convicted of a ‘registrable offence’, subject to a minimum sentencing threshold, is 
required to register.38 An offence is a ‘registrable offence’ only where the victim is a child, defi ned as a person under 
the age of 18 years.39 The Act classifi es ‘registrable offences’ into either ‘Class 1’ or ‘Class 2’.40

Class 1 offences are defi ned as:

• the offence of murder, where the person murdered is a child

• an offence that involves sexual intercourse with a child

• an offence against section 66EA of the Crimes Act 1900 (offences relating to persistent sexual abuse of a child)

• an offence which has as an element an intention to commit any of the offences referred to above

• an offence of attempting, or of conspiracy or incitement, to commit any of the offences referred to above.

Class 2 offences are defi ned as:

• an offence that involves an act of indecency against or in respect of a child, if punishable by imprisonment for 
12 months or more

• an offence under section 86 or 90A of the Crimes Act 1900 (kidnapping offences), where the offence is 
committed against a child, except where the person found guilty of the offence is or has been a parent or carer 
of the child

• an offence under section 80D or 80E of the Crimes Act 1900 (offences relating to sexual servitude) where the 
offence is committed against a child

• an offence under section 91D-91G of the Crimes Act 1900 (offences relating to child prostitution) other than an 
offence committed by a child prostitute

• an offence under section 578B or 578C(2A) of the Crimes Act 1900 (offences relating to child pornography)

• an offence that, at the time it was committed was a Class 2 offence for the purposes of the Act, or if the offence 
occurred before the commencement of the Act, was an offence of a kind referred to above

• an offence which has as an element an intention to commit any of the offences referred to above

• an offence of attempting, or of conspiracy or incitement, to commit any of the offences referred to above.

Any equivalent offence committed outside NSW is also a registrable offence. Anyone convicted of such an offence in any 
other jurisdiction is deemed a registrable person.41

The minimum sentencing threshold42 is not met if:

• a person is found guilty but has no conviction recorded43 

• a sentence for a single Class 2 offence does not include a term of imprisonment or a community service order 
or a bond under which the person was required to submit to strict supervision

• a conviction has been quashed or set aside 

• a child is convicted of a single offence involving an act of indecency or possession or publication of child 
pornography.44

Persons convicted on or after the date the legislation commenced, or serving a sentence for a registrable offence (either in 
custody or supervised in the community) at the date of commencement, are registrable.45 Those serving a sentence at the 
commencement of the Act are referred to as ‘existing controlled persons’.
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6.2. Relevant provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) 
Amendment Bill 2004 
The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 increases the range of registrable offences. It provides 
new defi nitions for Class 1 and Class 2 offences, by adding various Commonwealth offences against children.46 

The new Class 1 offence would include:

• an offence against section 50BA or 50BB of the Crimes Act 1914 of the Commonwealth (offences relating to 
sexual intercourse with a child outside Australia)

The new Class 2 offence would include: 

• an offence against section 50BC, 50BD, 50DA or 50DB of the Crimes Act 1914 of the Commonwealth (offences 
relating to acts of indecency with a child outside Australia)

• an offence against section 270.6 or 270.7 of the Criminal Code of the Commonwealth (offences relating to 
sexual servitude and deceptive recruiting for sexual services) where the person against whom the offence is 
committed is a child

• an offence against section 233BAB of the Customs Act 1901 of the Commonwealth involving possession of 
items of child pornography or child abuse material.

The Bill also has a provision that enables regulations to be made to include, as registrable offences, offences of a foreign 
jurisdiction that do not have an equivalent in NSW.47

A further provision allows for the discretionary registration of a person not convicted of a registrable offence.48 This allows a 
court to order that the person comply with the reporting obligations of the Act, if an application for an order is made by the 
prosecution, and the court has imposed a sentence. The court must be satisfi ed that the person poses a risk to the lives or 
sexual safety of children. A person subject to such an order is deemed to have been found guilty of a Class 2 offence. 

6.3. Commentary on the operation of the provisions

6.3.1. Defi nition of ‘registrable offence’

The defi nition of ‘registrable offence’ is the key to the legislation, because inclusion on the Register, and all the obligations 
that that entails, fl ow directly from a conviction for a registrable offence. The Act contains no provision for discretion or 
review to exclude people who might be considered to be inappropriately caught by the Act. It is therefore important that the 
defi nition of ‘registrable offence’ means that the Act applies to the types of offenders who pose a risk to children. 

The defi nition of registrable offence primarily raises questions of policy rather than procedure. However, it should be 
noted that there are also operational implications for police. The broader the defi nition of ‘registrable offence’, the more 
registrable persons there will be. This directly impacts on the time and resources police must expend on initial registration 
and updating information. Police do have some control over the resources allocated to monitoring activities, for example, by 
targeting their monitoring to the extent of the risk posed by registered persons. 

Our review received a wealth of input on the issue of registrable offences. We believe it is important that we report on the 
range of these views.

In addition, the Parliamentary Secretary specifi cally referred some of the questions arising from Parliamentary debate on 
registrable offences to the Ombudsman for consideration as part of our review.49 Specifi cally, these were the application of 
the Act to:

• People found not guilty by reason of mental illness and detained as forensic patients, in particular women who 
killed their children as a result of post-natal depression.

• Young people who are convicted of registrable offences in relation to consensual underage sexual activity.

6.3.2. Observations on the types of offenders who should be included on the 
Register

The need to draw a distinction between some of the people on the Register and ‘paedophiles’ or ‘predators’ was raised by 
a number of people.
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Some of the respondents to our survey of registered persons expressed a view that the defi nition of registrable offences 
was too broad. Thirty-one of the 293 respondents (over 10%) provided comments on this issue. Thirteen thought that 
the Act should only apply to ‘repeat’ or ‘serial’ offenders.50 Three others argued that offences that do not involve a ‘victim’ 
or ‘physical contact’ with a child should not be registrable.51 Another twelve made reference to the need to consider the 
‘seriousness’ of the crime, with comments such as: ‘Discern between the real paedophile and the rest of us.’52 Some 
respondents expanded on what their understanding of a ‘serious’ offence was with comments such as:

 … only for serious offenders e.g. Rapists. Be much more selective, target people who HAVE raped or molested 
somebody. 53

Should just be for those who pray on kids.54

However, for some respondents, the main determination of seriousness was often one of a distinction between ‘real 
predators’55 and those convicted of ‘minor’ or ‘trivial’ offences.56 Not surprisingly these respondents considered they fell into 
the latter category. For example, one respondent told us the Register was valuable ‘for real offenders but I guess they all 
say this.’57 

While there is no doubt a degree of self-interest in these views from registered persons, it is worth noting that similar views 
have also been expressed by others, including police and community representatives. For example, the victims advocate 
organisation, Bravehearts, wrote:

A registrable offence should only be one where the person or crime is motivated by a need, desire or predilection to 
sexually offend, in a paedophilic nature, against a child.58

Similar comments were made by some of the crime managers we interviewed:

The defi nition of ‘paedophile’ is too broad, it’s not common-sense and not the community defi nition. Case studies like 
in the discussion paper pop up every day.59

There should be more focus on paedophiles…those people involved in consensual relationships [should not be on 
the Register].60

Not everyone on the Register is a paedophile. There are child murderers and there are young men who have been in 
consensual relationships.61

However, most of the submissions arguing for the exclusion of certain types of offender from the Register focussed on 
particular classes of offender, as discussed in the following sections of this chapter.

6.3.3. Young people convicted of offences arising from consensual underage sex

One of the concerns raised during Parliamentary debate by the Hon Ian Cohen was whether the legislation would (or 
should) apply to young persons convicted of offences relating to underage consensual sex.62 The Parliamentary Secretary 
responded that the Government’s view was that it was very unlikely that young people would be charged with registrable 
offences in relation to consensual underage sex, or if they were, that minimum sentencing thresholds were not likely to 
be achieved.63 Notwithstanding this position, the Parliamentary Secretary referred this matter to the Ombudsman for 
consideration as part of the review. 

During the course of the review, this issue has been raised as a signifi cant concern by a wide range of stakeholders.64 

Eleven of the 44 submissions received in response to the discussion paper commented on the issue of whether offences 
arising from consensual underage sex or youthful experimentation should be registrable.65 A number of registered persons 
interviewed for this review, 66 or who responded to our survey,67 also expressed concern about being registrable as a result 
of having a consensual sexual relationship with an underage person, as did some of the crime managers who participated 
in interviews.68

While some discussed the issue as a matter of principle or saw it as a potential problem, others provided examples of what 
they believed were inappropriate registrations as the incidents giving rise to the conviction related to consensual sex. 

Most submissions focused on general concerns. For example, the Shopfront Legal Service stated:

We take issue in particular with the application of the Act to children convicted of offences arising from consensual 
underage sex. Young people in this category are not the predatory sex offenders at whom the legislation was aimed.69

The Department for Women expressed a similar view: 

… a young person under the age of 18 engaging in consensual sex with another young person between the ages of 
14 and 16 should not automatically be treated as a sex offender.70
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The Tasmanian Ombudsman raised similar concerns:

This [registration for offences with no sexual element] appears to place responsibilities on people who may be most 
unlikely to re-offend. A similar outcome is likely where the offences relate to consensual relationships involving young 
people, as they may well stigmatise someone whose development and sexual attitude and behaviour are quite 

normal.71

Other submissions commented that drawing a distinction between sexual abuse and sexual experimentation is not always 
clear cut. One youth worker noted:

There is that debate on whether they are perpetrators when they are so young or whether it is sexual experimentation, 
young people can actually become a victim/be labelled within this system.72

One crime manager made a similar comment:

Although a 15 year old has a limited capacity to consent to sex, it is very different to an offender who offends against 
a stranger, or a child under the age of 10. Certainly for those proven paedophiles it is very important to have the 
Register.73

A submission from parents with a child on the Register acknowledged that their son was guilty of a sexual offence involving 
unwanted touching, but noted:

We accept the need to ensure that those who are predators against children should be known to Police, BUT … 
there seems to be a lack of DEGREE related to the severity of the crime. Our son was 15/16 years of age – Teachers, 
Doctors and Psychologists all note that at this age hormonal changes are occurring in teenage youth for both male 
and females, and yet our son … [is] … in the EXACT same category as a recently released sex offender … convicted 
of rap[e]. OUR SON IS NOT A CHILD MOLESTER/PAEDOPHILE. [Original emphasis].74

At the time our discussion paper was issued, we had heard various anecdotal reports of convictions for registrable offences 
involving consensual underage sex. However in most cases we were unable to verify whether these matters had actually 
resulted in registration. This was because either we were given insuffi cient detail or the matters had yet to be fi nalised in 
court. In the discussion paper, we asked that anyone who was aware of particular cases provide us with the details of the 
matter. We have subsequently received information about a number of cases that appear to involve convictions arising 
from consensual sexual relationships involving a person under the age of consent (see case study 1). However, it should 
be noted that not all of these cases involved a relationship where both parties were underage or of a similar age, and the 
information that it was a consensual relationship came from the registered person. In most of these cases, the information 
provided to the review was insuffi cient to verify the circumstances of the registrable offence.

Case study 1. 
Following are several examples that illustrate the above discussion:

A 21 year old man registered at Liverpool was convicted of a sexual offence against a girl under 16. He had met her 
at a nightclub and thought she was older. They had a sexual relationship which was consensual. When her parents 
found out they reported him to the police which resulted in charges being laid. The crime manager says the man is 
so disturbed about being on the Register that he has gone missing, and he fears that he may harm himself.75

Three young men aged 16 and 17 were originally charged with sexual intercourse with a girl under 16 without 
consent. The charges relating to ‘without consent’ were subsequently dropped so now the only charges relate 
to underage sex. One of the young men had been in an ongoing relationship with the girl. The matter is yet to be 
heard, but if they are convicted they will be registrable.76

A man was in a consensual relationship with a girl in 1983 when she was not quite 16 and he was 22. No charges 
were laid in respect of the relationship until 1996 when, he says, she sought to have him charged to claim victims 
compensation, following the introduction of new legislation. The matter was not fi nalised until 2001.77

‘One of the registered offenders in the command was 18 at the time and he was seeing a 15-year-old girl and it was 
consensual. Although a 15 year old has a limited capacity to consent to sex, it is very different to an offender who 
offends against a stranger, or a child under the age of 10.’78

A man in his early 20s was convicted of offences arising from a consensual relationship with an underage girl that 
lasted for a number of months. He says charges were laid some time later following a dispute with the girl’s mother. 
The girl gave evidence in his favour at the trial but he was sentenced to three months imprisonment.79
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It is diffi cult to assess with accuracy whether certain people are becoming registrable as a result of convictions arising 
from consensual or experimental underage sex. However, the critical issue is whether registration is appropriate in 
these grey areas. The key question is whether persons convicted in these circumstances pose a child protection risk. 
If not, then it must be considered whether the obligations of registration create an unnecessary burden in respect of 
ongoing reporting obligations and potential stigmatisation as a child sex offender. There is also the issue of the time 
and resources of police involved in managing the registration, ongoing reporting and monitoring of these registered 
persons.    

The benefi t of registration in these cases may outweigh any negative aspects through the provision of supervision 
and monitoring of these persons to ensure that early or inappropriate sexual behaviour does not develop into further 
sexual offending. However, it may be that other agencies, such as the DJJ or community-based treatment programs, 
may be more effective child protection measure than inclusion on a child protection register and oversight by the 
police. 

An assessment by the sentencing court of whether there is a potential child protection risk that would require 
registration, may be a useful approach. This would ensure that people who do present a child protection risk are 
registered. A limited discretionary system to achieve this is discussed further in the conclusion to Part 2.

6.3.4. Offences with no sexual element: murder and kidnapping

From the outset there has been concern expressed about the inclusion on the Register of persons convicted of murder and 
kidnap offences that have no sexual element.80 As we understand it, the reason for the inclusion of murder and kidnapping 
offences within the ‘registrable offences’ defi nition was that children are often abducted or murdered in connection with 
attempted or actual sexual offences. Offenders may not be charged with the sexual offences, either because they were 
thwarted in their commission, or because the evidence is more likely to provide a conviction for murder or kidnap charges. 
In his second reading speech for the Bill, the Minister for Police said:

Some child murders have an underlying sexual motivation, but there may not be conviction for a sexual offence. 
There is no more dangerous or despicable sex offender than one that murders his victim.81 

One example of this, which received a high profi le in the media at the time, and subsequently at the offender’s release, was 
the murder of Nicole Hanns by John Lewthwaite in 1974 (see case study 2). 

It is our understanding that the inclusion of murder as a registrable offence was a direct response to the management of 
persons convicted of an offence such as this. While the reasoning behind this is understandable, there is also a concern that:

The one size (or two sizes) fi ts all approach means that onerous reporting requirements will sometimes be imposed 
on people who do not represent a signifi cant risk of re-offending.82

The issues raised by the inclusion of different categories of non-sexual offences as registrable offences are discussed 
separately below.

6.3.5. Women who have killed their child as a result of post-natal depression

An issue raised by the Hon Ian Cohen in Parliament was whether it was appropriate for women convicted of murdering 
their children as a result of post-natal depression, and detained as forensic patients, to be registrable. The Parliamentary 
Secretary advised Parliament that the Government’s view was that forensic patients who had murdered a child potentially 
posed a risk to the community and that registration was therefore not unreasonable.83 The Parliamentary Secretary also 
referred this issue to the Ombudsman for consideration as part of the review.

Case study 2. 
Eighteen year old John Lewthwaite was on parole and drunk when he broke into the Hanns family home with 
the intention of abducting and molesting Nicole’s nine year old brother. He could not fi nd him and when he was 
disturbed by fi ve year old Nicole waking, he stabbed her 17 times. He confessed to the murder to his parole offi cer 
the next morning. He was subsequently convicted and sentenced to life imprisonment, redetermined to a fi xed term 
of 20 years following the introduction of the Truth in Sentencing legislation. He was released in June 1999, subject to 
lifetime parole
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We understand that most women who kill their children as a result of post-natal depression are unlikely to be convicted 
of a registrable offence. In most cases the conviction would be for infanticide rather than murder 84 or for manslaughter85, 
by reason of diminished responsibility86, if the initial charge was murder.87 These are not registrable offences. However, if 
the person is charged with murder and relies on the defence of mental illness under Part 4 of the Mental Health (Criminal 
Procedure) Act 1990 and is then found not guilty by reason of mental illness under section 38, the charge cannot be 
reduced to manslaughter. It is only in these cases that the person is registrable. This has the potential to create an anomaly 
where some women who kill their children due to a disturbance of the mind in the post-natal period will be subject to 
registration and others will not. 

An analysis of the data at the end of the review period has identifi ed only two women on the Register as the result of being 
found not guilty by reason of mental illness and sentenced under the Mental Health (Criminal Procedure) Act 1990, after 
having killed their child. Both these women provided details of the circumstances of their cases to this review (see case 
study 3). It is noted that only one of these involves a post-natal depressive episode. While the impact of the inclusion on 
the Register of persons in these circumstances may not be signifi cant in terms of the numbers, it may still constitute an 
unacceptable inequity.

The inclusion of women who kill their children due to post-natal depression has been raised by a number of parties 
throughout the course of the review.91 It was specifi cally addressed in three submissions and the views provided to this 
review were quite polarised.92 

On the one hand some parties argued persons convicted of murdering a child, regardless of the circumstances, should be 
registrable. For example, Barnados told the review that they: 

… would have general concerns about … women who have killed children as a result of post-natal depression not 
being on the Register, as this factor may occur with subsequent pregnancies. (Unless further research shows this is 
not an issue.) [Original emphasis].93 

NSW Police has also supported the ongoing inclusion of persons in this situation, stating: 

There has been some debate as to whether such persons should be subject to registration schemes. Nonetheless 
the mental illness suffered by these offenders may in fact make these persons a greater risk to children as they may 
have less control over their actions. Indeed in most cases should such offenders in some future circumstance have 
access to children, Police and other agencies may be obliged to report these children as being at risk of harm.94

Others strongly express the view that the particular circumstances of mothers who murder their children while suffering 
a disturbance of the mind in the post-natal period are not the intended targets of the Register and no purpose is served 

Case study 3. 
One woman told us that she experienced post-natal depression following the birth of her second child in 1996. 
Her condition worsened into an acute and fl orid psychosis during one episode of which she killed her baby. She 
was charged with murder. A judge found her not guilty by reason of mental illness in 1997 and ordered that she 
be detained, as a forensic patient, ‘in strict custody until released by the due process of law’. After undergoing 
psychiatric treatment while in hospital she was conditionally released in 1999, no longer psychotic but suffering 
depression and grief. She continued with counselling. Following a hearing by the Mental Health Review Tribunal, 
she was unconditionally released in April 2002, and her status as a forensic patient was terminated. In releasing her 
unconditionally, the Tribunal determined that ‘no member of the public will be seriously endangered’ by her release.88 

She is required to be on the Register for 10 years, as she was still a forensic patient, although conditionally released, 
at the commencement of the legislation in October 2001. She has told us: ‘I don’t belong on this list. I was found 
not guilty due to mental illness of murder. There should be space to allow for an appeal of inclusions. I think I have a 
good case for exclusion but none are allowed as yet.’89  

Another anonymous respondent to our survey of registered persons wrote:

‘I had a post-natal depression when my 2 children were born. But I got well. The third depression I experienced was 
when my 7 years old son being bullied in school. He always had bruises every time he come home from school. 
I complained to the principal and to the teacher, but they didn’t respond to my complaint. I got deeply depressed 
leading to my killing of my son. Then I have been acquitted by the law due to mental illness. I always been a good 
mother and wife. I don’t know why I have to be registered on the child protection register. I have suffered long 
enough … So I still keep on suffering and be humiliated by being registered on the Child Protection Register. Can 
they not classifi ed the dangerous person to a non-dangerous one. After all I have been acquitted by the law.’90 
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by having them registered. The Intellectual Disability Rights Service (IDRS) has noted that the offending profi les of these 
women are ‘vastly different from those of predatory child abusers.’95

One argument for excluding forensic patients from registration is that they are not released in to the community until the 
Mental Health Review Tribunal determines that ‘no member of the public will be seriously endangered by the person’s 
release.’96 However, it should also be noted that this is a somewhat different test to that which must be used by the ADT in 
deciding whether or not a person with lifetime reporting obligations is entitled to have those obligations suspended after 15 
years, namely, ‘the person does not pose a risk to the safety of children’. (The power of the ADT in this respect is discussed 
further in Chapter 8: Review and Appeal Processes.)

While it could be argued that no practical purpose is served by monitoring persons assessed as posing no serious risk, 
others may believe some form of monitoring might be appropriate for women who have killed their children following a 
disturbance of the mind. In this case, it might be anticipated that the nature and extent of monitoring and managing such 
women would be different, and more attuned to their particular circumstances. As noted above, most mothers who kill their 
children as a result of post-natal depression are not convicted of a registrable offence. 

It is perhaps unreasonable to argue that inclusion on the Register and monitoring by police of only a small sub-set of this 
group is the most appropriate way to address concerns about the risk to subsequent children that women in this situation 
might pose. The development of an alternative system of monitoring all women who murder their children as a result of 
post-natal depression might be more important, if there are justifi able concerns about their ongoing threat to children. 

It might be possible for a discretionary arrangement to apply in these circumstances, so that women who are assessed 
as a child protection risk would be registrable. A possible mechanism for determining which persons found not guilty 
by means of mental illness of murdering their child (while suffering from post-natal depression or psychosis or similar 
condition) could be included in the defi nition of a ‘registrable person’ is discussed in the conclusion to Part 2.     

6.3.6. Other non-sexually motivated murder offences

We received a considerable amount of input on the question of the inclusion of other non-sexually motivated murder 
offences. Some circumstances where the murder of a child may not have a sexual element are where:

• a young person is murdered, often by another young person, perhaps as the result of a confl ict

• a child or young person is killed either intentionally or accidentally during the commission of another offence, 
such as robbery or drug-related crime

• a child or young person is murdered within a domestic or family setting by a parent, step-parent or partner. 

Some of the submissions we received were in favour of maintaining murder as a registrable offence. Others questioned the 
value of placing ‘responsibilities on people who may be most unlikely to re-offend’97 or ‘where there is no discernible value 
in the offender being registered’.98

One argument for maintaining murder as a registrable offence came from the Department of Education and Training:

… the inclusion of offences in addition to direct sexual offences against children and young people ensures that a 
comprehensive range of offending behaviours against children and young people are captured and allows for the 
monitoring of known offenders within the community.99]

The Commission for Children and Young People also told the review that it was in favour of murder of a child remaining a 
registrable offence:

I am opposed to any proposal to remove the offence of murdering a child from the list of mandatory registrable 
offences. While I note that some child murders may contain no underlying sexual motivation, murder in itself remains 
an offence of the gravest nature and, as such, should remain a registrable offence.100

However, a study by the Commission for Children and Young People found that half of the teenagers who died as a result 
of assault were killed in altercations involving peers as perpetrators. These assaults often occurred in the context of violence 
committed in the course of a crime, killings committed by de factos and drug-related deaths.101 Of the perpetrators in this 
study, three were convicted of murder, and therefore would be registrable. Another Australian report found that only nine per 
cent of the child homicides studied were victims of a known fatal sexual assault, while the majority, 70 per cent, were killed 
by their parents, half of these as a consequence of a family dispute.102 

NSW Police has provided an analysis of the Register data where the primary registrable offence was murder, or attempting, 
conspiring or incitement to commit murder. There were 45 registered persons who met this criteria. In 16 cases (about 
35 per cent), the murder was committed during the commission of a sexual offence, or in an attempt to conceal a sexual 
offence. Of the other 29 cases, for about 40 per cent the victim was the child, step-child or partner of the offender (18 
cases), and for seven per cent, the victim was residing in close proximity to the offender, and there was no sexual motive 
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Case study 4. 
A young man, who was in prison serving an 18 year sentence for murder, wrote to us about what he believed was 
the inappropriate application of the Act to him. He had been convicted of the murder of a 17 year old young man 
when was 19 years of age. The victim was killed in a premeditated attack following a dispute about the victim 
staying at the offender’s fl at. The offender told us that as he had been drinking with the victim in a hotel he had 
assumed that he was over 18. ‘When you go to a pub you make the judgement that everyone there is above the age 
of 18 due to the fact that it is a adult environment and you to be 18+ to drink there… not at anytime was I to come to 
judgement that the deceased was to be under the age of 18 and the deceased was never at anytime to be known 
to me as a child of 17.’ The offender told us that he is not disputing his sentence or conviction but is concerned 
‘because it suggests that I am a child predator. Which I am not. And that I am a risk to children.’ He argued that the 
requirement that he be on the Register is ‘an unintended consequence of the legislation and some amendments 
need to be made… because there is a big difference between harming another adult and harming a child… but how 
could I make that distinction when the deceased was in an adult environment drinking.’109

A woman contacted us to tell us about the circumstances of her son, a registered person, who she believes has 
been inappropriately caught by the provisions of the Act. Her son was convicted of murdering a 17 year old when 
he was 16 years of age. He served a nine year sentence in a juvenile detention centre. When he was released in 
August 2003 they were shocked to learn that he was required to register on the child protection register. She is 
concerned that anyone who knows he is on the Register, including police offi cers, will think that he is a paedophile. 
She said that when a constable came to their house to check that he was still at the same address, he told her that 
he did not know the details of her son’s offence, just that he was on the Register. Her son is now 26 and married 
and trying to get on with his life. She says he is not a danger to children but she is concerned that being a registered 
person will seriously impede his successful reintegration into the community.110 

(three cases). NSW Police has identifi ed the remaining eight cases (19 per cent) as ‘thrill kill’ murders with no obvious 
sexual motive.103 NSW Police further note:

The data from the Registry indicates a signifi cantly smaller proportion of persons convicted of intrafamilial homicides 
are recorded on the Register than actually occurs.104 This may be explained by the lesser (non registrable) charge of 
manslaughter for which many of these offenders would be convicted.105 

Nevertheless, NSW Police has advised us that the current arrangement for murder offences is supported.106 

Some of the crime managers we interviewed have expressed concerns about child murderers being on the Register.107 For 
example, one reported on a man registered in his LAC following a conviction for the murder of an eight year old child over 
22 years ago:

… he is completely freaked out by the Register and simply can’t get on with his own life. He creates extra 
unnecessary work for police who really do not need to be monitoring him or caring if he is leaving the area for a 
month. Yet police are bombarded with paranoid notices about what he is up to.108

The review was also provided with details of two other persons who are registrable on the basis of convictions for murder of 
a teenager (see case study 4). While not denying the gravity of the offences, it could be argued that neither of these cases 
raise ‘child protection’ issues. 

The data would suggest that in a substantial number of cases of persons on the Register in respect of a murder conviction, 
particularly where the offender is a young person, the registered person does not pose a particular child protection risk. This 
raises questions as to whether the benefi ts of registration outweigh its negative aspects. 

There will clearly be circumstances where a conviction for the murder of a child gives rise to serious child protection 
concerns, and where registration would offer signifi cant benefi t in terms of protection of the community. The assessment of 
whether registration is appropriate in such circumstances might be made by a sentencing court. This is discussed further in 
the conclusion to Part 2.

6.3.7. Kidnap offences

The decision to include kidnapping as a registrable offence (other than kidnapping by a parent or carer to exclude custody-
related matters) was based on a concern that there was a correlation between kidnapping and sexual offences.111 A Judicial 
Commission study in 1998 found that approximately 19 per cent of kidnappers had a prior conviction for a sex offence, and 
that sexual and indecent assaults were the most common offence committed concurrently with kidnapping.112  
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However, an analysis of the Register undertaken by NSW Police shows that while in some cases there is a correlation 
between kidnapping and sexual offending, there are also a number of persons on the Register for kidnap offences where 
there is no connection to a sexual offence or a history of sex offending.113 This analysis found that there were 15 persons 
on the Register solely as the result of a kidnapping conviction. Of these, the analysis shows that in 10 cases there was no 
sexual element to the offence. For nine, robbery was the primary motivation114 and one was in the context of a drug-related 
domestic situation. In fi ve cases there was a sexual motivation to the kidnapping offence. These fi ve registered persons 
were co-offenders in two separate incidents.

A further 40 registered persons had been charged with a kidnapping offence in addition to another registrable (sexual) 
offence for which they were convicted. These people would have been registrable regardless of the outcome of the kidnap 
charge. The Child Protection Registry has noted that one of the reasons for including kidnapping as a registrable offence 
was to ensure that persons who kidnapped children for sexual motivations did not escape registration because offences 
relating to that could not be proven. 

Concerns about the appropriateness of persons convicted of kidnapping being registered have been raised by a number 
of parties. 

One registered person who is on the Register as the result of kidnapping arising from an incident when he stole a car with a 
child in it, expressed his attitude to the inclusion of non-sexual offences in the following way: 

For the people has molested or raped children must be controlled not me!! Don’t put everybody in register if there 
never intended to harm a child.115

A number of operational police have expressed their concerns about the appropriateness of persons convicted of 
kidnapping being registered, based on their experiences of persons registered in their LACs.116 Some of the examples they 
have provided are as follows:

A female is registered who was involved in an armed robbery that involved abducting a younger boy, but this was for 
advantage rather than any sexual activity so she should not be on the Register either.117

One man is currently registered after committing an armed robbery and detaining a 15 year old boy in the process. 
Basically they just mugged this boy and then took him around the city for advantage, but there was nothing of a sexual 
nature in the offence at all. This just seems like an unnecessary person to have to monitor along with actual serious 
offenders or people of a particular risk, though of course he is still monitored in the same way as everyone else in the 
low risk category.118

One case involved a kidnapping in which a child was only peripheral to the incident, as the woman who was detained 
had a child with her. Really the child didn’t have a lot to do with it but it automatically becomes a registrable offence.119

The Child Protection Registry has raised concerns with our offi ce regarding persons convicted of kidnapping where there is 
no sexual motivation being registrable.120

In its formal response to our discussion paper, NSW Police provided no specifi c view on the appropriateness of kidnapping 
as a registrable offence, only commenting that it is government policy that the current mandatory registration requirements 
continue to apply to those convicted of kidnapping offences involving children.121 However the report of the APMC working 
party noted:

NSW Police is of the view that kidnapping offenders without any apparent sexual motivation are not an appropriate 
target group for registration and may divert resources from managing other offenders who pose a greater risk to the 
sexual safety or life of children.122

The APMC working party noted that it supports this view. It has recommended that child kidnapping should not be 
an offence that attracts mandatory registration, but that certain offences be dealt with under a proposed discretionary 
registration scheme.123 Kidnap offences are not included as registrable offences in the model legislation agreed to by the 
APMC in June 2004. However, the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004, which is intended to 
amend the current Act in line with the nationally agreed model legislation, does not remove kidnapping as a registrable 
offence.124

NSW Police also reported that persons on the Register as the result of a conviction for kidnapping have a non-compliance 
rate of 20 per cent, which is signifi cantly higher than for the general population of registered persons.125 If substantial 
police time is being expended not only on registration and monitoring but also on the pursuit of persons in breach of their 
obligations, who may not pose a signifi cant child protection risk, then this raises questions about the appropriate use of 
police resources. 

The Commission for Children and Young People acknowledged that ‘there may be some justifi cation for removing 
kidnapping from the list of mandatory registrable offences.’126 One of the main objectives for including murder and kidnap 
offences as registrable offences was so that they would also be relevant offences for the Child Protection (Prohibited 
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Employment) Act 1998.127 The removal of kidnapping as a registrable offence would also have the effect of removing 
kidnapping as a relevant offence for the purposes of that Act. The Commission noted :

If kidnapping was to be removed … the Commission would re-examine the issue as a part of the upcoming review 
of the Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act 1998 in light of the literature about the risk of re-offending by 
kidnappers whose crimes do not have a sexual element.128

The data suggests that in a substantial number of cases involving persons on the Register in respect of a kidnap 
conviction, the registered person does not pose a particular child protection risk. This raises the question as to whether 
the benefi ts of registration for all persons convicted of child kidnap offences outweigh its negative aspects. In those 
circumstances where a conviction for the kidnap of a child gives rise to child protection concerns, registration would offer 
signifi cant benefi ts.

The Act currently provides an exclusion for offences committed by a person who is or has been a carer or parent of the 
child.129 It is therefore feasible that other kidnap offences that do not include a sexual element could also be excluded.130 
Alternatively, there could be a discretionary arrangement to deal with persons convicted of kidnap offences where there is 
no sexual element to the offence. This would allow a sentencing court to make an assessment of the circumstances and 
to make a registration order in respect of a conviction for kidnapping, or any other offence against a child, where required. 
This option is discussed further in the conclusion to Part 2. 

6.3.8. Registration for offences which are no longer illegal

Three people have told us they are on the Register for offences which arose from behaviour that is no longer unlawful. All 
of these relate to consensual homosexual activity with a young male aged between 16 and 18, at a time when the age of 
consent for males was 18. The age has been lowered to 16. 

It is not possible to determine the number of persons on the Register in respect of offences relating to consensual 
homosexual sexual activity with a 16 to 18 year old, as the offences for which they were convicted only relate to sex with a 
male ‘over 10 and under 18’.

One registered person who wrote to us about his situation articulated the issue:

I am in a position where I was convicted of an act which is less serious than current legal acts due to the lowering of 
the age of consent for male homosexuals. In May 2001 I was placed on the child protection register for 8 years after 
pleading guilty to: ‘consensual mutual masturbation with a male over the age of 16 years’. I believe the act should be 
amended to allow similar people in my position to be removed from the child protection register … [because] … we 
are on the register for an act which is now totally legal, more serious acts are legal such as oral & anal sex with males 
over 16 years.131

Two respondents to our survey of registered persons described being in a similar situation:

My offences involved people over 16 and under 18 – what happens now with new law??132

When I was 31/32 I had a few ‘encounters’ with a mate who was half my age. By the way, homosexual sex with a 17 
year old male is NOT against ‘THE LAW’ – this month!!! [Original emphasis].133

In May 2003, NSW Parliament passed the Crimes Amendment (Sexual Offences) Act 2003, which amended the Crimes 
Act 1900 to lower the age of consent for male homosexual sex to 16, in line with that for heterosexual and lesbian sex. The 
Explanatory Note to the Bill stated that one of the objects of the Bill was to provide that consensual male homosexual acts 
that took place prior to the amendments, where the parties were not less than 16 years of age, would cease to be unlawful, 
and the Bill had provisions to this effect.134 There was considerable debate in Parliament about this aspect of the legislation, 
and the Act was eventually passed with these provisions excluded.135

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act includes within the defi nition of a Class 2 offence, any offence that at 
the time it was committed was a Class 2 offence, as defi ned in the Act. There is no similar provision within the defi nition 
of Class 1 offences. However, the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004, which provides new 
defi nitions of Class 1 and Class 2 offences, does include such a provision for Class 1 offences. The Explanatory Note 
provides no explanation of the basis for this change in the defi nition.   

The Minister may wish to consider whether the inclusion on the Register of persons convicted of offences which arose 
from behaviour that is no longer illegal is consistent with the objectives of the legislation. A discretionary mechanism for 
determining whether persons convicted of such offences should be subject to the Act is discussed further in the conclusion 
to Part 2.     
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6.3.9. Offences not currently registrable offences

There has been some debate about the specifi c focus of the Register, for example, whether it should be for sexual offences 
only, and if so, whether it should include sexual offences against adults, or whether it should be ‘child protection’ broadly. 

Our review did not specifi cally seek input on the issue of whether registration should arise from convictions for sex 
offences other than against children. There is some research which suggests that for many offenders there is a substantial 
‘crossover’ between adult and child victims. Different studies have suggested that between 36 per cent and 82 per cent of 
sex offenders offend against both adult and child victims.136 The crossover effect is acknowledged for the purposes of the 
Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act 1998. Under this Act, any person convicted of a sexual or indecency offence 
(subject to sentencing thresholds) is a ‘prohibited person’, and so prevented from working with children. However, it does 
not necessarily follow that such arrangements should also apply to registration. 

If the Register is intended primarily and broadly for child protection purposes, by including the non-sexual offences against 
children of kidnap and murder, then there may be an argument for the inclusion of other offences against children, such as 
assault or harm offences.137 It could be argued that a person convicted of physically assaulting a child is as much of a child 
protection risk as a person convicted of some Class 2 registrable offences.

There is no consistent approach in other jurisdictions, with some including all sexual offences against both children and 
adults, and others only including child sex offences.138 NSW is one of the few jurisdictions which includes specifi ed non-
sexual offences as mandatory registrable offences. Kidnapping is a mandatory registrable offence in only some states in 
America, and not in the United Kingdom or Canada.139 It is our understanding that no registration schemes include murder 
of a child as a mandatory registrable offence.

The report of the APMC working party has noted that all parties consulted expressed concern about a broad registration 
scheme incorporating all sex offences as this may dilute its child protection benefi ts and reduce community support. 
Moreover, the Register would increase to a potentially unmanageable size if all sex offenders were to be registered. The 
APMC report suggests, that on the basis of NSW court statistics, a broad sex offender registration scheme would double 
the number of persons required to register and report to police.140 Some LACs already have over 30 registered persons, 
and as most will be reporting for between eight and 15 years, the number of registered persons in some LACs will increase 
signifi cantly over the next fi ve to ten years, even without any extension of the offences leading to registration. The workload 
impacts of the Register are discussed further at Chapter 8: Review and Appeal Processes.

6.3.10. Retrospectivity 

The Act has a limited degree of retrospectivity in that persons convicted of registrable offences prior to its commencement 
are required to register if they were serving a sentence at 15 October 2001, when the Act commenced. This includes 
persons in custody and those completing a supervised sentence in the community. These persons are known as ‘existing 
controlled persons’. The effect of this is that not all persons convicted of what is now defi ned as a ‘registrable offence’ are 
required to register, depending on their circumstances at a specifi c date. 

Various parties have expressed concerns about whether the requirement to report for a period after completion of sentence 
and supervision constitutes ‘additional punishment’. There is a concern that creating an obligation in respect of a past 
offence, which did not exist at the time of the conviction, goes against the general principle that changes in the law should 
not take effect retrospectively. However, it can also be argued that this principle may be rebutted and in exceptional 
circumstances retrospective application may be acceptable.141 

Persons convicted of registrable offences prior to the legislation being passed would not have been aware of the 
consequences of a conviction at that time. Some have suggested that if registered persons had known at the time of their 
hearing about the possibility of registration as an outcome of the matter, this may have infl uenced their plea. 

The legality and constitutionality of the retrospectivity in sex offender register and notifi cation legislation has also been the 
subject of much debate and various legal challenges in the United States.142 While some of the community notifi cation 
provisions have been found to be unlawful in some US and international courts, the registration requirements have not.143 

No similar legal challenges have yet been mounted in NSW, although concerns have been raised by some people that 
it is unreasonable to impose registration requirements on persons who were convicted prior to the legislation. The NSW 
Parliamentary Counsel’s Offi ce has advised that it is unaware of any NSW or Commonwealth law that would prevent 
registration legislation applying to persons convicted prior to the legislation’s commencement.144 In 1998 NSW introduced 
three fully retrospective items of child protection legislation that imposed restrictions (in relation to prohibited employment) 
on child sex offenders and certain other offenders after their release into the community.145 Unlike some bail reporting 
requirements, the Register legislation places no restriction on a registered person’s freedom of movement, and therefore is 
argued not to amount to ‘quasi-custody’ or a form of additional punishment.146
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The issue of retrospectivity was raised by at least 23 (8%) respondents to our survey of registered persons, although there 
was no specifi c question seeking their views on this issue.147 They expressed anger, unhappiness or disquiet about being 
included in a system which did not exist at the time of their conviction, and which imposed obligations on them that they 
could not have been aware of at the time. Many made simple comments such as ‘crime already paid for’148, ‘I have paid my 
debt! It is double jeopardy’149 and ‘done my time’150 while others provided more details about their concerns:

Double jeopardy- sentencing judge had no opportunity to take this extra sentence into account when he sentenced. 
Blatant discrimination- needs to be challenged in High Court.151

It is utterly ridiculous you do your time and you still have years to do outside after your sentence is up.152 

When I was sentenced there was no mention of me being given an additional sentence of 13+ year sentence after 
my release hence this is a breach of the law saying a person cant be punished twice for the same crime and no 
double talk will convince me this is not an additional punishment.153

I’ve done my bond but the goal posts get moved.154

I was shocked to learn of its existence, it appears the legislature is adding to the sentence imposed by the judiciary. 
No notifi cation until sentence was almost completed.155

At least one person who provided information to the review has contended that had he known about the possibility of 
registration at the time of his trial it would have infl uenced his decision to plead guilty (see case study 5).156 

Many of the registered persons who raised their concerns about retrospective coverage of the Act expressed anger at the 
whole system. Some of the comments they made raise concerns about their willingness to comply with their obligations 
and cooperate with police. However, even if they do pose particular problems for police in terms of compliance and 
monitoring, it must be noted that existing controlled persons are a fi nite group, and any negative effects of their inclusion on 
the Register are likely to diminish over time. 

On the other side of the argument, some have suggested that the legislation should be more retrospective. There are 
concerns that convicted sex offenders not under supervision at the time the legislation commenced and who are therefore 
not required to register, may still be a potential threat to community safety. Advice to the government at the development 
stage was that full retrospectivity would be unworkable.157 It would be extremely diffi cult to inform all offenders who 
had been convicted many years prior to the commencement of the legislation of their obligation to register. It has been 
suggested that full retrospectivity would vastly increase the cost of the program and potentially overload the system in the 
initial stages.

Case study 5. 
In 1996 a man, now aged 43, was charged with an offence in relation to various incidents which occurred in 1983, 
involving sexual intercourse with a girl under the age of 16 years. He was 22 years of age at the time and claimed 
it was a consensual relationship. The matter went to trial in 1997 and he was convicted and sentenced to a term 
of imprisonment. He appealed and the appeal was allowed in 2000 and he was released after having served 10½ 
months. A new trial was ordered. 

The man says he was convinced to plead guilty at the retrial in return for accepting a bond, which would ‘end the 
matter once and for all’. He agreed to plead guilty and received a three year bond. At the time of the trial the child 
protection register legislation had not been passed, and he was not aware that there was any possibility that he 
would have to register or that there would be any ongoing implications or responsibilities arising from the conviction 
beyond the term of the bond. As the bond was still in effect when the Act commenced in October 2001 he became 
an ‘existing controlled person’. He was notifi ed of an obligation to register and report for 15 years. 

The man claims that had the judge not erred at the 1997 trial he would not have been subject to the Act, and that 
had he known about the Register at the time of the retrial in 2000 he would not have pleaded guilty.
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Chapter 7. Applications to certain 
groups

7.1. Relevant provisions of the Act and Regulations
The Act and Regulations contain special provisions for certain groups of people, including young people, forensic patients, 
and those considered to have ‘special needs’. ‘Special needs’ is defi ned in the Regulations.158 These provisions relate to 
the notifi cation process159, some aspects of the registration process160, breach provisions for people failing to comply with 
reporting obligations161, and, for young people, sentencing thresholds and reporting periods.162

The particular circumstances of young people have been recognised. Section 3 of the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Act provides that a child convicted of a single offence involving an act of indecency or possession or 
publication of child pornography is below the sentencing threshold, but an adult convicted of a similar offence is not. 
Section 14(6) provides that reporting periods for young people are halved with a maximum period of 7½ years.  

The notifi cation provisions in the draft Bill were amended following concerns raised during Parliamentary debate that people 
with disabilities might be breached at a greater rate due to inadvertent failures to comply.163 The Act and Regulation were 
consequently amended to include additional requirements in relation to the giving of notices to registrable persons who are 
children or who have special needs.164

The special provisions provide for additional forms of notifi cation for young people and people with special needs, where 
they are ‘incapable of understanding a statutory notice’.165 The Regulation provides that the notifying agency ‘must take 
such measures as are reasonably practicable’ to assist the person understand their obligations and the consequences of 
not complying.166 The Act also provides for the information about registration obligations to be given to a support person if 
the person is a child or has a disability and is incapable of understanding.167

In respect of the registration process, the Act provides that a parent, carer, guardian or another person nominated by 
the registered person can give information on behalf of the registered person, if they are a child of have a disability that 
‘renders it impracticable or the information to be given in person’.168 The Act also provides that the registered person must 
attend the police station to provide relevant personal information unless their disability renders it impracticable for them to 
accompany their parent, carer, guardian or other nominee.169 

The Act also provides for the court to take account of a person’s age or whether the person has a disability that affects their 
ability to understand, or to comply with, their obligations in determining whether they had a reasonable excuse for failing to 
comply with reporting obligations.170

The Act applies to forensic patients. These are persons found to be ‘not guilty by reason of mental illness’ and who are 
detained under orders pursuant to the Mental Health (Criminal Procedure) Act 1990.171 These orders are not sentences. The 
Act was amended to defi ne such orders as ‘sentences’ for the purposes of the Act, to ensure that its provisions apply to 
forensic patients.172 In addition to the provisions recognising the special needs of forensic patients and other persons with 
special needs, the Regulation also includes some specifi c provisions for the notifi cation of forensic patients.173 

7.2. Relevant provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) 
Amendment Bill 2004 
The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 contains one new provision which is explicitly directed 
at registrable persons with special needs, specifi cally those with a limited competence in English. It includes a provision 
to allow police to arrange for an interpreter to be present when a person is registering or reporting information.174 It also 
provides that the interpreter must sign an undertaking that they will not disclose any information obtained while the person 
is registering or reporting, without statutory authority.175
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Snapshot of young people and persons with special needs on the 
Register 

Young people

At 15 October 2003, there were 22 young people under the age of 18 on the Register, with an additional four 
registrable persons under 18 not yet registered. All of these are male. The youngest person on the Register is 13 
years old and there are fi ve people aged 15, nine aged 16 and seven aged 17 years. Of those already registered, 
eight have a reporting period of 7½ years, fi ve have a reporting period of 6 years, seven have a reporting period of 
5 years and two have reporting period of four years. The racial appearance of 17 is recorded as Caucasian, one as 
Latin American and for four, there is no racial appearance recorded.

There are also 65 people aged 19 to 24 on the Register (three of whom are female). Of these, 27 are registered in 
respect of offences committed as a young person (two females). Of the 19-24 year olds, the racial appearance of 
more than two thirds is recorded as Caucasian and four as Aboriginal (including one woman). Three are recorded 
as East Asian, two each as Pacifi c Islander, Middle Eastern and Latin American, and one each as Eurasian, 
Mediterranean and South East Asian, with the racial appearance of two not recorded. Their ages are spread fairly 
evenly, ranging from nine aged 24 to 13 aged 23.

Forensic patients

Our analysis of the Register data has identifi ed nine registrable persons found not guilty by reason of mental illness 
(under section 38 of the Mental Health (Criminal Procedure) Act 1990) and detained as forensic patients, six men and 
three women. Their ages range from 20 to 49. Six of the nine were detained in respect of a murder charge only, one 
was detained in respect of murder and sexual intercourse offences, one for attempted murder, and one for kidnap. 
Five of the nine forensic patients have no other convictions, or minor traffi c convictions only. All of these are detained 
in respect of murder or attempted murder only. Two detained on a murder charge (one man and one woman) also 
have numerous assault and drug convictions, as does the one detained on murder and sexual intercourse charges 
and the person detained for kidnap. Only two of the forensic patients are currently registered (both women who killed 
their children as a result of post-natal depression). The rest are still detained, and not yet notifi ed of their obligations 
to register under the Act. Two have a reporting period of 15 years, one has a reporting period of eight years, and the 
remaining six have a reporting period of 10 years.

Registered persons with a parent, carer, guardians or other person nominated to assist

At the end of the two year review period, 42 registered persons had a parent, carer, guardian or other person 
nominated to assist with their registration and reporting obligations (about 5% of all registered persons). Of these, 
10 were under the age of 18. This is about half of all young people under 18 on the Register. Nine of those with 
guardians were aged 19 to 24. Young people under the age of 25 comprise 45% of all those with guardians. There 
are two women with guardians (one a forensic patient) and only three are recorded as not being Caucasian (one 
Latin American, one South East Asian and one Mediterranean). Three of the registered persons with guardians were 
in custody at the end of the review period and two were absent from NSW.

7.3. Commentary on the operation of the provisions
Some of the debate about the special circumstances of young people and other persons with special needs has been 
covered in Chapter 6: Registrable offences. For young people, this relates to registration in respect of convictions arising 
from consensual sexual relationships or for offences which do not have an underlying sexual motivation. There is also 
discussion in that chapter on the application of the Act to women who kill their children as a result of post-natal depression 
and are detained as forensic patients.

Many stakeholders raised with us issues about the application of the Act to certain groups. While these issues are 
primarily matters of policy rather than procedure, there are certain operational implications for police.176 This section of 
the report presents the broad range of issues raised and opinions expressed to better inform the Minister’s review of the 
policy objectives of the Act. In addition, the Parliamentary Secretary specifi cally referred some of the questions arising 
from parliamentary debate on the application of the Act to young people and forensic patients to the Ombudsman for 
consideration as part of this review.177

The following discussion primarily deals with the general principles underlying the application of the Act to certain groups 
and the effect of specifi c provisions of the Act. For young people, this includes the reduced reporting periods and higher 
sentencing threshold, and for forensic patients, the Act’s application by way of defi ning orders pursuant to the Mental 
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Health (Criminal Procedure) Act 1990 as a sentence for the purpose of this Act. The specifi c implications of the Act for 
people with an intellectual disability or a mental illness are addressed briefl y, but are principally dealt with in the various 
chapters outlined below.

Matters relating to the special notifi cation provisions for young people and people with special needs are dealt with in 
Chapter 10: Notifi cation of the obligation to register while Chapter 11 deals with the registration processes and reporting 
obligations. Chapter 13: Failure to comply and Chapter 15: Monitoring of registered persons address the particular concerns 
raised about the diffi culties some young people or people with special needs may face in complying with their reporting 
obligations. 

7.3.1. Young people

The question of whether the Act should apply to young people was the subject of considerable discussion, including in 
Parliament, at the time the legislation was being developed.178 Some of the arguments about whether the Act should apply 
to young people have also been provided in submissions to our review. Most of the input we have received addresses the 
various views on how specifi c provisions of the Act should or should not apply to young people. 

Thirteen of the 44 submissions we received in response to our discussion paper (30%) commented on the Act’s application 
to young people. This issue was also raised by other parties during the course of our review, and by some of the crime 
managers interviewed.179 Seven responses to our survey of registered persons were from people who indicated they were 
under 18. Although this is only 2.4% of all responses, it represents almost one third of young people under the age of 18 
on the Register at the time. A further 12 responses were received from those in the 19 to 24 age group (18% of that age 
group on the Register). However, most of these respondents did not comment specifi cally on the Act’s application to young 
people, as the survey did not contain a question on this issue.180

7.3.1.1. Whether the Act should apply to young people 

Registration applies to young people in most other jurisdictions with similar legislation, though often with different standards 
applying.181 While some research shows that many child sex offenders commenced their offending behaviours while 
they were children, other studies suggest that although the sex offending of many adult offenders can be traced to their 
adolescence, only a minority of adolescent sex offenders continue to sexually offend as adults.182 This same research 
shows that adolescent offenders are responsible for up to one third of all sex crime. Although many of these offend against 
children, this is generally because the age of their victims is similar to their own rather than due to a particular sexual interest 
in children.183 

Other research shows that young offenders are also more responsive to treatment and have lower rates of recidivism 
than adult offenders.184 However, in NSW, access to the DJJ’s Sex Offender Program is only possible after a conviction is 
recorded, which would make the young person registrable. NSW Police expressed concern about the scarcity of specialist 
community-based treatment programs for sex offenders, especially outside the metropolitan area, noting that ‘such 
programs may assist in rehabilitation and promoting compliance with the Act.’ 185

In our discussion paper we raised some of these issues and sought the views of stakeholders. While a number of the 
submissions we received discussed issues about the Act’s application to young people, none directly argued that young 
people should not be subject to the Act in any circumstances. However, this was the view expressed by one of the 
respondents to our survey of registered persons, who stated:

A boy of 15 should not be on list/register ever. No children should ever have to endure this terrible process. It is good 
for repeat offenders who are adults but terrible for minors. It should be only in existence for adults. For a child to be on 
it is very bad but adults it may be ok.186

Another respondent had similar concerns about the application of the Act to young people, although his comments seem 
to suggest more of a problem with the operation of the provisions than with the principles in general:

It dosent work for U18’s even the forms don’t compinsate for age. For older people yes but you need to look at the 
juvenile side. Its not set up properly for U18’s.187

NSW Police has told the review that the application of the Act to young people is ‘critical to NSW Police’s ability to identify 
and respond to repeat sex offenders.’188 

A number of submissions suggested that there should not be a blanket application of the Act to young people. Some, such 
as Southern Youth and Family Services Association, raised concerns about whether a conviction for a sex offence as a 
juvenile may be as a result of experimentation rather than being an indication of adult offending.189 There is a concern that 
registration may then stigmatise young people as sex offenders and interfere with their rehabilitative prospects, particularly if 
registration arises from ‘relatively minor offences.’190 The aim of a higher sentencing threshold for young people is to prevent 
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registration in these circumstances. In general, the review found that most stakeholders supported reduced reporting 
periods and other special provisions for young people.191  

7.3.1.2. Where a conviction is not recorded

A number of parties have told the review that they are greatly concerned that the Act provides for a young person to be 
registrable even in circumstances where the court has ordered that a conviction not be recorded.192 NSW Young Lawyers 
has set out in some detail the underlying principles of these concerns: 

Section 14 CCPA [Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987] states that a Children’s Court cannot record a conviction 
against a child who is under 16 years old, no matter what the offence, and a Children’s Court has the discretion to 
refuse to record a conviction for a child above the age of 16 years. 

The Act creates an irregularity because it attributes ‘registrable person status’ to child offenders in circumstances 
where the Children’s Court either does not have the power to record a conviction against a child or determines it 
inappropriate to record a conviction. 

This discrepancy between the operation of the Act and s 14 CCPA is incongruous and seemingly has no justifi cation.

The operation of the Act highlights a further incongruity when compared to the spirit of s 15 CCPA. This section 
excludes the admission in an adult court of prior offences committed by children where no conviction was recorded in 
the Children’s Court and where the child has not been punished for any further offences for two years.

This limited two year period that prior offences can be admissible against children is to be contrasted with the 
sometimes lengthy period of the reporting obligation that attaches to registrable persons, as well as to the notion that 
registrable person status (albeit without the reporting obligation) attaches to a child for an indefi nite period.193

The case study below provides an account of these concerns from a personal perspective.

The Shopfront Youth Legal Service has also raised similar issues. In its submission it notes that although the Children’s 
Court has the power to impose any sentencing option without recording a conviction, it is only where a matter is dismissed 
under section 31(1)(a) of the Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987195 that the young person is exempt from registration 
requirements. Shopfront notes, “the non-recording of a conviction will usually refl ect the court’s view about the objective 
seriousness of the offence,” and quotes a former Senior Children’s Court Magistrate to support its view that registration is 
inappropriate where a conviction has not been recorded:

Children’s Courts have recognised in recent years that the damage to a child’s future wrought by conviction for a 
youthful misdemeanour may be heavily out of proportion to the offence itself and to any other order the court may 
make in consequence of the offence.196

Shopfront has recommended that the registration obligations of the Act only apply to children where a conviction has 
been recorded or, alternatively, that the sentencing court have a discretion to order that an offender be exempted from 
registration.197 

This latter option has also been suggested by NSW Young Lawyers, who have also put forward a further alternative 
proposition that there be: 

… an onus on the prosecuting authority to satisfy the sentencing court, on the balance of probabilities, that it is in the 
interests of justice that a child should have registrable person status for the purpose of the Act.198 

Case study 6. 
‘Our son was placed on a 12 month good behaviour bond with a “non-recordable offence” noted against the 
charges. … Our son at the time of the 1st offence was 15 years and 11 months, at the time of the 2nd offence he 
was 16 years and 1 week old – the girl was in the same class and year as our son. … We thought this would be 
the end of, for us as a family, 11 months of HELL, unfortunately this was not to be the case, after the Court Hearing 
was concluded we were told that our son would be place onto the ‘Sex Offenders Register’ and that he would be 
bound to the requirements of this register for 6 YEARS and 344 DAYS. … He may have a NON RECORDABLE 
CONVICTION noted and a 12 month bond but he and we will be persecuted for the next 6 years and 344 days. We 
can see that when he marries and moves out of our home within a short period, his new bride will also be subjected 
to the indignity of a Police visit to confi rm his residential status.’ [Original emphasis].194
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NSW Young Lawyers note that the legislation and case law relating to sentencing children clearly emphasise individualised 
considerations and treatment and on this basis argue that the judiciary should be given the discretion to determine whether 
it is in the interests of the child and community for a child to be registrable.199 The Law Society has advised us that its 
Criminal Law Committee endorses the position of NSW Young Lawyers.200

The Minister may wish to consider whether there is an inconsistency between the principles and provisions of the Children 
(Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987 which provides for the non-recording of convictions for young people and the Child 
Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000 which provides for a young person with a conviction for a registrable offence, 
subject to sentencing thresholds being met, to be registrable, even when the conviction is not recorded.  

Most of the submissions to the review on this issue supported a discretionary system of registration for young people 
to ensure that young people who pose a risk are included in the scheme while others can be exempted in some 
circumstances.201 For example, the Juvenile Justice Advisory Council stated:

The Council is of the view that there should be a process available for applications for exemption from registration 
where special circumstances exist.202

The Department of Women suggested that any exemption should relate to a specifi c type of offence, recommending that:

… where a young person under 18 years is convicted of an offence under the Crimes Act 1900, Section 66C(3): 
Sexual intercourse – child between 14 and 16, and where the intercourse was with consent, the presiding judicial 
offi cer should have a discretion to recommend that the Act not apply.203

Most stakeholders commenting on this issue generally expressed a similar view to the Law Society that this be achieved 
through courts having ‘discretion to exempt children from reporting obligations under the Act.’204 

The Minister may wish to consider whether there should be provision for a discretionary application of the Act in relation to 
young people. If it is determined that discretion is appropriate in making a determination about whether a young person 
should be registrable, the court could have regard to a range of factors, including the nature of the offence and whether 
a conviction had been recorded. The primary consideration must be whether the young person poses a risk to the safety 
of children. The benefi ts to the community arising from registration should prevail over the particular needs of the young 
person if there is any doubt about the question of risk. The issue of a limited discretionary system is discussed further in the 
conclusion to Part 2.

7.3.1.3 Sentencing thresholds

NSW Police noted that the higher sentencing threshold for young people is designed to ‘fi lter out technical fi ndings of guilt 
and the most minor offences’ and that consequently a child found guilty of a single act of indecency (such as exposing 
themselves or touching another child) is not subject to registration.205

NSW Police has told the review that it is aware of at least one Children’s Court Magistrate who is currently exercising legal 
discretion so as to ensure that juvenile offenders sentenced for registrable offences fall below the sentencing threshold of 
the Act.206 Offi cers from the DJJ also advised us, early in the review period, that more than one Children’s Court Magistrate 
was making sentencing decisions to specifi cally avoid the young person being subject to the Act. This included making 
orders that were not legally possible, such as that the young person complete a sex offenders program prior to sentencing 
and if successful then the matter would be dismissed under section 33(1)(a), or that the young person not be subject to the 
Act. 207 This is despite the clear intention of Parliament that there be no judicial discretion in determining whether a person is 
registrable. This position was also reiterated in legal advice provided to judicial offi cers by a Judicial Commission article on 
this issue.208 

We have subsequently been advised that this was only a problem in the early stages of the implementation of the Act, 
and is not an ongoing problem.209 However, some stakeholders have told the review that they believe that courts should 
be permitted to have regard to registration obligations when determining sentence. These issues are discussed further in 
Chapter 8: Review and Appeal Processes and in the conclusion to Part 2.

In contrast, some Sex Offender Program counsellors from the DJJ have told the review that they were concerned that the 
sentencing threshold was too high in some instances, so that young people in their supervision are not on the Register, 
despite the seriousness of the incident.210 Some young people may be charged with a less serious offence than the incident 
giving rise to the charge might otherwise suggest, with a conviction for the lesser offence not resulting in registration.211 The 
counsellors put the argument that, in some instances, the nature of the offence should be suffi cient to incur registration, 
without reference to the sentence. In the United Kingdom, there are different sentencing thresholds for juveniles, with some 
offences attracting registration only for adults while others are registrable offences for all offenders, regardless of their 
age.212

The different sentencing thresholds for young people are intended to benefi t young people. However, one submission 
we received from a solicitor with Legal Aid argued that there is an anomaly in the provisions that disadvantages young 
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people.213  The apparent anomaly lies in the different sentencing thresholds provided for adults and young people in the 
defi nition of ‘registrable person’.214 This provides for persons convicted of a registrable offence not to be subject to the Act 
where a matter has been dismissed, either under section 10 of the Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act 1999 for adults or 
under section 33(1)(a) of the Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987 for young people. A judicial offi cer has the option to 
impose a bond on an adult, and dismiss the matter under section 10.215 However, if a Magistrate wishes to impose a bond 
on a young person, there is no provision to dismiss the matter. An order providing supervision for a young person must 
be made under section 33(1)(b) and dismissal is only possible under section 33(1)(a).216 Any order for supervision for a 
young person would result in registration (having regard to the usual sentencing thresholds provisions of the Act) whereas 
an order providing supervision for an adult under section 10 would allow the matter to be dismissed with no obligation to 
register. The consequence of this is that young people may be subject to the Act in circumstances where adults are not. 

The Minister may wish to consider whether the anomaly discussed above disadvantages young people in comparison 
to adults, in that fewer sentencing options are available for them when a matter is dismissed. If it is determined that this is 
contrary to the spirit of the legislation and not in accordance with Parliament’s intentions, the Minister may wish to consider 
whether the Act should be amended to remove the anomaly. 

It should be noted that a discretionary scheme to determine the application of the Act to young people, as discussed in the 
conclusion to Part 2, could be a means of addressing this issue, as well as other concerns raised about the registration of 
young people. 

7.3.2. Forensic patients 
Our analysis of the forensic patients who are registrable, that is, people found not guilty of a registrable offence by reason of 
mental illness, showed that they clearly have a different profi le to other registrable persons. Thirty per cent of this group are 
women (compared to just over two per cent for registrable persons as a whole). The registrable offence of the vast majority 
(eight of the nine) is murder (compared to less than four per cent for registrable persons as a whole), with only one person 
also having convictions for sexual offences, although another three also have convictions for violence offences. 

There was considerable debate in Parliament about the appropriateness of the Act’s application to forensic patients, and 
how the provisions might impact on them.217 The Hon Ian Cohen raised this issue in Parliament. 

The IDRS has questioned the application of the Act to forensic patients. It argues that as persons with qualifi ed fi ndings of 
guilt (found not guilty by reason of mental illness or who are unfi t to be tried) are not guilty of any offence, it is unjustifi able in 
principle to impose the onerous obligations of registration on persons who bear no culpability for their acts. 218

IDRS has also put the position that registration for forensic patients who have been unconditionally discharged is 
unnecessary in practice.219 A forensic patient can only be released following a decision by the Mental Health Review Tribunal 
that ‘no member of the public will be seriously endangered by the person’s release’, so no practical purpose is served by 
monitoring persons assessed as posing no serious risk.220 Only two of the registrable forensic patients are in the community 
and are currently registered. The majority are still in custody, and will remain so until the Mental Health Review Tribunal 
assesses them as ready to be returned to the community. 

One respondent to our survey of registered persons told us: ‘I don’t belong on this list. I was found not guilty due to mental 
illness.’221 Another respondent made a similar comment and added: ‘After all I have been acquitted by the law’. 
[Original emphasis].222

NSW Police has told the review that it supports the manner in which forensic patients are dealt with as registrable 
persons.223 Although Parliament made it clear that forensic patients should be registered, it also recognised the particular 
diffi culties they may have in understanding and complying with their registration obligations. Seven registrable persons who 
are still detained as forensic patients have not yet been notifi ed of their obligations under the Act. The Regulation provides 
for an additional notice to be given to forensic patients when they are assessed as capable of understanding the notice, if it 
is determined that they are not capable of understanding their obligations at the time of sentencing.224 It seems somewhat 
academic to explore whether forensic patients understand their reporting obligation while they are in custody. The real 
issue is whether they understand their obligations when notifi ed at the time of their release. The review has received no 
information to suggest that forensic patients released into the community have any ongoing problems understanding or 
complying with their obligations. 

The specifi c provisions for the notifi cation of forensic patients are discussed in more detail in Chapter 10: Notifi cation of the 
obligation to register. The impact on police resources arising from the registration and monitoring of people assessed as 
not being a risk is discussed further in Chapter 15: Monitoring of Registered Persons. 

The data shows that forensic patients become registrable primarily due to killing a child, rather than the commission of 
a sexual offence. The issues about the inclusion of offences where there is no sexual element, as registrable offences, 
discussed in Chapter 6: Registrable offences, are relevant here. If it can be shown that a forensic patient is not a child 
protection risk, it could be questioned as to what practical purpose is served by the registration and monitoring of such 
persons.
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The application of a discretionary system in respect of forensic patients is discussed further in the conclusion 
to Part 2.  

7.3.3. Persons with an intellectual disability or mental illness
During the development of the legislation, certain groups expressed concern that people with an intellectual disability or 
mental illness that impaired their capacity to understand or comply with their reporting obligations would be disadvantaged 
by the provisions of the legislation. For example, the IDRS argued that people with disabilities have increased exposure to 
being breached.225 It was these sort of concerns that prompted the amendments to the notifi cation provisions and to the 
Regulation including additional requirements in relation to the giving of notices to registrable persons who are children or 
who have special needs.226  

There was substantial debate in Parliament about the impact on people with disabilities, with representatives of various 
parties backing additional support and provisions for them.227 The Parliamentary Secretary stated that: 

Whether or not the offending behaviour is caused by mental illness, those offenders pose a real risk to child safety and 
should be required to register … Intellectual Disability Rights Service Inc. states that it is unjust to punish offenders 
with mental illnesses. The Act and the bill are not about punishment. People are not required to report to police for the 
purpose of the police punishing them; they are required to report to police for child protection purposes.228

There is no specifi c information held on the Register which identifi es people with a mental illness or an intellectual disability. 
An analysis of sentences received by registrable persons provides some indications of the extent of the inclusion of these 
people on the Register, but does not provide any defi nitive data. This analysis shows that 127 of all registrable persons had 
received a sentence, at some time, indicative of them having a psychiatric or intellectual disability.229 This includes 12 who 
have had matters dismissed under section 32 of the Mental Health (Criminal Procedure) Act 1990 230, and nine found not 
guilty by reason of mental illness under section 38 of that Act. The others have received sentences which required them to 
undergo psychological or psychiatric assessment, treatment or care, or to attend a developmental or remedial program. 
This group represents over nine per cent of registrable persons. However, it is likely that the actual proportion of registered 
persons with a psychiatric or intellectual disability would be higher, as not all persons with a psychiatric or intellectual 
disability would have received a sentence that directly related to their condition.

Generally, input to the review supported the registration of people with mental illness or intellectual disability in principle, 
although a number of parties expressed concerns about how well those people may be able to comply.231 These issues are 
dealt with in more detail in the chapters on notifi cation, registration, monitoring and breaches. 

The working party advising the APMC on nationally consistent child sex offender register legislation strongly recommended 
that people with an intellectual disability or mental illness not be exempt from registration requirements.232 The Tasmanian 
Ombudsman, in a submission to our discussion paper, presented a similar argument for not excluding such people: 

It is imperative for this legislation to include persons with intellectual disability and mental illness or those who are 
forensic patients. It is my understanding that these groups represent a signifi cant proportion of sex offenders. It is 
also appropriate that their management be subject to different conditions. To omit them would make the legislation 
ineffective.233

The Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care had considerable input into the development of the legislation in 
respect of its application to people with a disability. The Department acknowledges that many people with disability in its 
care continued to exhibit child sex offending behaviour and that these people may pose a signifi cant risk to child safety.234 
While the Department has not opposed the registration of people with a disability, it has commented in its submission to our 
review that:

… there is always a risk that some people with an intellectual disability will not have the capacity to understand and 
fulfi ll registration and reporting obligations.235

In its submission to our review, IDRS did not argue that the Act should not apply to people with a disability, but rather that:

… the legislation must balance the need to protect children in the community with the need to minimise the risk of 
exposure of vulnerable people to the criminal justice system as a result of an inability to understand the administrative 
obligations placed upon them by the Act.236

IDRS has expressed a concern that, although the Act does provide special provisions in respect of people with a disability, 
they may not be identifi ed as a person with special needs at the outset:

… it may not be apparent that a person is a vulnerable person or has an intellectual disability until they are in breach 
of their obligations … [and] … this may disproportionately expose people with an intellectual disability to further legal 
processes and … the possibility of further criminal sanction on the basis of the manifestation of their disability.237
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In its submission to our review, NSW Police raised a number of issues about the ongoing management of registrable 
persons with a mental illness, and some operational police also provided information about their experiences. 238 NSW 
Police recommends formalising the roles and responsibilities of agencies managing registered persons with disabilities, but 
notes that not all have support persons or networks.239

The review supports the ongoing application of the Act to people with a mental illness or intellectual disability. The ability 
of these people to comply with their registration obligations, and their management by police, are discussed further in 
Chapter 11: Registration processes and reporting obligations, Chapter 13: Failure to comply, and Chapter 15: Monitoring of 
registered persons.
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Chapter 8. Review and appeal 
processes

8.1. Relevant provisions of the Act
The sole ‘appeal’ provision in the Act applies to registrable persons with a lifetime reporting period. After 15 years they can 
apply to the ADT for an order suspending further reporting obligations.240 

The ADT can only make such an order if it considers that the person does not pose a risk to the safety of children. In 
making its decision the ADT must take into account a range of factors including: 

• the seriousness of the offences as a result of which the person is a registrable person

• the period of time since those offences were committed

• the age of the registrable person, the age of the victims of the offences and the difference in age between the 
registrable person and the victims of the offences, as at the time the offences were committed

• the registrable person’s present age

• the registrable person’s total criminal record

• any other matter the ADT considers appropriate.241

The Commission for Children and Young People is to be a party to any proceedings and may make submissions in 
opposition to, or in support of, the making of an order.242 

If the ADT refuses to make an order suspending the registered person’s reporting obligations, the registered person is not 
entitled to make a further application to the ADT until fi ve years have elapsed from the date of the refusal, unless the ADT 
otherwise orders.243

A party to the ADT proceedings may appeal to the Supreme Court, on a question of law, from any decision of the ADT.244 

There are no other provisions for any exercise of discretion, either judicial or administrative, in respect of determining the 
requirement to register or the reporting period.

8.2. Relevant provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) 
Amendment Bill 2004 

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 does not provide any additional provisions for review 
or appeal in respect of determination of a registration requirement. However, it does make amendments to the existing 
provisions which allow a person with a lifetime reporting obligation to seek an exemption after 15 years. The Bill removes 
the ADT’s right to suspend a person’s reporting obligations pending a determination of an application for exemption.245 It 
also inserts a provision that an exemption order would cease if the person is found guilty of a registrable offence or is made 
subject to a child protection registration order.246 The Bill also provides for the ADT to notify the Commission for Children 
and Young People of any application for an exemption.247

8.3. Commentary on the operation of the provisions
As the Register has only been in operation for just over two years, there have been no applications to the ADT for the 
suspension of reporting obligations. 

Many stakeholders raised with us issues about the lack of provisions for discretion, review or appeal in relation to the 
requirement to register and the length of the reporting period. These issues have been conveyed to our review through 
submissions and inquiries we received, various consultations with relevant agencies, the interviews we conducted with 
operational police, and the responses to our surveys of registered persons. This section of the report presents the broad 
range of issues raised and opinions expressed to better inform the Minister’s review of the policy objectives of the Act.

In our discussion paper, we invited submissions on the operation of the Act in relation to review and appeal provisions. Of 
the 44 submissions we received, 12 commented on this issue.248 The majority of these submissions argued in favour of the 
introduction of review and appeal provisions.249 However, others, including those by NSW Police and the Commission for 
Children and Young People, were satisfi ed with the existing provisions. Some of the crime managers interviewed throughout 
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the review period raised issues about the lack of review or appeal provisions, as did 40 of the 283 registered persons who 
responded to our survey.

8.3.1. Arguments for and against discretion or review and appeal mechanisms

The desirability of a review mechanism was generally raised either in relation to whether registration is appropriate for some 
persons, such as young people or forensic patients, or in relation to people convicted of certain registrable offences, such 
as those where there is not necessarily a sexual element or which involve consensual underage sexual activity. Some of 
these concerns have been explored in Chapter 6: Registrable Offences, in relation to which offences should be registrable, 
and in Chapter 7: Application to certain groups, in respect of the appropriateness of certain types of persons being subject 
to the Act. Some people also raised issues about the need for a review mechanism in relation to determining the length of 
the reporting period. This question is discussed in Chapter 12: Reporting periods.

NSW Police has told the review that it is opposed to introducing appeal or review arrangements in respect of registration 
arising from convictions for registrable offences, beyond those measures currently in place for persons subject to lifetime 
registration. NSW Police notes that currently only persons whose conviction or fi nding of guilt for a registrable offence is 
quashed or set aside by a court can be removed from the Register. To date, approximately 25 persons have been removed 
from the Register following a successful appeal outcome. NSW Police has argued that introducing any new appeal 
arrangements:

… would expose children to unacceptable risks, create additional uncertainty for victims and their families, result in 
issues demanding registration being argued in court in the fi rst instance, and impose signifi cant resource implications 
for police and other justice agencies.250

NSW Police commented that it had received numerous requests from registered persons seeking to have their case 
reviewed on compassionate grounds, but noted that it has no discretion to remove persons from the Register. NSW Police 
supports the mandatory system currently in place, arguing that operational police are unable to determine the likelihood of 
registered persons re-offending. 

However, it is interesting to note the terms of some correspondence from the Child Protection Registry to certain registered 
persons who sought a review of their registration requirement. For example, the Registry wrote to one person: ‘Looking 
at the sentencing judges comments and your previous correspondence I appreciate your concerns at the length of your 
reporting period.’251 And to another: ‘The information you supplied in your application to be removed from the Register was 
certainly compelling.’252 The Registry suggested both these persons contact our offi ce to provide input into this review, 
noting in one instance that ‘your comments are important and may enable future amendments to the Act.’253 

The NSW Commission for Children and Young People noted the very limited provisions for a person to appeal or seek 
review of their registrable status, but commented that it ‘considers that strong justifi cation would need to be established 
before introducing any such appeal or review process’. While the Commission did not reject the inclusion of an appeal or 
review provision in respect of establishing the registration requirement, it did state that, in its view, there is no evidence ‘to 
suggest a need to establish a review mechanism for determining the length of reporting periods.’254

In its submission to our review Privacy NSW was critical of the lack of a broader appeal or review mechanism to determine 
liability to register and commented that ‘the one size (or two size) fi ts all approach that was eventually adopted means 
that onerous reporting requirements will sometimes be imposed on people who do not represent a signifi cant risk of 
re-offending.’ While acknowledging the potential demand on time and resources that could arise from unmeritorious 
applications for review, Privacy NSW argued that a review or appeal mechanism would ‘introduce some fl exibility into an 
infl exible process’. It noted that ‘discretionary powers can represent a fair and cost effective form of oversight by setting 
standards for the way such discretion is exercised in the future.’ However, NSW Privacy also commented that fl exibility 
might be achieved by other means, such as giving police some discretion.255

A victim of sexual assault argued against registered persons being afforded the right to have their requirement to register 
reviewed. She wrote about her fear and insecurity and the long-term impact of abuse, noting that victims ‘cannot appeal 
against that damage that interferes with their lives’.256 

The APMC working party does not support the inclusion of any appeal process in nationally consistent legislation.257 
However, it does recognise some of the concerns raised by a scheme where registration is mandatory following conviction 
for a registrable offence not necessarily containing a sexual element, for example, kidnapping.258 Consequently the APMC 
has recommended that registration be discretionary in certain cases. This is discussed further in Chapter 6: Registrable 
offences. 

Six people on the Register attempted to have their cases reviewed by our offi ce, because they believed, for various 
reasons, that they should not be obliged to register. When advised that there are no mechanisms for review, these people 
expressed concern about what they saw as a limitation of the legislation and were strongly of the view that this should be 
addressed.259 
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Forty respondents to our survey of registered persons commented on the need for some form of review or appeal. Some of 
the comments made by registered persons suggested that there needed to be greater fl exibility in the system:

There should be a review after a period of time. It is too rigid.260

There should be space to allow for an appeal of inclusion. I think I have a good case for exclusion but none are 
allowed as yet.261

[Needs] some type of review process to allow for individual situations.262

The suggestion that there should be provision for an individual assessment of each case was also raised in the surveys. 
This individual assessment, it was claimed, would provide a better way of determining who should remain on the Register. 
For example:

I think the period that a person has to be required to be registered for should be reviewed in each persons case 
based on their special/individual behaviour/compliance.263

Some type of review process [is needed] to allow for individual situations. [We are] not treated as individual – personal 
‘risk’ not assessed.264

Similar views were echoed by some of the crime managers we interviewed. One expressed a concern that some people 
were inappropriately registered and suggested: 

This could mainly be improved by looking not only at the conviction, but also more at the surrounding circumstances 
of each case to determine whether it would be really worthwhile to have various people registered.265 

Another, specifi cally referring to a person on the Register as the result of a conviction for a kidnap offence, suggested that:

The way that people are identifi ed to register should be approached on a case-by-case, individualized way rather than 
the current offence based process.266

8.3.1.1. Young people

Various people have raised concerns about the application of the legislation to young people (see Chapter 6: Registrable 
offences and Chapter 7: Application to certain groups).  A number of submissions suggested that young people may be 
particularly disadvantaged by the lack of discretion in determining registration and argued for limited review or appeal 
mechanisms to apply to young people in certain circumstances. 

The Shopfront Youth Legal Centre stated that the registration and reporting requirements are likely to have ‘an unjust 
and disproportionate impact on some of the most disadvantaged people in our community, particularly young people, 
homeless people, and those with intellectual disabilities.’ Shopfront expressed its concern about young people being 
registrable where a conviction has not been recorded, noting that: ‘The non-recording of a conviction will usually refl ect 
the court’s view about the objective seriousness of the offence’. As discussed in Chapter 7: Application to certain groups, it 
recommended that registration should not apply to young people where a conviction has not been recorded. Furthermore, 
Shopfront recommended that the Act should provide for an application to be made to the ADT for removal from the 
Register or exemptions from reporting where special circumstances exist, such as where a young person has been 
convicted of an offence arising from consensual sex with a person of similar age.267

Similarly, the Law Society of NSW and NSW Young Lawyers were particularly concerned about the application of the Act 
to young people, or people who committed offences as children. The Law Society commented that, while it believed that 
all registrable persons should be able to seek review, this was particularly important for people who committed registrable 
offences as children.268 NSW Young Lawyers noted that the absence of judicial discretion in determining whether a young 
person should be registrable ‘is inconsistent with the principles and purposes relating to the sentencing of children’. NSW 
Young Lawyers also suggested the Act be amended to allow an application to the ADT for the removal of young people 
from the Register.269 The Juvenile Justice Advisory Committee expressed their view that, where special circumstances exist, 
there should be a provision for application for exemption from registration.270 

Although the Act allows no judicial discretion in determining the requirement to register, anecdotal evidence suggests that in 
some cases, especially in relation to young people, judges and magistrates are attempting to adjust sentencing outcomes 
to avoid registration requirements for certain offenders. This is also discussed in Chapter 7: Application to certain groups.

Counsellors from the Sex Offender Program of the DJJ provided information to the review about cases where solicitors, 
magistrates and judges have tried to fi nd ways to avoid registration obligations, such as encouraging changes of plea from 
guilty or attempting to get registrable charges dropped.271 For example, the counsellors referred to one matter which was 
adjourned so the magistrate could fi nd a way to avoid registration for the young person. An argument was put forward that 
the young person would attend voluntary counselling with the DJJ Sex Offender Program if he did not have to be registered, 
despite this being impossible as acceptance into the program fl ows from conviction. Ultimately the matter was dismissed 
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with a caution, which not only meant that registration was not required but that there was no treatment intervention. Another 
example given was of a matter at the District Court that was adjourned so that a psychological assessment could be 
obtained. This report addressed the impact of registration and recommended that the young person not be subject to the 
Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act, although there is no provision for discretion in this respect.

NSW Police has reported that at least one Children’s Court magistrate has deliberately sentenced young persons in a 
way that places them below the sentencing threshold for registration.272 This is contrary to advice provided to judicial 
offi cers through the Judicial Commission Bulletin that it is inappropriate for registration to be considered in determining 
sentence.273 The Ministry for Police has informed the review of a case where a magistrate attempted to make an order that 
a young person not be required to register, although he had no authority to do so.274 The Young Lawyers Committee of the 
Law Society of NSW also provided anecdotal evidence of cases where solicitors have requested magistrates to require 
participation in the Sex Offender Program as a precursor to dismissing the matter without penalty.275 

We have subsequently been advised that this was only a problem in the early stages of the implementation of the Act, and 
is not an ongoing problem.276 However, it does highlight that the question of the appropriateness of registration for young 
people convicted of registrable offences, even with the higher sentencing thresholds, has caused concerns within judicial 
circles.

8.3.1.2. Certain other offences, including non-sexual offences

The need for a review or appeal mechanism was also raised in relation to persons convicted of registrable offences that did 
not necessarily have a sexual element, such as murder or kidnapping. Discussion about these registrable offences can be 
found in Chapter 6: Registrable offences. 

For example, one crime manager we interviewed told us about a case where a person was on the Register as a result of a 
kidnapping conviction and he considered there should have been a way to review the person’s registrable status: 

Basically they just mugged this boy and then took him around the city for advantage, but there was nothing of a sexual 
nature in the offence at all. This just seems like an unnecessary person to have to monitor along with actual serious 
offenders or people of a particular risk.277

The mother of a registered person contacted our offi ce about the possibility of review for her son’s case. She was 
concerned not only because he committed his offence as a young person, but also because of the nature of his offence. 
As a 16 year old he had murdered a 17 year old. There was no sexual element to the crime. His mother felt very strongly 
that the Act should contain some review or appeal provisions so that cases like her son’s, which did not involve a ‘child 
protection’ offence, could be assessed to determine if registration was appropriate.278

The two women who are on the Register as a result of killing a child due to post-natal depression and are detained as 
forensic patients have expressed their concern about a lack of a review or appeal provision to allow them to apply for 
exemption from registration on the basis that they had been assessed as not being a danger to the community. Their cases 
are outlined at in Chapter 6: Registrable offences. One stated, ‘If I’m acquitted by the law and I’m not dangerous to the 
children I should not be registered.’279 The other wrote to the Child Protection Registry seeking removal of her name from 
the Register on the basis that she was no longer a forensic patient, having been unconditionally released some six months 
previously.280 This woman was very concerned that she would be required to be on the Register for 10 years although the 
Mental Health Review Tribunal had found that  ‘no member of the public will be seriously endangered’ by her release.281

Some other submissions have been made about the need for provisions to allow for some registered persons to be 
absolved of registration obligations in particular circumstances. For example, one registered person argued that people in 
his situation should not be on the Register. This man was convicted of an offence resulting from behaviour that is no longer 
illegal, namely, homosexual activity with a young male aged between 16 and 18. He told us the he believes there should be 
provision for him and other people in similar circumstances to apply for exemption from registration obligations.282

A crime manager submitted that the special circumstances of individuals need to be considered through an appeal system 
that examines the merits of individual cases.283 By way of example, she referred to a registered person in her command who 
she believed was not ‘a danger to society’. This man had been convicted of an offence arising from ‘a one off situation with 
a particular girl’, which the crime manager described as a long-standing consensual relationship, notwithstanding that it 
commenced some years prior to the girl reaching the age of consent. 

Similarly, one registered person told us that he felt there should be some option for discretion in respect of registration 
requirements in cases such as his. He was convicted of registrable offences arising from a consensual relationship with 
a 15 year old when he was 21, which occurred nearly 20 years before the charges were laid. He referred to the judge’s 
comments that he is not ‘a paedophile or a person who could be described as having paedophilic tendencies ... [and] 
… that he presents no risk to the community’. He stated: ‘I genuinely believe their should be some discretionary powers 
available … How ridiculous it just does not make sense … I feel very strongly about my situation.’284
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8.3.2. Possible options for appeal and review provisions

The review understands that appeal provisions were not included in the legislation to simplify the process and avoid the 
delays and costs likely to arise if it were open to all potential registrable persons to appeal against their obligations.285 
However, there was some support among submissions to our review for some form of discretion, review or appeal in 
determining a registration obligation in certain circumstances.

A number of options for a review mechanism or discretionary registration have been suggested to the review. These 
include: 

• a broad review role for a body such as the ADT, similar to that under the Child Protection (Prohibited 
Employment) Act 286

• an appeal to the ADT for exemption from registration ‘where special circumstances exist’, for example where a 
young person is convicted of an offence arising from consensual sex 287

• judicial appeal to a court, such as the Children’s Court 288 

• an appeal to a specially constituted body 289

• limited discretion  by the sentencing judicial offi cer, particularly for kidnapping and murder offences, to 
determine whether there was a sexual element and if a registration requirement should apply 290 

• a form of internal review by the Child Protection Registry in certain limited cases.291 

Some parties who have recommended that there be some form of appeal against the requirement to register for persons 
convicted of non-sexual offences have not suggested a specifi c mechanism. 

While the APMC working party has not supported the inclusion of any review or appeal mechanism in nationally consistent 
registration legislation, it has recommended that kidnapping not be a registrable offence except when ordered by a court 
under a proposed discretionary registration scheme. 

We are of the view that the inclusion of a broad appeal provision in the Act could make the system unmanageably complex 
with unacceptable delays and costs. However, the Minister may wish to consider whether there is scope for a limited 
discretionary system in certain narrow circumstances, where it can be established that the person does not pose a risk to 
the safety of children. 
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Chapter 9. Conclusions and 
recommendations
The Act provides for the Register to cover particular types of offenders, with the requirement for registration being an 
automatic consequence of a conviction for a ‘registrable offence’, subject to specifi ed sentencing thresholds. There is 
currently no discretion or mechanism for review to exempt people who would otherwise be registrable from their reporting 
obligations, other than a right of review to the ADT after 15 years for offenders required to comply with reporting obligations 
for their lifetime. Signifi cantly, the ADT can only make an order suspending an applicant’s reporting obligations if it 
considers that ‘the person does not pose a risk to the safety of children’.

An important issue which has arisen in the course of our review is whether the inclusion of certain types of offender on the 
Register is appropriate. We have received a variety of submissions and views on this issue, which have been set out in 
detail in the proceeding chapters of this report. The submissions and views provide a range of perspectives on whether 
certain types of offender should be included on the Register. 

We recommend that the Minister, in conducting his review of the policy objectives of the Act, take these perspectives into 
account in determining whether the inclusion of certain types of offender on the Register is appropriate and whether there 
is scope for some offenders currently on, or liable to inclusion on, the Register either to be excluded from the Register or 
to seek exemption from the registration and reporting obligations imposed by the Act. In making this recommendation, we 
emphasise that the issue of whether it is appropriate for any offenders to be excluded from the Register must depend on 
whether the offender can properly be considered not to pose a risk to the safety of children. If there is any question or doubt 
as to whether a person poses a risk to the safety of children, the person should be included on the Register and subject to 
the reporting obligations imposed by the Act.

There are a number of people on the Register as the result of a conviction for an offence where the sexual activity involved 
is no longer illegal. This is essentially as a result of legislation lowering the age of consent for homosexual activity from 18 
to 16 years. The objection to the inclusion of these people on the Register is that it is anomalous that they should be on the 
Register, and continue to be subject to reporting obligations, when they could not now be convicted of any offence at all in 
respect of the behaviour in question and therefore would not be subject to inclusion on the Register. We consider that this 
is a legitimate objection. However, the Act in its present form includes within the defi nition of a Class 2 offence any offence 
that ‘at the time it was committed’ was a Class 2 offence, and the proposed amendments to the Act include the extension 
of this concept to Class 1 offences. 

We therefore recommend that the Minister introduce a provision or review mechanism which would permit the removal from 
the Register of those persons currently registered who were convicted of offences where the sexual activity which formed 
the basis for the offence is no longer illegal.

There does appear to be one clear anomaly in the sentencing thresholds for adults and young persons giving rise to 
inclusion on the Register. A person convicted of a registrable offence is not subject to the Act where the matter has been 
dismissed under section 10 of the Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act 1999 or section 33(1)(a) of the Children (Criminal 
Proceedings) Act 1987. The former Act is applicable to adults, the latter to children. Under section 10 of the Crimes 
(Sentencing Procedure) Act, a judicial offi cer can impose a good behaviour bond on an adult and then dismiss the matter 
– meaning the person is not liable to inclusion on the Register. However, if a judicial offi cer wishes to impose a good 
behaviour bond on a child, this cannot be done by way of a dismissal under section 33(1)(a) of the Children (Criminal 
Proceedings) Act 1987 – it can only be done under section 33(1)(b) of that Act. This means that, unlike an adult offender, a 
child given a good behaviour bond is liable to inclusion on the Register. 

We recommend that this anomaly in the sentencing thresholds for adults and children be rectifi ed.   

9.1. Recommendations

RECOMMENDATION 1: That the Minister, in conducting his review of the policy objectives of the Act, take into account 
the various submissions and views set out in this report in determining whether the inclusion of certain types of offender 
on the Register is appropriate and whether there is scope for some offenders currently on, or liable to inclusion on, the 
Register either to be excluded from the Register or to seek exemption from the registration and reporting obligations 
imposed by the Act.  
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RECOMMENDATION 2: That there should be a provision or review mechanism which would permit the removal 
from the Register of those persons currently registered who were convicted of offences where the sexual activity 
which formed the basis for the offence is no longer illegal.

RECOMMENDATION 3: That the anomaly in the sentencing thresholds for adults and children where a good 
behaviour bond is imposed be rectifi ed.   

In response to the consultation draft of this report provided to NSW Police, the former Minister for Police provided 
comments on these recommendations.292 

In relation to recommendation 1, the former Minister has stated that he will take into account the submissions and 
views set out in this report when conducting his review of the policy objectives of the Act. However, he also advised 
that he did not intend to recommend any exclusions or exemptions from the Register. The former Minister also 
provided additional data and information concerning the risk of re-offending for certain types of offenders.

In relation to recommendation 2, the former Minister stated that he did not support the introduction of a review mechanism 
to permit removal from the Register. However, he advised that he would consider whether there should be a provision to 
permit removal from the Register of any persons currently registered who were convicted of offences where the activity that 
formed the basis for the offence is no longer illegal. 

In relation to recommendation 3, the former Minister noted that some submissions to this review have highlighted a 
disparity between sentencing thresholds for adults and children where a good behaviour bond is imposed. He noted that 
this anomaly related to Class 2 offences where special provision is already made for juveniles. He commented that, under 
the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000 a juvenile must have committed two Class 2 offences to qualify as 
registrable, whereas an adult will qualify to register having committed only one Class 2 offence, and suggested that this 
may serve to adequately address the sentencing anomaly highlighted by this review.

We note these recommendations will be further considered in the Minister’s review of the Act.

Endnotes
292 Letter from the Hon. John Watkins MP, Minister for Police, 2 January 2005.
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Part 3.
Registration requirements
The chapters in this Part focus on the registration and reporting requirements of the Act. Specifi cally, these chapters deal 
with how registrable persons fi nd out about their registration obligations and what those obligations entail. This includes 
what information registered persons are required to report to police, the procedures for registration and reporting, and how 
long reporting obligations continue. This Part also discusses the consequences for registered persons not complying with 
their obligations under the Act, and addresses specifi c issues for people with special needs.

We note that many of the issues and matters of concern discussed in the following chapters are already being addressed 
through the provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 which is currently before 
Parliament. We have included information about the proposals in that Bill.
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Chapter 10. Notifi cation of the 
obligation to register

10.1. Relevant provisions of the Act and Regulations
The Act provides that a registrable person must be given written notice of their reporting obligations, and the consequences 

of failing to comply with those obligations, as soon as practicable after being sentenced.293 Although the Act requires that 
the sentencing court do this, the Regulations provide for ‘supervising authorities’ to exercise this function in certain cases.294 
For example, the Act and Regulations provide for NSW Police or the supervising authority to notify registrable persons 
serving community-based sentences of their reporting obligations at the start of their supervised sentence.295 The Act also 
provides for the supervising authority to notify registrable persons prior to release for those serving a custodial sentence.296

Supervising authorities are agencies that supervise registered persons after sentencing and are defi ned in the 
Regulations.297 They are: 

• the DCS, for offenders in custody or serving a sentence supervised by the probation and parole service 

• the DJJ, for young offenders in detention or serving a community-based sentence

• the Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program, for participants in that program 

• the Department of Health, for forensic patients.

The Act also requires the sentencing court to inform NSW Police of notices given to registered persons under the Act.298 
Supervising authorities must also advise NSW Police when a community-based or custodial sentence for a registered 
person ends.299 The Act also provides for NSW Police to notify a person of their reporting obligations, if this has not been 
done by another authority.300

An outline of courts’ and supervising authorities’ policies and procedures for how they determine whether they must notify a 
registrable person of their registration obligations, and how that is done, is set out in Appendix 6.

There are also additional provisions in the Regulations for the notifi cation of forensic patients and registrable persons who 
are children or who have special needs.301 The notifying body must ‘take such measures as are reasonably practicable’ to 
assist a registrable person who is a child or a person who has a special need, and is incapable of understanding a statutory 
notice.302 

The Regulations outline some of those measures, while making it clear that possible measures should not be limited to the 
options provided. The measures include: 

• an oral, video or audio recording

• a simplifi ed written version of the notice

• use of an interpreter or another person to explain the notice 

• having the assistance of a support person.303

Where a child or a person with a disability is incapable of understanding their registration obligations, notifi cation may be 
given to that person’s nominee, or parent, guardian or carer.304

10.2. Relevant provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Amendment Bill 2004
The most signifi cant aspect of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 in respect of notifi cation 
is the provision of a new power for police to detain a person where there are reasonable grounds to suspect the person is 
a registrable person who has not been notifi ed of their obligations.305 The provisions allow for the detention only to be for 
the purposes of determining whether the person is a registrable person who has not been notifi ed, and for the person to be 
given notice of their obligations, if required. The person must be released immediately these purposes have been fulfi lled.

The amendment Bill also includes some minor amendments to clarify the responsibilities of supervising authorities in terms 
of notifying NSW Police of when a registrable person leaves custody.306   
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Snapshot of notifi cations307

In the fi rst two years of the Register’s operation, to 15 October 2003, 970 notices were issued under the Act, advising of 
an obligation to register. 

The majority of these notices (527) were issued to persons already subject to supervision at the commencement of 
the Act, or at the start of a sentence (under section 5 of the Act). For the most part these were issued by the probation 
and parole service and the DJJ. A small number were issued by the Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program and the 
Department of Health. 

A further 306 persons were notifi ed at the end of a custodial sentence. In most instances these were issued by DCS, 
with a few issued by the DJJ. 

Court offi cers issued notices to 50 registrable persons. 

NSW Police notifi ed a further 87 registrable persons.

Almost all registrable persons (923) signed their notices as an acknowledgement that it had been issued, with only 
16 people actively refusing to sign. A further 31 notices were unsigned. Of the notices where the registrable person 
refused to sign:

• twelve were issued at the start of a supervised sentence, the majority (10) by the probation and parole service

• three were issued on release from custody, by DCS

• one was issued by a Local Court.

10.3. Commentary on the operation of the provisions 
10.3.1. How current practice differs from legislative requirements

The Regulations provide for the sentencing courts’ notifi cation functions to be exercised by DCS  and the DJJ in respect 
of persons serving custodial sentences, but not community-based sentences. Technically, registered persons serving 
community-based sentences should be notifi ed by the sentencing court at the time of sentencing and then again by 
police when they register at their local police station, or if they have not been notifi ed by the courts, by the probation and 
parole service or DJJ at the start of the supervised sentence. We are aware that in practice, the sentencing courts are 
often not notifying these persons, and only retaining the responsibility for the notifi cation of registered persons sentenced 
to non-supervised community sentences. While it appears that notifi cation for registrable persons is not occurring in strict 
accordance with the Act, this does not seem to result in any failures in registered persons being notifi ed of their obligations.

Strict adherence to the Act would mean that registrable persons serving supervised sentences would be notifi ed twice 
within a short timeframe. This would appear to serve no useful purpose. In our view it would be more appropriate for the 
Regulations to be amended to authorise DCS and DJJ to exercise the sentencing courts’ notifi cation functions for all 
registrable persons for whom they have responsibility. Changes to the notifi cation provisions are discussed further in the 
conclusion to Part 3. 

10.3.2. Notifi cation problems for supervising authorities

NSW Police, the DCS, courts, registered persons and some community stakeholders have provided the review with details 
about some notifi cation problems. 

10.3.2.1. Courts

There have been some suggestions that the greatest number of problems with notifi cation appear to be occurring where 
notifi cation has remained the responsibility of the courts.308 A review of the Sex Offender Register in the United Kingdom 
also found problems with the provision of registration information by the courts, both to registrable persons and to the 
police.309 

In its submission, Local Courts acknowledged this, and set out the diffi culties faced by the courts in notifying registered 
persons of their obligations:

While registry staff have made genuine attempts to discharge the requirements under section 4 of the Act it is 
apparent from feedback provided by the NSW Police Child Protection Registry that there is a high incidence of written 
notifi cation not being provided to registrable persons at the time that a relevant sentence is imposed. This is due to a 
number of factors.
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Clause 11 of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration ) Regulation 2001 requires written notice to be personally 
handed to the registrable person. In respect of non custodial sentences, registry staff have a limited opportunity 
to effect service of the notice at the time the registrable person attends the registry offi ce to collect a copy of 
the sentencing order. Unless identifi cation of the offender as a registrable person is immediately completed the 
opportunity of the sentencing court to effect service in accordance with section 4 will be lost.

The capacity of registry staff to immediately identify an offender as a registrable person is made more diffi cult by the 
complex criterion applying to registrable persons. Staff must have regard to a variety of factors including the nature 
of the offence, the age of the victim, the existence of previous relevant convictions and the nature of the sentence 
imposed. The complexity of the interplay of these factors precludes any automatic electronic fl ag being created 
on case management systems to identify offenders as registrable persons. As a result registry staff are required 
to undertake a manual check of these matters. In order to assist staff identifying these matters agreement has 
been reached with NSW Police that requires the offi cer in charge of the case to submit a Form 1 with the charges 
containing information relevant to the process of identifi cation. This form is fi led with the court papers in a plain sealed 
manila envelope marked to the court offi cer’s attention.310 The use of a plain manila envelope without distinctive 
markings has resulted in instances of staff overlooking the requirement to provide notifi cation. In addition, instances 
have occurred where the Form 1 has not been fi led to alert registry staff that the offender is a potentially registrable 
person.311

10.3.2.2. Department of Corrective Services

The DCS  has a major notifi cation role. DCS is advised by the Child Protection Registry of persons sentenced in respect 
of registrable offences. Each correctional centre creates a weekly report to identify inmates who must be issued with a 
notice at commencement of sentence. The notifi cation is undertaken by the case management team. Registrable persons 
are also notifi ed on discharge from custody. As part of the discharge process, it is determined if an inmate is a registrable 
person and requires notifi cation. An offi cer then issues the notice as part of the discharge interview. A weekly report is also 
created to determine which newly sentenced periodic detainees must be notifi ed. The manager of the Periodic Detention 
Centre issues the notice to the detainee at the fi rst opportunity. 

No weekly report is produced in respect of registrable persons who require notifi cation, who are under the responsibility 
of the probation and parole service. Instead the DCS computer system fl ags registrable persons when details of the court 
order are entered into the system as part of standard procedure. After conferring with the Child Protection Registry, the 
registrable person’s probation and parole offi cer issues a notice, if required. Once the notice has been issued, the system 
is updated with the details which are then transmitted electronically to the Child Protection Registry.312 

While DCS has indicated that on the whole the system operates effectively for inmates, it notes there is often a delay 
between the time the person is sentenced and when DCS becomes aware that the person is a registrable person who 
needs to be notifi ed. DCS also reported that there have been a few instances where notices have not been served, often 
due to problems with the computer system.313 One instance is described in case study 7.

Case study 7. 
The electronic list provided to DCS by the Child Protection Registry indicated that a particular inmate was a 
registrable person and he was properly notifi ed of his obligation to register on his reception into custody under 
section 4. However, due to a computer glitch, the system was no longer showing that he was a registrable person 
at the time of his discharge from custody. He was therefore not issued with a notice by DCS under section 6 on 
discharge, as required by the Act.

DCS also told the review that in three instances it was unable to notify registrable persons sentenced to periodic detention 
as they had never reported to a centre. However, in all these instances, DCS informed the Registry of the failure to notify 
and the Registry arranged for police to issue the notice, which is illustrative of the system working rather than of failure.

As the data indicates, the probation and parole offi cers have been, and continue to be involved in notifi cations of registrable 
persons who have received a community-based sentence. In part, this is due to a number of offenders serving these orders 
at the commencement of the Act. In addition, in many circumstances sentencing courts are not undertaking the initial 
notifi cation of registrable persons sentenced to a supervised sentence. Where this occurs, the probation and parole service 
processes identify these persons and notify them of their registrable requirements.

There was only limited training for the probation and parole offi cers, through the issue of a memo advising of procedural 
arrangements, based on the understanding that they would have only a secondary role in the notifi cation process.314 
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Although the Act and Regulations requires registrable persons to be notifi ed by police, DCS or DJJ as soon as practicable 
after the commencement of their supervised sentence, under a strict interpretation of the Act they should have already been 
notifi ed by the sentencing court. Some of the probation and parole offi cers have told the review that, when the Register fi rst 
commenced, they felt they did not have a suffi cient understanding of the legislative requirements to fully respond to clients’ 
queries about their registration obligations.315 

10.3.2.3. NSW Police

If the Child Protection Registry advises a LAC that a registrable person in the LAC has not been notifi ed by another 
authority, or if an offi cer intercepts a registrable person with a ‘notifi cation required’ warning on COPS, then police are 
responsible for issuing that person with a notice under section 7. The SOPs outline how this is to be done. After generating 
a ‘Form 3’ from COPS, police issue this in person, informing the registrable person that it is an offence not to register within 
the 28 day time limit noted on the form. If the time limit has expired, the offi cer is required to make an appointment for the 
registrable person to see the crime manager within fi ve working days, informing them that they will not be charged if they 
attend a police station and register within that time. The offi cer then sends the signed Form 3 to the Registry, which updates 
the Register.316 There are separate procedures for the notifi cation of a registrable person who is a child or has a disability, 
which are discussed further later.317

In discussions with this offi ce, the Child Protection Registry raised concerns about the ability of police to notify a person 
of their requirement to register, if a person refuses to remain with police while their obligations are explained to them. If the 
person leaves, there is a possibility that police may not be able to easily locate them again.318 However, NSW Police did not 
raise the issue in its submission to the review and we have not received any information on the extent of the problem. 

The report of the APMC working party discussed this issue and recommended that nationally consistent legislation should 
contain a provision to allow for police to detain a registrable person for the purpose of notifi cation.319 The national model 
legislation contains a provision to this effect, as does the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004, as 
outlined above.320 

It is unusual for there to be the power to detain a person in the absence of an offence being committed.321 As we are not 
aware of the extent of the problem, it is diffi cult to ascertain whether this may be an instance where it is warranted and an 
amendment to the Act required. This issue is discussed further in the conclusion to Part 3.

10.3.2.4. Other supervising authorities

The DJJ has produced a detailed document setting out the management of its responsibilities under the Act.322 It has 
informed this review that it has not encountered any major problems in meeting its obligations under the Act.323

The Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders (PTDO) program informs potential participants of their Register obligations at the time 
of referral for assessment by way of a letter. At the time of sentencing the formal notifi cation is provided through the issue 
of a Form 3 by the PTDO program offi cers.324 The PTDO program then advises the Child Protection Registry of the details 
of the registrable person. The Registry then calculates the reporting period and advises the program, which in turn informs 
the participant.325 The PTDO program has not identifi ed any signifi cant problems to the review, other than to indicate that 
the notifi cation process would be enhanced if the reporting period was calculated at the time of sentencing rather than 
subsequently.326  

The Department of Health has provided verbal advice to the review about its obligation to notify forensic patients.327 DCS 
reports there has been some confusion over the responsibilities of notifying forensic patients.328 We understand that 
the arrangements for the notifi cation of forensic patients were in a state of fl ux during the review period, due to internal 
structural changes within the Department of Health. The Forensic Executive Support Unit of the Department currently has 
the responsibility for all aspects of the management of forensic patients. It receives advice when a forensic patient who is 
registrable is due to be released, and advises the Child Protection Registry. Staff of the unit issue the Form 3 notifi cation to 
the forensic patient. The unit is newly set up, and has not yet developed written guidelines for this process. We are advised 
that the number of forensic patients requiring notifi cation is very small, with only two new notifi cations in the previous 
year. Issues relating to the notifi cation of forensic patients are discussed further below, under the heading ‘Notifi cation for 
Persons with Special Needs’.                                   

It may be useful for the Child Protection Registry to take a coordinating role in the development and provision of training to 
the staff of supervising authorities in undertaking the notifi cation role, and to work with them to review their procedures. This 
is discussed further in the conclusion to Part 3.                 

10.3.3. Notifi cation problems for registrable persons 

Overall, very few registered persons indicated to the review that they had experienced any problems with the notifi cation 
process. Of the 293 that responded to our survey, only 38 (13%) indicated there were some problems with the way they 
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were notifi ed. The majority of these (60%) had been notifi ed more than a year after they were sentenced.329 Generally, these 
would have been ‘existing controlled persons’ who could not have known at the time of sentencing that they might have 
registration obligations. Consequently, nearly half of the notifi cation problems reported were actually concerns expressed 
about the application of the legislation to convictions occurring prior to commencement, and the distress of fi nding out at 
the end of a sentence that they had continuing obligations. 

It could be argued that the distance in time from sentencing to notifi cation does appear to impact on at least some 
registered persons’ experience of learning of their registration obligations. However, this effect should reduce over time, 
once the majority of existing controlled persons are notifi ed and complete the registration process. Further discussion on 
the issue of the retrospective aspect of the Act can be found in Chapter 6: Registrable offences.

The remaining concerns were generally about being given insuffi cient, incorrect or incomplete information, or the manner or 
approach of the notifying offi cer. In most cases these concerns were similar regardless of which supervising authority was 
responsible for the notifi cation.

As Figure 3 above indicates, about half of our respondents who said they had a problem with notifi cation had been notifi ed 
by their probation and parole offi cer. However, as the proportion of persons notifi ed at the start of a community sentence 
is about 55 per cent (from both the Register data and of our survey respondents) this is not indicative of any particular 
problem with the notifi cation procedures or processes of the probation and parole service. 

Some of the problems reported by persons notifi ed by the probation and parole offi cers were:

Originally, nobody told me it was compulsory. Then after I was given the pamphlet, I was told to see the police and get 
on the register or I could be in more trouble.330 

Parole of[fi cer] didn’t know much about it. Even the police offi cer wasn’t shore of the time I would be registered. I 
asked, and was told ‘Only untill you fi nish your sentence.’ Apparently ‘they’ changed the law after I saw the offi cer.331 

Was not explained that I had to notify of change of address to current offi cer before moving, nor is it in the 
documentation.332 

I was nearly told too late. I ended up going in about 7pm one night. The next day would have been too late.333 

Only two of the registered persons who responded to our survey who said they had a problem with notifi cation, were 
notifi ed by a court offi cer. These respondents reported that:

Basically I had to ask the prosecuting offi cers [what registration entailed].334

A public servant from the court house rang me at home and told me they forgot to get me to sign some papers.335 

The only respondent notifi ed by the DJJ who reported having a problem with the way he was notifi ed, advised:
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Wrong forms were given and no explaination why I had to register. It dosent work for U18’s even the forms don’t 
compinsate for age.336 

One person notifi ed by a prison offi cer commented:

My rights were not explained I did not receive a brochure as other inmates did.337

A lack of privacy during the notifi cation process was reported by one person who was notifi ed by police:

Uniformed offi cer and wagon to my house would not come inside. Full view of neighbours.338 

Registered persons we interviewed who were participants in the Pre-Trial Diversion Program did not report any diffi culties 
with notifi cation, providing comments such as: ‘it was all thoroughly explained’; ‘detailed explanation’ and ‘nothing left 
out.’339

There have been a few instances where information about reporting periods has been inconsistent, unclear or absent.340 
The reporting period is not included in the Form 3 but rather is calculated by the Child Protection Registry after notifi cation 
and verifi ed at a later time or at registration.341 The issue of the complexity of calculating reporting periods, and how this 
impacts on understanding and complying with reporting obligations, is discussed further in Chapter 12.

10.3.4. Responsibility for notifi cation

A range of views about who should be responsible for notifi cation has been put to the review. As this is a policy rather than 
operational issue, we provide details of these for the purposes of advising the Minister.

Various parties have expressed the view that notifi cation of registration obligations should be provided at the time 
of sentencing, possibly by the sentencing judicial offi cer.342 However, this is clearly at odds with the intention of the 
Government when it determined that judicial offi cers should have no role in any aspect of the registration process. The Law 
Society is concerned that the Regulations, for the most part, remove notifi cation from the courts and instead make it the 
responsibility of the supervising authorities.343 

On the other hand, the Local Courts question the benefi t of requiring sentencing courts to have a notifi cation requirement at 
all.344 The Director, Local Courts argues that there is an ‘inherent incongruity’ in a situation that removes judicial offi cers from 
involvement in advising of registration obligations, but that retains the requirement for sentencing courts. He argues that 
this, combined with the complexity of the assessment process, creates an unreasonable burden for Registry staff.345 

Court offi cers may be assisted in their role if they only had responsibility for a simplifi ed level of notifi cation: that is, they 
were only required to advise a person that they are registrable and must attend a police station within 28 days to register 
or they are committing an offence, and not have to provide details of all the reporting obligations. However, this would 
not address the diffi culties courts face in identifying which persons are registrable. The notifi cation issues for courts are 
discussed further at the conclusion to Part 3.  

10.3.5. Notifi cation issues for persons with special needs

Most of the concerns about the notifi cation provisions expressed prior to the commencement of the legislation, and during 
the course of the review, relate to the specifi c needs of people with an intellectual disability, literacy diffi culties or other 
communication problems. Generally, the concerns have been that these people may have diffi culty understanding their 
reporting obligations and would be at greater risk of being charged with a breach offence than other registrable persons. 
Specifi cally, various parties have raised with this review their concerns about notifi cation in respect of young people346, 
people with intellectual disabilities347 and Aboriginal people.348

However, despite these expressed concerns about potential diffi culties, the review only received a few examples of actual 
problems with the notifi cation process for people with special needs. While these do not appear to indicate serious or 
widespread problems, it is clear that for some individuals there have been particular problems.

The IDRS reported a casework experience where a reporting period was incorrectly calculated and there was diffi culty 
in ascertaining the relevant reporting period, because of the various factors that are taken into account in determining 
the correct period. The issue of complexity in the determination of reporting periods is discussed further at Chapter 
12. The problem was only resolved after lengthy research, interpretation of the legislation, freedom of information 
requests culminating in IDRS obtaining the client’s criminal records in relation to the offences, and several exchanges of 
correspondence. IDRS noted: 

…where a person with an intellectual disability does not have the direct benefi t of a legal representative, advocate or 
guardian they are unaware that the reporting period is incorrect. … It would be diffi cult for a person with an intellectual 
disability to query a reporting period without the assistance from other persons or agencies.349 
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A small number of the survey responses from registered persons indicated they had experienced problems with the 
notifi cation process because of their disability or communication diffi culties:

It is diffi cult for an illiterate person. I told my diffi culty with poor memory and uneducation. It is diffi cult and hard for me 
being mentally ill and I got recharged.350 

Says he did not understand what they said due to his disability.351 

One LAC has informed the review that in some instances, persons attending a police station to register have a very limited 
understanding of their obligations because although they had been given the Form 3, it had not been fully explained.352 The 
commander suggested that in some cases it would have been helpful if the notifying agency had explained the Form 3 to 
the parent or guardian and not just the registrable person. The Regulations do allow for notifi cation of a support person in 
situations where it is determined that a registrable person is incapable of understanding their obligations.353 

Case study 8. 
One LAC reported that when a person from a non-English background came in to register it was apparent that he 
had a very limited understanding of his reporting obligations. The police used an offi cer who spoke his language as 
an interpreter so that the registration could be completed. The registered person told police that the Form 3 had not 
been explained to him in his own language at the time of notifi cation.354

DCS advised the review that in the two year review period there were no registrable persons received into custody who 
were defi ned as a person with a special need.355 This is somewhat surprising as a high proportion of inmates have mental 
health problems or an intellectual disability. In December 2003, the NSW Minister for Justice the Hon John Hatzistergos 
reported that, prior to coming into custody, 13 per cent of inmates had an intellectual disability, 75 per cent had an alcohol 
or other drug problem, 60 per cent were not functionally literate and 40 per cent met the diagnosis of personality disorder.356 
It would be reasonable to expect that a proportion of these inmates would be registrable persons who might be considered 
to have a ‘special need’. 

The Regulations provide that supervising authorities should use additional measures to assist registrable persons with 
special needs understand their obligations, for example through the production and use of audio or video recordings or 
a simplifi ed notice of obligations.357 Our understanding is that although there was an intention for NSW Police to produce 
some material to assist supervising authorities, none was developed.358 An English language only version of an information 
pamphlet was produced by NSW Police in June 2001. Copies of this were provided to supervising authorities and local 
area commands to give to registrable persons, at the time of notifi cation or registration. Our understanding is that this was 
only distributed at the commencement of the Register, and is not currently provided to registrable persons.  

It may be useful for NSW Police to reissue a pamphlet setting out reporting obligations in plain English, to be made 
available to all registrable persons at the time of notifi cation or registration. Means of ensuring that registration and reporting 
obligations, and the consequences of not complying, are properly explained to registrable persons are discussed further in 
the conclusion to Part 3.    

DCS advised the review that it had understood that it would receive some additional material from police, such as 
multilingual pamphlets, a video or a simplifi ed notice, prior to the commencement of the Register to assist with the 
notifi cation of persons with special needs. Although this was not forthcoming, DCS told us it did not believe this would 
cause any problems for staff issuing notices to inmates, as they were generally very experienced. DCS told us that it 
expected alternative forms of notifi cation, apart from the Form 3, to be limited to providing an oral explanation, or the use of 
interpreters or bilingual staff, or specialist staff, such as a welfare offi cer or psychologist familiar with the inmate, to ensure 
their comprehension.359    

The advice from NSW Police that it has received three special needs notifi cations from DCS, though none from any other 
agencies, is inconsistent with the information provided by DCS.360 NSW Police notes in its submission: ‘There are obviously 
more special needs clients than these fi gures would suggest.’361 It may be relevant that DCS’ administrative procedures 
for the identifi cation and notifi cation of registrable persons contain no reference to assessing whether a registrable person 
has a special need that may warrant additional forms of notifi cation, as required by the Regulations. See Appendix 6 for an 
overview of DCS notifi cation procedures.

NSW Police noted that some offi cers have observed, at registration, that a registrable person may have some degree 
of impairment but feel they are not in a position to clinically determine whether the test of being able ‘to understand a 
statutory notice’ or ‘understand their reporting obligations and the consequences of non-compliance’ can be met.362 This 
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is something that supervising authorities, with a better opportunity of having a greater knowledge of the person, should be 
assessing at the time of notifi cation.

DCS reports that there is some confusion over the responsibility of notifying forensic patients, who come into custody, 
of their reporting obligations, namely, whether it is the responsibility of DCS or the Mental Health Review Tribunal.363 The 
Regulations state that the Department of Health is responsible for notifying a forensic patient while DCS is responsible for 
notifying an inmate.364 There is no clarifi cation as to who is responsible for notifying a forensic patient who is also an inmate. 
We understand that status of forensic patients within the correctional system is somewhat ambiguous. Women who are 
found not guilty by reason of mental illness are generally held at the Bunya Unit at Cumberland Hospital, which is managed 
by the Department of Health. However, men found not guilty by reason of mental illness are generally held at Long Bay 
Hospital, within Long Bay Correctional Centre, and are under the authority of DCS.365

As noted above, there is now a clearer arrangement for the notifi cation of forensic patients, following the internal restructure 
within the Department of Health. However, as this is only newly in place, its effectiveness may need to be monitored. The 
ongoing review of notifi cation practices is discussed further in the conclusion to Part 3. 

Although the Regulations provide that the Register must be in a form that enables a record to be made as to whether 
a registrable person is a child or has a special need or disability366, the necessary functionality modifi cations to COPS 
and the Register to allow this data to be entered or retrieved had not been completed by the end of the two year review 
period. Therefore, the review has not had access to any data on registrable persons with special needs, preventing any 
assessment of whether supervising authorities and/or police are appropriately determining who might have a special need 
and adjusting notifi cation procedures accordingly. This is an issue that needs to be further monitored. This is discussed at 
the conclusion to Part 3.

Although the review was provided with some examples of problems with the notifi cation procedures, there was no 
substantive issue which would suggest that any major changes to the process are required. However, this does not mean 
that the procedures could not be improved, particularly in relation to the identifi cation of persons with special needs. 
The consequences for registered persons, particularly those with special needs, not fully understanding their obligations 
is discussed further in Chapter 13: Failure to comply. Means of addressing any concerns raised in these chapters are 
discussed in the conclusion to Part 3.
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358 This was discussed at the Implementation Committee meetings on 7 March, 11 April and 25 July 2001, and in a meeting with David Hunt, Police 
Ministry on 18 April 2002. 

359 Meeting with Paul Byrnes, Manager Operations, and Paul Cruikshank, Manager Policy and Procedure, DCS, 26 November 2001.
360 Submission no 42 from NSW Police, 22 January 2004.
361 Submission no 42 from NSW Police, 22 January 2004.
362 Submission no 42 from NSW Police, 22 January 2004.
363 Submission no 30 from DCS, 10 November 2003.
364 Clauses 6(b) and (c), Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Regulation.
365 Information provided in a personal communication with Michael Giuffrida, Director Forensic Psychiatry, Cumberland Hospital, 2 August 2004.
366 Clause 18, Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Regulation.
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Chapter 11. Registration processes 
and reporting obligations

11.1. Relevant provisions of the Act and Regulations
There are a number of provisions in the Act setting out the details of the information registrable persons must provide to 
police, the timeframes for doing so and the manner in which it must be given. The Regulations include clauses relating to 
proof of identity and the forms of acknowledgement for the information provided. 

11.1.1. Information that must be provided

The Act requires that registrable persons tell police certain ‘relevant personal information’.367 Relevant personal information 
is defi ned in the Act as details of:

• all names the registered person is, or has been, known by

• date of birth

• their principal address and any address at which they generally reside. If the person does not have a regular 
place of residence, then they must provide police with details of the localities where they can generally be 
found

• if employed, the nature of their employment, the name of their employer and the address of each of the 
premises at which they are generally employed or the localities in which they are generally employed

• the make, model, colour and registration number of any motor vehicle owned by, or generally driven by, the 
person

• the details of their registrable offence(s), including at which court(s) and on what date(s) they were found guilty.

A person is taken to ‘generally’ reside or be employed at a particular place, or drive a vehicle, if they do so for more than 14 
days (not necessarily consecutively) in any 12 month period.368 

A registered person must also notify the police of any absences from NSW regardless of the length of absence if they are 
going overseas, and of more than 28 days if they remain within Australia. They must provide police with details of where 
they intend to travel and when they intend to return.369 

The Act does not require that the registrable person provide any evidence to verify the information they give to police. 

11.1.2. Proof of identity and photographs

The Regulations require registrable persons to give police a passport sized photograph of themselves, and to provide 
proof of their identity.370 This is done using a scheme similar to the ‘100 points’ system needed to open a bank account. 
Alternatively, a registrable person can ask the registering police offi cer to confi rm their identity by taking their fi ngerprints. If 
fi ngerprints are taken to establish identity, they can be used for this purpose only and must be destroyed immediately after 
the process is completed.371 A police offi cer can also waive the need for a person to provide proof if they are satisfi ed as 
to the person’s identity.372 A parent, carer or nominee providing information to police on behalf of a registrable person who 
is incapable of understanding their reporting obligations or the consequences of failing to comply with them, must also 
provide proof of identity.373 Support persons are not required to do so.

11.1.3. Timeframes for reporting

The Act sets down various timeframes for registrable persons to give their personal details to police.374 These are:

• for initial registration, within 28 days of commencing a community sentence order or being released from 
custody375 

• where there are any changes to these details, within 14 days of the change occurring

• following an absence from NSW of more than 28 days, advice of the person’s return to NSW, within 14 days of 
the date of return.376
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11.1.4. Manner in which information is to be provided

The Act provides that all personal information, including updated details, must be provided to police in person at a police 
station in the locality in which the person resides.377 Registered persons are entitled to report information in a part of the 
police station where no members of the public are present.378 An amendment which commenced in February 2003 also 
allows relevant information to be provided at ‘some other place’ approved by the Commissioner of Police’.379 

Police must give the person written acknowledgement of the information provided.380 

11.1.5. Other persons providing assistance with registration and reporting 
obligations

Any registrable person can have a support person with them while they report.381 The Act also allows a parent, carer, 
guardian or other nominated person to report on behalf of a child or a person with a disability which makes it impracticable 
for them to provide the information in person.382 The registrable person is to attend the police station as well, where 
possible.383 The Act does not impose any legal obligations or responsibilities on a person assisting with registration, other 
than that they not provide false information.384 

11.2. Relevant provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Amendment Bill 2004
The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill contains a number of provisions which would substantially 
amend the Act in respect of what information registered persons must provide to police, and how that information is to be 
provided.

11.2.1 Information that must be provided

In addition to the current personal information required, the amendments would require registered persons to provide 
details of: 

• the names and ages of any children who they generally reside with or have regular unsupervised 
contact with

• their affi liation with any club or organisation that has child membership or child participation 
in its activities

• any tattoos or permanent distinguishing marks (including those removed).385

Registered persons would no longer be required to provide details of their offences.

11.2.2. Proof of identity and photographs

The amendments would also change the provisions in relation to identifi cation and photographs. The provisions in relation 
to proof of identity which are currently in the Regulations would form part of the Act, in a slightly amended form.386 

The provisions would also allow police to take the fi ngerprints of a registrable person if they are not reasonably satisfi ed 
as to the identity of the person after examining all the documentation provided, or if their fi ngerprints are not held by 
NSW Police.387 The amendment Bill removes the requirement for fi ngerprints taken for the purpose of identifi cation to be 
destroyed. It permits them to be retained and used for identifi cation, law enforcement or child protection purposes.388 

The amendment Bill would also give police the power to require a registrable person to be photographed, including any 
non-intimate parts of the body.389 The Bill allows reasonable force to be used to obtain fi ngerprints or to take photographs.390

11.2.3. Absences from NSW

The amendment Bill expands some of the requirements about when and what information registrable persons must tell 
police when leaving or returning to NSW.391 It also includes a provision which would require a person to inform police 
of frequent absences from NSW, that is ‘an average of at least once a month (irrespective of the length of any such 
absence)’.392

11.2.4. Timeframes for reporting

The Bill includes a provision that would reduce the timeframe for a registrable person entering NSW to report to police, from 
28 to 14 days.393 
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It also provides for an annual reporting requirement, whereby a registered person would have to report to police by the end 
of the month in which the anniversary of their registration falls, even if their personal information has not changed.394 

11.2.5. Manner in which information is to be provided

The amendment Bill includes provisions that would allow certain reporting not to be done in person.395 These arrangements 
could either apply generally or in a particular case, by way of Regulation or on the authority of the Commissioner of Police. 

The Bill also includes provisions for more fl exible reporting arrangements for registered persons who live more than 100 
kilometres from the nearest police station.396  These provisions would allow a person to report outside the usual timeframes, 
or to provide information at another place, if the person has contacted police within the timeframe, or to report by telephone 
or some other means, by agreement with police. Under these provisions, the police must ensure that all such agreements 
are recorded, and all ensuing reports are recorded and identifi ed by a unique reference number, which must be provided to 
the person.

There is also a provision in the Bill that would allow police to arrange for an interpreter to be present when a person is 
registering or reporting information.397 

11.3 Relevant police procedures
While the Act defi nes the relevant personal information that a registered person must provide to police, the SOPs direct 
the registering offi cer to try to obtain further information.398 The attempt to obtain this additional information is referred to as 
‘Stage Two Registration’. For this purpose police are directed to request details of:

• any children, relatives or friends under the age of 18 years with whom they have contact, or who reside in or 
frequent their residence

• current use of alcohol or drugs (prescribed or illegal)

• membership of a church, sporting association or other club where children are present

• details of their current marital/relationship status

• any current treatment or therapy

• other specifi c details about their employment or residential arrangements. 

Information obtained from Stage Two Registration is to facilitate the ongoing monitoring of an registrable person, by 
‘assessing the offender’s current living and working conditions and behavioural patterns’.399 The SOPs advise police offi cers 
that this information must only be obtained after the formal registration process has been completed and after having given 
the registrable person a warning that the law does not require that further questions be answered.400

The SOPs also contain directions for police in relation to the procedures for initial registration and reporting. This includes 
making an appointment with the crime manager, ascertaining identifi cation, provision of photographs, recording of relevant 
personal information, and issuing a receipt.401 The SOPs also include directions in respect of the registration of children and 
persons with a disability or a special need.402

11.4. Commentary on the operation of the provisions

11.4.1. Information that must be provided

Most of the input to the review in respect of this issue related to whether the ‘relevant personal information’ that registered 
persons must provide to police is appropriate to ensure the Register is a useful tool for child protection purposes. While 
much of this debate deals with issues of policy, there are also operational implications for police. The extent and type of 
information police have about registered persons will impact on their ability to effectively monitor registered persons and 
investigate offences. It is also important that we report on the range of views we received on these issues to inform the 
Minister’s review of the Act in relation to its policy objectives.
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11.4.2 Contact with children

Some concerns have been raised that the information required by the legislation is insuffi cient for police to adequately 
undertake their child protection role. A specifi c concern is that registered persons are not required to inform police of any 
contact they have with children.403 The working party for the APMC on nationally consistent legislation, recommended that 
the additional information currently sought voluntarily to be required information. The APMC recommended that registered 
persons should be required to keep police appraised of:

… the names and ages of children who generally reside at the premises at which they generally reside, or whom 
they have regular unsupervised contact with [and] details of their affi liations with clubs or organisations with child 
memberships.404

The working party report provided the following arguments in support of this position:

Some serial offenders enter into sexual relationships, or establish friendships with people who have children. This is 
often part of their offending modus operandi … Intra-familial offenders will frequently rejoin their family.

Information about offender access to, and relationships with children, is considered critical in assessing an offender’s 
risk of re-offending. Police will have every reason to be concerned if an offender with a modus operandi of entering 
into relationships with vulnerable single mothers enters into another such relationship after his release from prison.405

NSW Police has told us that they strongly support the model put forward by the APMC working party.406 As outlined above, 
the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 aims to amend the defi nition of ‘relevant personal 
information’ to include details of children the registered person has contact with, and affi liation with any club or organisation 
that involves children.407

Both the Commission for Children and Young People and Department of Community Services (DOCS) also support this 
position, and the recommendation that information about registered persons’ contact with children should be included 
in the relevant personal information that must be provided to police.408 DOCS expanded on the arguments of the APMC 
working party, stating:

This personal information is critically important when considering the behaviour of registrable persons. From the 
literature, practice and police intelligence, there is an accepted body of knowledge that recognises typical behaviour 
patterns of offenders which include them seeking to maximise their opportunities for contact with children and young 
people.

DOCS often fi nds that children are sexually abused, not by their carers, but by persons staying at the premises and 
befriending vulnerable parents, such as drug-abusing parents …409
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DOCS also supported the position that registered persons should be required to provide details of clubs and organisations 
with which they are involved, stating in its submission:

Non-residential settings also create readily available opportunities for access with children and young people … and 
often provide a low level of supervision with considerable interpersonal contact.410

The Association of Children Welfare Agencies also told the review that it believed this information should be required, 
commenting that ‘information [about] memberships of groups where children are present, is important in ensuring there are 
mechanisms in place to keep children from risk of harm.’411

Information provided to the review by operational police suggests that in most cases, registered persons are providing 
the additional ‘Stage Two’ information, at least about their contact with children, either through direct questioning or by the 
registered person volunteering the information.412 Some of the crime managers interviewed for the review explained their 
procedures and the purpose of obtaining information about a registered person’s contact with children:

It is standard procedure to always ask at registration whether they intend to live with any children. This is laid out in the 
guidelines and is important in determining whether the premises are suitable for the offender to live at.413

They are all unemployed so it is important to check what they are spending their days doing and how they are 
keeping busy, and whether they have had any contact with children is always asked for obvious reasons.414

It’s not a standard procedure or requirement to ask that information of the offenders, but registering offi cers always 
satisfy themselves that the living arrangements are suitable for the registered person. Sometimes it is asked directly, 
sometimes their parent or support person is asked, often it is volunteered information or is simply already known to 
police.415

The experiences of registered persons who provided information to the review seemed to confi rm the regularity with which 
additional ‘Stage Two’ information was sought. Most of the registered persons who provided input into our review told us 
that they had been asked for additional information.416 Over 80 per cent of respondents to our survey of registered persons 
reported that they were asked who they lived with, 70 per cent were asked about their marital status and 60 per cent were 
asked about any children they had contact with. Questions about clubs, sporting groups or churches they belonged to, or 
their drug and alcohol use or treatment or therapy, were asked of about 35 per cent of respondents. 

Only 18 per cent of all respondents said that police told them that they did not have to provide the additional information, 
although we have some doubt about the reliability of this fi gure.417 Notwithstanding these doubts, the information provided 
by some of the operational police interviewed for the review does not make it clear that the warning is always provided. 
Some of the comments made by crime managers seemed to suggest that there was little differentiation made between 
information required and additional information requested. However, some told us they made clear the optional nature of 
the additional information requested. Some examples of what crime managers told us are:

Figure 5: What ‘other information’ survey respondents said they were asked

Source: Responses to Ombudsman survey of registered persons, January 2004 N=293. Numbers per category are greater than number
of respondents as more than one response was possible.
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All questions are asked as part of the formal registration process for example vehicle details, employment details, and 
whom they are going to live with.418

All people registering are asked if they live with any children.419

It is standard procedure to fi nd out … any other contact they may have with children other than in their living 
arrangement. Usually they don’t hesitate to answer, although it is always made very clear that such information … is 
not required of them.420 

One respondent, apparently having sought clarifi cation on this issue, indicated that police had not told him the additional 
information was not required, and said: ‘They insisted and they said they would check.’ 421

NSW Privacy has expressed concerns about the ‘Stage Two’ registration process, not so much about the need for police to 
have the additional information, but about the methods of obtaining it:

If it is necessary or expedient to obtain more information from registrable persons than is currently specifi ed, this 
should be clearly indicated as voluntary or specifi ed by regulation rather than simply included in a catch-all policy or 
procedure.422

The Tasmanian Ombudsman has raised doubts about whether it is possible and fair for such information to be properly 
provided voluntarily, commenting:

I understand why police would seek to acquire the information mentioned as “Stage Two” registration. However, to go 
beyond the requirements of the legislation, even with a statement that they cannot require the information, may breach 
procedural fairness. The registrable persons are disempowered in these circumstances in any event, so I would have 
doubts about whether they are really consenting to the additional information being included, despite the proper 
warnings.423

One of the few stakeholders not in support of police requesting information about children with whom registrable persons 
have contact is the NSW Young Lawyers, who raised particular concerns about the appropriateness of obtaining such 
information from young persons on the Register.424 There are two aspects to these concerns. 

The fi rst is that it is inappropriate to ask a child to volunteer information, due to concerns about whether they are in a 
position to properly give consent. NSW Young Lawyers suggest that if police were to continue to do so, then appropriate 
safeguards and protections should be established, such as those currently in the Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 
1987425 and the Crimes (Detention After Arrest) Regulation 1998.426 

The second issue applies whether information about contact with children is requested on a voluntary basis or required 
under the Act, arguing that provision of such information is ‘inconsistent with s 11 CCPA [Children (Criminal Proceedings) 
Act 1987], which is aimed at protecting the identity of any child offender, child victim, or child witness.’427 (Section 11 
prohibits the publishing and broadcasting of names of persons in criminal proceedings to which a child is a party.) These 
concerns would appear to be of greatest signifi cance where a child was registered in respect of a conviction for an 
intrafamilial offence and is residing in the family unit with the victim, as this may identify the victim. However, it is not clear 
that providing such information to police would constitute ‘publishing’ or ‘broadcasting’ those names.

The overwhelming evidence suggests that information about the contact that registered persons have with children is not 
only essential to police, but in most cases, already being requested and provided. In our view, it would be preferable for the 
requirement for registered persons to provide this information to be formalised. The review notes the provisions in the Child 
Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 would achieve this. 

11.4.3. Other additional information

Although most of the focus in respect of additional information has been on information about contact with children, some 
stakeholders suggested that certain other additional information should be mandatory. Whether email addresses or access 
to a computer should be required information in order to monitor access to child pornography and paedophile networks 
on the internet is one such issue.428 DOCS suggests that details of access to a home computer should be compulsory 
information, as ‘inappropriate internet use can be camoufl aged as a normal recreational activity and should be captured’ 
but acknowledges the diffi culties in monitoring such usage.429 One crime manager interviewed also raised the need for this 
information, noting that: 

Investigations have established the centrality of the internet in the activities of paedophiles. With the current provisions 
paedophiles can happily go about their business at home.430

A victims’ advocate, in her submission, suggested that the requirement to provide details of motor vehicles should also be 
extended to cover boats, stating: ‘Our water ways cover many miles as does our coastline. Children gather where water 
means enjoyment and excitement.’431
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The APMC working party also recommended that national legislation include a provision that requires registrable persons 
to inform police of any tattoos or permanent distinguishing marks, and to advise any changes to those.432 This is required 
under similar legislation in some other jurisdictions, including a number of the US states and the proposed Canadian 
legislation. NSW Police did not refer to these issues in its submission to our review. However, such a provision is included in 
the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 currently before Parliament.433

11.4.4. Other registration requirements

11.4.4.1. Multiple addresses, vehicles and employers

There have been some concerns raised about whether the defi nition of ‘generally’ in respect of addresses and employment 
is reasonable.434 For some persons, such as those with irregular accommodation or with employment conducted at various 
locations or involving the use of various motor vehicles, reporting changed details may be diffi cult to comply with. In 
some circumstances registered persons may not be in a position to know how long they will be at a temporary address or 
employment location, or be required to drive a certain vehicle and whether this will last for 14 days within a 12 month period.   

Not only might this be seen as onerous for registered persons, it can also create a burden on police in terms of their time 
and resources. As one crime manager expressed it:

For those offenders who work as salespeople, consultants or in a trade, their changing employment details should not 
have to be processed in such detail each time. One person worked as a consultant and so volunteered information 
about changing employment all the time. This was starting to become burdensome … The main thing is that the 
offender knows he must keep the information updated.435

Another crime manager commented on a registered person who was considered low risk but who ‘creates extra 
unnecessary work for police who really do not need to be monitoring him … yet police are bombarded with paranoid 
notices about what he is up to.’436

The Act provides for a person to provide details of a ‘general locality’ they frequent if they do not have a particular address. 
There are concerns that homeless or itinerant people will have diffi culties complying with the reporting requirements.437 This 
may be particularly so for persons with intellectual disabilities or mental illness or for some Aboriginal people such as those 
with an itinerant lifestyle. As one crime manager expressed it:

Some people are very nomadic. I can’t understand why you can’t just update the system on the basis of a verifi ed 
address. Mostly they just ring up. It’s a bit of an ask to make them come in if they are compliant, especially if the 
address is just temporary.438

One crime manager told us of an experience in his LAC with an Aboriginal registered person who does not have a particular 
place of residence but travels extensively between the coastal and inland regions.439 He was charged by the police with 
failing to comply with his reporting obligations as he had not kept police apprised of his residential address. However, 
the matter was dismissed at court because of confusion about the meaning of place of residence. (This matter is also 
discussed in Chapter 13: Failure to comply.) The crime manager has attempted to resolve the matter by requiring him to 
advise police of any address at which he resides for 14 days in a 12 month period, rather than his particular address at any 
given time.440 However, whether this strategy will be an effective response dealing with his itinerant lifestyle is unclear at this 
stage.

Another crime manager commented on the particular challenges of his area, which has ‘a lot of halfway houses, so that 
many offenders come and go through the command.’441 An analysis of the Register data shows that this area is one of the 
few suburbs where only a suburb is provided as the address for a number of registered persons.442

11.4.4.2. Details of offences

The report of the APMC working party commented that the requirement that the registered person tell the registering offi cer 
the details of their registrable offences is unnecessarily onerous and time-consuming for both police and the registered 
person.443 This is particularly the case for some registered persons who have committed a large number of offences and 
may not be able to provide accurate details of courts and court dates. This could potentially leave them open to being in 
breach of the Act as this information forms part of the required relevant personal information.444 Some registered persons 
have also told us that they felt the registration process took too long, particularly as much of the information required is 
readily known to police through existing criminal records systems. Some of the comments from respondents to our survey 
were:

Given that they already had the answers to all questions it took too long, as it does now reporting changes. 445

Didn’t like repeating facts already on fi le. [The register could be improved by] not asking facts already stated.446
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We note that the amendment Bill removes the requirement for a registrable person to provide police with details of their 
offences (other than those in another jurisdiction) as part of the reporting of relevant personal information. 

11.4.4.3. Proof of identity and photographs

Prior to the drafting of the Regulations, there was some discussion about the methods for proving identity.447 A number of 
parties strongly put the view that the ‘100 points’ system would be too onerous for certain disadvantaged persons such 
as homeless persons, persons recently released from gaol and some Aboriginal persons. To address this concern, the 
Regulation allows police to take fi ngerprints or waive the requirement to prove identity if the person is already known to 
them. 

The Commission for Children and Young People has commented that ‘there may be some merit in clarifying the 
requirements associated with proof of identity, particularly in relation to disadvantaged groups such as homeless people.’448 
However, the review has received very little information about any diffi culties registrable persons have experienced in 
providing adequate identifi cation, although some have reported problems with the provision of photographs. 

An analysis of the Register data on types of identifi cation used showed that, at initial registration, the majority of registered 
persons (272 or 66%) used 100 points of identifi cation. A photograph was used to identify 121 registered persons (29%). 
Fingerprints were used in six cases (less than 2%) and personal knowledge of the offender in 15 cases (less than 4%). 
However, when a registered person updated information with the police, the most common form of identifi cation used 
was personal knowledge of the offender (251 cases or about 50%) with a photograph being used in 132 cases (26%), 100 
points of identifi cation in 107 cases (21%) and fi ngerprints taken 13 times (just under 3%). See fi gure 6 below.

NSW Police has told the review that establishing a registered person’s identity does not appear to have caused signifi cant 
problems to date.449 Some others who presented to register with no documentation, but did not claim they were unable to 
provide any, were required to return later with adequate proof of identity. Similar information was obtained from respondents 
to our survey of registered persons. Over 90 per cent reported having enough identifi cation when they registered. Only one 
person reported that the police took his fi ngerprints.

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 includes provisions which allow police to take 
fi ngerprints of a registrable person if they are not reasonably satisfi ed as to their identity450, and to retain those fi ngerprints.451 
This is a signifi cant departure from the current situation where fi ngerprints can only be used for identifi cation purposes at 
the request of the registered person, and these fi ngerprints are to be used for the purposes of identifi cation only and then 
immediately destroyed.452 NSW Police has not told the review of any signifi cant problems that would necessitate such 
a change. However, we accept that this may be appropriate if it were to enhance the investigation of offences against 
children.        

Figure 6: Forms of identification used by registered persons

Source: Data from the Register provided by NSW Police, October 2003 N=828.
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The provision of photographs by registrable persons has proved more problematic. NSW Police has advised the review that 
many registrable persons attend a police station to register without the required passport photograph. The SOPs provide 
that, in these circumstances, the police may offer to take the person’s photograph.453 If consent is not given, then the 
person is required to make another appointment, with a photograph, within the 28 day period after notifi cation.454

Before the Register commenced, concerns were raised about the possibility of police forcibly taking photos of persons 
coming in to register.455 We have not received any advice that this has occurred – rather the opposite. We have had some 
reports (though generally in the early stages of the Register) that registrable persons without a photograph have been told 
to return at another time with one, without the police offering to take a photograph.456 Eight of the 10 respondents to our 
survey who did not have a photograph when they went to register told us that police took their photograph. The two who 
returned later with a photograph did not indicate that this caused any problems. 

In its submission to our review, NSW Police observed that the provision requiring registered persons to provide their own 
photograph has shortcomings. NSW Police supported an alternative model which provides for police to take photographs 
of registered persons, replacing the requirement for them to bring their own photograph to registration.457 It argued that 
this would be benefi cial for registered persons as many may be unwilling or unable to pay for a passport photograph.458 
The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 contains a provision that would allow police to take 
photographs of a registered person. While it is not clear from the Bill or the Explanatory Note that this is intended to replace 
the provision in the Regulations requiring the registered person to provide their own photograph, in his second reading 
speech the Minister, the Hon John Watkins, confi rmed this was the case. He commented: ‘The advantages of this are that 
the onus to provide photos is removed from the offender, the photos will be of higher quality, digital photos will be able to be 
scanned directly onto the register’.459  

 In the United Kingdom, police have the power to photograph any part of a registered person’s body at registration, and 
can require the person to remove clothing for this purpose.460 The working party of the APMC recommended that police 
should have a discretionary power to photograph any part of the body of a registered person when they attend a police 
station to register, but without requiring them to remove clothing that would expose intimate parts of the body.461 NSW Police 
has commented that allowing police to take photographs of registered persons may also assist with the monitoring of the 
‘small group of HIGH threat registered offenders [who] regularly and dramatically change their appearance, even within a 
relatively small time frame.’462

The amendment Bill includes a provision which allows police to require a registrable person to expose any non-intimate part 
of their body to be photographed, and to use reasonable force if the person refuses to voluntarily comply.463

It is critical that the information required of registered persons and maintained on the Register is suffi cient for the purposes 
for which it is used by police to improve the protection of children. In our view, any provisions, either procedural or statutory, 
that facilitate the registration process, can only assist registered persons to comply. This would include police taking 
photographs where a registered person is unable or unwilling to provide them, and the taking of fi ngerprints as a means of 
establishing identity if the person is unable to provide 100 points of identifi cation. 

However, if reporting requirements are too complicated, some registered persons may have diffi culty understanding 
and complying with all their obligations. Some of these concerns are raised in Chapter 13: Failure to comply. Inaccurate 
information on the Register will undermine the effectiveness of the Register as a tool for the monitoring of high risk offenders 
and the investigation of offences. Enhanced compliance may be assisted by the provision of clear and simple information 
to registered persons, at both the notifi cation and registration stages. This issue, and that of the information police require 
to effectively undertake their responsibilities in respect of the Register and their child protection role generally, is discussed 
further in the conclusion to Part 3. 

11.4.5. Timeframes for reporting

The timeframes for reporting in the Act are similar to those in the United Kingdom and other overseas legislation. However, 
amendments to the United Kingdom legislation in June 2001 reduced the period for initial registration from 14 to three 
days.464 Our review did not receive any suggestions that NSW should follow the changes in the United Kingdom and reduce 
the timeframes for initial registration. While noting the shorter time for initial registration in some overseas jurisdictions, NSW 
Police told the review that their experience suggests the 28 days is appropriate.465 

The APMC working party noted that a shorter period had caused diffi culties in the United Kingdom, as there was often 
a delay in police receiving advice about registrable persons from courts or other offi cial sources. At times the registrable 
person attended a police station to register in advance of offi cial documentation, and validating the registration requirement 
was unnecessarily time-consuming.466 The APMC report also commented that the notifi cation period needs to be suffi cient 
to allow registered persons to contact the crime manager and arrange a suitable time for registration and to obtain the 
necessary documents.467 The APMC supported a 28 day period for a registrable person to register after notifi cation.468
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We note that the amendment Bill reduces from 28 to 14 days the timeframe for reporting for a registrable person entering 
NSW. This is in accordance with the timeframe for reporting changes to personal details.

11.4.5.1. Absences from NSW

A number of stakeholders expressed concern that registered persons were not required to tell police of absences from 
NSW of less than 28 days.469 DCS stated that it is aware of:

… case histories where paedophiles have exploited the semi ‘anonymity’ of frequent interstate trips for partially 
legitimate purposes, such as business or sporting competition, with these purposes providing an effective ‘cover’ for 
offending behaviour in another jurisdiction.470

One crime manager commented on the arbitrariness and unreasonableness of the provision that allows a registered 
person to be interstate for up to 28 days without notifying police:

What’s the point of people notifying police that they are going to leave the state for 28 days, if they don’t have to when 
they are leaving for 27 days? If police check up on an offender who happens to not be at home, then they can simply 
say they were out of the area for 27 days so that is why they didn’t notify police.471

The APMC working party noted that it would be impractical for registered persons to notify police of every short absence, 
especially those living in border regions, or who regularly travel interstate for work. This would be unduly onerous on 
registered persons and create an unreasonable workload for police. However, in its view the 28 day period allowed under 
the Act is excessive. It recommended that nationally consistent legislation should provide for registered persons to advise 
police of any interstate travel of 14 days or more, or of any regular interstate travel of less than 14 days.472 A requirement 
to report any travel interstate of 14 days or more in any 12 month period, would be consistent with other information 
that registered persons must report. NSW Police has also indicated that tightening this provision would be supported, 
noting that it is their experience that many registered persons who go interstate are offending straightaway.473 Enhanced 
information about the movements of registered persons would allow NSW Police to provide timely warnings to interstate 
jurisdictions.

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 includes a provision that requires registered persons to 
advise police, at the time they are reporting other information, if they intend to leave NSW and ‘travel elsewhere in Australia 
on an average of at least once a month (irrespective of the length of any such absence)’ and to provide ‘in general terms’ 
the reason for travelling and the frequency and destinations of the travel.474 

11.4.5.2. Annual re-registration

Some stakeholders have also suggested that there should be provision for regular re-registration, or confi rmation of 
registration information.475 Some of the registration schemes in the United States of America require registered persons 
to re-register after a certain period of time, even if details have not changed, generally between three months and a 
year. The scheme in Ontario, Canada requires annual re-registration.476 The legislation in the United Kingdom, on which 
the Act was substantially based, does not include any re-registration provision. However, there was clear consensus 
among consultation groups convened for a review of that legislation that there should be a requirement for periodic re-
registration.477 

DOCS has told the review that it supports annual registration, and ‘the onus should be on the registrable person to supply 
the information to police rather than police having to extract the information from the offender.’478 DOCS has suggested 
that the annual re-registration should be independent of any other reported changes of information and could occur 
during the anniversary month of a registered person’s sentence or release from custody. The APMC working party has 
also recommended that nationally consistent register legislation should contain a provision for annual re-registration, on 
the anniversary of the initial registration.479 The Federation of Parents and Citizens’ Associations also supports periodic 
re-registration, but has suggested a timeframe of every six months rather than annually.480 One respondent to the survey 
also suggested that there should be a six monthly or annual update of information by registered persons, though more as a 
means of reducing the frequency with which police contact registered persons as part of ongoing monitoring.481

Some of the probation and parole offi cers who contributed to the review supported the idea of annual re-registration 
in principle, but observed that there would need to be procedures in place to ensure that registered persons were not 
breached for failing to re-register as a failure may occur ‘not necessarily because they are trying to hide but because 
they’re not very good at managing their affairs.’ One suggestion was that police could send a reminder letter at the time re-
registration was required and then follow up those who failed to report.482 

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 includes a provision which would require registered 
persons to report to police annually, by the end of the calendar month in which the anniversary of the date on which they 
fi rst reported falls.483 
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We note strong support for annual re-registration that is based on sound arguments. In our view, appropriate procedures 
would need to be developed to manage such a process to ensure that registered persons who are otherwise complying 
with their reporting obligations are not unnecessarily breached to reduce the impact on the police and judicial system. This 
issue is discussed further in the conclusion to Part 3.

11.4.6. Manner in which information is to be provided

11.4.6.1. The registration process

The registration process involves an appropriately designated police offi cer obtaining relevant information from the 
registered person, checking their identifi cation and obtaining a photograph of the person, and then entering this information 
(including uploading the photograph) onto a secure area of the COPS system. Some of the crime managers that we 
interviewed for the review when the Register fi rst commenced told us that the registration process was cumbersome and 
time-consuming and reported a varying degree of technical problems.484 

Some respondents to our survey reported diffi culties with the registration process itself, with comments such as: ‘I was 
called back in a second time, fi rst guy didn’t know what he was doing.’485 It would appear that in many cases these 
diffi culties represent teething problems. At subsequent interviews, crime managers reported fewer technical problems. 
However, some crime managers told us that they still found the registration process overly time-consuming.486 

It appears that some of the problems police have had with the registration process may be a consequence of not all offi cers 
having received training in the operation of the Register. The Child Protection Registry conducted comprehensive training 
at the Westmead Police College campus and in some regional areas in September 2001, prior to the commencement of 
the Act.487 A survey of 32 local area commands conducted two months after the Register had commenced revealed that 
just over half of the crime managers surveyed had received training on the operation of the Act. Ten crime managers had 
attended training sessions held at Westmead, and seven in regional areas. One crime manager had attended a meeting 
that addressed some issues about the Register.488 Five of the offi cers who did not receive any training were acting in the 
crime manager position at the time of the survey, although another six who were acting in the position had been trained.489 
Almost all of the crime managers surveyed had access to a copy of the comprehensive manual produced by the Registry 
and provided to offi cers at the training. 

Figure 7: Training of crime managers prior to commencement of Register, and where training was held

Source: Ombudsman interviews with crime managers, December 2001. N=32.
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When we interviewed crime managers again in May 2002, three reported that they had not had any training prior to taking 
on the role, with one commenting: ‘This is an issue for people who take over the role. The support from [the Registry] 
is good but it isn’t hands on. You need ongoing training but there isn’t any time for it.’490 A number of the other crime 
managers interviewed commented positively on the support they received from the Child Protection Registry when they 
needed assistance. 

Some of the crime managers interviewed at this time commented that they thought the problems they were having with the 
technical side of registration were just ‘teething problems’ with comments such as:

Initially there were technical diffi culties, but that was just because it was new, now it’s quick.491

No problems after the initial period. Got registrations down pat now.492

It’s not a lot of work registering them once you get going.493

However, the question of training remained an issue when we again interviewed crime managers, or those offi cers with 
primary responsibility for the Register, after the end of the two year review period.494 The fi ve who were in the role at the 
commencement of the Register reported that they had received fairly extensive training through attendance at information 
sessions. However, offi cers who had subsequently come into the crime manager position, either in a permanent or acting 
capacity, reported that their training had been more ad hoc, with three reporting that they had received no training and nine 
had on the job or self-directed training only. Some of the comments from the offi cers interviewed were:

Nothing formal, everything simply through memos and on the job.495 

The job was just handed over with a brief run down from the last offi cer in charge of it, with no formal training at all.496 

All the training was on the job and simply passed on by the crime manager. This is one area that could be improved.497

One crime manager told us that us that he felt there was a failure of those with the training to share information with other 
offi cers.498 A number of offi cers remarked that they had built up special knowledge and skills to manage the Register 
but that this was not easily shared around because of the restricted access of general duties police to information about 
who was on the Register and their limited involvement in their management.499  On one level, it would appear that this 
perception is misconceived as other offi cers not having the authorisation to access the Register should not preclude the 
sharing of information with them. However, there may be practical limits to training and sharing skills with offi cers without 
the appropriate authorisation in the management of the Register and registered persons. The issue of ongoing training is 
discussed further in the conclusion to Part 3.

Figure 8: Types of information about the Register to which crime managers interviewed in December 2001 had access

Source: Ombudsman interviews with crime managers, December 2001. N=32.
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11.4.6.2. Crime manager being responsible for registration 

The notifi cation form (Form 3) which informs registered persons of their obligation to register advises them to telephone the 
crime manager and make an appointment to register.500 The SOPs direct that all enquiries from registrable persons should 
be forwarded to the crime manager, and that anyone can make an appointment on behalf of a registrable person.501 This is 
intended to streamline the registration process, by ensuring that an offi cer designated to undertake registration is available 
when the registered person attends the police station, and to protect the registered person’s privacy by limiting the number 
of offi cers they need to make contact with and inform of their registrable status. 

However, we have received reports that these arrangements are not always working well.502 Registered persons report 
diffi culties both with initially making appointments with the crime manager and also with the crime manager being available 
at the appointed time to complete the registration. Some of the registered persons who provided information to our review 
told us they had diffi culties locating, or contacting, the appropriate crime manager to make an appointment. 

One person told us that when he rang his closest police station he was told that it was not in the LAC where he had to 
report.503 Another said he called three different police stations before he was able to locate and make an appointment with 
the appropriate crime manager.504 In another case the crime manager was based at two different offi ces and the registered 
person had to ring each a number of times before she was able to make an appointment.505 One registered person told us 
that he tried to get an appointment with the responsible offi cer for several days, and when he fi nally did and complained to 
her about his diffi culty, she ‘threatened me and called me a liar.’506 

Some of the respondents to our survey made similar comments about their experiences:

It is very hard to get an appointment with the crime manager.507

Getting an appointment with the crime manager took weeks.508

I have been shuttled from 1 offi cer to 5 up to date.509

Crime manager not available so delegated to a junior offi cer. Also appointment cancelled after I arrived at offi ce.510

Police offi cer failed to be there for 3 appointments.511

One respondent told us that he felt that the problems he had with making an appointment with the crime manager could 
impact on his privacy:

When I was released from jail I was told that I had 28 days to report to the crime manager in the area where I was 
going to live in … I rang the crime manager from [the LAC] on the Monday and was told he would not be back until 
the following Monday … My parole offi cer … made an appointment with [the] Sergeant at [the local] police station for 
me to register. As [the town] is a small town … there is nothing stopping the local police from pointing me out to their 
relatives or friends.512

NSW Police has told the review that it is aware of the diffi culties experienced by some registrable persons in making 
appointments with police and that it proposes addressing this through ‘anticipated legislative changes to support the 
national registration scheme.’513 These changes are outlined at the start of the chapter and discussed further under the 
heading ‘Requirement to register and update information in person’.

Notwithstanding these diffi culties, a number of registered persons told us that they were impressed by the attitude and 
professionalism of the offi cer doing the registration. Some of the comments we received in responses to our survey were:

I would congratulate the police for their helpful and polite treatment of me during this traumatic time.514

Police were as helpful as could be.515

Handled quite well by the police I have dealt with.516

All I can say is, the offi cer was a very nice man.517

crime manager at Burwood very well trained offi cer. All offi cers could follow his example.518

My experience is that the offi cers concerned were not judgemental towards me and were quite friendly. That is 
important for my feelings of wellbeing in the community.519

Information received from participants in the Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program has also indicated that crime 
managers have, in general, conducted themselves in a professional manner. None of the participants in the program who 
we interviewed reported any problems with registration, with one commenting that the crime manager was ‘very helpful’.520 
This is supported by the Director of the program, who reported only one instance in the early stages of operation where 
a situation was misunderstood by a crime manager and subsequently rectifi ed.521 However, not all the respondents 
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to our survey were as complimentary with some of the responses including comments such as: ‘People involved are 
unprofessional,’522 and ‘I was treated as though I had no rights at all.’523

It might be useful if consideration was given to other arrangements for making appointments with crime managers, to assist 
with compliance. This is discussed further in the conclusion to Part 3.

11.4.6.3. Requirement to register and update information in person

The Act requires that a registrable person attend a police station in person, not only to complete the initial registration, but 
also each time they need to provide details of changed information. In some other jurisdictions, certain information can be 
provided by non-personal means such as registered mail. 

Some operational police have told us that the requirement for all information to be provided in person can be unnecessarily 
onerous on registered persons and creates an additional workload for police.524 One crime manager queried the sense of a 
system where ‘a new form has to be signed just for a new phone number.’525 Another crime manager in a non-metropolitan 
LAC related a diffi culty he had experienced:

Had trouble getting one guy in, in person, to change address details as he was working in Sydney. They should just 
be able to change the details on the system.526

Some registered persons have also told the review of diffi culties created by having to attend a police station in person every 
time some information changes.527 This has been particularly problematic for persons who live some distance from the 
police station, especially those without transport, and for those who are working out of the area in which they are registered. 
Some of the problems raised in responses to our survey of registered persons include:

I live 100 kms away from where I had to go.528 

I couldn’t get to Queanbeyan by the required date due to not having a vehicle.529

Some reported their dislike of attending the police station in person, but without indicating that it caused them any 
signifi cant diffi culties, for example: 

It’s downright humiliating to have to register each time one changes address or wants to leave an area for more than a 
month.530

I just don’t like going to the police station. [I’d like] to meet the crime manager somewhere else (other than the police 
station). 531 

On the other hand, one person commented that it is a ‘slight inconvenience to report changes to circumstances.’532 And 
another noted:

Reporting in person can be diffi cult. I understand the reasons, but perhaps phone contact with a password or similar 
security (internet?) could be considered.533

While many of the responses from registered persons focused on the diffi culties the registration system posed for them, 
some of the submissions took a different approach. A submission from a person who described herself as a victim of 
child sexual assault and a victims’ advocate expressed a concern that there was more focus on the rights of the registered 
person than of the victims, commenting: 

I can assure the review team that to live with the results of ongoing childhood sexual abuse is more than onerous, it 
can be deadly. The damage a victim is left to live with can destroy every part of their well-being. Onerous?? for the 
offender.534

Privacy NSW has commented that: ‘It is an inescapable consequence of the statutory scheme that an ongoing obligation to 
notify Police will be experienced by some people as unduly onerous.’ But it has also argued that community expectations 
in respect of the Register are not served by legislation or procedures that are ‘overly cumbersome’ and that information 
should only be recorded and used in a way that ‘minimises unnecessary inconvenience.’535

The SOPs advise that a registered person should not be refused if they attend a police station other than the one at which 
they are registered to update their details.536 Similarly, they should not be refused if they attend to update information without 
an appointment.537 However, some of the responses to our survey would suggest that registered persons are not always 
able to update information at any police station. One respondent to our survey told us that he reported to his local police 
station but the crime manager at the police station where he had registered ‘said it didn’t count’ and he would have to 
report to the crime manager personally. He told us that the matter was satisfactorily resolved. He said he ‘had no way of 
getting there, so he came to me.’538
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Another respondent described his diffi culty with reporting at his local police station:

Can’t register at the closest police station. I sent details to police. I sent relevant details of car rego through [local] 
police but had to appear before crime manager [at the police station where registered] in person.539 

A number of people have suggested that some information could be updated by telephone or in writing where the identity 
and other details of the person can be verifi ed.540 For example, one survey respondent complained about ‘having to travel to 
change any detail’ and suggested that registered persons ‘should be able to change [details] over the phone eg address 
unless moving out of town.’541 Yet, despite the Act not providing for registered persons to update information other than in 
person, we have received information that indicates that alternative arrangements are in place in some commands. One 
crime manager told us of one registered person in his LAC who worked as a consultant:

He volunteered information about changing employment all the time. This was starting to become burdensome so 
instead of constantly printing out new forms for him to sign each time that occurs, when he notifi ed the CPR they notify 
the command and the information is then noted without having to print forms and require formal meetings to sign 
them. The main thing is the offender knows he must keep the information updated.542

A registered person also provided details of a similar arrangement:

We got a new truck at work. I knew I had to notify police within 14 days. It took two phone calls to get onto [the crime 
manager] then I just updated it on the phone. Easier than expected. I thought I would have to go in.543

NSW Police did not specifi cally comment on non-personal reporting in their submission to our review. The APMC working 
party has reported that it supports a fl exible approach to reporting that appears to already be informally occurring in at least 
some commands. It recommends that nationally consistent legislation should provide for police discretion to allow that 
certain information need not be provided in person.544  While a more fl exible reporting system might assist some registered 
persons comply with their obligations, there may also be implications unless there are adequate systems in place to 
provide evidence that information was provided by non-personal means. In the current situation, each time a registered 
person attends a police station to update information, a form is automatically produced when the information is entered into 
the Register. The person is given a copy of the form to sign and keep. This acts as material evidence should the question of 
whether the person informed police of changed details arise.   

As outlined earlier, the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 includes provisions that would allow 
some reporting of information to be done other than in person.545 It includes additional provisions for alternative methods 
of reporting by registered persons who reside more than 100 kilometres from the nearest police station.546 The Bill also 
provides that NSW Police must develop a system for recording all alternate reporting agreements with registered persons 
in remote areas, and all information provided in accordance with such an agreement. This includes the identifi cation of the 
information provided by a unique reference number, which must be provided to the registered person.    

This would appear to provide an adequate safeguard, in respect of persons in remote areas, to the concerns raised above. 
However, similar safeguards need to be provided in respect of any arrangement for the provision of information by non-
personal means, by other registered persons. At present, the Bill does not include provisions in respect of this.  

11.4.6.4. Privacy issues

The Act provides that a registered person is entitled to provide information ‘in a place where no members of the public are 
present.’547 The SOPs advise police that the registering offi cer ‘must arrange to meet the registrable person at the police 
station, in a suitable location, free from members of the public.’548 However, some registered persons have told the review 
that they believe they have not been afforded a private place to provide their information. 

Thirteen respondents to our survey (less than 5%) reported that their initial registration was not done in a private place. One 
person reported the registration being done in the ‘foyer of the police station.’549 Eight respondents told us that they felt that 
their privacy was not maintained when they attended the police station to update their personal information. Most of these 
reported that the registration interview was conducted in an offi ce, but the process was not private. 

Paraded through the general offi ce in the presence of 6 others, not a very private offi ce.550

If you can call the interview room ‘private’ where all the public can see everyone going in and out.551

You still have to … wait as well as walk through an offi ce area to the delegated offi ce and return. You are being 
escorted by the crime manager and to my knowledge no other crime requires this so while nothing may be said of 
course all those that are there in the offi ce know why you are there.552

The Act and the SOPs only refer to a requirement that reporting occurs in an area where there are no members of the 
public. However, many of our respondents felt their privacy was breached when the registration interview was held in an 
area where other police were present, in places such as an ‘open offi ce’, the ‘front offi ce’, the ‘duty room’, ‘the detectives 
area in the open’, or ‘in an open 5 desk offi ce’.553 While this does not breach the requirements of the Act, it does not appear 
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be in accordance with the fact that only a limited number of offi cers are authorised to have access to information about 
registered persons. It would be helpful if the SOPs were to clarify where interviews should take place and the degree of 
privacy afforded to registrable persons while they are reporting to police. 

NSW Police has also raised a concern that the use of an interpreter (if not provided by the registrable person) may breach 
the person’s right to privacy, unless their consent is specifi cally obtained.554 NSW Police supports the Act being amended 
in line with the proposal of the APMC working party that national legislation should explicitly provide for police to be able to 
request interpreters to attend registration.555 

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 includes a provision that allows police to arrange for 
an interpreter to be present when a person is registering or updating information to police, providing the interpreter signs 
an undertaking not to disclose any information provided by the registered person.556 Any provisions to assist registered 
persons understand and comply with their reporting obligations are supported. It should be noted that accredited or offi cial 
interpreters are already bound by a code of conduct that prohibits any disclosure of information obtained through their 
work.557

11.4.6.5. Other persons providing assistance with registration and reporting obligations

Any person is entitled to have a support person attend with them while they register or report information to police.558 
However, it is expected that for the most part, this provision will be utilised by, and benefi t, young people and those with 
special needs.

NSW Police do not keep a record of registrable persons who attend a police station with a support person. Just under 60 
per cent (170) of the 293 respondents to our survey said they knew they could have a support person attend with them 
at registration. However, just over a quarter (78) of the respondents to our survey of registered persons said that they had 
someone with them when they registered. The support person was a family member in 55 per cent of the cases: a spouse 
or partner for 30 per cent, a parent or guardian for 17 per cent and another family member for seven per cent. Friends 
(10%) were also represented as support persons, as were the probation and parole offi cers (13%) and other professional 
support persons (20%). 

The Register data shows that 42 registered persons had a nominated guardian to assist them with their registration 
obligations. Of these, 10 were under 18 years of age at the time, which represents almost half of all registered persons 
aged under 18. Another nine registered persons with guardians were under 25, comprising about 40% of that age group.

NSW Police reported that almost all young people attended the registration process in the company of a parent, guardian 
or juvenile justice offi cer, noting that the Registry had requested that the juvenile justice offi cer always accompany their 
clients to registration to ‘provide a liaison point between police and their clients.’559 However, NSW Police report that this is 

Figure 9: Who acted as a support person for respondents to our survey where they had one

Source: Responses to Ombudsman survey of registered persons, January 2004. N=293
Numbers of responses does not equal total as only 78 respondents stated they had a support person and were required to answer this question.
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only happening on an ad hoc basis. In its submission, the DJJ did not comment on their practice in this regard, only noting 
that where staff assist a registrable client with their registration obligations, they have ‘encountered no major problems.’560  

In the early stages of the Register’s operation, the Department had indicated to the review that juvenile justice offi cers would 
be unlikely to want to attend registration interviews with police. While recognising that young people would need support, 
it was considered preferable for that to be provided by someone else, so that juvenile justice offi cers could maintain a 
separation between their role and the young person’s ongoing involvement with police.561 However, counsellors from the 
DJJ Sex Offender Program told us that they did often attend registration with their clients and that the registration process 
was usually much smoother with a support person present.562 The DJJ’s internal guidelines for the management of its 
responsibilities under the Act note that once notifi cation is completed, no further action is required, but adds: ‘On some 
occasions, the supervising offi cer may accompany or assist the client in attending the interview with their local police 
station.’563

All of the young people under the age of 18 who responded to our survey had a support person with them, as did about 40 
per cent of those aged 19 to 24. For the most part these were family members, primarily parents, rather than persons with a 
professional involvement. 

Views on the involvement of parents in assisting their children to meet registration obligations vary. While generally there 
appears to be strong support among police and community stakeholders for other persons assisting certain registered 
persons with their reporting obligations, some cautions were sounded. Some groups had expressed concern about 
parents being automatically involved, particularly in circumstances where there has been a breakdown in the familial 
relationship.564 

The Regulations provide that police may inform a support person of a registrable person’s obligations for the purpose 
of enabling them to assist the registrable person to comply. A support person is defi ned as someone nominated by the 
registrable person or, or if no such person is nominated, a parent, guardian or carer, or a public authority that provides 
support to the registrable person.565 NSW Privacy has noted its concern that:

… the inclusion of a parent or other public authority as a support person in clause 13(5) could be unreasonably 
intrusive where the registrable person was an adult, had limited ties with their parents and had not agreed to the 
parent or public authority being a support person.566

However, NSW Privacy also comments that this potential diffi culty is ‘somewhat mitigated by the fact that such a person 
could only be contacted if the registrable person failed to nominate his or her own support person’ and queries whether 
registered persons are nominating their own support persons, and if so, whether their choice is being respected. 

Only one registered person has told us of any problem with having a support person of his choice with him during the 
registration process.567 He said that the registering offi cer would not let him have his friend, a young woman, attend the 
registration as a support person and gave no reason for the refusal. We advised him of complaint processes available to 
him but he declined. We are therefore unable to assess the merits of his allegations.

One LAC has told us of an instance where a support person was arranged, when not requested by the registered person, 
as a means of ensuring the person could understand and comply with his obligations:

We arranged for the mother to come in with the man when he registered, although the offender said he didn’t need 
anyone, to ensure that all information about his obligations were completely understood and so that his mother, as a 
support person and who he was living with would also be aware of his obligations.568

The information we have received suggests that police are generally encouraging of registrable persons bringing a support 
person to the registration interview. As some crime managers have told us:

Often they need support, it’s hard to win them over if they’re by themselves.569          

Young people are always encouraged and have always had support people with them when registering or updating 
information to ensure thorough understanding of the procedures and what is required of them.570

NSW Police has also told us that support persons and other agencies ‘will become an important component of the 
registration process’ when their role is formalised through the proposed child protection watch teams.571 Child protection 
watch teams are discussed further in Chapter 2: Child Protection legislation and Chapter 15: Monitoring of registered 
persons.

While parents, carers or guardian may assist a registered person with their reporting obligations, they are not required to 
do so. In the United Kingdom, the equivalent legislation allows for a court to direct that a person with parental responsibility 
for a registrable child must comply on their behalf, and the parent is also liable for any failure to comply.572 While many 
stakeholders commented that the involvement of parents or guardians was important, none expressed a view that there 
should be a similar legislative provision for parental responsibility in NSW.573 
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The Redfern offi ce of the Sydney Regional Corporations Aboriginal Legal Services warned of an over-reliance on the 
involvement of parents, stating that it was ‘particularly worried about juvenile Aboriginal offenders, whose parents may 
probably be disadvantaged, and therefore, cannot assist the children in fulfi lling their reporting obligations.’ It was 
concerned that these children would be particularly liable to being charged with additional offences, and the negative 
impact of further involvement in the criminal justice system.574 

NSW Police has also told us of an instance where the involvement of the parent was counter-productive. 

The involvement of DJJ proved critical in one case where a mother prevented her son from registering with Police. 
The Registry and DJJ had to work closely in this case to resolve this situation.575

As the examples above would suggest, mandated parental involvement may not always be helpful in assisting young 
people comply with their registration obligations. 

11.4.7. Impacts for people with special needs

The Register did not have the technical capability to provide the review with data about which registered persons were 
identifi ed as having a ‘special need’ by the end of the two year review period. We have provided some estimates about 
the number of persons with special needs and data on young people on the Register in Chapter 7: Application to certain 
groups.

The Act allows for a nominated person such as a parent, carer or guardian to report on behalf of a child or a person with a 
disability which makes it impracticable for them to do so themselves, although the registrable person must also attend the 
police station as well where possible.576  As noted earlier, only 42 registered persons have a nominated guardian, though 
many others have a support person who is not a formally nominated guardian to assist them. The review understands that 
during the review period, all registered persons with a nominated guardian attended their registration in person.577 

Amendments to the Act in 2002 provide for registration to occur in a place other than a police station.578 This means that 
police may visit a registrable person to complete registration if the person is not able to attend a police station. In light of 
this, the APMC working party report has suggested that a provision exempting registered persons who are incapable from 
attending in person to complete initial registration is not required. It does not support national legislation including such a 
provision.579 It does, however, recommend that parents, carer and guardians of registered persons, who may be prevented 
from personally giving such notice, be able to provide updated information by non-personal means such as registered 
mail.580

As noted earlier, the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 includes provisions that would allow 
some reporting of information to be done other than in person, and this also applies to parents, carers, guardians or other 
persons reporting on behalf of registered persons, who are incapable of doing so themselves.581 

The provisions allowing for someone else to report on behalf of a registered person do not resolve all the potential 
problems involved in the registration of people with special needs. Not all people with special needs are identifi ed as such, 
and have someone to assist them comply with their obligations. NSW Police has told us that it has experienced various 
diffi culties in managing persons with an intellectual disability or a mental illness. In particular, NSW Police has reported that 
there has been a low level of identifi cation of registrable persons with special needs, noting that on only three occasions 
has it received special needs notifi cations from DCS and none from other agencies. NSW Police describe the problems for 
operational police: 

Some Police registering an offender have observed that the person may have some degree of impairment but are 
unable to clinically assess whether the tests of being able to “understand a statutory notice” or “understand their 
reporting obligations and the consequences of non-compliance with those obligations” can be satisfi ed. The majority 
of Police deal with this by formally asking the offender whether they understand their reporting obligations.582 

Some LACs have told us of experiences where they have registered a persons with special needs. One reported: 

This Command has two persons registered that require special needs. One person is unable to speak English and 
has a mental problem … The other is a female who lives in a home. When she registered a support person from the 
home attended and assisted in the registration process. During both these registrations there was some diffi culty in 
conducting the registration without the assistance of support persons and interpreters.583

Another crime manager told us that in his command two Aboriginal people appeared ‘to not have understood their 
obligations or the seriousness of their obligations.’584 

The Redfern offi ce of the Sydney Regional Corporations Aboriginal Legal Service has expressed a general concern about 
whether Aboriginal people may be disadvantaged because of diffi culties in complying with the Act.585 However, this is 
primarily related to how police and courts deal with any reporting  breaches, rather than the registration requirements. As 
is discussed further in Chapter 13, Aboriginal people make up a far greater proportion of persons charged with offences 
under the Act than their representation on the Register. It is noted that the SOPs do not contain any specifi c directions or 
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advice to police about managing Aboriginal registered persons, as the Act contains no specifi c provisions for any group 
other than those who are children or have a disability. This issue is discussed further in the conclusion to Part 3.

One crime manager told us that registering persons with special needs did not pose signifi cant problems as: 

The accuracy of the information they have provided is tested in the home visits which proves they understand what is 
required of them.586 

Another crime manager reported a problem with one person in the command with a mental illness, which culminated in the 
mental health unit and Protective Commissioner being involved, but added: 

… there is no need to incorporate special provisions for dealing with these people in Child Protection legislation, 
because the senior people already dealing with them are well aware and experienced in accommodating those 
needs anyway.587

However, not all persons who provided input to the review were as confi dent as this. The Department of Ageing, Disability 
and Home Care observed that, despite the special provisions in the Act: 

… there is always a risk that some people with an intellectual disability will not have the capacity to understand and 
fulfi ll registration and reporting obligations.588

Ten of the respondents to our survey indicated that they had a disability or communication diffi culty.589 Four of these 
indicated that they had a problem with the registration process, although from the details provided it appeared that the 
problem actually only related to their disability or communication diffi culty in two cases.590 

One person, who indicated that his parole offi cer attended the registration interview with him as a support person, stated 
that it had been: ‘Confusing. Did not understand due to disability.591

The other person, who indicated that he did not have anyone with him when he registered, and that he did not know he 
was entitled to have someone, stated: ‘It can be hard for people with no English no car. It is hard and diffi cult for mentally 
sick/people with no language.’592

While having a support person assisting with registration is generally offered as the best way of addressing the needs of 
persons with disabilities, the IDRS has expressed concerned about the ability of agencies or others to effectively take on 
this role. In its submission to our review, IDRS stated:

Present support agencies that play a role in working with registrable persons have told IDRS that the intensive case 
management required to ensure compliance is not available to many registrable persons with intellectual disabilities 
… [This may] adversely impact already disadvantaged individuals who are unable to access support whether it is 
through family, or friends or through external agencies. Many external agencies that provide support to individuals may 
also not have suffi cient resources to play an active role in ensuring compliance – a resource intensive task that may 
fall outside their service role.593 

Information the review has received suggests that having a support person does not always guarantee the registration 
process will be smooth for young people. DJJ has reported in its submission to our review that staff who have assisted 
clients to register have encountered ‘no major problems.’594 However, DJJ Sex Offender Program counsellors have told us 
that in their experience, the experiences of young people have varied depending on the police station at which the person 
registered. One counsellor reported that the offi cer doing the registration of one young person was ‘quite disrespectful’ 
although others reported it as being ‘quite a positive experience’.595 The mother of a young registered person who was 
interviewed for this review told of the diffi culties she had in helping her son register (see case study 9).

Better identifi cation of persons with special needs, and ongoing training for police involved in registration and management 
of them and young people, may assist these registered persons to understand and comply with their reporting obligations. 
This is discussed further at the conclusion to Part 3. 

Case study 9. 
The mother of a 13 year old was told by the DJJ Sex Offender Program counsellor that her son would have to be 
on the Register. She rang one police station but was told to contact another. After a number of telephone calls she 
arranged for her son to attend the police station and register. She said her son did not receive any information about 
being on the register until they were at the police station when the forms were printed up. The mother reported that 
the offi cer doing the registration was unhelpful. He was unable to answer her questions about what registration 
would mean for her son, and got angry at her for asking. She said she felt that the police were blaming her and her 
husband for her son’s behaviour, and that her son is caught up in something that is meant for paedophiles.596 
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Chapter 12. Reporting periods

12.1. Relevant provisions of the Act and Regulations

The reporting period is the length of time that a registrable person is required to keep police informed of any changes to 
their relevant personal information. 

A number of matters are taken into account in the calculation of reporting periods.597 These include whether offences 
committed are Class 1 or Class 2 and the number, combination and timing of offences committed.598 When calculating 
reporting periods, all previous relevant offences are taken into account, not just the offence for which the person has 
become registrable. Offences committed in other jurisdictions are also used for calculating reporting periods.

The length of reporting periods can vary from eight to 15 years, with provision for lifetime reporting in some circumstances. 
Reduced reporting periods apply to young persons. The various reporting periods provided for in the Act are:

• eight years for a person convicted of a single Class 2 offence

• ten years for a person convicted of a single Class 1 offence, other than an offence against section 66EA of the 
Crimes Act (relating to the persistent sexual abuse of a child)

• twelve years for a person convicted of a Class 2 offence who has previously or at the same time been 
convicted of another Class 2 offence

• fi fteen years for a person convicted of a Class 1 offence who has been previously or at the same time been 
convicted of another Class 1 offence or a Class 2 offence, or for a person convicted of a single offence against 
section 66EA of the Crimes Act

• lifetime reporting for a person convicted of a Class 1 offence who is subsequently convicted of another Class 1 
offence

• lifetime reporting for anyone subject to a lifetime parole licence.599 

These reporting periods are halved where the registrable offence was committed when the person was under the age of 18, 
with a reporting period of seven and a half years where a lifetime reporting period would apply to an adult.600 A registrable 
person is required to continue to report during any period of parole or license, regardless of when their reporting period 
might otherwise have ended.601 

12.2. Relevant police procedures

Reporting periods were adjusted for existing controlled persons in the community at the time the Act commenced to take 
account of the time already spent under supervision. This was to ensure that they were not disadvantaged in comparison to 
persons who were subject to the Act from the beginning of their supervision. How this operates is outlined in the box below.

12.3. Example

A 10 year reporting period for a person serving a custodial sentence starts on the date the person is released from custody. 
If an existing controlled person with a 10 year reporting period had already spent four months on parole when the legislation 
commenced, their reporting period would be reduced to nine years and eight months to ensure they would not be required 
to report for more than 10 years after the completion of their sentence. 

The Child Protection Registry calculates a person’s reporting period once it has received the court results.602 As part of 
this process, the National Names Index is checked to ascertain whether the person has been found guilty of a registrable 
offence interstate. The reporting period is included on the Form 3 (notifi cation form) which is transferred electronically 
to the supervising authority within fi ve working days of the court result. This means that there is often a slight delay after 
sentencing before the registrable person knows their reporting period. Those notifi ed by the Court do not know their 
reporting period until the time they attend a police station to register. This issue is discussed in Chapter 10: Notifi cation 
processes of the obligation to register.
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Registered persons are informed of the opportunity for review of the calculation in the Form 3 which advises, under the 
heading ‘What to do if you do not understand or wish to query anything in this notice’: 

If you believe there has been a mistake … in calculating your reporting period … you should write to the NSW Police 
Service’s Child Protection Registry and ask them to review your case.603

There is no formalised system for administrative review of the calculation of reporting periods. However, the Child Protection 
Registry will review calculations if requested. This is generally in response to telephone or written enquiries from registered 
persons or their representatives. 

12.4. Relevant provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Amendment Bill 2004
The provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill substantially alter the periods for which 
registrable persons are required to maintain their reporting obligations. The provisions simplify the process for determining 
reporting periods while, in most cases, increasing them.

The reporting periods provided for by the scheme in the amendment Bill are:

Eight years:

 • for a person convicted of a single Class 2 offence (remains the same).

Fifteen years: 

• for a person convicted of a single Class 1 offence (previously 10 years).

• for a person convicted of a Class 2 offence who has previously or at the same time been convicted of another 
Class 2 offence (previously 12). 

Lifetime reporting: 

• for a person convicted of a Class 1 offence who has previously or at the same time been convicted of another 
Class 1 offence or a Class 2 offence (previously 15).

• for a person convicted of a Class 1 offence who is subsequently convicted of another Class 2 offence 
(previously 15 years).

• for a person convicted of a Class 2 offence who is subsequently convicted of another Class 2 offence and has 
ever been found guilty of three or more Class 2 offences (previously 12 years).

• for a person convicted of a Class 1 offence who is subsequently convicted of another Class 1 offence (remains 
the same). 604

Halved reporting periods for people who are convicted of a registrable offence committed as a child remain605, as does the 
provision that requires a person to continue to report during any period of parole.606

The Bill provides that the reporting period applicable to an existing registrable person ‘continues to apply, except as 
provided by the regulations.’607

Snapshot of reporting periods
The most common reporting period is 15 years (or its equivalent of seven and a half years for juveniles). As at 15 
October 2003, over 40% of all registrable persons (including those in custody who have yet to register) have a 15 
year reporting period. 

Of those already registered, about 35% have a 15 year reporting period while 21% have a 12 year reporting period 
(six years for juveniles). A 10 year reporting period (or fi ve years for juveniles) applies to about 17% of registered 
persons with just under a quarter having an 8 year reporting period (or the equivalent four years for juveniles). 

For the 360 registrable persons who are still in custody and yet to register, the proportion with a 15 year reporting 
period (or seven and a half years for juveniles) rises to over 60%. Just under 10% have a 12 year reporting period 
(or the equivalent six years for juveniles) and 20% have a 10 year reporting period (or fi ve years for juveniles). An 
eight year reporting period (four years for juveniles) applies to just over 10% of registrable persons still in custody. 

A lifetime reporting period applies to three people. Only one of these is currently registered and the remaining two 
are yet to be released from custody

The reporting period has been amended for 48 registrable persons. In most cases the reporting period was 
increased as a consequence of convictions for additional offences. However, it could also be reduced if an appeal 
for a registrable offence was successful, or as the result of a clarifi cation of the nature or timing of an offence.
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12.5. Commentary on the operation of the provisions 
Any consideration of reporting periods will be primarily concerned with matters of policy, although there are also operational 
implications. The issues raised most frequently about reporting periods during the course of our review were of a policy 
nature, with a focus on why and how reporting periods are set for a particular period. We are presenting here the range 
of views provided to the review on these issues, to inform the Minister’s review of the policy objectives of the Act. The 
operational issues, more relevant to our review, are also discussed. 

It is generally acknowledged that the system provided by the Act for determining reporting periods is complicated. The 
system provides for nine different reporting periods, with fi ve for adult offenders (eight, 10, 12 or 15 years or lifetime) and 
four (four, fi ve, six or seven and a half years) for juveniles. It also takes into account the class and number of offences and 
whether offences were committed concurrently or prior or subsequent to the fi rst conviction for a registrable offence. 

The length of reporting period is intended to be indicative of the period for which the risk of recidivism remains high and 
the registrable person is most likely to be a risk to the community. However, the research shows that recidivism among 
child sex offenders is not something that can be easily predicted.608 The APMC working party reports that having a 15 year 
reporting period as the upper level in NSW was based on analysis by the NSW DCS.609 This analysis found that the majority 
of repeat child sex offenders are detected re-offending in the three to 15 year period after release, with a very low rate of 
detected recidivism after 15 years if the person has not offended in that time, and only 10 per cent detected re-offending 
within the fi rst three years of release from custody. The 10 year period is based on this being the maximum registration 
period in the United Kingdom and the most common period in most jurisdictions in the United States.610 

Multiple convictions are not necessarily evidence of recidivism, as multiple offences can arise from the same incident. 
For this reason, the Act distinguishes between offences committed at the same time, and those committed over a period 
of time. A person convicted of two offences at different times is subject to a longer period of registration than a person 
convicted of two offences arising from the one incident, as the latter is not considered to demonstrate recidivist behaviour.611 

A number of parties commented on reporting periods during the course of our review, including eight of the 44 submissions 
(18%) received in response to our discussion paper, and 33 of the 293 respondents (11%) to our survey of registered 
persons.612 It was also the focus of debate by the APMC during their consideration of developing nationally consistent 
legislation. 

Most raised issues in relation to the principles behind the system of calculation of reporting periods, including the 
complexity of the process and the length of reporting periods. Others raised issues about how and when registered 
persons are advised of their reporting period and a need for a system of review or explanation of the calculation process.613

Input to the review suggests that the reduced reporting periods for young people are generally well-supported. This 
special provisions in the Act for young people are discussed further in Chapter 7: Application to certain groups, Chapter 10: 
Notifi cation of the obligation to register and Chapter 11: Registration processes and reporting obligations. 

The timing of advice of reporting periods has been substantially dealt with in Chapter 10: Notifi cation of the obligation to 
register. It should be noted, however, that if reporting periods were less complex to calculate, then it may be easier to avoid 
some of the delays in registrable persons being informed of their reporting periods. 

This chapter will deal specifi cally with the system for determining reporting periods and the operational implications arising 
from the length of time for which reporting obligations apply. It will also address the question of review of calculations to 
determine the reporting period. 

12.5.1. The system of determining reporting periods

The Tasmanian Ombudsman expressed the view that as ‘the reporting periods are quite lengthy, and the period is arbitrary, 
the calculation system should be kept as simple as possible.’614 Similar concerns were expressed by the IDRS, who 
commented that it viewed ‘the mechanism for calculating reporting periods to be complex and diffi cult for a person with 
an intellectual disability to challenge without the assistance of others.’615 (See Chapter 10: Notifi cation of the obligation to 
register for details of the example provided by the IDRS.)

Many of the respondents to our survey of registered persons thought that the system for determining reporting periods was 
not fair and did not properly refl ect the risk or seriousness of their circumstances. Some of their comments were general, 
such as suggesting the Register could be improved by: ‘Being more realistic about who has to register and time on 
register’.616 Most provided suggestions for changing the method of calculating reporting periods. However, many of these 
were in fact more complex than the current situation, because they aimed to individualise the process:

Criteria should be developed to identify persons who pose a current risk to children. For example: A man who 
committed an offence 25 years ago, who can demonstrate he has rehabilitated himself, has lived an exemplary life for 
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a period longer than his now reporting period, has raised a family in that time, has a loving and supportive wife and 
family and extended family should not be on the register.617 

There should be some way that a Pysch report could infl uence the time to be spent on the register. After 13 years of 
intensive psych work which included 6 years in gaol I still have to spend another 11 years on the register.618

I believe that the register could be improved in that to be included in the register a separate hearing should be held 
to determine if the offender is a risk to children. If it is then deemed that they are a threat then a suitable period can be 
assigned to the offender.619 

While the appeal of an individualised system of determining reporting periods is understandable, particularly to the persons 
affected, there is no doubt that it would be administratively complex, expensive and time-consuming to implement.

One submission suggested that reporting periods should be calculated using a formula based on length of sentence by 
class of offence.620 While this offers a simpler solution, it does not address the concern raised in one submission about the 
impact of plea bargaining which may result in the length of sentence not refl ecting the seriousness of the incident.621 There 
may be a reduction in the reporting period if a person is convicted of a lesser offence than they were originally charged with, 
in return for pleading guilty. However, this effect is likely to occur under any system for calculating reporting periods which is 
based on either type of offence or length of sentence. 

12.5.2. Length of reporting periods

A number of registered persons have suggested that the length of the reporting period should be re-assessed after a 
certain time. This idea is similar to the proposed Canadian scheme, where registered offenders would be able to seek 
review of their registration obligations after fi ve, 10 and 20 years.622 One of the registered persons suggested this would act 
as an incentive to improve behaviour:

Each case should be reviewed after 5 years, if no offences then the reporting period should be reduced to 3 years, an 

incentive to change.623

Another respondent to our survey simply commented:

I would like to appeal to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal about the length of my reporting period.624

Several registered persons suggested that there should be an assessment to consider the risk to children should be used 
to determine the reporting period:

I believe that the register could be improved in that to be included in the register a separate hearing should be held 
to determine if the offender is a risk to children. If it is then deemed that they are a threat then a suitable period can be 
assigned to the offender.625

One other registered person, similarly concerned about the length of the reporting period, suggested that the period should 
be equal to parole:

People need the right to appeal, people in my situation should not be on the register any longer than their parole 
period.626

Thirty-two of the 293 respondents to our survey of registered persons commented on reporting periods. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, most of these (17) thought that reporting periods were too long. Some had specifi c ideas about the length 
that reporting periods should be, such as the respondent who suggested that: ‘the register be there for a set time, say for 
example 5 years.’627 Another respondent, who also suggested a reporting period of fi ve years was ‘more realistic’, offered 
a considered rationale for his view, taking a slightly different approach to most other registered persons. He argued that it 
would be diffi cult for a person to remember to comply if a reporting period was too long and it could be a:

… a potential entrapment tool for a genuine mistake of forgetting to see the crime manager to change something as 
simple as motor vehicle details when a new vehicle is purchased.628

Others thought reporting periods should be shorter in certain circumstances, to better refl ect the risk posed by the 
registered person:

Shorter reporting time for low risk offenders. One size does not fi t all. Register should be run on a case by case 
basis.629

I understand the merit of a child protection register but I also have strong reservations about the blanket approach … 
and the inequality in the reporting periods. I was told by my probation offi cer that I would have to be on the register for 
7 years. I looked into the rules and was astonished to see that for anybody who has raped or molested a child they 
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have to be on the Register for 9 years, only 2 more years than me! (I believe this is correct information … maybe it was 
10 years.)630

I was shocked when I was told at the police interview I would have to report for the next 13 years and so many days I 
feel it was a long time for someone who realised his mistake and wanted to right the wrong.631

Some registered persons suggested that factors such as age, or distance of time from the offence, should impact on 
reporting periods:

I’m 75, own property interstate and am restricted for 11 years. Talk about over kill.632

The alleged offence happened 1989 and not just seemed it will be a long 13 years if I see that far. I am 73 years old.633

My reporting period seems extreme based on the age of the crime, my health and my age. I can’t see any benefi t to 
the community.634

My one offence was 30 years ago. It seems to be a waste to be on it for 8 years.635

I offended 40 years ago. Haven’t offended again. 10 years on register is a waste of time.636

Some operational police have also told the review that, in some circumstances, they feel that reporting periods are too long. 
Some have suggested that reporting periods should not extend beyond the period of parole, or that parole periods should 
be extended if ongoing supervision or monitoring was seen to be necessary in individual cases, so that the probation 
and parole service maintained an ongoing involvement.637 We note that not all registrable persons will have a period of 
supervision.

Despite the expressed view of many stakeholders that the process for calculating report periods should be improved to 
properly refl ecting the seriousness of the offences, none has suggested an effective alternative that avoided the various 
pitfalls.638 That is not to say that a simpler method is not possible or desirable. 

NSW Privacy has suggested that any changes to reporting periods should be ‘clearly justifi ed by reference to experience 
and clear argument based on how the scheme has operated in New South Wales to date.’639 

The APMC working party has endorsed a model, proposed by the South Australia Police, Victoria Police and Western 
Australia Police Service, for determining reporting periods.640 It is a modifi ed and simplifi ed version of the NSW system 
that draws on the experiences of NSW, based on the principle that proven recidivism should incur the highest reporting 
period. Under this proposal, there would be only three basic reporting periods: eight years, 15 years, or a lifetime reporting 
obligation.641 

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 contains provisions which refl ect this proposal. These 
are outlined at the start of this chapter and would substantially alter the reporting periods currently provided by the Act, were 
they to become law. A longer reporting period would apply in most circumstances, with the number of people with a lifetime 
reporting obligation increasing considerably (at the end of the review period there were only three people with a lifetime 
reporting obligation).

While this proposed arrangement is simpler than that currently provided for by the Act, it establishes a regime with some 
signifi cantly increased reporting periods. The key issue is whether these new arrangements will provide better protection for 
children. If there is a reasonable concern that registered persons will continue to pose a serious risk to children for longer 
than their reporting obligations currently continue, then increased reporting periods are clearly justifi ed. We note below 
some of the challenges presented by increasing reporting periods.

If reporting periods are increased, there will be a consequential increase in workloads and resources required to manage 
the Register, which may negatively impact on its effectiveness as a child protection tool. Based on an analysis of the 
reporting periods of registrable persons during the review period, about 75 per cent of registrable persons would be 
registered for 15 years or their lifetime, if the criteria of the proposal in the Amendment Bill were applied. There would 
be a considerable increase in the number of registered persons with a lifetime reporting period. People would continue 
to register at the same rate, the majority for longer periods, but with fewer registered persons coming to the end of their 
reporting periods and being removed from the Register. Thus the total number of registered persons on the Register 
would increase at a faster rate and be maintained at higher levels for longer. This would have ongoing impacts on police 
resources, particularly in relation to sustaining effective monitoring over a long period of time.      

The monitoring guidelines remind police of the need to ensure a suitable level of operational response is maintained over 
time ‘to avoid complacency, a false sense of security, and to ensure the on-going protection of children’, and provides 
suggestions for ‘remaining focused’.642 These concerns become even more relevant if the majority of registered persons are 
required to report for 15 years or for the rest of their life. 

Longer reporting periods may also have a negative effect on registered persons’ compliance with reporting obligations, 
over time. This may be a consequence of registered persons lacking the necessary organisational skills to maintain proper 
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reporting over a longer period, or of a reluctance to comply if reporting periods are seen as too harsh or unreasonable. As 
discussed in Chapter 11, the need for police to manage increased non-compliance would also place more pressure on 
resources. This may result in resources not being focused on registered persons assessed as being the highest risk, as 
police would be required to respond to non-compliance regardless of the person’s level of risk, diverting attention away 
from the management and monitoring of persons at a high risk of re-offending. Reduced compliance would also impact on 
the usefulness of the Register. 

The amendment Bill provides for the current reporting periods of existing registrable persons to be maintained. We note 
that the amendment Bill provides for an exception to the maintenance of existing reporting periods by regulation. Any 
exceptions would need to be carefully managed to ensure they enhance the protection of children, and do not have 
unintended consequences such as driving registered persons underground or deliberate non-compliance. Increasing 
reporting periods for existing registrable persons may have implications for compliance, as discussed above. These issues 
are discussed further in the conclusion to Part 3.      

12.5.3. Explanation and review or recalculation of the reporting period

A number of registrable persons expressed confusion about how their reporting period was calculated and few showed any 
understanding of why it was the length it was, or that the nature of the offence was taken into account, as comments such 
as these show:

Confused about the sentence I received and reporting period.643

How is the decision of time on register made and by whom?644

Have the reporting period to fi t the crime or explain how the time frame is set.645

More explanation re: length of time.646

The need to be able to understand the process was refl ected in a submission from an individual that suggested that 
reporting periods should be calculated using a simple formula, so that registrable persons could easily establish what their 
reporting period would be at the time of sentencing.647 

It is not only registered persons who are uncertain about the process. Some of the probation and parole offi cers have told 
the review that they do not feel confi dent to fully explain all aspects of the Act to registered persons, although they often fi nd 
themselves in the position of having to provide clarifi cation or explanation to their clients.648 

The question of the need for a way of reviewing reporting periods was raised by a number of respondents to our survey of 
registered persons. Most of these were proposing a merits-based review system that would re-determine reporting periods 
according to the particular circumstances of case, rather than just a review of an administrative action.

I think the period that a person has to be required to be registered for should be reviewed in each persons case 
based on their special/individual behaviour/compliance.649 

Look at offence then decide how long i.e. mine could have been 1 year not 8 years.650

Be consultative not just use a formula, it should have a right of objection to time.651 

The review received little support for a merits-based review of reporting periods other than from registered persons. For 
example, the Commissioner for Children and Young People noted that she ‘does not consider there is any evidence to 
suggest a need to establish a review mechanism for determining the length of reporting periods.’652 

However, there is broader support for an enhanced process to allow persons to question or better understand the 
calculation of their reporting period.

The APMC also favoured the current approach in place in NSW after exploring mechanisms in different jurisdictions.653 The 
report recommended the NSW approach be adopted at a national level. It noted that:

… the timeframes for recidivist offending are suffi ciently long to suggest any individual assessment of risk within a 
fi xed registration period may be fraught. Also, allowing all those subject to fi xed registration periods to periodically 
apply for review would be administratively complex, extremely resources intensive, and could cause additional 
distress to victims.654 

Views provided to this offi ce on broader review or appeal mechanisms with the power to exempt a person from registration 
obligations are discussed separately in Chapter 8: Review and appeal processes. 

NSW Police has advised that the Registry has responded to ‘numerous telephone and letter enquiries from offenders and 
solicitors clarifying the calculation of the reporting period’ and that ‘this functionality is carried out on a daily basis’.655 We 
understand that no separate record is maintained of requests for re-calculations and the outcomes. NSW Police has not 
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been able to provide specifi c data on the number of persons who have sought a recalculation of their reporting period.656 In 
our view, it would be preferable if this process were formalised, as part of the business practice of the Registry, with written 
procedures and appropriate data recording. All persons should have the right to a clear and understandable explanation 
of how any administrative decision is reached. We do not believe that formalising guidelines for a process that is already 
being undertaken would have negative implications on police workloads. Nor would it have any detrimental impacts on 
child protection. 

As there were amendments to the reporting period for only 48 registered persons in the fi rst two years of the operation 
of the Act (and it is likely the majority of these would have been as a consequence of a further conviction for a registrable 
offence) it appears that more people sought clarifi cation than there were incorrect calculations. The Registry has advised 
us that many registered persons who request an explanation of their reporting period do so, not because they believe it has 
been miscalculated, but because they do not understand the system or feel that a particular reporting period should not 
apply in their circumstances.657    

We note the number of registered persons who have questioned their reporting period or sought an amendment is not 
necessarily an accurate indicator of the extent of any problems with the current arrangements. It may be that registered 
persons accept the information they are given and not question it.658 Further, as the IDRS have indicated, some registered 
persons may not have the personal skills to effectively question a calculation.659 This matter is discussed in more detail at 
Chapter 10: Notifi cation processes.
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Chapter 13. Failure to comply

13.1. Relevant provisions of the Act and Regulations
It is an offence under the Act to fail to comply with reporting obligations without reasonable excuse660, and to knowingly 
provide information that is false or misleading.661 Both offences carry a maximum penalty of a fi ne of 100 penalty points 
(currently $11,000) or two years imprisonment or both.

The offence of failing to comply with reporting obligations applies only to registrable persons. The Act allows a person to 
have a reasonable excuse for failing to comply with their obligations. It also directs the court to have regard to certain issues 
when considering whether the person had a reasonable excuse. These are:

• the person’s age

• whether the person has a disability that affects their ability to understand, or to comply with, those obligations

• any matter prescribed by the regulations

• any other matter the court considers appropriate.662 

The Regulations provide that a court hearing a matter in relation to failing to comply with reporting obligations is to have 
regard to the suffi ciency of information provided to the person in relation to their obligations under the Act, having regard to 
their circumstances.663

The Act also provides that not having been properly notifi ed, or being otherwise unaware, of reporting obligations is a 
defence in proceedings for the alleged offence of failing to comply.664

The offence of knowingly providing false or misleading information applies to anyone providing information to police in 
respect of a registrable person’s reporting obligations, not just to the registered person. The Act provides for no mitigating 
factors in respect of the offence of providing false or misleading information. 

An amendment to the Act in November 2002 provides for NSW Police to give evidence by way of certifi cate that certifi es 
details of a person’s registration at a particular date.665

13.2. Relevant police procedures
The SOPs provide substantial direction to police about procedures for dealing with breaches under sections 17 and 18 of 
the Act, including separate instructions about potential breaches by a registered person who is a child, or a person with a 
disability or special need.666 The SOPs provide direction in respect of offences committed by both those who fail to comply 
with their initial registration requirement as well those who have registered but subsequently fail to comply with ongoing 
reporting requirements. 

Where a person fails to comply with their initial reporting requirement, the prime responsibility for the management of any 
action lies with the Child Protection Registry, although the LAC in which the person is believed to reside may become 
involved. The SOPs direct that, where applicable, the person’s parole offi cer should be contacted to identify any mitigating 
factors which may have hindered registration, prior to proceeding to the issue of a warrant.667

The SOPs also provide that where police become aware that a person registered in their LAC is subsequently in breach of 
the Act, either by failing to comply with ongoing reporting obligations, or by providing information which they know to be 
false or misleading in purported compliance with their reporting obligations, they must commence an investigation into the 
offence.668 Such an investigation will not necessarily lead to a charge being laid, with the SOPs noting that there may be four 
outcomes to such an investigation: three in which no offence is revealed and one, where an offence has been established, 
leading to arrest and charging.669 

The SOPs provide direction on the action that should be taken for the different circumstances where an investigation has 
revealed there is no offence:670 

• The person was not notifi ed or was otherwise unaware of their reporting obligations. In this case, the police are 
to notify the person and inform them that they have fi ve working days to register before charges will be laid. 

• The person failed to understand their reporting obligations. If an offi cer reasonably suspects the person is of 
an age, or has a disability or special need, that affects their ability to understand or comply with their reporting 
obligations, they should act in accordance with the directions in the SOPs for dealing with registered persons 
who are a child, or a person with a disability or special need.
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• The person had a reasonable excuse for not reporting. If an offi cer determines that a registrable person had 
a reasonable excuse for failing to meet their reporting obligations, they should make arrangements for the 
registrable person to attend a police station and supply the required information. The offi cer should also 
consider issuing the offender with a formal warning and recording that in their notebook and on their record on 
the Register.

If an investigation reveals an offence, police are advised they have the option of: 

• proceeding  by way of complaint and summons where there is no reason to suspect the registrable person will 
abscond or not attend court proceedings 

• by arresting the person in accordance with section 352 of the Crimes Act 1900 671

• by means of fi rst instance warrant, if such a warrant is in existence.672

Additional guidance is provided in the SOPs for dealing with situations where police believe an offence under the Act has 
been committed by a person who is a child or has a disability or a special need. The SOPs direct that police should not 
charge a registrable person with an offence if they are aware that person is unable to understand a statutory notice, their 
reporting obligations or the consequences of not complying.673 The SOPs also remind police that not all children or persons 
with a disability or a special need are unable to understand their reporting obligations, and that section 17 of the Act only 
provides an excuse where it can be proven that a registrable person could not understand and comply with their reporting 
obligations.674

The SOPs advise that should a case manager become aware that a registrable person who is a child, or is a person with 
a disability or a special need, is not meeting their reporting obligations, they should consider seeking assistance from the 
person’s ‘supervision network’. Alternatively, if the person is incapable of understanding their reporting obligations, a copy 
of the Form 3 (notifi cation form) should be sent to a support person, requesting that the support person assist the person 
meet their reporting obligations.675 

The SOPs also remind police that the offence of providing false or misleading information can be committed by someone 
other than the registrable person, such as a parent, carer or guardian, or nominee. If police become aware that someone 
has supplied information for the purposes of the Act, knowing that information is false or misleading, then the SOPs advise 
that police are to proceed by way of caution, summons or arrest as for other offences under the Act.676

13.3. Relevant provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Amendment Bill 2004
The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 includes a new provision that would waive the statute of 
limitations, and allow proceedings for an offence under the Act to commence at any time.677 

The amendment Bill also provides that, when determining whether the person had a reasonable excuse for failing to 
comply with their reporting obligations, the court must consider whether the form of the notifi cation given about the person’s 
obligations was adequate, having regard to their circumstances.678 This is currently provided for in the Regulations.679

Snapshot of breach offences

Number of charges

An analysis of the Register shows that there were 60 charges for offences under the Act in the fi rst two years of the 
Register’s operation. This represents 54 people as four people were charged with breach offences on more than 
one occasion (one was charged four times and three were charged twice).

All 54 were charged under section 17 (fail to comply with reporting obligations), with two also being charged under 
section 18 (provide false or misleading information).

There were no charges under the Act brought against anyone who was not a registered person.

Timing of charges

There were no charges laid in the fi rst three months of the Register’s operation. In the following three months, just 
under 20 per cent of the charges were brought. More than half the charges were brought in the last nine months of 
the review period. (See graph below for the spread of charges across the review period.)
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LACs

The LACs with the greatest number of breach charges were not those with the most registered persons. In two 
LACs, four persons were charged, which represents 28% and 25% of all registered persons in the LAC, respectively. 
In a further two LACs, there were three persons charged (11% and 14%). 

Penalties

Of the 55 charges fi nalised, 36 convictions were recorded, fi ve matters were withdrawn and 14 were dismissed. 
Penalties for convictions ranged from: 

 1. fi nes of between $10 and $2000 (21 matters) 

 2. bonds of between six months and two years (fi ve matters)

 3. imprisonment of between one and 15 months (10 matters). 

See graph below and table later in the chapter for more details on the penalties.

Characteristics of persons charged

Of those breached, 10 were Aboriginal. This is nearly 20% of all persons breached although Aboriginal people make 
up less than 4% of persons on the Register. Six of the persons breached were under the age of 18, or were on the 
Register for an offence committed as a young person. Only one of these was under the age of 18 at the time of 
the breach charge. Four were known to have a disability or a special need.680 One of the persons charged was a 
woman.

Figure 10: Number and percentage of breach charges laid in each quarter of the review period

Source: Data provided by the Child Protection Registry, June 2002. N=60
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13.4. Commentary on the operation of the procedures

13.4.1. Management of non-compliance with reporting obligations

As outlined above, police do not charge all persons who have failed to register within 28 days or failed to provide 
changed details within 14 days of the change, with an offence under the Act. The Child Protection Registry has advised 
the review that in the fi rst instance police encourage and assist registrable persons to comply with their obligations rather 
than proceeding directly to laying charges.681 This practice was also reported by a number of the crime managers we 
interviewed.682

In its submission, NSW Police told us that the majority of breach offences are committed by persons who originally register 
with police but then fail to continue to meet their reporting obligations. There is a current compliance rate of about 90-
95 per cent of persons complying with their initial registration obligation.683 It is not clear how many registered persons 
subsequently fail to meet their ongoing reporting obligations in respect of advising police of changes to their details. 
NSW Police report that the ‘non-compliance arrest rate in NSW is affected by the absence of ongoing or annual reporting 
requirements.’684 This may suggest that more registered persons than have been charged have failed to comply with their 
obligations, and would have been prosecuted had their non-compliance been detected by police.

Many of the crime managers we interviewed told us they put far greater emphasis on ensuring compliance than charging 
registered persons in breach of their reporting obligations. Some of the examples of their practice are:

There was only one offender not really wanting to comply with his obligations, mainly because he simply doesn’t 
agree with the idea of the Register. To deal with that, we made efforts to be very upfront and clear and to get him on 
side so as to ensure compliance and encourage the offender to oblige so as not to suffer any consequences. This 
approach has worked to ensure no breaches have occurred.685

One wasn’t too keen [to register] but we got him when reporting for something else. We prefer not to arrest and 
charge them but just to get them to register.686

We have had two instances of breach of reporting obligations. On both occasions I have used discretion not to 
prosecute, but have given cautions as both persons had not fully understood the impact of not abiding by the 
reporting conditions. I did not consider either registered person was a danger to society.687

There have been no recorded breaches in the command, apparently due to the strong message conveyed upon 
registering about the consequences of breaching obligations. The only one incident was a misunderstanding when 
an offender was transferred into the command and moved back and forth between his divorced parents, also due to 
employment changes. This was because he was originally registered elsewhere and simply did not understand the 
full extent of his obligations.688
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There haven’t been any breaches, although that is probably due to the very informative process of registration where 
everything is very clearly explained, coupled with extensive monitoring that identifi es any possible information that 
hasn’t been updated and can be done so accordingly. For example at the moment one case has been identifi ed 
as having moved, and as usual the offender is simply asked why the details were not updated and there is usually a 
reasonable enough explanation. Generally everyone registered complies with all of his or her obligations.689

There are been a few breaches although generally offenders are given the opportunity to explain why they were 
breaching their obligations and often there is a legitimate reason to excuse the breach.690

Normally we don’t sit back and wait [until they have failed to comply], but make an effort to contact people.691

The comments from the crime managers that we interviewed would suggest that generally the fi rst priority for police is to 
achieve compliance, and that proceeding to charge is kept for the most serious offences. One crime manager told us that 
the response in his LAC depends on the particular registered person and the circumstances of the non-compliance. He told 
us that one person was charged recently without a warning ‘because he failed to declare he was seeking employment in a 
child-related industry’, but noted that failing to keep personal details up to date is not generally seen as quite so serious.692 

Another crime manager told us that his LAC always considers if a warning is the best response to non-compliant behaviour, 
but in some instances it is appropriate to bring charges. He told us of one person in his LAC who had a history of failing to 
comply with court ordered obligations. He failed to register within the prescribed period on his release from prison, and so 
police charged him. He was convicted and sentenced to six months imprisonment. On release, he again failed to comply 
and was charged and convicted again. Further details are in case study 10 below.

Case study 10. 
A man who is registrable as the result of a conviction for kidnap failed to register following his initial notifi cation. 
He was subsequently charged with fail to comply and was sentenced to six months imprisonment. Police have 
indicated that his substantial criminal history and a general unwillingness to cooperate with police were factors 
in the decision to bring charges and the length of his sentence. He has previously been charged and convicted 
of breaching periodic detention orders and probation orders. When he was subsequently released he was again 
notifi ed of his registration obligations, but this time refused to sign the notice. He did eventually register but told 
police he did not understand why he should be on the register. When the police checked the address he provided, 
it was found to be his mother’s address, where he had not lived for some time and his mother said he was not 
welcome. He was charged with failing to comply with reporting obligations and providing false and misleading 
information. However the ‘provide false information’ charge was withdrawn when his mother was reluctant to provide 
a full statement. He was sentenced to a further six months imprisonment on the ‘fail to comply’ since. He has been 
registered since his second release from prison. 693

The Tasmanian Ombudsman commented in its submission that ‘the SOPs regarding failure to report seem reasonable’ 
and noted that ‘clearly it is in police interest to ensure they gain the required information, not add to the burden of matters in 
the courts’.694 As Privacy NSW pointed out in its submission, the key issue is whether charges are being laid in appropriate 
circumstances. It wrote:

In the discussions leading up to the Act it was understood that breach proceedings would be a last resort after 
alternative steps to get offenders to comply had failed.695

Only fi ve of the 293 respondents to our survey of registered persons commented on the breach provisions for failing to 
comply with their obligations.696 Three of these commented only on their fear of being breached or being threatened with 
further charges if they did not comply, rather than any actual experience of being breached:

If I forget to notify on some point I will be punished unfairly. I have memory problems.697

 [A detective] came to my house because he had been told by [the Registry] that I had left the country. I don’t like 
being wrongfully accused. I am not sure the Law applyed to me … if I had not complyed I was told I would be sent 
back to Gaol. I felt I was forced into signing up with the threat of more Gaol time. I feel threatened by a reimprisonment 
term if I did not sign up.698

P[olice] offi cer said quite nastally if I didn’t attend would be fi nd or gaoled.699

The NSW Police Association raised a separate issue in its submission, questioning why re-offending was not a specifi c 
offence under the Act:
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The registrable person can be put into gaol for three months for not changing their personal details or updating the 
type of vehicle they drive or their telephone number, but if they re-offend, there is no offence committed under this 
Act.700

It is noted that the SOPs provide police with a signifi cant degree of discretion in terms of which instances of non-
compliance should proceed to charges being laid. In assessing whether to charge a person the prime considerations must 
be the likelihood of ongoing deliberate non-compliance and the degree of risk this poses to children. 

13.4.2. Impact on young persons and persons with a disability or special needs

One of the major concerns raised by a number of parties, prior to the commencement of the Act, was that people with poor 
understanding of their obligations or limited capacity to comply would be particularly vulnerable to being breached.701 As 
outlined above, there are substantial provisions in the Act and in the SOPs to address these concerns. However, a number 
of organisations that made submissions to the review continued to raise concerns about the breach provisions of the Act 
disproportionately affecting vulnerable people. None of these provided the review with any actual examples of a registered 
person being breached in circumstances which they believed to be unreasonable.

In its submission, the Tasmanian Ombudsman commented that ‘clearly it is in police interest to ensure they gain the 
required information, not to add to the burden of matters in the courts where a person with a disability fails to comply.’702 

The Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care (DADHC) noted there is ‘a risk that some people with an intellectual 
disability will not have the capacity to understand and fulfi ll registration and reporting obligations’ but notes that DADHC 
provided extensive advice to the Ministry for Police working group regarding the drafting of the special provisions in the Act 
for people with a disability.703 The IDRS acknowledges these provisions in the Act but still expresses concerns, stating:

In the view of our Service this may still disproportionately expose people with an intellectual disability to further 
legal processes and, notwithstanding the provision, the possibility of further criminal sanction on the basis of the 
manifestation of their disability.704

It is of particular concern to IDRS that it may not be apparent that a person is vulnerable or has an intellectual disability, 
noting that ‘many people with intellectual disabilities may not disclose their disability, especially to the police, until they are in 
breach of their obligations.’ It is relevant to note that during the review period the functionality to allow recording of ‘special 
needs’ on the Register was not operational, and that police were only very rarely being advised by notifying authorities that 
a registrable person had a special need.705 IDRS further stated:

The legislation, in providing a large discretion to the police as to whether to proceed in recording a reporting failure 
as a breach, must be accompanied with ongoing professional development for police offi cers in understanding 
intellectual disabilities. IDRS is concerned that at present a person who, for a multitude of reasons, does not disclose 
their intellectual disability when the reporting requirements are explained should not be harshly punished for that non-
disclosure if they subsequently breach their obligations due to their inability to understand their obligations.706

One of the respondents to our survey of registered persons told us about being breached for failing to comply: ‘It is 
diffi cult & hard for me being mentally ill & I got recharged.’707 From the limited information that he provided, it appears that 
his is the same case that was referred to in a submission made by a crime manager.708 He wrote: ‘One person is unable 
to speak English and has a mental problem. This person has recently been summons for failing to notify a change of 
address.’709 The crime manager subsequently told the review that since the summons was issued, it has been determined 
that the provisions of the Mental Health (Criminal Procedure) Act should apply in his case, and the matter was likely to be 
dismissed.710 An examination of the breach charges data indicates that the matter was withdrawn. 

As outlined in the ‘Snapshot’ at the start of this chapter, during the review period Aboriginal people on the Register were 
charged with breach offences at a signifi cantly higher rate that their representation on the Register. We note that the 
SOPs contain no specifi c advice for police for managing compliance by Aboriginal registered persons, although their 
circumstances may pose particular challenges.

By way of example, one crime manager told us of a matter where police had brought charges against an Aboriginal man 
who had initially given police an address in the Tweed Heads LAC, but was found to be living in Tamworth some two 
months later, without having advised police of his change of address. He was charged by the police in Tamworth, but the 
matter was dismissed at court because of a dispute about the meaning of place of residence. The man does not have a 
particular place of residence but travels extensively between the coastal and inland regions.711 Police are attempting to deal 
with the matter by ensuring the man advises police of any address at which he resides for 14 days in a 12 month period, 
rather than his particular address at any given time.712

In its submission, the Redfern offi ce of the Aboriginal Legal Services raised other concerns about the impact of the Act on 
Aboriginal people: 
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We are particularly worried about juvenile aboriginal offenders, whose parents may probably be disadvantaged, 
and therefore, can not assist the children in fulfi lling their reporting obligations. The children concerned may be 
subsequently labeled with further offences.713

The particular diffi culties that young people may have in complying with their reporting obligations was noted by one crime 
manager we interviewed. He explained his LAC’s response to dealing with these situations:

There are two juveniles registered who appear to be in breach of their obligations though unintentionally. As young 
people they are more focused on trying to make a go of their lives and so are forced to move around a bit with work 
and living arrangements, and so don’t always keep police informed of their every movement. It is unlikely that this is 
intentional however and police are only warning them and reminding them of their obligations to ensure compliance. 
Young people are always encouraged and have always had support people with them when registering or updating 
information to ensure thorough understanding of procedures and what is required of them.714

This is in line with the SOPs, which direct police to contact a registered person’s support person or their ‘supervision 
network’ if there is a concern that the person is unable to comply. 

However, some police have told us that they have had diffi culty in fi nding individuals or agencies to assist with compliance 
in some circumstances. The Child Protection Registry has told us that ensuring compliance by registered persons with a 
mental illness or intellectual disability is a signifi cant problem for LACs. Some registered persons are continually failing to 
comply but police are fi nding that bringing charges produces no useful outcome, with the matters being dismissed or the 
person receiving relatively minor fi nes. The Registry has told us that in some cases, attempts to involve other agencies to 
assist the person to comply have been unfruitful. Police would prefer not to bring charges in these circumstances, but feel 
that they have no other option.715 Case study 11 below outlines one such matter.

As discussed above, a support person, or someone assisting a registered person comply with their reporting obligations, 
could be charged with providing false information. To date there have been no charges for providing false information laid 
against anyone other than a registered person. There is no provision to charge anyone other than a registered person 
with failing to comply with reporting obligations, unlike in the United Kingdom. There, if a court directs that a person with 
parental responsibility for a child who is a registrable person is to comply on their behalf, they are then liable for any failure 
to comply.716 This option was rejected in NSW. 

13.4.3. Outcomes of breach charges

There was a signifi cant range of outcomes for the 60 breach charges during the review period. These ranged from 
dismissal, to fi nes, to bonds, to imprisonment. See table 1 below for types and details of penalties. It is not the role of 
this review to consider whether the penalties set by the courts are appropriate. However, it is useful to review some of the 
individual matters to ascertain how the provisions are being used.

Case study 11. 
An unemployed man with no fi xed place of address and an alcohol and substance abuse problem and suffering 
from a mental illness is known to frequent the train system in Western Sydney, where he approaches children and 
other members of the public. Police consider him to be a high risk threat. A transit police offi cer intercepted him and 
notifi ed him of his registration obligations. He failed to attend a police station to register within the required time. 
The Child Protection Registry wanted to arrange for a court to consider to have him assessed under section 32 
of the Mental Health (Criminal Procedure) Act as a means of having a public guardian appointed to case manage 
him. However, when he was arrested the local police did not believe he needed to be assessed under section 32 
and charged him with ‘fail to comply.’ The matter was dismissed at court. Two months later he was again detained 
for failing to register, after police were called to a shopping centre to deal with a person causing offence. He was 
charged again and this time the court convicted him and fi ned him $100. One month later he again came to the 
attention of police as a result of a disturbance. He was again charged, and fi nally registered with police. When the 
matter came to court he was fi ned $10. Six months later, he was spoken to by police at a railway station in relation 
to a number of minor offences. While no action was taken in relation to those matters, police became aware that 
he had failed to comply with his register obligations in that he had not provided police with his current address. The 
address he had given police at registration was a refuge for homeless men, but he had moved a number of times 
since then without advising police. When charged for the fourth time he told police he was living at premises which 
enquiries showed to no longer exist. He was convicted of failing to comply and fi ned $20. The Child Protection 
Registry has been unsuccessful in having a public guardian appointed.
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This wide diversity of outcomes is consistent with the experience in the United Kingdom in the fi rst year of its register’s 
operation. Police in the United Kingdom expressed concerns that ‘excessively lenient penalties could undermine the extent 
of registration compliance.’718 However, the evaluation of the fi rst year of the Sex Offenders Register in the United Kingdom 
produced no evidence to that effect.719 It cannot be assumed that penalties at the severe end of the range will encourage 
compliance. The evaluation in the United Kingdom noted that one offender had been jailed three times for failure to 
register. Case study 10, above, shows that one registered person in NSW who received a custodial sentence for failing to 
comply, subsequently failed to comply, and again received a prison sentence. In this instance, at least, it would appear that 
penalties at the more severe end of the scale did not improve compliance.

Similar to the experience reported in the United Kingdom, some police in NSW have expressed disquiet at the leniency 
of courts in dealing with breaches by registered persons, arguing that the low penalties being handed down are not 
an adequate deterrent to continued non-compliance and undermine attempts by police to encourage compliance. For 
example, some of the comments from crime managers include:

Breach charge outcome Number717

No result yet (matter not yet heard) 4

No action (warrant issued but person not found) 1

Dismissed/non conviction 14

Withdrawn 5

Bond (Length in months)

5

6 months 2

8 months 1

12 months 1

24 months 1

Imprisonment (Length in months)

10

1 month 1

3 months 5

6 months 2

13 months 1

15 months 1

Fines (Amount in dollars)

21

Less than $100 2

$100-$199 3

$200-$299 3

$300-$399 0

$400-$499 4

$500-$599 5

$600-$699 1

$700-$799 0

$800-$899 0

$900-$999 0

$1000-$1499 2

$1500-1999 0

$2000 1

Total 60

Table 1. Outcomes of breach charges during review period
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In the event of a breach, the fi ne is only $100, which isn’t really effective. One particular offender keeps failing to notify 
any changes although he has already been charged. He is a low-risk offender and it’s only because he’s in contact 
with police through other non-sex crimes that enable the updating of information.720

The legislation could also be amended to be tougher on those people in breach of their obligations.721

Increase breach penalties in line with the seriousness of those breaches.722

[the probation and parole service] are the ones with the power to revoke parole conditions so it is they who are more 
suited to control the behaviour of sex offenders. The courts seem more likely to dismiss charges for breach offences 
that police identify anyway.723

There have been no breaches because it is important to consider how diffi cult it would be to prove they intended 
to breach their obligations, rather, offenders mistakenly forget or are some way unable to update their information or 
inform police of any changes.724

As outlined above, 14 of the 60 (23%) charges brought were dismissed. Where a conviction was proven and a fi ne imposed 
(in 35% of cases), in the majority of cases, it was less than $600. However, as our analysis of the penalties for breach 
offences shows, only fi ve fi nes imposed were less than $200, and three of these were in respect of repeated breaches by 
the same person, whose addiction and mental health problems made it diffi cult for him to comply (see case study 11). 

At the more severe end of the scale of penalties, terms of imprisonment of more than a year were imposed in two cases 
(13 months and 15 months respectively). Details of these convictions are set out in case studies 12 and 13, below. The 13 
months penalty, in case study 12, was for a number of offences and not directly related to the seriousness of the breach 
offence. However, the 15 months penalty imposed in case study 13 was directly related to the seriousness of the threat 
posed by the registrable person.

Another two people received fi nes in excess of $1000 ($1200 and $2000). Both of these fi nes were issued by the same 
court, and in both cases the breach involved the registered person moving interstate without informing police. One person 
is still interstate while the other is living in NSW again and complying with his obligations. 

In our view, information on the penalties imposed during the review period do not support a view that they are overly lenient. 
It could be anticipated that an offence where a number of mitigating factors must be considered will not always result in a 
conviction. This effect could be expected to be amplifi ed with a new offence, where points of reference or precedents are 
yet to be established. It could perhaps also be argued that the varied outcomes of the breach charges are an indication 
that the specifi c provisions of the Act which protect persons with a limited capacity to understand and comply, are working. 

Case study 12. 
Police conducting a highway patrol, stopped the driver of a car and asked for his licence. He provided a 
Queensland licence in a particular name. However, the highway patrol offi cers received information that he was 
known by a different name. A COPS check on that name revealed eight outstanding warrants, and that he was 
wanted for failing to register in accordance with the Act. He is an Aboriginal man described by police as a ‘habitual 
traffi c offender who has no regard for punishments set down by the court.’ He appeared before the court in respect 
of 17 offences, including the ‘fail to comply’ charge. The other charges related to traffi c offences, breach of good 
behaviour bonds, assault and goods in custody. He was convicted of the majority of the charges, including ‘fail to 
comply’. He was sentenced to 13 months imprisonment as a total sentence for all the convictions.

Case study 13. 
Police in NSW received information from Queensland that a person with an extensive history of fraud and child 
sex offences was entering NSW. He had been recently released from prison after having completed a sentence 
for a registrable offence. A notice of obligation to register in accordance with the Act was served on him, and he 
registered with police. He provided no employment details. He was assessed as ‘high threat’. Police subsequently 
received information that he had reached an agreement with a cleaning product distributor to act as his agent, 
and had opened a post offi ce box, and telephone account at his home address, in the company name. He had 
contacted a primary school about purchasing the company’s products. As he had failed to notify police that he was 
working for the company, he was charged with failure to comply with his reporting obligations. He was convicted 
and sentenced to 15 months imprisonment for the breach offence.
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Some of the case studies discussed here where no conviction was obtained (or the matter was withdrawn) clearly highlight 
issues about the registered person’s ability to comply with the Act. 

The fact that not all the prosecutions of breach charges in the two year review period were successful, may also suggest 
that charges may not always have been brought in the most appropriate circumstances. 

By way of example, one crime coordinator told us of a registered person who was charged with failing to comply with his 
reporting obligations soon after the commencement of the Register. This man had informed his parole offi cer of his new 
address and thought that was suffi cient. However the police proceeded to charge him as he had not kept police informed 
directly of his new address. The matter was dismissed at court as the magistrate accepted that he had not suffi ciently 
understood his obligations. The crime coordinator acknowledged that police were aware that this Aboriginal man had 
literacy diffi culties. He told us that procedures in his LAC had now changed with increased familiarity with the Register, 
and that police would always warn someone rather than charge them straightaway for failing to update their details with 
police.725

In a similar matter, a man with a history of mental illness was charged with failing to comply with his obligations because he 
had not registered at a police station in the LAC where he was living. However, the matter was dismissed at court as it was 
shown that he had registered at a neighbouring LAC.

It may also be relevant that six of the matters dismissed were brought within the fi rst 12 months of the Register’s operation 
(including the two examples discussed above). This may be indicative of an uncertainty on the part of police, at least 
initially, about how to handle breaches, or an inadequate understanding of how to prepare cases. The details in case study 
14 suggest that bringing a charge against the person was an appropriate response to repeated non-compliance, but one 
that was unsuccessful due to a technicality in the preparation of the case. This charge occurred within the fi rst six months of 
the Register’s operation.

The NSW Police internal journal, Police Weekly, provided commentary on a matter where a magistrate dismissed a charge 
of failing to comply with reporting obligations. It reported: 

The magistrate was not satisfi ed that the police went “far enough on the evidence to satisfy me beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the defendant understood that any change of address permanent or otherwise had to be notifi ed”, and 
dismissed the charge.

It is essential that every person registered under this Act fully understands what is required of them. It may not be 
enough to simply have the offender sign the acknowledgement on the notice that is served when the person is 
registered.726

We are aware that NSW Police is undertaking an internal review of failed prosecutions. Unsuccessful prosecutions of 
offences under the Act should be considered as part of this. This project may result in recommendations for future 
prosecutions. It may be useful if an assessment of which instances of non-compliance should proceed to charge and 
preparation of breach matters for court was incorporated into ongoing training provided to police in respect of their 
management of the Register. Training for police who have Register responsibilities is discussed in the conclusion to Part 3.

Case study 14. 
An Aboriginal man in custody was notifi ed of his obligation to register at the correctional centre. He signed the 
notifi cation form stating that he understood his reporting obligations. He failed to register within the required time 
frame. When his parole offi cer checked with him why he had not registered he said that he had not signed the 
form and did not understand his obligations. The parole offi cer provided him with new forms and explained his 
obligations to him. He refused to sign until he had had advice from the Aboriginal Legal Service. An appointment 
was made for him with the Aboriginal Legal Service, but he failed to attend. The parole offi cer then accompanied 
him to the police station so that he could register with police. However, he left without registering while the parole 
offi cer was talking to a police offi cer. A short time later while he was in custody in relation to another matter, police 
charged him with failing to comply with his reporting obligations. The matter went to court but was dismissed due to 
a technicality as the police had failed to issue the proper certifi cate under section 21A, setting out the details of the 
Register which established his failure to register.
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13.4.4. Persons charged more than once

Four people have been charged with a breach offence more than once. One person had the following outcomes: non 
conviction, fi nes of $10, $100 and $20 (case study 11). The other three were each charged twice, with these outcomes: one 
received 6 months imprisonment on 2 separate occasions (case study 10); one had one charge dismissed and the other 
recorded as withdrawn; and the other received fi nes of $100 and $600. 

Case study 11 suggests that, in some cases, repeated breaches of reporting obligations may be more indicative of an 
inability to comply rather than an unwillingness to do so. However, case study 10 and 15 (below) show that in other cases, 
multiple breach offences are a result of a deliberate refusal to comply with registration and reporting obligations. 

13.4.5. Non-compliance by registered persons convicted of non-sexual offences

NSW Police has told the review that there appears to be a greater level of non-compliance amongst registered persons 
convicted of non-sexual registrable offences (that is, kidnap and murder). NSW Police advised: ‘The non-compliance rate 
for registrable persons in NSW is currently approximately 10%. However, for persons placed on the register for kidnapping 
offences, the non-compliance rate is over 20%.’727

Of the 60 breach charges laid in the review period, fi ve were against persons on the Register for non-sexual offences 
(two for kidnap offences and two for murder), with one person with kidnap as a registrable offence charged twice. These 
charges represent eight per cent of all breach charges.728 

One crime manager reported that a man in his LAC who has failed to comply is on the Register for murder. The crime 
manager attributed this breach to the man’s conviction being for a non-sexual offence, and his fear that, by registering, he 
would be seen as a sex offender. He sought to leave the country to attend a funeral in Greece, but was not permitted to by 
the probation and parole service. He is believed to have left the country, without advising the probation and parole service 
or police. A warrant has been issued in respect of failing to comply with reporting obligations, which will be served on him 
should he be located.729

One person registered in respect of a conviction for a kidnap offence which had no sexual element, who had been 
breached, contacted this offi ce. He also responded to our survey and wrote:

Wrong day was put on the notice for the fi rst registration with police by [parole]. Police charged me and held me 3 
days for nothing!!! Case was dismissed. I have been [incarcerated] for 3 days because they made a mistake I was 

told.730

He told us that the Form 3 (notifi cation form) he received in October 2001 stated, in error, that he was to register by the 
end of January 2003, instead of January 2002. He admits that he knew that he was meant to register within 90 days (that 
is by the end of January 2002)731 but was very resistant to registering because he felt that he should not be included on the 
Register because of the nature of his offence. His charge was dismissed by the magistrate and he eventually registered 

with police.732 

NSW Police has noted its concern that registered persons who are ‘placed on the Register for offences clearly non-sexual 
in nature, may challenge the clear intent and purpose of the legislation in courts, when charged with failing to meet their 
reporting obligations.’733

Case study 15. 
A person described as a ‘high risk habitual sex offender’, who also has a number of convictions for violence and 
drug offences, failed to register with police in accordance with the Act on his release from custody. A warrant was 
issued for his arrest for failing to comply. He came to the attention of police in respect of a traffi c matter and, as he 
then complied with obligations by registering with police and because he told police he was not fully aware of his 
obligations, the charge was withdrawn. He provided his grandparents address in Sydney as his primary address. 
Three months later, he again came to the attention of police, as a result of an alleged involvement with a 15 year 
old girl on the north coast. He was staying at his mother’s house. He was again charged with ‘fail to comply’ as he 
had not informed the police of his new address. The matter was dismissed at court, as there was some dispute 
about whether he was visiting rather than living with his mother, and the court accepted that he was only visiting and 
had not relocated. He subsequently provided police with his mother’s address on the north coast as his primary 
address.
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13.4.6. Statute of limitations 

In its submission, NSW Police advised that the ‘non-compliance arrest rate in NSW is affected by … statute of limitations 
issues in bringing prosecutions’.734 In NSW, proceedings for summary offences must be commenced within six months 
of the offence, unless the limitation is extended or removed by legislation.735 The report of the working party of the APMC 
expanded on the concerns of NSW Police. It states:

In NSW, the statute of limitations has proven problematic in prosecuting offenders who have left the state without 
informing police and who subsequently return. As an element of the offence is leaving the jurisdiction, and 
proceedings cannot be commenced whilst the offender is outside the jurisdiction, the 6 month statute of limitations 
has created problems in bringing forward some prosecutions.

It is also possible that a failure to report changes to personal details will not be detected within 6 months of that 
change.

… 

A short period in which to commence proceedings is inconsistent with the long-term child protection purposes of the 
legislation.736

The APMC working party has recommended that national legislation should provide that there be no statute of limitations in 
commencing proceedings for offences under the Act. The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004, 
which was introduced to Parliament in July 2004, contains a provision to this effect. Section 21B of the Bill states: ‘Despite 
anything to the contrary in the Criminal Procedure Act 1986, a proceeding for an offence under this Act may be commenced 
at any time.’

The question of an appropriate timeframe to permit commencement of criminal proceedings is one, in the fi rst place, for the 
legislature. We note however, that although a failure to provide correct details may not be detected till more than six months 
after the time the details have changed, it is our understanding that the registered person would still be in breach of their 
obligations at the time the non-compliance was detected. We are unsure why NSW Police believe the statute of limitations 
would prevent proceeding with a breach charge in these circumstances. If the breach is not detected until after the person 
has provided correct details, as in the example provided above, where the registered person has left the state and not 
advised police until they have returned, then it is not clear why police would wish to proceed with a breach charge if the 
person is currently complying. 
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Chapter 14. Conclusions and 
recommendations
The Act requires the collection of personal information about registered persons for the purposes of enhancing child 
protection and not as an end in itself. It is therefore important that the provisions and processes which underpin this aspect 
of the Register are effi cient, appropriate and manageable to ensure the highest levels of compliance. 

This will result in the details held on the Register being accurate and thorough, providing police with the necessary 
information for the management of its child protection responsibilities. 

Information provided to this review suggests that, in general, the provisions and procedures for the management of 
registration and reporting obligations are adequate and operate effectively. However, there are some areas where 
improvements would lead to more effective operation. We note that the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) 
Amendment Bill 2004 provides for signifi cant amendments to various aspects of the registration and reporting 
requirements.

14.1. Notifi cation processes
Although the review was provided with some examples of problems with the notifi cation procedures, there was no 
substantive information to suggest there were any major concerns. However, this is not to say that the notifi cation process 
could not be improved, specifi cally in relation to ensuring registered persons, particularly those with special needs, 
understand their obligations. We make the following suggestions.

14.2. Provision of information
The fi rst step in making certain that the Register information is up-to-date and accurate is ensuring that registered persons 
understand what obligations the Act imposes on them. This requires the information provided to registrable persons about 
their obligations and the consequences of not complying to be clear and unambiguous. This can only lead to greater 
compliance. 

The notifi cation process might be enhanced if NSW Police were to produce simplifi ed material, to be given to all registrable 
persons at the time of notifi cation, and again at registration. For example it could reissue its pamphlet setting out reporting 
obligations in simple English. Another option might be for police to produce a simplifi ed list of reporting obligations 
in a credit card sized format so that registered persons could carry this in their wallet for easy ongoing reference. The 
production of other forms of information such as video or audio tapes, as discussed prior to the commencement of the 
Register, might also be helpful.

14.3. Supervising authorities
It may be useful for the Child Protection Registry to take a coordinating role in the ongoing development and provision 
of training to supervising authorities’ staff in undertaking the notifi cation role. As part of this process, it may assist if the 
Registry were to work with agencies to review their procedures, with a particular emphasis on the identifi cation and 
notifi cation of persons with special needs. This may be particularly useful in relation to the role of the courts in notifi cation, 
given the particular concerns raised. 

In this regard, it also seems reasonable that the exercise of the courts’ notifi cation function by the probation and parole 
service and the DJJ, for registrable persons commencing supervised sentences, be formalised to refl ect existing practice, 
as outlined in Chapter 10.

14.4. Persons with special needs
The notifi cation provisions and processes must also take account of the particular concerns for registrable persons with 
disabilities or other special needs, that might impact on their ability to understand and comply.

As discussed in Chapters 10 and 11, better identifi cation of persons with special needs would enhance police 
management of the Register. The Register system did not support the recording of ‘special needs’ during the review 
process. As this aspect is now functional, it may be useful for police to monitor the extent to which supervising authorities 
are providing advice about registrable persons with special needs. Improved identifi cation, at the outset, of persons with 
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special needs will assist police to be aware of when support persons and supervision networks might be required to assist 
with registration and compliance. This would have a positive impact on the workload of police and their ability to focus their 
time and resources on those assessed as the highest risk. 

Consideration should also be given to modifying the system to allow for the recording of the involvement of support 
persons or other professionals. This will become even more relevant once the child protection watch teams are established. 
These are discussed further in Part 4.

14.5. Police powers for notifi cation
The provision in the amendment Bill to allow police to detain a person for the purposes of notifi cation, provides an 
uncommon power in the absence of an offence being committed. While the review did not receive any evidence about why 
such a power was required, it may well be warranted. If the amendment to the Act is passed, we suggest that NSW Police 
ensure that adequate guidelines and training about the new power are provided, and that its use is monitored. 

14.6. Registration and reporting processes
The nature of the information registered persons are required to provide to police goes to the value the Register has as a 
child protection tool. If police are to effectively use the Register to prevent, detect and investigate offences, the information 
held needs to be thorough and relevant to child protection issues. However, the desire for breadth of information should not 
make reporting so complicated that compliance becomes impracticable. The processes for registration and reporting need 
to be as simple and streamlined as possible. The simpler the process for reporting is, the more likely it is to happen. 

14.7. Reporting obligations
Information available to the review would suggest that the ability of police to better manage the Register and effectively 
carry out their child protection role would be enhanced by some adjustments to reporting obligations and arrangements. 

We note that the amendment Bill includes a number of provisions which accord with recommendations that this review 
would have otherwise made. On this basis, the review supports the amendments in the Bill that provide for:

• registered persons to provide details of children they live with or have regular unsupervised contact with

• registered persons to provide details of any club or organisation that they are affi liated with that has child 
membership or participation

• registered persons to provide details of tattoos or other distinguishing marks

• registered persons to report interstate absences of any 14 days in a 12 month period or regular short 
absences.

• police to take photographs of registered persons, including of tattoos or other distinguishing marks, rather than 
requiring the person to provide a photograph

• annual re-registration, even where details are unchanged

• the provision of interpreters

• the introduction of more fl exible reporting arrangements, especially for registered persons in remote areas, as 
long as they are accompanied by adequate provision in respect of confi rmation of information provided

• the removal of the statute of limitations in respect of offences under the Act. 

14.8. Procedures in local area commands
In addition to the changes provided by the amendment Bill, it may also be useful if internal police procedures were to be 
clarifi ed in respect to certain aspects of the registration and reporting process. 

As outlined in Chapter 11, the review has received information which indicates that the current system for making an 
appointment with the crime manager to complete initial registration or to update information at times makes it diffi cult for 
registrable persons to comply with their obligations within the appropriate timeframes. It may be helpful if the arrangements 
were reviewed. For example, consideration might be given to nominating an alternative contact person should the crime 
manager be unavailable, or allowing appointments to be made outside the statutory timeframes if contact is made earlier.

It may also be appropriate for the SOPs to clarify the processes for ensuring an appropriate degree of privacy is afforded 
to registrable persons while they are reporting to police. For example, consideration might be given as to whether it is 
appropriate that offi cers without direct involvement in the management of the Register are made aware a registrable person 
is reporting, and whether a registrable person should be entitled to report in a private room without other offi cers present.
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14.9. Annual re-registration
We would also recommend appropriate guidelines be developed to manage the annual re-registration process, to avoid 
an increase in inadvertent breaches requiring the redirection of police resources away from managing high risk registered 
persons. Information provided to registered persons must emphasise this requirement and consideration might need to be 
given to establishing a reminder system, in order to promote compliance. 

14.10. Reporting periods
One aspect of the system that may benefi t from simplifi cation is the calculation of reporting periods. If the method of 
determining reporting periods were simpler, it could be more easily explained and understood. Information about how the 
reporting periods are calculated could form part of information provided at notifi cation. This may result in fewer requests 
for re-calculations or explanations of the reporting period, which would have a positive impact on the workload on the Child 
Protection Registry. As discussed in Chapter 12, in our view it would be appropriate for NSW Police to regularise the current 
informal process for managing requests for re-calculation of reporting periods. A simpler system which aids understanding 
may also reduce a sense of frustration with the system which may in turn enhance compliance. 

We note that the amendment Bill provides for a much simpler system of determining reporting periods. This system would 
provide for substantially longer reporting periods for the majority of registrable persons. While it is essential that persons 
who pose a risk to children are monitored during the time they are most at risk of re-offending, a matter canvassed in detail 
in Part 4, greatly increased reporting periods present some dilemmas. As discussed in Chapter 12, the introduction of 15 
year or lifetime reporting periods for the majority of registered persons may substantially increase the workload of police in 
managing the Register, and might be counter-productive to compliance.

14.11. Managing non-compliance
Management of registered persons in breach of their obligations should be targeted at encouraging compliance. 
Proceeding to charges should generally be the response where non-compliance is wilful, repeated or is an indication that 
children are at risk, rather than being a consequence of a person’s inability to understand or meet requirements under the 
Act. It is important that a balance is struck between making it easy enough for people to comply while still maintaining a 
strong system with sanctions with a high deterrence value for those who deliberately try to avoid their obligations and the 
ongoing scrutiny by police which that entails. 

We note that the SOPs provide police with a signifi cant degree of discretion in terms of when to proceed to charges being 
laid. In our view, the fi rst response should be to encourage compliance, because of the long-term benefi ts of having 
accurate information on the Register for the prevention, detection and investigation of offences against children. However, 
in assessing whether to charge a person the degree of risk posed to children must be the fundamental concern, along with 
the likelihood of ongoing deliberate non-compliance. In all aspects of managing the Register it is essential that police focus 
their time and resources on the registered persons assessed as being the highest risk.

14.12. Training
Police management of the notifi cation and registration processes and responding to non-compliance would be enhanced 
by the provision of ongoing training. It is important that offi cers newly taking on responsibilities in respect of the Register 
receive the training necessary for them to undertake this role effectively. As discussed in Chapter 11, offi cers who undertook 
training prior to the commencement of the Register reported it being very useful, while those who did not receive training 
were less confi dent about their responsibilities. Ongoing training should also address specifi c issues that offi cers may face, 
such as the identifi cation and management of persons with special needs, encouraging compliance and any changes to 
guidelines or processes. It may be useful if case studies of instances of non-compliance which have proceeded to charge, 
and preparation of breach matters for court, was incorporated into ongoing training.

14.13. Aboriginal registered persons
As is discussed in Chapters 11 and 13, Aboriginal people make up a far greater proportion of persons charged with 
offences under the Act than their representation on the Register. It is noted that the SOPs do not contain any specifi c 
directions or advice to police about managing Aboriginal registered persons. Although the Act does not contain any 
specifi c provisions for any group other than those who are children or have a disability, this should not preclude the 
development of procedural guidelines. This is particularly important in respect of Aboriginal registered persons, given 
ongoing issues about their relationship with police and their high representation among persons charged with breach 
offences, and in the judicial system generally. We suggest that NSW Police should develop guidelines in respect of dealing 
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RECOMMENDATION 4: That, in respect of notifi cation, the Minister considers formalising the probation 
and parole service’s exercise of the courts’ notifi cation functions.

RECOMMENDATION 5: That, in respect of notifi cation and registration arrangements, NSW Police 
considers the proposals outlined above to modify the system to ensure enhanced compliance, including: 

• the development and provision of clearer information to registrable persons in simplifi ed 
formats 

• working with supervising authorities to improve identifi cation and recording of persons with 
special needs 

• the provision of ongoing training for police and agencies with responsibilities for notifi cation

• clarifying and revising guidelines in respect of certain aspects of the reporting process

• the development of guidelines to assist with the management of reporting and compliance by 
Aboriginal registered persons

• development and provision of ongoing training for police in the management of non-
compliance, particularly in relation to laying charges.

with Aboriginal registrable persons. Consultation with appropriate stakeholders, including for example, the Aboriginal 
Justice Advisory Committee, would clearly be helpful. Consideration should be given involving Aboriginal community liaison 
offi cers or youth liaison offi cers in the notifi cation and registration process and management of compliance, where this may 
be indicated.

14.14. Recommendations

In response to the consultation draft of this report provided to NSW Police the former Minister for Police has provided 
comments on these recommendations. DCS also provided some comments on the consultation draft.

In relation to Recommendation 4, the former Minister stated that NSW Police has advised they see no diffi culties with this 
recommendation in relation to the functions of the Register, but noted that DCS also submitted a response to the draft 
report.

DCS has provided signifi cant comment on this part of the report, and specifi cally on this recommendation which it does not 
support. 

To the extent appropriate, these comments have been incorporated into Chapter 10 and Appendix 6.

The DCS view is that courts are generally meeting their notifi cation requirements, and if they do not NSW Police are 
responsible, except in limited circumstances, to notify offenders.

Our review, however, suggests:

• To date, the probation and parole service have primarily notifi ed persons sentenced to non-custodial sentences 
of their reporting obligations.

• Most of these were persons required to register at the commencement of the Act. However, there continue to 
be persons newly convicted and sentenced, who the courts do not notify, and the probation and parole service 
do notify.

• To the credit of DCS, the probation and parole service have in place systems that succeed in identifying 
persons who must register, and have not been notifi ed of their obligations by courts or police. 

DCS have suggested that the requirement for courts to notify, with checking by another agency (so called “dual 
notifi cation”), ensures persons are notifi ed in spite of any administrative errors by courts. While there is some force to this 
view, courts have outlined their diffi culties in meeting notifi cation obligations. It is questionable whether it is appropriate or 
preferable to continue to require courts to exercise any function in these circumstances. This is especially the case where 
the probation and parole service appear to be performing this role effectively.

There is a concern, raised by DCS, that if the probation and parole service is responsible for the fi rst notifi cation, a person 
with a community-based sentence would be at a disadvantage compared to other registrable persons. This is because 
section 10(1)(d) of the Act states that a person must register within 28 days of sentencing. A person with a supervised 
sentence usually attends an interview with the probation and parole service within one to three weeks. If this was when the 
person was fi rst notifi ed of their registration obligations, they would not have the full benefi t of the 28 day period in which to 
register. 
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We note this is a matter which requires consideration should DCS be formally given an extended role. However, section 
10(1)(d) notwithstanding, the Form 3 (notifi cation of obligation to register) states that a registrable person has 28 days 
from the date on which they receive the notice in which to register. Further, section 17(3) provides that it is a defence to 
proceedings in respect of failing to comply, if a person has not received notice of their obligations. The SOPs give police 
discretion in determining when to proceed to charge a person for failing to comply. Given this, it is highly unlikely that 
any charge would be laid, or prosecution be successful, in respect of a person who had not registered within 28 days of 
sentencing, if they had not been notifi ed until some weeks into that period, and were still within the 28 day period of the 
notice being given.

DCS have also fl agged that requiring the probation and parole service to undertake the notifi cation of all registrable 
offenders with a supervised sentence would constitute a signifi cant increase in workload. Information available to us does 
not strongly support this contention. It is, however, a matter that should be closely considered if this recommendation be 
accepted. In addition, there would be a reduced workload for court registry staff. 

On balance, we remain of the view that it is preferable for an amendment to the Act or Regulation to provide for the 
probation and parole service to exercise the courts’ functions in respect of registrable persons serving supervised 
sentences. We also note again in this respect, that while it may be preferable that this occur, failure to strictly comply with 
current requirements does not appear to have resulted in registrable persons not being notifi ed of their obligations.

In relation to Recommendation 5, the former Minister’s response advises that: 

• The former Minister supported the development and provision of clearer information to registrable persons 
in simplifi ed formats. He noted that as a result of the passing of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) 
Amendment Act 2004, the Child Protection Registry is currently re-designing the information pamphlet and 
forms provided to registered persons. He advised that this will include the incorporation of simple diagrams to 
explain registration and reporting requirements. Research into the viability of a training video for police is also 
under way. Any change to information packages and forms provided to registered persons and police will be 
subject to legal review.

• The former Minister supported NSW Police working with supervising authorities to improve identifi cation and 
recording of persons with special needs. He noted that under the provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Amendment Act 2004, regulations must be made to facilitate notifi cation and reporting of a 
registered person who has a special need or disability. He advised that child registry staff will be seeking to 
address the issue of registered persons with special needs through training for police offi cers and referrals to 
child protection watch teams.

• The former Minister supported the provision of ongoing training for police on the Register. If NSW Police were 
to develop and conduct training for other supervising authorities, a system similar to that used for the joint 
investigation response teams, where participating agencies established a Memorandum of Understanding 
outlining cost sharing arrangements and assigning responsibilities may be appropriate. Additional training 
would require additional resources.

• The former Minister did not support allowing the registered person an alternate point of contact should the 
crime manager be unavailable. He commented that this may result in less experienced offi cers accepting 
information from registered persons and would introduce further points at which the communication chain 
could fail. Offi cers appointed to crime manager positions are experienced police who aim to ensure reporting 
obligations are complied with. However, they understand the balance required between meeting the needs 
of the registered person and community safety. The former Minister also noted that the general practice is for 
LAC crime managers to provide leniency where a registered person has made a genuine attempt to make and 
keep an appointment within the required timeframe and for acceptable reasons has failed to comply. Crime 
managers are understandably less inclined to offer such leniency when the criminal history of a registered 
person indicates they are a recidivist, high-risk offender.

While we agree generally with these comments, providing for a degree of fl exibility so that local commands can determine 
whether an alternative contact is appropriate would address the present diffi culties where the crime manager is unavailable. 
It should not result in a lessening of expertise in dealing with registrable persons.

• The former Minister supported the recommendation to modify the SOPs to specify that a registered person 
be allowed to report in a private room where possible. He noted that NSW Police is currently scoping the 
establishment of a computer-generated system to accommodate registered persons’ new annual reporting 
requirements.

• The former Minister supported the recommendation that the registration scheme should make adequate 
provisions for indigenous registered persons to facilitate compliance. He advised that Child Protection Registry 
staff will be seeking to address the issue of indigenous registered persons through training for NSW Police, 
including the utilisation of LAC based Aboriginal Community Liaison offi cers.
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• The former Minister did not support the recommendation for development and provision of ongoing training for 
police in the management of non-compliance, particularly in relation to laying charges, commenting that further 
research into the factors contributing to failed prosecutions is required. He further noted that NSW Police’s 
internal review of failed prosecutions may provide relevant information on training requirements for police and 
other authorities in relation to handling non-compliance offences.

We note the former Minister’s views on this issue, and suggest that our recommendation in respect of training for police in 
the management of non-compliance be further considered once the outcome of the internal review of failed prosecutions is 
known. 
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Part 4.
Management of register to 
enhanace child protection
This part of the report deals with how police ensure that the Register is used to improve the protection of children in the 
community. It includes chapters on how the monitoring of registered persons, and the use and disclosure of information 
held on the Register, assists in the prevention and detection of offences and, thus, how the Register enhances the safety of 
the community. It also discusses the impact on the Register’s effectiveness of NSW being the only state in Australia to have 
registration legislation, particularly in relation to ensuring its application to persons convicted outside NSW.

As the Act contains no provisions specifi cally for the implementation of these aspects of management of the Register, they 
have been enabled through the development of internal policies and guidelines. These are outlined and discussed in the 
following chapters.

This part also comments on a number of related new developments, including the commencement of a trial of child 
protection watch teams; the introduction of child protection prohibition orders; certain provisions in the Child Protection 
(Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill to enhance information sharing; procedural changes in respect of disclosure of 
information about registrable persons; and moves towards the development of a national approach to registration. 
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Chapter 15. Monitoring of registered 
persons

15.1. Relevant provisions of the Act
There are no specifi c provisions in the Act which provide for NSW Police or any other authority to monitor registered 
persons’ compliance with their reporting obligations, or to monitor their actions or behaviour.

15.2. Relevant police procedures
Directions for how police should monitor registered persons are contained in the SOPs737 and guidelines for operational 
police developed by the Child Protection Registry.738

The fi rst version of the SOPs, issued in August 2001, included some guidance on the monitoring and supervision of 
children and persons with special needs but no general directions for the monitoring of all registered persons. The second 
version of the SOPs, issued in October 2002, includes some directions on the monitoring of registered persons. 

The SOPs now recommend that where police have had no contact with a registered person for 12 months, they should 
undertake a check to ensure that the person is complying with their reporting obligations. The SOPs advise that this can be 
done in one of four ways: 

• I-ASK Habitation check through Field Services (Consider RTA, Lands and Titles Offi ce, utilities and 
telecommunications carriers). 739

• A plain clothes visitation to the offenders primary address.

• Making an undisclosed telephone call asking to speak to the registered offender at their home or work.

• Request information from other case managers who regularly visit the offender including parole offi cers, carers 
or guardians.740

The SOPs also advise that more frequent checks should be considered where there is ‘a history of non-compliance 
offences such a breach of parole or bail, or the crime manager reasonably suspects the offender will not comply with their 
reporting obligations.’ 741

Draft monitoring guidelines were made available in October 2001 during training sessions prior to the commencement of 
the Register.742 A fi nal version of the guidelines was issued to LACs by the Child Protection Registry in September 2002. 
Prior to this, LACs were entitled, though not required, to use the advice contained in the draft version as the basis for their 
monitoring activities. 

The guidelines defi ne monitoring as ‘the on-going collection, collation and analysis of tactical intelligence in relation to a 
HIGH threat registered offender and the development of pro-active crime prevention strategies to protect the community.’743 
The guidelines state they are to ‘assist local area commands monitor HIGH THREAT serious violent or sexual offenders 
registered under the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act’ and provide ‘guidance only’ (original emphasis).744 

The guidelines cover such issues as how to determine which registered persons to monitor and what strategies police can 
use. The guidelines identify registered persons assessed as high threat where there are concerning factors, intelligence or 
other information as requiring the highest level of proactive monitoring. They state that the minimum standard of monitoring 
for registered persons assessed as low or medium threat is a mandatory annual compliance check and an assessment of 
any new information and intelligence as it comes to light.745 

The guidelines outline various monitoring options, noting that the strategy chosen should be ‘tailor-made’ and will ‘depend 
on the criminality of the offender.’746 Some of the suggested strategies focus on oversighting individual registered persons. 
These include home visits, surveillance, intelligence gathering, and forming supervision networks or case management 
teams.747 Other strategies are aimed at ‘reducing the vulnerability of potential victims’.748 These include patrolling of schools 
and other places where young people congregate, increased use of the youth liaison offi cer, and the development of 
information packages for children, parents and schools. The guidelines also provide information on which activities are 
inappropriate, noting that any monitoring action should not be viewed as offender intimidation and harassment and that 
information should only be sought in a discreet and confi dential manner. They also emphasise that monitoring must not 
involve disclosure to the public.749 

The guidelines include advice on disseminating information to general duties police. The guidelines note that although 
access to the Register is limited to a small number of persons at each LAC, crime managers have the discretion to pass 
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information to general duties police when they consider a registered person poses a risk to the community. They provide 
that some more sensitive information may only be available to members of a case team, but police who are participating 
in an operational strategy should be well informed ‘as to the appearance and criminality of a registered offender’. The 
guidelines state that such information should never be displayed in areas where it can be viewed by members of the public, 
and that production of handouts for police incorporating photographs and personal information should be used with 
extreme caution.750 They also reiterate the direction in the SOPs that: ‘any offi cer who intercepts a registered person or their 
vehicle, or conducts a COPS inquiry on a registrable person, is required to furnish an information report (of the type CPR-
related).751

The guidelines also contain some strategies for protecting registered persons from community harassment, noting that 
such behaviour may drive the person underground. These include proceeding with charges against vigilantes or formally 
warning them that their behaviour is criminal; assisting the registered person to take out an Apprehended Violence Order 
(AVO); providing support to the registered person or their family, with the assistance of other government departments; and 
addressing community forums.752

15.3. Commentary on the operation of the procedures
While the Act contains no specifi c provisions for police to monitor the actions and behaviour of persons on the Register, it 
was clearly the intention of Parliament that the monitoring of registered persons was one of the purposes of the Act. The 
then Police Minister, The Hon. Paul Whelan, noted in his second reading speech that one of the objectives of the legislation 
was ‘to assist in the monitoring and management of child sex offenders in the community’.753 

The monitoring guidelines developed by the Child Protection Registry also make it clear that monitoring is intended to be a 
signifi cant part of the police role in relation to the Register. They state:

The Child Protection Register provides a unique opportunity for “intelligence-led” policing, through the collation of 
tactical intelligence relating to local child sex offenders. More importantly, these procedures recognise that intelligence 
pertaining to HIGH THREAT offenders, regardless of their criminality, should be actioned and used to generate 
proactive strategies to reduce re-offending. [Original emphasis].754

Our review is intended to address the operation of ‘the provisions of the Act and the regulations’. Even though there are no 
specifi c provisions relating to monitoring, this is a signifi cant aspect of the police implementation of the Act. It is an issue 
on which the review received considerable input, especially from police and registered persons, and one that the Minister’s 
review must address in considering whether the Act has met its policy objectives. As such, it would be remiss of this review 
not to pay attention to this issue. 

15.3.1. Approaches to monitoring

Information the review has received indicates that there is a varied approach to monitoring across LACs.755 Some LACs 
use a structured and proactive strategy for monitoring offenders, while for others it appears there is a more ad hoc 
approach. Some LACs undertake home visits and surveillance, while others rely more on intelligence-based methods. In 
its submission, NSW Police acknowledged this, reiterating the advice in the monitoring guidelines that ‘ultimately, local area 
commands are required to make judgements about competing priorities and resources in each command.’756

15.3.1.1. Information from police

Monitoring was a focus of the interviews with crime managers conducted in May 2002, which provided us with information 
about the monitoring practices in 13 LACs in the fi rst seven months of the Register. A number of LACs told us they had 
undertaken very little monitoring at this stage, though some were planning to start a more structured approach.757 One 
crime manager reported that the approach in his LAC was ‘ad hoc to say the least. After registration we just wait to see if 
they need to come in to change any details.’758 Those with a structured approach to monitoring tended to focus on home 
visits and telephone contact. Some of the approaches they described included:

The Field Intel offi cer [a senior constable] does a three monthly check. He goes and knocks on their doors, an in-
person contact in plain clothes.759 

If they weren’t high risk, then I would make telephone contact to ensure they’re still at the same address. I let them 
know at registration that I’ll be in touch. I would go round if I was concerned.760 

We’re looking at having quarterly contact until we can form our own opinion. The case offi cer will do home visits in 
plain clothes, we’ll be discreet.761

The detective checks on them. He goes to their address or rings them or asks them to come in, or might speak to 
their counsellor. It depends on each individual.762
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Initially I was seeing them on a weekly basis, getting them to come in after their parole appointment. They all kept their 
appointments but eventually I decided it wasn’t needed.763

Other LACs tended to rely more on record-based checking to maintain awareness of the whereabouts or activities of 
registered persons. In many LACs, this is primarily the information reports which operational police who have had contact 
with any registered person are required to provide. These information reports are disseminated on a daily basis to the 
nominated case offi cer for the particular registered person.

There’s no process to monitor them, except through people accessing records. Intel reports are very good in this 
LAC. The local police or anyone in the Command puts them in.764

I’ll be notifi ed if others make an enquiry on the system and will contact them if necessary.765

We’ll monitor intel reports and so on. There are constant disseminations about access and inquiries on a day-to-day 
basis.766

There’s no structured monitoring but staff are aware there’s pro-active tasking. We’d follow them up if they were seen, 
check who they’re associating with, where they are etc, but the levels of sightings are minute. If alarm bells rang other 
offi cers would bring it to my attention.767

By the end of the review period, our interviews with crime managers suggested that a structured approach to monitoring 
was more common. In most of the LACs where we conducted interviews, the minimum level of monitoring required by 
the SOPs and guidelines was undertaken, and generally more. Most told us that they monitored registered persons on a 
regular basis, generally through a periodic visit. The frequency of this visit varied from monthly to annually. In some LACs 
this was determined by the threat level of the registered person, as advised by the monitoring guidelines. However, in 
other LACs the level of monitoring appeared to be the same for all registered persons, without reference to the individual 
threat assessment rating of the person. The practice for the level of monitoring varied across the LACs, as the following 
comments show:     

They are visited each month for check-ups. They are all unemployed so it is important to check what they are 
spending their days doing and how they are keeping busy.768 

They are each monitored according to their [threat] assessment every 90 to 220 days in the form of a home visit.769

Home visits are conducted in plain clothes and with unmarked cars, with high risk offenders checked every 3 to 4 
months, whilst low risk offenders being checked every 6 to 12 months.770 

Offenders in the LAC are all mainly low risk. They are all visited at least every 6 months.771 

[Their details] are then checked once a year, by calling the offender discreetly and checking if their details are still the 
same. They are all low risk offenders.772 

All offenders are generally asked to report once a week for a month whilst a continued assessment is made, with the 
outcome after a month then determining how often ask offenders to report whether it is once a week, once a fortnight 
or once a month. Generally once a month they get patrol target teams, consisting of junior offi cers, to check whether 
offenders are still residing at their given address. This is done in a strictly confi dential manner with the target teams 
being simply told to check on the residence without any indication of whether the resident is an offender.773 

Each person has an assigned task force team of detectives who look out for any incidents involving those people that 
might arise, and then every 2 months the detectives visit the offenders and have a chat about what they have been up 
to, and whether any information has needed to be updated.774

Random checks are able to be conducted over the phone because they are low risk, whilst now and then if 
intelligence offi cers have some spare time they are sometimes asked to track offenders and ensure they are driving 
the same vehicle they said they were, or living at the same place they said they were. Intelligence offi cers are able to 
do this very discreetly and it doesn’t take much to do.775

One crime manager told us that his LAC devoted considerable time and resources to monitoring, primarily with home 
visits conducted on a regular basis depending on the risk rating of the person. All registered persons in this LAC are also 
monitored daily via COPS, and visits are conducted every six months or annually.776

It appears that some LACs are adopting the same approach to monitoring registered persons, regardless of their assessed 
risk. It would be preferable, and in accordance with the monitoring guidelines, if police tailored their monitoring style to 
the risk assessment of the registered person, reserving the more direct and intensive monitoring only for those assessed 
as the highest risk. Not only would this ensure that those who pose the greatest risk to the community are kept under the 
highest level of scrutiny, it may also serve to reduce perceptions of heavy-handedness or overly intrusive monitoring among 
compliant registered persons. This would also ensure that police time and resources available for child protection purposes 
are used effi ciently. 
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This process may be aided if a decision about the extent of monitoring required for each person was made and recorded 
at the initial registration interview or in the early stages of the registration period, and reviewed and updated as necessary. 
It may be useful to consider whether the crime manager should advise each registered person of their risk rating and 
apprise them of the type and extent of ongoing contact they can expect from police. This may be particularly useful where 
a registered person is assessed as high risk and specifi c pro-active monitoring strategies are planned, to put the person 
on notice that they will be subject to close scrutiny, as a means of preventing further offending behaviour. We note that this 
approach is already used by police in respect of other high risk persons identifi ed under the Suspect Target Management 
Plan (STMP). The importance of focusing monitoring activities on high risk registered persons is discussed further in the 
conclusion to Part 4.                  

15.3.1.2. Information from registered persons

In our survey of registered persons, conducted at the end of the review period, we asked whether respondents had had 
any contact from police since they had registered. One-hundred and ninety-three of the 293 respondents (66%) told us they 
had had some contact from police.777 About half of these reported that this took the form of a visit at their home or place 
of employment, and over a quarter saying that they had had a telephone call at home or work, while seven reported that 
other checks had been made with their employer. Only 15 respondents reported being stopped by police since they had 
registered and 13 said they had been questioned by police about other offences.778 

The survey provided us with other information that we had not anticipated, which may suggest that police are not always 
aware of the whereabouts of registered persons in their LAC. All surveys were sent by registered mail and those unclaimed 
were subsequently returned to us. Over 13 per cent of surveys (106) sent to the address registered persons had provided 
to police were returned to us as unclaimed.779 Our analysis of the Register data showed that in only 19 cases had the 
registered person subsequently provided police with a new address. This suggests that over 11 per cent of registered 
persons may not have been at the address where police believed them to be. The percentage of unclaimed surveys in 
some LACs was far higher than in others, with 23 LACs having 20 per cent or more of surveys unclaimed.780 

While some may see this as a failure by police to effectively monitor compliance by registered persons, in our view that 
interpretation is simplistic and fl awed. Firstly, failure to collect a registered mail item is not evidence that the person is not 
living at a particular address; other explanations are possible.781 However, even if police did have the wrong addresses in 
these instances, it should be noted that the monitoring guidelines emphasise that pro-active monitoring activities should 
be targeted to those assessed as high risk only. The recommendation that registered persons who are considered low or 
medium risk should be subject to an annual compliance check was not in the fi rst version of the SOPs, and the second 
version which included this was only made available to police in October 2002. Further, it is the responsibility of the 
registered person, and not police, to ensure all relevant personal information is correct and up-to-date. The annual re-
registration provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004, outlined in Chapter 11, should 
help improve the accuracy of information held on the Register.   
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15.3.1.3. Standardisation across local area commands

There is a clear intention that local area commanders should have considerable fl exibility in their approaches to monitoring. 
The monitoring guidelines are unambiguous about providing ‘guidance only’ and that decisions about the level of 
monitoring and strategies used is to be determined by the ‘judgements by local area commanders about the priorities, 
resources and expertise that exist within each command.’782 The SOPs also provide only broad guidance to LACs, including 
setting a basic minimum standard for monitoring of annual habitation checks. It should be noted that even this is couched 
as a ‘recommendation’, as is the suggestion that more frequent checks ‘should be considered’ for certain registered 
persons.783 

The working party of the APMC endorsed the NSW position in its recommendations for national legislation, noting that 
responsibility for the coordination of monitoring remaining with local police is also the model used in most states in America 
and in the United Kingdom.784

However, the lack of a more coordinated approach to monitoring across LACs was raised as a concern by a number of 
police. Some indicated that they would fi nd it helpful to know how other commands approached the monitoring task. 
Others told us that they felt their attitude to monitoring was being undermined by other commands who did not take such a 
rigorous approach. Some of the comments we received were:

Not much crossover or communication between LACs.785

Standardising across the police service is needed, also with the risk assessments and profi les.786

There should also defi nitely be a standard set of protocols across all LACs to ensure procedures are the same.787

The lack of uniformity across the region is a limitation to the overall use of the Register. Should be more region-level 
coordination about how to monitor offenders so that similar standards are uniform across different LACs.788

Some crime managers saw particular problems arising from lack of uniformity which impacted on their ability to effectively 
manager the Register in their own command.

It’s not standard across LACs how it’s implemented. Some LACs don’t advise when someone’s moving into your 
Command. Just transfer on the system so you don’t get the full details.789 

Offenders can simply move to another region to avoid the high level of monitoring in place [in this LAC]. While other 
LACs are not maintaining any monitoring procedures of a similar standard to [this] or some other LACs it undermines 
the efforts of those LACs endeavouring to be proactive. More scrutiny about the reasons why offenders wish to move 
from a LAC, eg is it because they don’t wish to be monitored.790

A number of crime managers did not so much criticise the lack of a uniform approach as note that more communication 
between LACs would be benefi cial. Some identifi ed this as a need for more training to assist them develop appropriate and 
effective strategies for monitoring. 

It would be good to get an idea of what other LACs are doing, what works, what doesn’t and so on. Exchange of 
information is always useful, though I recognise there are privacy issues.791

The lack of training is a problem in terms of knowing exactly what works best to monitor the people registered.792

There should be better training to help specifi cally with monitoring of people and gathering intelligence for the 
Register. This could be facilitated by a more uniform approach across LACs to fi nd the best methods.793

The offi cers involved could share experiences and tips on how to cope with the Register across LACs.794 

The benefi ts of an exchange of ideas were outlined by one crime manager who indicated that such a process was already 
under way in his LAC.

[This LAC] is a unique LAC because there are a lot of halfway houses, so that many offenders come and go through 
the Command. This allows the crime managers to be in a lot of contact with other crime managers of other LACs 
and discuss the nature of each case and provide any information or assistance between the Commands in dealing 
with the offenders when they are transferred. This has led us to believe that we’re doing what’s necessary in the 
Command, in similar ways to other LACs.795

In its submission, DOCS questioned whether the variable approaches to monitoring across LACs meant that in some 
areas there was ‘patchy or ineffectual monitoring’. It argued that monitoring requirements should be standardised across 
NSW to ‘underpin the essential purpose of the Register.’796 DOCS suggested that it would be useful to identify appropriate 
monitoring practices and to set these out in the Regulations or SOPs.797

These concerns about lack of a consistent approach across LACs are understandable. While it is reasonable that 
individual commands should want to retain a certain degree of control over the management of registered persons and 
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the allocation of resources in their area, it is unlikely that the lives and activities of registered persons are restricted to within 
the boundaries of an LAC, particularly in the metropolitan area. As a certain number of registered persons would move 
frequently, it is important that there is a degree of consistency in the level of scrutiny they can expect regardless of where 
they live. It is also important, where high risk registered persons move between commands, that effective communication 
exists so that each command can ensure an awareness, and appropriate coordinated risk management action. It would be 
of particular concern if some LACs became known as providing a less rigorous monitoring regime and therefore became 
an area of residence for registered persons who wished to come to minimum notice of the police.     

In our view, it may be appropriate for NSW Police to encourage or require greater compliance with the suggestions and 
recommendations for monitoring contained in the monitoring guidelines and SOPs, with certain minimum standards of 
oversight set down for each risk rating category. This would accord with the provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 which establish a statutory requirement for annual re-registration. It may be appropriate 
for the Child Protection Registry to take a coordinating role in establishing a ‘whole of police’ response, for example by 
facilitating LACs to share information about effective management strategies, assessing risk and targeting resources, and 
by developing training to complement this. Establishing appropriate benchmarks for monitoring and targeting monitoring 
efforts to high risk registered persons, and the role of the Registry in coordinating this and providing training, are discussed 
further in the conclusion to Part 4.              

15.3.2. Threat assessments

The emphasis in the guidelines is on the monitoring of ‘high threat offenders’.798 A registered person’s level of risk is 
determined by the completion of a sexual offender or violent offender threat assessment instrument. This is done by the 
police offi cer responsible for charging a person with a registrable offence, at the time of charging. It can and should be 
updated if new information about the person is made available to police.799 The instrument was developed from a number 
of different risk assessment tools used by NSW Police, specifi cally for the purpose of assessing the risk of sex offenders 
as a response to the introduction of child protection register legislation. The assessment is a multiple choice format about 
certain aspects of the offender’s behaviour and offences, the answers to which are read across a matrix to determine if a 
person is assessed as low, medium or high risk. 

Some operational police have queried the usefulness of the threat assessment, suggesting there were limitations in 
the instrument used. One crime manager commented that the threat assessments ‘fail to provide a full profi le’800 and 
another observing that they ‘make some people rate as high risk when they’re not.’801 Others questioned the reliability of 
assessments, noting that ‘low risk people often end up being high risk.’802 

Some crime managers indicated that they would use additional or independent information to make an assessment of the 
level of a person and the degree of monitoring required. The probation and parole service and intelligence reports are the 
most common source of additional information about a registered person.

The formal ones are done but we also ring probation and parole for background and take account of other 
knowledge.803

We have an analyst that does that now. He looks at issues like proximity to areas of offence, the MO, victim profi les. 
They [the registered persons] also tell us things. If we found they weren’t being truthful that would affect their rating.804

They [assessments] don’t direct our monitoring. What we do is based on what we hear.805

The assessment made of the risk posed by a registered person is the linchpin of effective monitoring, as it is used to 
determine the level of management and the appropriate allocation of resources. Targeting of police time and resources is 
essential, not only to ensure that those who pose the highest risk to children are subject to the highest levels of scrutiny, but 
also to effectively manage police workloads. Therefore it is important that the threat assessment rating refl ects the level of 
risk associated with each registered person, and that this is used to determine how that person is monitored.   

While the simplifi ed threat assessment instrument used by NSW Police may not be a strong predictor of harm or recidivism, 
it does provide some guidance to operational police. Unlike other more sophisticated risk assessment tools, it requires 
minimal training to administer and does not require a lengthy assessment or interview process. As most of the literature on 
risk assessments focuses on more sophisticated instruments than that used by NSW Police, it is diffi cult to determine how 
appropriate a tool it is.806 It may be of some value for NSW Police to commission an assessment of the relative validity of its 
threat assessment instrument. Further discussion on the importance of the assessment of the risk of registered persons is 
discussed further at the conclusion to Part 4.               

In addition, it may not always be adequate for police to rely solely on the rating produced by the threat assessment tool, 
particularly where there is any doubt about its accuracy. Rather it may be helpful for the rating to be seen as a starting point, 
to be supplemented with information or intelligence obtained from other sources.        
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15.3.3. Harassment and privacy issues

In the developmental stages of the legislation, the question of how police would monitor persons on the Register was one 
of the greatest areas of concern, with a number of parties expressing fears that police may be over-zealous and excessive 
in their actions. 

15.3.3.1. Monitoring guidelines

The monitoring guidelines provide advice to police about how to conduct their monitoring activities. They state that 
operational activity: 

Must not involve disclosure to general members of the public. When conducting lawful enquiries in relation to 
the registered offender you must always seek information in a discrete and confi dential manner [Original emphasis].807

The monitoring guidelines also state that home visits should be in plain clothes.808 They also warn police that although they:

… have a common law right to conduct lawful enquiries, there is no statutory power to contact offenders, conduct 
visitations or gain entry to premises outside of the registration process. Constant activity of this nature which is against 
the explicit wishes of the registrable person may be viewed as Police harassment.809

The monitoring guidelines advise police that ‘where it is possible’ a rapport may be established with the registered person 
to enable a home visit ‘on a needs basis’. The guidelines note that such an approach may be useful where a registered 
person indicates they would like the ‘on-going support of police and are willing to discuss their offending behaviour’, but 
that little will be gained by visiting persons who ‘deny the offence or show a lack of remorse’, other than to validate their 
current address or vehicle details.810 

The guidelines also remind police that home visits have a range of benefi ts, such as identifying other persons residing 
at the address who may be at risk of harm, identifying concerning or deviant behaviour or acting as a deterrent to re-
offending.811

15.3.3.2. Information from registered persons

A concern about privacy being compromised as a result of monitoring activities was a theme that came through strongly in 
the responses to our survey. This was raised by about 30 per cent of respondents who reported they had concerns with the 
contact they had had with police since registration. 

The feedback that we have received from registered persons suggests it is the way in which monitoring is done, rather than 
whether it is excessive, that is of most concern to registered persons. Forty per cent (78 of 193) of the respondents to our 
survey who reported having had contact with police since they registered said they had concerns about that contact. Some 
respondents to our survey reported instances of what they saw as harassment or unnecessarily hostile monitoring, while 
others expressed a fear of being harassed. 

One respondent who told us he had been contacted at home in person and by phone, and that other checks had been 
made with his employer and that he had been stopped by police, reported he was ‘Harassed and intimidated all the time 
by police and civilians to the point where I make formal complaints.’812 A registered person who reported he had received 
visits and phone calls at home and work, stated that police were ‘Very aggressive. Spoke to my previous employer and 
neighbours.’813 Another respondent who reported he had been contacted in person at both home and work, said he had 
been: 

Treated inhumanely, threatened, they knew where I worked as I told the police when I saw them about my licence. 
They turned up at work instead of ringing and asking me to come in. Lost respect for the police force and their 
childish attitudes.814 

For some respondents, the perceived harassment was experienced mostly while they were driving. One respondent told 
us he was, ‘Pulled up and harassed all the time. They constantly harass myself and family members.’ He reported he had 
been contacted at home in person and by phone, as well as having been stopped by police and questioned about other 
offences.815 Another respondent reported an incident of, ‘a police patrol car pulling up beside me and saying we’ll get you 
soon’, noting his concern that, ‘They will get me next time for nothing.’816 One person was concerned ‘that I would be pulled 
over each time I drove or was in town shopping.’ He said he had been stopped by police while driving, and commented 
that he was afraid that, ‘Police would pick on me for no reason except been on the Register.’817

One respondent, who had been visited at home, expressed a concern about harassment, rather than reporting he had 
been harassed. He stated that he worried about ‘harassment because of  [my] offence. A person can’t move on in life, or 
put it behind them.818  This fear of possible harassment was echoed by another respondent who commented, ‘What if they 
get a set on you?’819
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A number of respondents to our survey reported experiences, both at home and at work, which might suggest that police 
monitoring was not always as discreet as the guidelines advise. One respondent stated:

Contacted at work while in the company of work colleagues. Police have visited my home while I was at work. 
Contacted while passenger in a car in company of work colleagues, had to answer questions in front of colleagues.820 

The visit at home could have been better handled. [It was conducted] outside my fl at in the carport. Too bad if my 
next-door neighbour heard the conversation or happened to come outside at that point. Very sloppy I think.’821 

Some other respondents have made similar comments about their privacy being compromised during visits, with one 
noting that it, ‘was fairly embarrassing when they called to work’822, and another concerned at police, ‘producing ID in front 
of my neighbours.’823 

Other respondents, however, have expressed their fears about the impact of visits on their privacy, rather than reporting 
actual incidents of breaches of privacy, with comments such as:

Two offi cer came to my unit not uniformed. Worry that neighbours would hear.824 

Neighbours in full view.825

I live in shared accommodation and I would rather be away from other residents when offi cers introduce 
themselves.826 

Concerned about visits to workplace as I have kept this confi dential from my workmates.827 

Information from one respondent suggests that although one visit raised some privacy issues, the registered person and 
police were able to come to a suitable arrangement for future visits. He reports:

offi cer identifi ed himself to property owner where I live as a policeman. But not the reason he was there for. He has 
taken my phone no. and said they would ring in the future.828 

The potential for police disclosing a person’s registrable status to other people was clearly a major concern for many 
respondents to our survey, although very few told us that this actually had occurred. As the comments above show, 
registered persons were worried that neighbours, housemates or colleagues would overhear or guess the reason for the 
police contact. One crime manager acknowledged this concern but suggested it was unfounded, at least in his LAC:

A few offenders don’t like home visits. It is mainly due to their families being unaware of their convictions. Police 
always turn up and don’t outline their reason for visiting to any other residents the offenders may live with. They always 
show up in plain clothes and unmarked cars.829 

A number of registered persons told us that they resented the police coming to check on them without any prior warning. 
Some of the comments registered persons made in the surveys on this issue are:

Was not told that police could call on me without notice.830 

Invasion of privacy and I cannot predict when they are coming so I cannot make plans as I am scared of what they will 
do if I am not here when they call.831 

No warning of arrival.832 

They arrived without notice, alarmed family members.833 

I was not aware of home visits to check on my doings.834 

Without notice it can be embarassing if I have visitors who know nothing.835 

Last time they came without ringing and my mother had an anxiety attack because she wasn’t expecting them on that 
day.836 

I don’t mind being checked up on, but a phone call to arrange a time would have been nice, and neutral ground in a 
park or somewhere else.837 

Told registering crime manager I would be happy to come to him if he requested. Told him I did not want any police 
to call on me for clerical reasons. Subsequent crime manager decide to be “pro-active” and send detectives to my 
home.838 

I have 2 phones, a mobile and a home phone, the Police could ring me any time to check on my where-abouts. In 
most cases when they ring I could be at a local police station with ½ hr to sign a book say? Or any other reason. They 
have my car make model and rego no … I don’t like Police coming round home looking for me they say they are only 
doing their job.839 
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Some of the experiences reported by registered persons suggest that not all LACs may be as mindful of the requirements 
of the guidelines in respect of maintaining the registered person’s privacy and the need for discretion during home visits, as 
the following comments show (see case study 16). 

Was told plain clothes police would come. But uniformed police came to my house fi ve times.840 

Uniformed offi cer and wagon to my house would not come inside. [In] full view of neighbours.841  

15.3.3.3. Information from police

As outlined in the previous section on ‘Approaches to monitoring’ most LACs appear to use home visits as an integral part 
of monitoring. Few appeared to make a decision to undertake home visits on the basis of the individual circumstances of 
each registered person.

A number of crime managers told us that home visits were conducted in plain clothes and with unmarked cars and that 
checks were done ‘very discreetly’.843 As one crime manager noted: ‘We don’t want to be over the top, don’t want to hound 
them.’844 Other crime managers told us:

They know they’re being watched and monitored but we told them they won’t be harassed and their confi dentiality will 
be maintained.845

[The checks are] done in strictly confi dential manner with the target teams being simply told to check on the 
residence without any indication of whether the resident is an offender.846 

Clearly these attitudes are appreciated by some registered persons. One respondent to our survey told us his fears about 
how police would monitor him were allayed when ‘they explained that contact would be in plain clothes, unmarked cars’ 
and another commented that ‘police have been very polite and unobtrusive – friendly.’847

However, another crime manager we interviewed acknowledged that there may be a problem with police stopping people 
while they are driving. He commented that when the police check their details on COPS they ‘may get a tarnished name 
because police are made aware that they are on the Register but are left to create their own mental image of what the 
offence was.’848

15.3.3.4. Complaints to the Ombudsman

The Ombudsman has received only one formal complaint about the monitoring activities of police.849 This was an allegation 
that police breached a registered person’s privacy or potentially disclosed his registrable status through their monitoring 
actions. 

A registered person alleged that on two occasions when police had been to his fl at to verify his registration details his 
privacy was compromised. On the fi rst occasion, he said two offi cers let themselves into the security building where his 
fl at is, ignoring the intercom system. They knocked on his door and when he opened it they began to question him in 
the hallway which ‘echoes hence broadcasting my past to anyone and everyone in the unit block.’ On a later occasion he 
reported that a police offi cer came to his residence, he did use the intercom. It was answered by his girlfriend who told 
the offi cer that he was not at home. He then began questioning the girlfriend over the intercom ‘with no regard to who or if 
anyone could hear him’. His girlfriend invited him to come upstairs where he continued to question her in the hallway and 

Case study 16. 
A woman rang our offi ce to tell us about the experiences of her son who is on the Register following a conviction for 
murder committed when he was aged 17. She said that when he registered the detective who did the registration 
told them that he would need to come and visit at some point to check that her son was still at the address he 
gave. But he told them that he would call fi rst and would only come in plain clothes and an unmarked police car. A 
few months later a constable arrived at their home, in plain clothes but in a marked police car, and asked for their 
son. The woman’s husband said he wasn’t there and reports that the constable was rude to him. When the woman 
questioned why he was there and what he knew, the constable told her that all he knew was that her son was on the 
Register and he had to verify his details. The woman was very unhappy as she felt the constable (or other offi cers in 
a similar role) would think that her son is a paedophile. 

She told us that she complained to the detective who had registered her son, who explained that he had had to 
delegate some fi les, but said that he would speak to the constable.842
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told her of his criminal history. He did not ask who she was. He says his girlfriend was ‘badly shaken and upset by the whole 
intrusion.’ 

The police investigation found that there was no breach of the registered person’s privacy in this instance. The police 
records show that his girlfriend was aware of his criminal history and had provided her name to police. However, in 
response to the registered person’s concerns about harassment, the LAC decided to reduce the frequency with which 
they monitor him from 28 days to 90 days, which is still considered to be appropriate management of a high risk registered 
person. In addition, an internal memo was sent to all police in the LAC to remind them of the need to maintain an 
individual’s right to privacy while carrying out their duties and to show common sense when dealing with more sensitive 
matters.

It is not clear why a signifi cant number of registered persons expected to be given notice before a visit. This may have 
arisen from a misunderstanding of how the police would monitor them, or from not being informed at registration of how 
monitoring would occur, or from police not having acted in accordance with undertakings given. However, it is interesting 
to note that only 54 per cent of survey respondents reported that police had told them at the registration interview about 
proposed monitoring activities. This compares to 82 per cent saying they were told about what information they had to 
tell police and when they had to report, and 71 per cent being told of the consequences of failing to comply with their 
registration obligations.    

It is understandable that registered persons might prefer police to give advance warning of home visits, and to not make 
contact with other people. Such an approach may be entirely reasonable where registered persons are complying with their 
obligations, and is in accordance with the monitoring guidelines. 

However, it may not always be appropriate for police to notify of monitoring visits in advance, or not to make enquiries with 
other parties (as long as the reason for the contact is not disclosed). This is particularly the case for a registered person 
assessed as high risk or where police have justifi able fears that the person may be avoiding registration obligations or 
intending to commit further offences. The Child Protection Registry has told the review of one instance where police made 
a visit to a registered person’s home while he was not there. When they asked his housemate where he was, they were told 
that he was down at the local bowling alley teaching children to bowl. In this instance, if police had advised the registered 
person in advance of their intention to visit, it is unlikely they would have obtained this information about the registered 
person’s prohibited contact with children.850

This matter underscores the need for monitoring strategies to be appropriately tailored to each registered person, based on 
the assessed level of risk they pose.    

15.3.5. Are additional powers or a legislative basis for monitoring required?

In the early stages of the Register, prior to the monitoring guidelines being issued, there appeared to be considerable 
confusion and uncertainty among police about what monitoring actions they could legitimately undertake without being 
perceived as harassing registered persons.851 A submission from the NSW Police Association, which collated various 
comments from its members, suggests that uncertainty remains for at least some offi cers as the following comments 
suggest:

How often should person registered be checked up on? 

Registered persons are not allowed to be targeted by local police in the same form as for instance, high risk offenders 
as they have already served their sentences. Between undefi ned monitoring times then, how do you know what they 
are up to, especially since you are only allowed to go so far as to check.852 

While one crime manager commented that ‘it needs to be made clear to police how they can use their powers and how 
they should prioritise the workload’, operational police generally expressed less uncertainty about monitoring approaches at 
the end of the review period, when the guidelines had been in place for over a year. 853 

In the early stage of the Register some police also told the review that they were concerned at the lack of legislative basis 
for any monitoring activities.854 This position appears to have continued, at least for some, as a number of police continue to 
express a concern that they lack adequate powers to undertake a monitoring role effectively.855 

Currently police do not have the power, or their powers are not properly clarifi ed, in relation to what they can do with 
the Register. There is no specifi ed police power … If the registered people don’t want to meet with police then they 
don’t have to. Home visits must be approved by the person. There is such a huge limitation with the restriction on 
police powers to ensure compliance.856 

No power to properly monitor, no power to go into their houses. We can and do check regularly if their details are 
correct, but we have no way of properly monitoring what they are doing.857 
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The monitoring by Police cannot be unreasonable or intrusive as we do not have the power to be so. All we can do is 
check they are living at the nominated house, work at the stated employment, and drive the nominated vehicles.858

Another concern appeared to relate to an uncertainty about existing powers that police can use to monitor registered 
persons, such as those under section 11G of the Summary Offences Act 1988.859 Section 11G provides that a convicted 
child sex offender who loiters, without reasonable excuse, in or near a school, or a public place regularly frequented by 
children and in which children are present at the time of the loitering is guilty of an offence. At least one offi cer appeared not 
to be aware of the use of this provision to manage registered persons. He commented: 

There is apparently a person on the Register who moved close to a school, yet police are restricted from doing 
anything about it.860 

However, an offi cer from another LAC reported that he found the existing powers suffi cient:

Police powers are excellent in dealing with offenders. It is great that there is a provision to charge sex offenders 
loitering in certain places, as it works really well with the Register.861

More generally, though, police appeared to be concerned that they did not have the authority to enter the premises of a 
registered person. The need for this was commonly seen as enabling police to ‘to check things such as pornography, 
children’s toys, posters’.862 

It would be useful for a provision enabling police to enter premises or search perhaps with the approval of senior 
ranking offi cers so as to step in and take further action where necessary.863 

Our powers are limited by the consent of the people on the Register. Police do not have the right to enter their houses 
to monitor the offenders – they have to be let in.864

Police powers could possibly be extended to allow senior ranking offi cers to enter the premises of high-risk offenders 
to check, for example, their computers or other high-risk items of concern.865 

Police have the power to enter premises in certain circumstances, if they believe an offence is being committed. Further, 
there is nothing restricting an offi cer attempting to obtain a search warrant if they have reasonable suspicion that an offence 
has been committed, for example if there was information to suspect that a registered person was involved with child 
pornography. However, offi cers appear to be suggesting that police should have a new and additional power to enter a 
registered person’s premises even where there is no reasonable suspicion of an offence. 

In the United Kingdom, the Criminal Justice and Court Services Act 2000 imposes a duty on police (and the probation 
service) to assess and manage the risks posed by registered persons. Neither this Act nor the Sex Offenders Act 1997 
(which establishes the Sex Offenders Register) contain provisions which provide police with specifi c powers to monitor 
registered persons. An evaluation of the Register in the United Kingdom did not conclude that this posed a particular 
problem. Rather it found that, although police had no right of entry to the offender’s home, almost all offenders cooperated 
with the home visits.867

The AMPC working party has commented that imposing a statutory duty on police to assess and manage the risks posed 
by registered sex offenders is not needed and may unreasonably raise community expectation ‘that the registration 
process will enable police to prevent all re-offending and could conceivably increase police liability in some cases where 
re-offending occurs.’868 

Some operational police have told us of similar fears that the community might hold them liable for further offences by 
registered persons. This was raised by a number of crime managers interviewed in December 2001 who made comments 
such as: ‘What are the repercussions if we can’t catch up with them and they re-offend?’ and ‘Bottom line is if this person 
re-offends someone will be held accountable and it will more than likely be me.’ 869 Although a number of police advocated 
additional powers, none suggested that the Act should include any statutory responsibility for police management of 
registered persons.

In our view, police already have a number of powers to enter premises for the detection or prevention of offences, and to 
carry out their child protection responsibilities. No clear information has been provided to this review to justify an increase 
in police powers which would allow them to enter premises of a registered person, on the basis only of the fact that the 
person is on the Register. We have not received any evidence of such exceptional circumstances. On the contrary, the 
information provided to the review suggests that the majority of registered persons are cooperating with police monitoring. 
In our view, it cannot reasonably be argued that additional powers are warranted, particularly in the absence of any 
legislative requirement for monitoring. However, as discussed above, and in the conclusion to Part 4, it may be helpful if the 
monitoring guidelines contained clearer directions for police about their responsibilities and a clear outline of their powers in 
respect of monitoring, supported by ongoing training. 
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15.5.6. Issues for persons with special needs

As discussed in Chapter 7: Application to certain groups, we have no clear data on the number of registered persons with 
a special need. However, estimates derived from our analysis of all sentences received by registered persons suggest that 
around 10 per cent of registered persons may have some form of psychiatric or intellectual disability. The management and 
monitoring of these registered persons clearly poses signifi cant issues for police. This is acknowledged by NSW Police and 
has been raised in a number of the submissions to our review.870

Some parties told us that they were concerned that police monitoring of offenders might have an undue impact on 
registered persons with special needs. The IDRS has told us it is concerned that police may more directly and frequently 
monitor registered persons who may have diffi culty understanding their reporting obligations. 

Even if this is approached as benevolent concerns for the interests of the registrable person it is not, in the view of 
IDRS, an appropriate response under the Act… This raises the issue that registrable persons with an intellectual 
disability and without support may face over monitoring and surveillance beyond that other registrable people under 
the Act may experience… Given that there is a lack of legislative power for the police to attend a registrable person’s 
address purely to monitor compliance, we submit that the proper response is the use of discretion… The ability to 
question the appropriateness of these police responses often relies on access to legal services or intensive case 
management.871

IDRS commented that it had raised this issue directly with police and was advised that direct monitoring could be the 
subject of a complaint to the Ombudsman. However, it added that the registrable person may not have understood 
that intrusive monitoring was inappropriate and may not have had the resources to make a complaint. As noted, earlier, 
the Ombudsman has received only one formal complaint about monitoring activities of police, despite the substantial 
anecdotal information we have received from registered persons about their concerns. If registered persons generally are 
reluctant to make complaints, this may well be compounded for persons with intellectual disabilities.

The Redfern offi ce of the Aboriginal Legal Service observed that while there are provisions in relation to people with special 
needs, there are none to address the particular needs of Aboriginal offenders. The Aboriginal Legal Service notes that 
contact with police remains a dilemma for Aboriginal people and that such ‘tension may impede the Aboriginal registrable 
persons from reporting to the police regularly or in time.’ It further queried how Aboriginal people would fare ‘in the absence 
of any specifi c working guideline for Aboriginal people.’872

Some operational police have told us of their experiences of ensuring persons with special needs comply with their 
obligations. One commented that there were ‘no special procedures for monitoring them in a different way to any other 
offender.’ He gave the example of a woman who is in full-time care in a community home for persons with a mental illness. 
He said it would be ‘inconvenient to monitor her more when we’re satisfi ed her carers are suffi ciently monitoring her 
activities.’873 

Another reported an experience from his command, which suggests that police are developing monitoring strategies 
tailored to individuals with special needs: 

One person is classifi ed as high risk because of his psychiatric problems and drug and alcohol abuse. Although there 
has been initial information warning that he poses a higher risk of re-offending, nothing about his behaviour has raised 
specifi c concern for police. He does tend to wander the streets a bit and often at night, but this is most probably due 
to his alcohol and drug problems rather than any specifi c intention to re-offend. He is continually reminded of his 
obligations to ensure that he understands them. The command is currently exploring his profi le and whether more 
measures are need to deal with him.874

Some submissions in response to our discussion paper have argued that compliance responsibilities for people with 
special needs should not be relaxed, although different processes may need to apply.875 One submission recounted an 
experience where a resident of a group home in her area:

… would visit the small shopping centre where he would accost young girls, asking them to go home with him to bed 
where they would have fun. It was passed over by some parents as the male was intellectually disabled, it was very 
upsetting to our daughter who had been a victim of child sex abuse. It could be said the man was not aware of the 
distress he was causing or that he was unaware of the illegality of what he was doing. [There should be monitoring] 
so that there would not be such occurrences happening and [they are not] placed in a situation that will harm others 
as well as themselves.876

Some parties have commented on the specifi c issues in relation to the monitoring of young people on the Register. The 
Southern Youth and Family Services Association has noted its concern that it ‘appears that juveniles are treated the same 
as adults’.877 The parents of another young person on the Register have expressed their shock at learning that police would 
be coming to their house to check if their son was still living there.878 
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The Redfern offi ce of the Aboriginal Legal Service raised a particular concern about ongoing police involvement with young 
Aboriginal offenders. Not only did it observe that the parents may not be able to assist their children fulfi l their registration 
obligations, it was concerned that ‘lack of suffi cient attention and incautious behaviour on the part of police … may lead to 
vicious circle in their relation between Aboriginal people and the police authorities.’879 

The DJJ has also commented to the review that it can be diffi cult for young Aboriginal people to comply with their 
obligations to ensure that police always have their personal details because they often move frequently.880 One crime 
manager recognised that because of the particular circumstances of young people a different approach may be needed. 
He described the approach in his LAC:

There are two juveniles registered who appear to be in breach of their obligations though unintentionally. As young 
people they are more focused on trying to make a go of their lives and so are forced to move around a bit with work 
and living arrangements, and so don’t always keep police informed of their every movement. It is unlikely that this is 
intentional however and police are only warning them and reminding them of their obligations to ensure compliance.881 

As discussed in Chapters 11 and 13, the SOPs contain no specifi c advice or directions for police in respect of Aboriginal 
registered persons, although they account for a substantial proportion of persons charged with offences under the 
Act. The fact that the Act does not contain any specifi c provisions other than for children or those who have a disability 
should not preclude the development of procedural guidelines for other groups who may have particular needs or whose 
management might raise special concerns. This is particularly important in respect of Aboriginal registered persons, given 
ongoing issues about their relationship with police and their high representation among persons charged with breach 
offences, and in the judicial system generally. In our view, it would be appropriate for NSW Police to develop guidelines in 
respect of the monitoring and management of Aboriginal registrable persons, with consideration given to issues such as 
those confronting young Aboriginal people or Aboriginal people who reside in more than one location, and the involvement 
of NSW Police Aboriginal community liaison offi cers or youth liaison offi cers.  

The question of the involvement of other agencies in the monitoring of registered persons, particularly those with special 
needs, is discussed further below, and in the conclusion to Part 4.

15.3.7. Other agency involvement

Many registered persons will be under the responsibility of a supervising agency at least for the early part of their 
registration period. For the majority, this will be the probation and parole service, but other agencies may also have 
responsibility for registered persons, such as the DJJ and the Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program. However, 
supervision would rarely extend for the length of time that reporting obligations continue, given that the minimum reporting 
period for an adult is eight years and four years for a young person. 

Some registered persons may have involvement with other agencies that are not designated ‘supervising authorities’, 
such as mental health teams or welfare agencies. However, such involvement is generally not compulsory, unless the 
requirement to attend forms part of a supervision order.

Other registered persons will be released from custody ‘time-served’ and not under any form of supervision. These people 
are usually those who have been assessed as not eligible for early release on parole, often because they have failed to 
participate in remedial programs while in custody or to show any remorse. These registrable persons are likely to be the 
ones assessed as high risk and most requiring monitoring. 

The SOPs state that ‘registered offenders who are being monitored by a supervising authority remain the responsibility of 
that agency.’882 The monitoring guidelines advise ‘it may not be necessary to monitor “LOW” threat offenders or those that 
are currently under the supervision of another agency such as the probation and parole service, the DJJ or the Pre-Trial 
Diversion Program.’883

The SOPs provide clear directions to police as to how they should work with supervising authorities such as the 
probation and parole service and DJJ.884 This includes making initial contact to ascertain the registered person’s current 
circumstances, seeking agreement that the agency will contact police if there are concerns or if the registered person’s 
details change, and maintaining ongoing liaison. 

Despite these directions, a number of operational police interviewed for the review appeared to be of the view that the full 
responsibility for monitoring remained with police. 

15.3.7.1. The probation and parole service

The probation and parole service is a division of DCS which manages offenders in the community, on either probation 
or parole, and provides community-based offender programs. Probation is a fl exible sentence, that can include different 
orders such as bonds,885 community service,886 drug court orders; or suspended sentences,887 and combines sanctions for 
re-offending or failing to comply with conditions, with constructive case management. A person on probation must report 
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to a probation and parole offi cer, who will visit the person’s home and make enquiries to confi rm they are meeting the 
conditions of their order. For those sentenced to a custodial sentence (unless sentenced to a fi xed term of imprisonment) 
the court is required to set a minimum term that the person must serve and an additional term during which the person may 
be released on parole.888 When released to parole supervision, the person is subject to conditions to be of good behaviour 
and not re-offend. Additional conditions may apply, such as undertaking specifi ed treatment or counselling. Failure to abide 
by the conditions can result in revocation of the parole order and a return to prison. The probation and parole offi cers are 
responsible for monitoring parole conditions. 

In its submission to our review, NSW Police noted that, in the early stages, some police attempted to duplicate the role of 
the probation services’ and some parole offi cers incorrectly assumed that the level of their case management could be 
reduced because the offender had registered with police.889

Information the review received from the probation and parole service suggests that there are varying views on the level of 
involvement offi cers should or do have in ensuring registered persons comply with their registration obligations.890 When the 
Register was in its infancy, the manager of policy, programs and training, told us that in the view of the probation and parole 
service, the Register is basically a police function, with the service only having a peripheral role. She explained that the roles 
of police and the service in respect of supervision and monitoring are different and should be kept separate, balancing the 
police need to protect the community with the probation and parole service’s aim of individual rehabilitation.891

However, a different view was expressed by some of the probation and parole offi cers, with one suggesting that ‘police 
involvement is not really necessary while we are supervising’892 and another stating: ‘We need to have a high level of 
involvement in getting registered persons to comply with their obligations.’893 Some of the probation and parole offi cers 
suggested that they needed to take a lead role in monitoring because of their obligations to their clients, others because 
they felt that without their involvement there would be minimal monitoring by police of those registered persons. The 
probation and parole offi cers seemed to view their role as a dual one of assisting their clients maintain their reporting 
obligations, and monitoring and managing potential offending behaviour.

Lots of registered persons are unlikely to maintain their obligations without assistance though not necessarily through 
ill-will or bad intentions – it’s just not high on their priorities. Some offenders are fairly disorganised and have trouble 
just maintaining their daily life. They need to be reminded to contact police every time details change.894 

Police sometimes have unrealistic expectations of other agencies. But we can work together.895 

You get the impression there will be no supervision or monitoring once parole has ended. [One LAC] seems to only 
monitor through intelligence – they often rely on us for information about sex offenders and their behaviour etc.896 

A great number of operational police have told the review that they see the management of the Register as more akin to the 
probation and parole offi cers’ duties, and not an appropriate role for police. This was a particularly widespread view in the 
early stages of the Register. 

Some operational police have taken a very blunt position on police responsibility for the Register, with comments such 
as: ‘I just don’t think it’s our job’, ‘it is simply not a police function’, ‘this is a process that the probation and parole service 
should have been responsible for’, and ‘I honestly think the monitoring of the Register would be better equipped under 
the probation and parole offi ce’. Others saw it as a duplication of services, or more a function of DCS or the probation and 
parole service.897 One crime manager expanded on his reasons for his view that it was an inappropriate role for police: 

Once a court has convicted a person who then serves their time and the courts say they are OK to be sent back into 
the community, the Register simply become a complete waste of police resources in having to monitor people simply 
not posing a threat to society.898 

Although some offi cers still appeared to hold that view, the more prevalent view in the latter part of the review period was 
that the probation and parole service or other agencies or professionals should share the responsibility for monitoring with 
police.899 In its submission to this review, NSW Police acknowledges these views:

Traditionally, Police are viewed by other agencies (and themselves) as being a reactive agency, responsible for the 
investigation of crime and placing offenders before courts. The Child Protection (Offender Registration) Act 2000 is the 
fi rst statute in NSW, which provides Police with a role in the proactive monitoring of offenders post-sentencing. This 
new role took some adjusting by all agencies involved.900 [Original emphasis].

For some police, the more signifi cant issue was which agency was better placed to undertake monitoring, with some 
offi cers concerned about their lack of powers.

Police are unable to be upfront with people registered, home visits must be approved by the person, which is different 
to their relationship with probation and parole who are able to force a home visit. Currently police do not have the 
power, or their powers are not properly clarifi ed, in relation to what they can do with the Register, so they should have 
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more of a role in monitoring people registered. Unless police are given information from probation and parole then 
police don’t know what they’re doing.901 

However, some crime managers supported the new role for police, recognising that the particular powers and functions of 
police were important in maintaining compliance with the Act and in accordance with the wider role of NSW Police in the 
prevention of re-offending. Some of their comments were:

It is proper for police to be maintaining the register because at the end of the day if any issue arises, police are the 
ones with powers to deal with these people, not any other agency like probation and parole.902

It is appropriate for police to be dealing with people on the Register more so than probation and parole because of 
the ability of police to act on any possible incidents. Police have the knowledge of what people are doing and have 
the right powers to act on that information.903 

probation and parole are more suited to monitoring low-risk offenders. But it is important for police to still maintain a 
role, particularly when there are issues arising, or in the event of a breach offence.904 

It really is appropriate for police to be involved with the monitoring of offenders, rather than the probation and parole 
Service. Police are able to instantly access intelligence and know of any breaches of people of concern. This ability to 
act immediately on information known to police would be severely limited if the probation and parole Service or some 
other agency were involved in place of police because the whole process would be just so slow.905 

However, a greater involvement of the probation and parole service was generally seen as essential, because of their better 
knowledge of the person’s behaviour and activities, and ability to provide police with useful information: 

Probation and parole should have more of a role in monitoring the people who are registered. Unless police are given 
information by probation and parole, police don’t know what they’re doing.906

There is also more room for increased contact between probation and parole and police, to have them notifying 
police if there are any changes they are aware of.907

More of a role for probation and parole to monitor without police and work on an increased system of what’s already in 
place to notify police of any concerns.908 

probation and parole could have more of a role in monitoring offenders because they already know a lot about the 
offenders, and so it seems logical for them to go out and do the visits of police and then simply notify police about 
what’s going on.909

Some crime managers saw an increased role for the probation and parole offi cers as important because of their perceived 
greater ability to have more infl uence on registered persons, as the following comments suggest:

They are the ones with the power to revoke parole conditions so it is they who are more suited to control the behaviour 
of sex offenders.910

There could also be the possible role of probation and parole to help ease offenders back into society, with more 
emphasis on rehabilitation.911 

However, one of the probation and parole offi cers thought that monitoring by police rather than by the probation and parole 
service was crucial to the effective operation of the Register.

Unless they’re monitored properly by police, the Register is unlikely to have any impact on re-offending. But if 
registered persons knew that police might be checking up on them then it could be useful. If they feared they may be 
under surveillance or knew police might be likely to do a home visit they might be cautious about, say, having a child 
at their house.912

Similarly, one crime manager also saw potential diffi culties if one agency did not maintain the overall responsibility for 
registered persons.

If people on the Register already have conditions to report for probation and parole then perhaps there could be some 
way to increase the role of probation and parole to limit the role of police. It has to be one way or the other though 
because it would seriously complicate matters if half were monitored by probation and parole and the other half by 
police. The way probation and parole assist could perhaps be increased.913

Advice from crime managers and the probation and parole offi cers suggested that the level of cooperative arrangements 
and exchange of information varied signifi cantly among LACs and often depended on the quality of the existing 
relationships.914 However, one crime manager commented that having a good working relationship with the probation and 
parole service was a more general issue for LACs, that went beyond the management of the Register.

For example, the probation and parole offi cers in one area, who had involvement with two LACs, told the review that liaison 
with police in one LAC was ad hoc, following an initial meeting to discuss how the two agencies would work together. The 
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other LAC had regular meetings with the probation and parole service and a liaison offi cer was appointed, but that this was 
an established arrangement that existed independently of, and prior to, the implementation of the Register.915

Similarly, the probation and parole offi cers in another area, whose area covered three LACs, reported that there were 
differing attitudes to liaison over registered persons in each LAC, and that police in one LAC ‘take a serious attitude to the 
Register’. 

Some police reported already having a strong working relationship with the probation and parole service in their 
commands, but wanted them to have a more structured role in the monitoring of registered persons in conjunction with 
police. 

Probation and parole have been really helpful in providing information about offenders and making suggestions about 
what police should be aware of and what police should be asking offenders. But they could have more of a role in 
monitoring offenders because they already know a lot about the offenders and so it seems logical for them to go out 
and do the visits instead of police and then simply notify police about what’s going on.916 

Would be really useful to work more closely with probation and parole and let them take charge of the monitoring 
of the low-risk offenders. I recognise the very important police role at least initially in identifying what level risk the 
offenders pose to the community, but the monitoring could defi nitely be carried out by probation and parole.917

Some crime managers told the review that where the LAC had a close relationship with the probation and parole service, 
this was generally an existing relationship.918 One used their regular meetings to discuss registered persons who are their 
clients.919 One crime manager told us: ‘We have a good relationship with the probation and parole service and informal 
information sharing arrangements, which works really well.’920 While another said:

The majority [of registered persons in the LAC] are with probation and parole. We have a good relationship with them 
and currently have an arrangement that they give us notifi cation if anyone changes addresses or whatever.’921

Others commented that they would need to develop or improve relationships with the probation and parole service. For 
example, one crime manager explained that only one of the registered persons in his LAC was under supervision and they 
had ‘no real relationship with probation and parole but would foster a partnership if need be.’922 Another acknowledged that 
a ‘fair bit of work to be done between police and probation and parole to work out what information goes both ways.’923 

The probation and parole offi cers also suggested that arrangements would be enhanced if there were defi ned protocols for 
liaison with police, with other agencies such as DOCS also involved.924

On a separate issue, some parties have suggested that registrable persons should be subject to additional periods 
of supervision or conditions. One crime manager suggested that perhaps registrable persons should not be able to 
be released from custody without conditions of parole, otherwise it ‘makes it very hard to track offenders an fi nd out 
information about them.’925 The Association of Child Welfare Agencies has also commented:

A further issue is the diffi culty in monitoring and restricting the activities of persons who have completed their sentence 
after conviction for a sex offence involving a child. It may be that these issues could be more effectively addressed by 
ensuring that sentencing included requirements involving post-custodial restrictions on activities involving contact with 
children.926

15.3.7.2. Supervision networks

In its submission to this review, NSW Police reiterated its position in the monitoring guidelines that ‘a multi-agency approach 
to offender management is required to best monitor and case manage serious child sex offenders in the community.’927 

The monitoring guidelines suggest that forming a ‘supervision network’ may be a suitable option for ‘intellectually and 
physically disabled offenders, cultural and minority groups and juvenile offenders.’928 These supervision networks are 
intended to involve staff in government departments as well as family members, private guardians, carers or therapists, in 
assisting police with the monitoring of registered persons and with helping the registered person abstain from concerning 
behaviour. 

However, there are some restrictions on the establishment of supervision networks. The guidelines state that the persons 
involved must have knowledge of the person’s offending history and registrable status and have a willingness to assist the 
person maintain their registration obligations. Supervision network arrangements must not be against the express wishes of 
the registrable person. Establishing contact with any potential support person who is not from a supervising authority must 
be with their consent, unless ‘they have a special need which prevents them from giving informed consent.’929 

NSW Police has not provided the review with any information about how successfully or frequently supervision networks 
have been established. 
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Although most of the involvement with other agencies that operational police reported was with the probation and parole 
service, some indicated they had had contact with other agencies or individuals. Some crime managers we interviewed for 
the review told us of local arrangements for certain registered persons in their commands, but these generally appeared 
to be informal understandings based on existing relationships rather than the establishment of specifi c networks for 
supervision. 

For example, one crime manager told us that their management of the Register was easier because the registered persons 
are ‘all are on probation or parole and most are in welfare institutions.’930 Another noted that ‘young people are always 
encouraged and have always had support people with them.’931 Others commented: 

Other agencies have been really helpful, but the Command already had a good relationship with JJ and probation and 
parole anyway.932 

We maintain a strong relationship with probation and parole who are involved in supervision of various offenders. They 
inform police where changes occur or in the event of action required.933 

Some crime managers reported involving DOCS, when they believed a young person was at risk from a registered 
person.934 One crime manager, however, expressed concern that DOCS could only remain involved until the person at risk 
turned 16.935 Another reported involving the mother of a registrable person with a special need as a support person.936 

One crime manager told us about his LAC exploring the involvement of other agencies in the management of a registered 
person with a psychiatric condition.937 One LAC also told us about how it required the assistance of a support person in 
the registration and management of a person with a mental health problem, but noted that the LAC had received very little 
assistance by the Department of Health in respect of this person.938 However, another provided details of a case where the 
involvement of a mental health agency was more successful: 

A mental health unit was called in to make an assessment of [a registered person with special needs]. The Police 
then contacted the Protective Commissioner to place the person under their custody or be responsible for the man.939

Another crime manager commented: ‘Most serious offenders seem to suffer mental problems that lead them to offending 
types of behaviour. It is that behaviour which needs to be treated by professionals, rather than monitored by police’ and 
suggested that more assistance from other agencies was needed ‘outside of police to help in their rehabilitation.’940 

It is not clear if the operational police urging a more structured approach to cooperation with and involvement of other 
agencies, particularly the probation and parole service, are suggesting that the current guidelines for forming supervision 
networks are inadequate, because they impose no obligations on other agencies. None provided detailed suggestions for 
alternative arrangements, for example whether they felt there should be a statutory obligation on other agencies or whether 
a more coordinated approach was better achieved through memoranda of understanding between departments or a 
greater emphasis on enhanced local arrangements.

15.3.7.3. Child protection watch teams

Establishing a more structured role for other agencies’ involvement in the management and monitoring of registered 
persons is the basis for child protection watch teams. This is an initiative announced by the government in March 2003. 
A trial of the teams will commence shortly in South Western Sydney. It is specifi cally focused on developing appropriate 
strategies to monitor and manage registered persons assessed as being a particularly high risk. An overview of the Teams 
is at Chapter 2.

These teams, substantially modelled on the Public Protection Panels in the United Kingdom, are intended to:

… monitor and manage offenders at a local level. Child protection watch teams will comprise of local agency 
representatives including Police, probation and parole, DOCS and Housing. The Teams will operate on a regional 
basis to case manage offenders and provide an early warning system for inappropriate behaviours, associations, 
living arrangements and activities.941

The APMC working party report has noted that one of the concerns about police maintaining registration schemes is 
that other bodies may come to view the management of child sex offenders as entirely a police responsibility.942 The 
child protection watch teams are seen as a way of ensuring there is a coordinated approach to the management in the 
community of high risk registered persons. However it needs to be understood that the establishment of such teams is not 
a guaranteed solution to a successful multi-agency approach. A Home Offi ce study of Public Protection Panels notes that a 
single agency tended to take ‘ownership’ of the process. While observing that this is not necessarily undesirable in itself, the 
study found that in practice, it tended to ‘produce a sense of exclusion from real decision-making, of being ‘used’ merely as 
a source of information, or resentment at ‘carrying too much of the burden’.’943

While the child protection watch teams will provide the more formalised structure for inter-agency cooperation that NSW 
Police has sought, their effectiveness may depend on how they are established and resourced. The Home Offi ce study into 
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the Public Protection Panels in the United Kingdom found that adequate ‘resource issues were of constant concern.’ This 
meant that for some panels, there were diffi culties in ‘sustaining effective risk management.’ The report of the study also 
recommended that for ‘defensible decision-making in a diffi cult and controversial fi eld’ there needed to be more attention 
given to ‘the managerial oversight, monitoring and accountability.’944 It found that senior police offi cers in areas with a high 
number of registered offenders were ‘sometimes placed under a severe burden because of their responsibilities on the 
panel’ as these duties had simply been added to their normal workload. 

An evaluation phase is built into the trial of the child protection watch teams.945 It may be useful if these issues of concern 
identifi ed from the United Kingdom experience were incorporated into the evaluation criteria.  

15.3.7.4. Child Protection Prohibition Orders

The Child Protection Prohibition Orders, provided for by the Child Protection (Offenders Prohibition Orders) Act 2004, may 
also be a useful means of managing some registered persons, through the imposition of specifi c restrictions. This Act was 
assented to on 6 July 2004, but has yet to commence operation. It provides for police to apply to the court for an order that 
prohibits a registered person from engaging in specifi c behaviour, where there is reasonable cause to believe the person 
poses a risk to children. This may include visiting certain places or undertaking specifi c activities, which brings the person 
into contact with children, where this raises a concern about the safety of children. However, orders cannot be made that 
require a person to do something (such as attend therapy.)  

15.3.8. Foundations of effective monitoring

In our view, effective monitoring requires three key elements. 

Firstly, monitoring must be targeted at registered persons assessed as posing the greatest risk. This requires not only 
an effective means of assessing risk, but that monitoring strategies for each person are selected on the basis of that 
assessment. This will allow limited police resources to be appropriately targeted, and will ensure that persons who pose 
the greatest risk to children are subject to the highest levels of scrutiny to achieve compliance and prevent re-offending. 
Employing methods of monitoring appropriate to a particular registered person should reduce any perceptions of police 
harassment or intimidation. This is particularly important in respect of compliant persons, and may have a benefi cial impact 
on compliance.

Secondly, the Register should operate more effectively as a child protection tool if the management of registered persons 
is better coordinated across NSW. While a degree of fl exibility for commands is important to take account of local 
circumstances, the effectiveness of the Register in preventing offences against children will be enhanced if there is a greater 
clarity as to required standards of monitoring. Otherwise, the structured monitoring targeted at high risk persons undertaken 
in some LACs will be undermined if those persons can move to another area to escape the same degree of scrutiny. Clear 
directions, rather than suggestions, about monitoring, supported by regular ongoing training, and coordinated by the Child 
Protection Registry, will help to reduce the confusion that some police report about their role and the parameters of their 
responsibility. 

Thirdly, and in a similar vein, the involvement of other agencies in the management and monitoring of registered persons 
requires clarifi cation and formalisation. The soon to be established child protection watch teams should play an important 
role in achieving this. They will provide police and other agencies with an opportunity to establish protocols and guidelines 
for the management of persons who pose a threat to children who interact with a range of services. 

Other aspects of the involvement of other agencies are discussed in Chapter 14. 

All these matters, and implementation issues that arise from them, are discussed further at the conclusion to Part 4.  
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Chapter 16. Management and 
disclosure of Register information

16.1. Relevant provisions of the Act
The Act is silent on how police can use and manage the information held on the Register. Nor does it include any specifi c 
provisions about the protection of Register information, or provide penalties for improper use or disclosure of information.

16.2. Relevant police procedures
NSW Police has produced policy and procedure documents to assist operational police manage exchange with, 
and disclosure of Register information to, other agencies, principally the Registrable Persons – Child Protection 
Registry: Information Disclosure Policy and Procedures.946 The monitoring guidelines947 and guidelines for the NSWPOL 
Communications Group948 also provide some direction for police in relation to this issue.949 

NSW Police notes that it was government policy for the role of police in disclosing personal information to be addressed 
administratively by Commissioner’s guidelines and policies, and this was the impetus for the development of these 
guidelines and procedures.950 

16.2.1. Information disclosure

The introduction to the Information Disclosure Policy and Procedures (IDPP), which was issued in October 2002, states:

It is government policy that NSW Police employees may only disclose personal information about a registrable person, 
obtained through their employment, for specifi ed law enforcement and child protection purposes. There is a strong 
presumption in favour of non-disclosure.

As such, the introduction of the Act poses special information management challenges for the NSW Police. The 
exchange of information in relation to child sexual and violent offenders is a complex issue and involves balancing the 
protection of children and the public interest with the rights of a registrable person to maintain their privacy. 

In many instances, disclosure of information will be prescribed by particular legislation, for example the Children and 
Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998. However, there will be times when it is not so clear whether personal 
information about a registrable person should or should not be disclosed. In these instances offi cers will be called 
upon to assess each situation on a case by case basis, being guided by the key information disclosure principles 
outlined in this policy. In many cases, it will be necessary to obtain the approval of the LAC/Specialist Operations 
Commander before any disclosure can take place.951 

The policy does not authorise the release of information about specifi c registered persons into the public domain.

The IDPP contains seven principles which provide the basis for decision-making by police about any disclosure of 
information. These principles are:

1) presumption of non-disclosure

2) disclosure must be justifi ed

3) disclosed information must be reliable and accurate

4) disclosed information must relate to the role and function of recipient 

5) disclosed information should be proportionate to the purpose of the disclosure 

6) risk of disclosure vs risk of non-disclosure must be assessed

7) disclosed information must be documented 

The IDPP divides the disclosure of information into two categories – those that require commander approval and those that 
do not. The policy provides advice about various specifi c circumstances for the release of personal information within those 
categories. It details 13 circumstances where information can be disclosed without commander approval. These are:

1) where a registrable person consents to or requests the disclosure of information
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2) disclosure of Information to DCS and the Children’s Guardian

3) removal of a Child under the Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998

4) to current or previous supervising authorities

5) to assist other law enforcement agencies

6) to assist judicial and related processes

7) to assist border control and customs authorities

8) to provide Employment Screening Services

9) to ensure compliance with the Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act 1998

10) to comply with a direction of the Commission for Children and Young People

11) to the Ombudsman, Police Integrity Commission or the Independent Commission Against Corruption

12) to advise the Minister for Police or Premier

13) to comply with any law.

It also outlines seven situations where information disclosure is possible with commander approval:

1) to government agencies responsible for monitoring, managing or supporting the offender

2) to government or non-government educational institutions that cater for persons under the age of 16 years, 
where a registrable person is a student

3) to obtain an assessment of a registrable person, or advice on strategies to manage a particular registrable 
person

4) the involvement of support persons

5) to comment on information already in the public domain

6) the provision of general warnings

7) to investigate an offence or to locate an offender for law enforcement purposes.

The IDPP explains that personal information about a registrable person may not be disclosed unless these exceptions 
apply.952 It specifi cally notes that the policy does not authorise police to identify registrable persons living in the community 
to educational institutions.953 

It also includes an information disclosure checklist for police to complete prior to disclosing any information to a new 
recipient of such information. The checklist requires police to consider whether the disclosure is in accordance with the 
principles in the policy. It also provides directions for police on documenting any disclosure.954  

The IDPP states that it will be reviewed six months after implementation to examine operational usefulness, policy 
compliance and practitioner feedback.955 The Child Protection Registry advised us that this was done in 2002.956

16.2.2. Communications policy

Separate guidelines957 were issued in August 2002 to assist police radio operators relay information about persons with a 
‘CPR fl ag’.958 These set out what information can and should be passed on to offi cers conducting a routine enquiry, what 
can be relayed on air and how this should be done. The guidelines stipulate that:

• operators must notify the offi cer conducting the enquiry if there is a warning that the person has not been 
notifi ed or has failed to register

• operators should advise police if a person is on the Register, and if there are related vehicles or locations

• information must be relayed in a way to maintain the integrity of the Register.

These guidelines advise that all information ‘must be disseminated in a manner, which attempts to preserve the security 
and integrity of the register.’959 Specifi cally, it advises that:
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• when providing information “on-air”, the operator should ensure that the receiving offi cer’s radio is “secure” and 
out of ear-shot of general members of the public

• if possible, information can be provided to an offi cer’s mobile phone rather than “on-air.”

16.2.3. Security of information

The IDPP contains a section on information security, which notes that ‘any information held by NSW Police, which relates 
to a registrable person be classifi ed (and protected) at a level commensurate with the perceived damage that would result 
from the loss, attrition or unauthorised disclosure of that material.’960 The monitoring guidelines expand on this:  

It is important that any information held by the Service, which relates to a registered person be classifi ed (and 
protected) at a level commensurate with the perceived damage, which would result from the loss, attrition or 
unauthorised disclosure of that material.  Any information received by the Service from an external agency or person 
should be treated as sensitive material and classifi ed and protected accordingly. Generally, registered information is 
classifi ed PROTECTED [Original emphasis].961

The IDPP provides advice to operational police on the general management of information about registered persons:

NSW Police’s Code of Best Practice for Information Management (2000) provides the broad framework for the 
handling of all police information. It covers the entire lifecycle of information management from conception to 
destruction. You should refer to the Code if you wish to clarify any general aspect of information management, 
although this policy prevails over the Code to the extent there is any inconsistency in the provisions dealing with the 
release of information.962

The monitoring guidelines also includes directions on the storage of information and documents that might be held in 
addition to that which is on the police computer system.

All original documents and photographs obtained during the registration process should be forwarded to the Registry 
in a sealed envelope and preferably using the Service’s internal mailing system. LACS are not required to store copies 
of this material, unless there is a pressing operational need. Any material which is retained by an LAC should be 
stored in a safe or locked cabinet within the Crime Management Unit.963

The monitoring guidelines also provide direction on how information about registered persons being targeted in a particular 
command is to be distributed.

Staff who are expected to participate in an operational strategy should be well informed as to the appearance and 
criminality of a registered offender. However, this information should never be displayed in areas where it can be 
viewed by members of the public. Likewise, production of handouts for Police displaying offender photographs and 
personal information should be utilised with extreme caution [Original emphasis].964

Absent specifi c provisions in the Act, the same penalties apply to unauthorised access or disclosure of information held 
on the Register as to unauthorised access or disclosure of any other information that NSW Police holds. The Regulation 
provides that members of NSW Police must treat all information received in their offi cial capacity as confi dential and must 
‘on no account without proper authority divulge it to anyone’.965 This is reinforced by the NSW Police Code of Conduct and 
Ethics which notes that failure to comply ‘could result in either criminal charges or internal disciplinary action resulting in 
dismissal’.966 

Access to the information held on the Register about registered persons is restricted to specifi c offi cers within NSW Police. 
There are four levels of authorised access to the information held on the Register.

1) The Child Protection Registry can enquire, add and modify all ‘CPR cases’.967 The Registry can also access the 
Registry worklog, and download and print reports and lists of registered persons.

2) Crime managers and members of the crime management unit and, on average, about six senior nominated 
offi cers in each LAC can enquire, add and modify all CPR cases in their LAC.

3) An assisting offi cer, or case manager, can access and modify only the particular CPR case of a registered 
person allocated to them.

4) All police offi cers, when conducting a person, vehicle or location enquiry on COPS, can see if the entity 
is associated with a CPR case, and details of the case number, the offi cer in charge of the case, the LAC 
responsible for the case and the threat assessment rating.

Each time an offi cer makes a COPS enquiry on a registered person, the offi cer in charge of the CPR case receives an 
automatic dissemination to advise that the person was enquired on, and the details of the enquirer are recorded. The offi cer 
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in charge of the case can make inquiries to establish the reason for the enquiry, and to follow up with the offi cer making the 
enquiry, as required. 

16.2.4. Proposed procedural changes for information sharing and disclosure

Since the end of the review period, the NSW Government has announced changes to the management of registered 
persons and information about them held on the Register.968 These changes will permit police to disclose details about 
registered persons to a member of the public or a non-government agency in situations where a genuine threat exists and 
harm to a child is reasonably foreseen. We understand that although Cabinet has approved the changes, new guidelines 
are still being developed and are not yet in operation.969 

At the same time, cabinet also approved a trial of the child protection watch teams that the government announced during 
the last election in March 2003. These will involve various government agencies in the management of high risk registered 
persons and will require a greater level of information sharing amongst them.970 Child protection watch teams are discussed 
further in Chapter 2 and Chapter 15.

16.3. Relevant provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Amendment Bill 2004
While the amendment Bill does not contain any provisions in respect of police disclosure or sharing of information held on 
the Register, it does include a new provision to allow other government agencies to disclose information about a registrable 
person to the police or a supervising authority.971 The Bill provides that this is to have effect ‘despite any other law.’972         

16.4. Commentary on the operation of the procedures
The management of information held on the Register is an issue that has been raised by many stakeholders including 
operational police, registered persons, and community and government agencies. The extent to which police should 
disclose information about registered persons is potentially one of the most controversial issues for any registration 
scheme. Not surprisingly, there is a wide range of views on how information about registered persons should be managed 
and, in particular, who should have access to it. Most of the input we received focussed on disclosure of information to 
other agencies or the public. However, a number of operational police also raised issues about the management of, and 
access to, Register information within NSW Police. 

Eighteen of the 44 submissions we received in response to the discussion paper addressed the issue of information 
disclosure. Eight of the submissions included comments on the issue of disclosure to government or community agencies, 
seven addressed the issue of disclosure to the community, while access to register information within NSW Police was 
raised in fi ve of the submissions.973 A number of the crime managers we interviewed also made comments about use of 
Register information, particularly about internal police access to the information. The issue of information disclosure was 
also raised in many of the responses to our survey of registered persons, primarily in respect of disclosure to the public. 
Most of the comments from survey respondents were about a fear of community disclosure, although some reported actual 
or perceived instances of register information entering the public domain.

16.4.1. Access to Register information within NSW Police

The levels of access to the Register and the information held on it are outlined above. 

The monitoring guidelines comment on the level of information available to all police, stating:

To ensure the integrity of the Registry is not compromised, access to the register is limited to a small number of 
persons at each Local Area Command. However, crime managers have the discretion to pass information to General 
Duties Police when they consider a registered offender poses a risk to the community …

It is important to note that some Registry information will be available to all Police. This is considered necessary to 
enable offi cers to have vital information under routine circumstances. Other more sensitive information may only be 
available to members of a case team. The Service Standard Operating Procedures require any offi cer who intercepts 
a registered person or their vehicle, or conducts a COPS inquiry, to furnish an information report (of the type CPR-
related). This will assist the case offi cer in determining that offi cer’s reason for access …

Staff who are expected to participate in an operational strategy should be well informed as to the appearance and 
criminality of a registered offender.974 

NSW Police did not express a view in its submission to the review about the adequacy of the current level of access for 
general duties offi cers, but noted: 
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Security and access standards in relation to the Register will continue to be reviewed with the context of the ANCOR 
[Australian National Child Offender Register975] model to ensure the effective registration and monitoring of offenders 
is not inhibited whilst respecting appropriate privacy and confi dentiality issues.976

Some police offi cers have told us that the limits on access to Register information and knowledge about registered persons 
in each LAC have negative impacts on the effectiveness of local policing operations. This came through strongly in the 
submission from the NSW Police Association, which was in the form of collated comments from members. Some of these 
comments were:

… registered persons are monitored by the crime manager or by his/her delegate in the Local Area Command. These 
people are not the ones driving around in the patrol car. There is therefore an inconsistency in that operational Police 
rarely know who the registered person is or where they reside because of the privacy laws. It is a very delicate public 
police balance, protecting children and the rights of the convicted offender.

Clarifi cation is also needed as to the use of photographs and details of the registered persons being released to the 
operation Police in the Local Area Command. At some local area commands such details are released, especially by 
some managers who believe their troops should know who these registered people are and where they live. This is 
to ensure that patrols that do come across these registered persons near schools for example, can recognise them. 
Police know they are restricted in the use of the information and know it does not extend to the operational Police 
with the Local Area Command. Clarifi cation is needed to eliminate the confusion and establish uniformity among all 
Commands.977 

A number of the crime managers interviewed also expressed some concerns about the limited access to information on 
the Register for all police.978 Some saw this as a problem because it increased the workload of the few with access to the 
information, while others thought it limited the effective use of street patrols in monitoring registered persons and enhancing 
community security. For one crime manager, both of these issues were a concern:

The high level of confi dentiality of information restricts who in the police force can help with work involved in 
implementing the Register. This creates a massive and unmanageable workload for those limited number of the 
offi cers who are in charge of the monitoring, which is then not properly managed and carried out because there 
simply aren’t enough resources to cope with the level of work required for the Register. There should be provisions 
to allow all police to be aware of who is on the Register and to become involved in helping with the monitoring of 
offenders to more effectively balance the workload. Police are all bound by normal confi dentiality, so information 
about the Register or simply who is on it should not be treated as a special issue. The public should not be made 
aware in any instances because this could lead to more serious and unnecessary concerns or suspicions within the 
community.979 

Other crime managers expressed a similar view:

The issue of confi dentiality has created some extra work. The crime manager is the only one with access to the fi les 
of all people registered. When the home checks are done, two offi cers conduct the investigation but are simply told to 
investigate and offer details back to the crime manager who then enters the information onto the confi dential fi les that 
only he has access to.980 

There should be less confi dentiality within Police. It is limited that police of particular rank are the only ones able to 
read up on who is registered. Street cops should be aware of who is registered and it wouldn’t be a concern because 
technically police have access to all criminal records where offenders can be identifi ed. Knowing who is on the 
Register is a simpler way of knowing from the start those people of concern in the area. If police were going to abuse 
that information then they would be disciplined anyway.981 

Some crime managers told the review that although they retained all the responsibility themselves, because of privacy 
and confi dentiality issues, the workload was manageable, as the numbers of registered persons was reasonably low.982 
However another said that the Register had meant that his workload had tripled, because:

… only a limited number of offi cers are involved with the Register, and many junior offi cers are unable to assist in 
simple monitoring tasks because of confi dentiality risks. For example, junior offi cers on patrol may not realise the 
threat of particular people near school areas. They are unaware of whom to look out for, and only by offi cers involved 
in the Register taking positive action in approaching junior offi cers to ask what has been happening are they able to 
gauge an awareness of what is happening in the community.983 

One crime manager acknowledged that ‘the privacy issue is clearly very important’ but also felt that ‘in some ways it is 
just too restrictive in that only a limited number of police have access to the information on the Register.’984 Another also 
commented that this caused practical diffi culties with case allocation, because ‘you don’t want to use uniformed cops for 
discretion.’985 Another crime manager noted that ‘at times the secrecy can be diffi cult or challenging in that it can’t be easily 
integrated into intel’.986 A similar point was made by another crime manager who commented that it was: ‘hard to use intel 
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without breaching CPR privacy guidelines’ which results in a ‘reduced ability to target because only one or two can know 
about the person and check them out.’987 

The monitoring guidelines provide a discretion for information to be passed to general duties police when a registered 
person is considered a risk to the community. There is also an assumption that offi cers involved in operations in relation 
to registered persons will have adequate information about the appearance and backgrounds of those persons. On 
the information provided this does not always appear to be occurring. The restrictions on access to information about 
registered persons for general duties police may not be as limiting as some have suggested. Although the information on 
the Register is sensitive, all police are bound by confi dentiality requirements in respect of any information they acquire in the 
course of their duties. These safeguards should act to prevent inappropriate disclosure of Register information in the same 
way as for other sensitive information. 

Training for operational police about the level of information that can be provided to general duties police about registered 
persons on a day-to-day basis, in respect of monitoring activities and for specialist operations, would encourage a better 
understanding of this aspect of Register management.  

The working party of the APMC recommended that a nationally consistent registration system follow the NSW model of 
restricted and graduated levels of access. It has proposed access arrangements that would allow for ‘police in the fi eld who 
encounter a person and call up their police computer records [to] be informed if the person is a registered offender (they 
may then check compliance).’988

Given the sensitivity of the information held on the Register, it seems reasonable that access to the information should be 
restricted to that which an offi cer requires to carry out specifi c duties. Workload requirements in a particular LAC may mean 
that the restriction of access to only a few offi cers causes diffi culties. It that case, it would seem sensible for the guidelines 
to incorporate a process to authorise additional (and properly trained) offi cers to have access in those LACs, so that they 
can assist in the management of registered persons. This would be preferable to increasing the level of access to all 
offi cers. These issues are discussed further in the conclusion to Part 4.

16.4.2. Sharing of information with other government agencies

NSW Police has observed that the introduction of the Register has ‘produced some unique challenges for Police in 
information disclosure.’989 NSW Police’s IDPP provides for police to disclose information to various government agencies 
involved in the management of registered persons. It also recognises the diffi culty that disclosure to other agencies poses. 
The IDPP advises:

Staff should note that when information is disseminated or released to another agency, NSW Police no longer 
maintains control of that information and the information disclosure policies of the other agency will apply. Staff should 
therefore alert any agency or person to whom the information is disclosed as to the sensitivity of the information and 
the importance of its appropriate protection.990 

NSW Police also has the expectation that the provision of information will be a two-way process, with other government 
agencies releasing relevant information to NSW Police about registered persons. The section of the IDPP that discusses 
disclosure of information to supervising authorities refers to ‘information exchange’ rather than just ‘information 
disclosure’.991 In addition, both the monitoring guidelines and the SOPs refer to the establishment of ‘supervision networks’, 
involving staff from other government agencies (as well as other suitable persons) to assist with the management of 
registered persons.992 However, NSW Police has informed us that:

… there is hesitation on the part of some other government agencies that do not have such broad exemptions under 
the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act (1998) to disclose information to Police.993

The provision in the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004, outlined at the start of this chapter, 
is intended to overcome this reluctance, identifi ed by NSW Police, of other agencies to provide information, by removing 
any ambiguity about legislative restrictions. NSW Police also told the review that, to date, most of the information received 
from other agencies tended to be ‘rudimentary in nature’ such as details of sentence, release and parole, and that the level 
of information exchanged differed between agencies.994 The quality and depth of information provided by other agencies 
should improve, if this provision is incorporated into the Act. 

The issue of the relationships between NSW Police and other agencies, and other agencies’ involvement in the 
management of registered persons, is discussed further at Chapter 15: Monitoring of registered persons, and in the 
conclusion to Part 4. 

Generally, agencies with whom the police currently shared information under the guidelines contained in the IDPP, told us 
that they supported these arrangements. 
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DOCS commented, in its submission, that it strongly supports police being able to disclose information that a person is a 
registrable person, when a young person is being removed under section 43 of the Children and Young Persons (Care and 
Protection) Act 1998. It argues that this: 

… may alleviate fear, suspicion and confusion in the removal process. It will help non-offending parents and care-
givers understand why their children are being removed, particularly if the only reason is due to the danger of the child 
or young person being exposed to a registrable person.995

Similarly, the Department of Housing stated:

The Department supports the current provision allowing a NSW Police employee to disclose information about a 
registrable person to an offi cer of the Department of Housing, for the purpose of arranging Public Housing for a 
registrable person in a suitable location, for example not in close proximity to a school … the department will take 
this information into account in making allocation decisions … [and] … in considering a transfer application from a 
registrable person currently in … an unsuitable location, giving urgent priority to that transfer application.

The Department of Housing further stated that it did ‘not consider that its offi cers should have access to information on the 
Register except in those instances where a specifi c disclosure is in the public interest.’996 

The Department of Education and Training also did not argue for additional levels of disclosure. It notes its concern about 
the potential for registered persons to engage in conduct that might pose a risk to the community and suggests that the 
current practice which allows for ‘a specifi c warning by Police about the particular behaviours of concern, issued to schools 
and other facilities frequented by children, would be the minimum steps appropriate to ensuring the safety of children.’997 

On the other hand, the Federation of NSW Parents and Citizens’ Associations has suggested that a broader system of 
disclosure should apply to schools. It has recommended that the police be required to inform school principals of any 
registered person who lives within one kilometre of the school, or who is a parent or carer or resides with any child enrolled 
at the school.998 This raises the issue of how such disclosed information may be used.

In its submission, Privacy NSW states that it has no specifi c concerns about the guidelines contained in the IDPP on 
issuing general warnings, but argues that the use of register information by other agencies may need to be monitored 
to ensure that it is not used inappropriately. It comments that if any agencies have policies which single out people for 
special treatment on the basis of registrable status, then it is important to determine whether this is a justifi able use of such 
information. It reports on a circumstance that came to its attention:

We were recently approached for advice over a policy that involved differential treatment of clients with registrable 
status within the correctional system. It was not evident that the fact of registrable status provided a justifi cation for 
singling out individuals for special treatment as envisaged by the policy.999

The review is not aware of any DCS’ policies which provide differential treatment solely on the basis of registrable status, 
although convictions for certain types of offences, which may include registrable offences, may be taken into consideration 
in determining various matters within the correctional system. The differential treatment provided by the Department of 
Housing, as described above, would appear to be a justifi able use of information about registrable status, when it is used to 
make decisions about public housing placements which reduce or avoid risks to the community.

The introduction of the child protection watch teams should provide a more structured approach to information sharing with 
other government agencies. It would be helpful if the protocols developed to manage the child protection watch teams took 
account of the concerns about information exchange and disclosure raised here. The evaluation of the pilot project should 
also incorporate consideration of how information sharing about registered persons is managed by the various agencies. 
The child protection watch teams are discussed further at Chapter 2 and Chapter 15, and in the conclusion to Part 4.

16.4.3. Limited disclosure of information to non-government agencies and specifi c 
members of the public

As discussed above, after the end of our review period, the government announced that it had approved a broader 
degree of disclosure, so that in certain limited circumstances information about registered persons could be disclosed to 
non-government agencies or a member of the public. NSW Police has told the review that this is linked to the proposed 
nationally consistent legislation:

The working party responsible for developing the national registration model recommended that each jurisdiction 
should consider their police refl ecting the UK disclosure model, where a senior police offi cer is able to authorise 
disclosure of personal information about registered offenders in special cases, where the information disclosed, and 
the persons who receive the disclosure, is limited to that which is necessary to protect a child or children in any given 
case. The Ministry of Police has advised NSW Police that this recommendation will be considered by Government.1000
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NSW Police told us about certain cases where they believed that limited public disclosure would have assisted with their 
management of high risk registered persons.1001 

One was the case of a registered person whose work took him to schools. Police were aware that the high risk registered 
person was employed distributing cleaning products to community groups and schools (although he had not advised 
police of the details of this employment when he registered). Police were concerned that this work potentially gave him 
access to children, particularly in light of his known modus operandi. As this work was not ‘child-related employment’ for the 
purposes of the Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act he could not be prevented from attending the school under 
that Act. Nor could he be charged with loitering under the Summary Offences Act, as he was attending the school for a 
specifi c purpose. NSW Police told us they would have liked to have been able to advise his employer of his unsuitability for 
this work but were prevented from doing so by the terms of the IDPP. 

In this case, in accordance with the IDPP, police were able to provide a school he had been attending with a general 
description and a photograph of the registered person.1002 When he returned to the school, the secretary recognised him 
and contacted police. He was arrested and charged with failing to comply with reporting obligations.1003

NSW Police also told us of other cases where registered persons were known to attend sites frequented by children 
and young people, such as a public swimming pool and games arcades, where they felt that being able to disclose the 
presence of a registered person to the manager would assist in managing the risk that person posed to children.1004 One 
crime manager commented that some registered persons share accommodation with other members of the public who 
may not be aware they are on the Register. He suggested that ‘police should be able to inform only the people who they 
reside with that they are on the register. Especially if children reside at the same location.’1005 

The Association of Childrens Welfare Agencies (ACWA) has taken a broader position on disclosure of information about 
registered persons to non-government agencies. It has argued that not only should registered persons be obliged to 
provide information about community organisations they belong to, but that the information should be provided to those 
organisations whose activities involve children. It stated:

It is now widely recognised by community agencies and associations that they have a responsibility to put in place 
policies and procedures to protect children. This includes practices to guard against unsupervised contact between 
children and non-related adults and employment screening processes. However, people who have been convicted of 
a registrable offence can still use community organisations such as sporting associations, church groups and family 
support services to make contact with children and their parents and to set up on-going contact with them outside of 
the organisation’s activities. Such organisations therefore need to know if a known sex offender is operating with their 
organisation.1006

These situations raise the issue of what a recipient of information about a person’s registrable status can, or should, do with 
that disclosed information. There are no guidelines available for individuals about appropriate or effective action, and no 
restrictions as to who the information could be passed to. ACWA acknowledges that this would require ‘the establishment 
of clear protocols of information exchange between police and non-government organisations.’1007 It does not comment 
on how non-government organisations might manage that information or what statutory or other controls should govern 
its disclosure. It should be noted that non-government agencies generally would not be subject to the same privacy and 
statutory obligations as government agencies. 

The report of the working party of the APMC discusses the issue of information disclosure at some length. It notes that:

The working party believes there may be very rare circumstances where it may be reasonably necessary for police 
to release personal information about a registered offender to a limited audience (eg: an employer) in order to 
protect children from harm. The working party recommends that jurisdictions give consideration to the UK model in 
developing their disclosure policies, where a senior police offi cer (no lower than the offi cer with Force responsibility for 
child protection) is able to authorise disclosure in special cases, where the information disclosed, and the person who 
received the disclosure, is limited to what is necessary to protect a child or children in any given case.1008

The APMC report does not suggest the introduction of any statutory controls, but rather recommends that limited disclosure 
to the public should be managed administratively.1009 The APMC report argues that ‘there are too many third parties that 
may receive information and too many legitimate uses for that information for specifi c regulation in this area to be practical 
or effective.’1010 

The APMC acknowledges the diffi culty of controlling the spread of information once it is released even to a small number 
of people. It recommends that police ‘should warn each third party of the sensitivity of registered offender information 
… [but] each party should be able to use and disclose the information in accordance with their operational needs and 
relevant legislation.’1011 However, these limited controls would not apply to information disclosed to members of the public, 
such as a games arcade or swimming pool manager, where the information is not related to their operational needs or the 
implementation of any specifi c legislation.
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Even limited disclosure of information about a registered person to a member of the public or a non-government agency, 
who is not bound by statutory privacy and other obligations, raises signifi cant concerns about the potential for inappropriate 
disclosure and use of that information. NSW Police may wish to consider the concerns raised here, and in the conclusion to 
Part 4, about information exchange and disclosure in the development or review of any procedures which allow for limited 
disclosure of Register information to a member of the public or non-government agency. In particular, due attention should 
be paid to the question of what advice police might provide on the use, management and further disclosure of information 
about a registered person. Any limited release of Register information should only be considered in respect of a registered 
person assessed as high risk, where other management strategies have failed to provide adequate protection to children in 
the community.  

16.4.4. Public access to information held on the Register 

The Wood Royal Commission, whose recommendations were the impetus for the development of the Register in NSW, 
recommended that the Megan’s Law model not be adopted, stating: 

… the Commission does not favour the introduction of legislation which would provide for registration and community 
notifi cation along the lines of Megan’s Law. It is not convinced that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages 
identifi ed.1012 

The government has been defi nite from the outset that legislation in NSW to establish a registration scheme for child sex 
offenders would not follow the American Megan’s Law model which provides for disclosure of information about registered 
persons to the community.1013 This was made clear during parliamentary debate when the Bill was introduced. The 
Opposition also supported the Bill without provisions for public disclosure of information. 

In the second reading speech, the then Minister for Police, the Hon Paul Whelan, set out the reasons for the government’s 
opposition to the release of register information to the community:

Once information on child sex offenders is released to a small number of people it is diffi cult to prevent it being spread 
throughout the community. This is particularly the case in small or isolated communities. Available research suggests 
community notifi cation does not reduce recidivism amongst child sex offenders. Indeed, there are strong concerns 
that community notifi cation may increase the risks of recidivism, thereby exposing children to additional danger.1014 

Mr Matthew Brown, MP, also raised another of the government’s concerns about public access to register information:

Community notifi cation has the potential also of exposing the identity of the victim. This is particularly so as child 
sexual assault is often intrafamilial. The honourable member for Epping referred to the rights of victims and this bill 
considers victims in this regard. Compulsory community notifi cation could be a cause for humiliation of and additional 
hurt to the very people this process is meant to protect. Further, the royal commission also opposed the introduction 
of Megan’s law.1015 

The then Shadow Minister for Police, Mr Tink, noted that while the Opposition had some concerns about whether the Bill 
adequately addressed the rights of victims, particularly in respect of offenders being allowed to reside near victims, the 
Opposition did not seek to take the issue of community notifi cation ‘… any further at this stage but we will keep the matter 
under fairly close surveillance.’ He told Parliament:

I put on the record that I have the strongest reservations about an open Megan’s law approach, particularly because 
the royal commission has made strong recommendations in this regard that weigh very heavily with us. We think that 
the bill should go forward in its current form without our attempting to amend it.1016

Although the APMC working party supported limited disclosure in certain specifi c circumstances, the report made it 
clear that it was not in favour of broad community notifi cation. It states: ‘The working party strongly recommends that 
each jurisdiction prohibit any form of community notifi cation not specifi cally addressed in its policy.’ It notes that research 
suggests that community notifi cation does not reduce recidivism1017  and comments that:

There are legitimate concerns that such notifi cation may in fact reduce the protection offered to children as:

• it may reduce compliance with registration requirements, preventing police from effectively monitoring 
people who pose a risk to children;

• offenders are likely to move more frequently to escape community hostility, making it diffi cult to monitor them; 

• the resulting community labelling and hostility accompanying public disclosure may serve as a barrier to the 
successful rehabilitation of offenders, making them more likely to re-offend;

• offender identifi cation may also identify the victim (particularly as child sexual assault is often intra-familial), 
which can cause them humiliation and additional hurt;
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• it may create a false sense of security in the community, with less attention given to protecting children from 
non-registered offenders;

• it may result in fewer offenders admitting their offence, with fewer successful prosecutions;

• it may lead to vigilantism; and

• it is resource intensive, reducing the time police may spend in activities that have demonstrated child 
protection and law enforcement benefi ts.1018

Those who advocate for greater public access generally do so because it is seen as a way of enhancing the protection 
of children in the community. For example, a victim’s advocacy group, VOCAL, expressed a concern that the Register did 
not provide a system for parents to do a background check on an individual who may have contact with their children. 1019 
VOCAL also commented that should a parent enquire about a person who had contact with their child, and who was on the 
Register, then that information could not be disclosed to them.1020 

One of the major risks of even limited public access to Register information is the possibility of vigilante action and 
harassment of registered persons. This has been the  experience in countries where such information has reached the 
public domain. 

There have been several reports of harassment and violence in America where community notifi cation is required by law. 
In the United Kingdom, where there is no public access to Register information, certain newspapers have made public 
registered persons’ details. This had severe consequences in a number of cases, especially where the information was 
inaccurate. 

For example, the News of the World newspaper ran a ‘Name and Shame’ campaign in Britain in 2000. The paper published 
the names, photographs and whereabouts of 82 sex offenders. The campaign was quickly discontinued after a series 
of violent vigilante responses. In Manchester a mob of about 150 people rioted outside the home of a man mistakenly 
identifi ed as a sex offender. On one housing estate in Portsmouth a vigilante mob patrolled streets for seven nights in a row, 
causing four innocent families to fl ee after being wrongly identifi ed as harbouring sex offenders. In another incident, the 
home of a female doctor in Gwent was attacked by a mob confused by ‘paediatrician’ and ‘paedophile’.1021

More recently, The Sun newspaper in Britain published a photo next to an article about a man who had been convicted of 
indecently assaulting two young girls, with the headline of ‘Face of Kid Ban Pervert’. However, the picture was that of an 
unrelated man and not the offender. The pictured man moved out of his home and sought police protection after the article 
appeared.1022 

Concerns about community exposure and the security of register information was one of the major themes that came 
out of our survey of registered persons. These issues were raised by nearly one quarter of respondents (71 of the 293 
respondents). 49 respondents (17%) who told us that someone, whom they had not told, had found out that they were on 
the Register. Another 22 provided comments relating to the security of the information on the Register or their fear of others 
fi nding out.1023 

Of those who told us that others had found out about their registrable status, it was clear from the details provided, 
that many registered persons do not differentiate between disclosure of information about registrable status and public 
knowledge of their conviction for a registrable offence. For example, one told us: ‘during court case – fl yer with photograph 
distributed in my street and local shops and service stations’1024 and another stated: ‘The whole town of the place where I 
live [knows] and it hurts.’1025

Others made specifi c allegations about unauthorised disclosure of register information, and provided the following details 
of who found out about their registrable status. 

My niece’s school friends [found out] through a young guy doing work experience with police1026

Police told my partner’s ex and his wife – A police offi cer known to my current partner’s ex looked up the COPS 
system for dirt on me. offi cer found that I was a registered person and gave information to my partner’s ex, his new 
wife, my stepson then 10 years old. The information given included copies of paperwork and the photo I supplied to 
the police when registering.1027

Some family that have police contacts [found out].1028

We were unable to investigate these specifi c allegations, as the questionnaires were completed anonymously and the 
responses did not provide suffi cient information to allow effective follow-up. As these allegations remain untested we 
emphasise that we have drawn no conclusions as to their veracity.
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Some respondents expressed a general fear of information becoming public, with comments such as: ‘Always concerned 
who can access register’1029, ‘Worried someone will know’1030, and ‘Think my name may get into the wrong hands.’1031 Others 
told us about more specifi c fears.

I am constantly frightened that my employer will fi nd out about the crime that happened 14 years ago.1032

I am scared that a corrupt offi cer might sell the info to the media for gain as happened in the UK with dire results.1033

You always run the risk of someone fi nding the information on a computer and making life diffi cult for you.1034

One registered person contacted this offi ce to complain about what he saw as an improper disclosure of his registered 
status, when a newspaper published details about him, including his name, following a court hearing in respect of a charge 
of failing to comply with registration obligations.1035 However, there is nothing in the Act that provides for court proceedings 
for breach offences not to be reported in the same way as any other court processes, including the proceedings for the 
original offence. 

In its submission to the review, Privacy NSW told us that it had not received any information to suggest that there were 
specifi c privacy concerns arising from the operation of the Act.

We receive a signifi cant number of inquiries in relation to criminal records (119 in 2000-2001, 98 in 2001-2002 and 177 in 
2202-2003). These demonstrate that the use of criminal record information is widely seen as a privacy issue. Inquirers often 
do not disclose the nature of offences and only a handful of inquiries expressly related to child sex offences that would 
require registration. An even smaller number of calls have raised issues directly related to the Act.

We received one complaint from a registrable person who failed to register on entering NSW. The complainant alleged that 
the reporting of court proceedings relating to a charge for failing to comply with registration requirements breached the Act. 
Our preliminary assessment of this matter reached the conclusion that this claim could not be sustained.1036

The information obtained for this review does not prove a strong case for disclosure to the whole of the community. There 
are clear dangers in allowing community access to Register information, and research and experience indicates that child 
protection and community safety are generally not enhanced by this practice.

16.4.5. Security of information held on the Register 

As noted above, access to the Register is limited to a small number of persons at each LAC, to ensure the integrity of the 
Register is not compromised.1037 By limiting the number of people who have access to the information the risk of loss or 
disclosure of that information, either deliberate or accidental, is minimised. 

Concerns about the unauthorised disclosure of register information were raised during parliamentary debate.1038 Ms Clover 
Moore raised a number of scenarios where she feared that information might be disclosed with disadvantageous effects.

My one concern is with what might happen with the information that the police have. The intent of the legislation 
could be undermined if police reveal information on the paedophile register to unauthorised persons. The problems 
are easy to see: A police offi cer in a rural town may go home and tell his wife about a registration, and suddenly the 
information is all over town. Or, a paedophile may be seen going into a police station and giving information over the 
counter, rather than in the privacy of an offi ce, and suddenly the information is out.1039

During parliamentary debate, the then Police Minister, Mr Whelan addressed the concerns about unauthorised disclosure of 
information. He advised that:

… the provisions of the Police Service Regulation, read in conjunction with the Privacy and Personal Information 
Protection Act 1998, will make it an offence for police to release information contrary to the instructions, the penalty 
being $11,000 and/or two years imprisonment. This will prevent police releasing this information to the broader 
community.1040

There is also a risk of information being inadvertently disclosed through everyday police activities.  In its submission, NSW 
Police also advised us of how it had dealt with the diffi culties for radio operators in providing secure information about 
registered persons ‘on-air’ to operational police. It wrote:

Providing operational police with information pertaining to the criminality of an offender during routine inquiries 
is critical in ensuring the safety of children. … The Guidelines for the NSW Police Communication Group: Child 
Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000 were developed approximately six months after the commencement 
of the legislation and regulate the manner in which information should be disseminated to inquiring Police. … Such 
guidelines catered for  … an increasing number of enquiries against registered offenders, their vehicles and locations 
by Sydney Radio Operators. Some of the enquiries involved the POI being in the company of children.1041
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The review has not received any information to suggest that the protocols and procedures developed and implemented 
by NSW Police to maintain the security of information held on the Register are other than satisfactory. The Child Protection 
Registry has told the review that, for those registered persons for whom it has direct responsibility (usually when the 
registrable person is interstate or overseas), audits of COPS access have found that every enquiry has had a legitimate 
basis and that there has been no unauthorised access or enquiries.1042

While concerns about inadvertent disclosure of registrable status was raised by some people, the review has not received 
any information to confi rm that the integrity of the Register information was been breached. Despite some reports, 
there have been no verifi ed cases of Register information being improperly disclosed, either deliberately or accidentally. 
However, the concerns of registered persons and other stakeholders about the potential for this and the consequences 
are understandable. It may be helpful if ongoing training for all police (not only those directly involved in the day-to-day 
implementation of the Register) emphasised the sensitivity of the information on the Register and included reminders of 
confi dentiality requirements. The issue of training is discussed further at the conclusion to Part 4.   
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Chapter 17. Community safety

17.1. Relevant provisions of the Act
There are no provisions in the Act that specifi cally outline how it will impact on the safety and security of victims and the 
community. However, when the legislation establishing the Register was introduced into Parliament, there were clear 
statements regarding the anticipated effect of the Register in providing an enhanced sense of safety for the community 
generally, and for child victims of sexual assault and their families in particular.

On introducing the legislation, the then Minister for Police articulated the desired effects of establishing the Register:

It will increase, and improve the accuracy of, police child sex offender intelligence; assist in the investigation and 
prosecution of child sex offences committed by recidivist offenders; provide a deterrent to re-offending; assist police 
from New South Wales and other jurisdictions in monitoring high risk child sex offenders; assist in the management 
of child sex offenders in the community; provide child abuse victims and their families with an increased sense 
of security; and assist police to enforce the Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act 1998 and the Crimes 
Legislation Amendment (Child Sexual Offences) Act 1998.1043

The Minister then went on to relate the observations of the then commander of the Child Protection Enforcement Agency 
(CPEA) on the benefi ts of a registration scheme:

Superintendent John Heslop … has stated that the introduction of a child sex offender registration system will 
mean the CPEA and local police will be able to gather previously unavailable intelligence. [If] “the CPEA and local 
police have knowledge of the whereabouts of convicted sex offenders, they are better prepared to prevent child sex 
abuse”.1044

However, the Minister urged caution regarding the Register as a ‘child protection cure all’:

Whilst it may deter some recidivist offending, it will not prevent everybody who has been convicted of a child sex 
offence from ever abusing another child. It is a sad fact that many child sex offenders offend compulsively and will re-
offend, indeed, that is the premise that underpins the bill.1045

17.2. Commentary on the operation of the Act
While defi ning and measuring the extent to which individuals and communities feel safer as a result of the existence of the 
Register is problematic, particularly in the relatively short time that the Register has operated, information provided in a 
number of submissions permits a broad survey of its usefulness to this point in time. 

17.2.1. Views from NSW Police

From submissions and interviews with offi cers from NSW Police, it is readily apparent that the Register has already shown 
itself to be a useful tool in assisting law enforcement investigations of child sexual assault by helping to solve and prevent 
crimes by providing a means of identifying suspects and monitoring the activities of registered people. 

In their submission, NSW Police acknowledged that the Register had already demonstrated its utility as an investigative 
tool. It believed that the Register’s usefulness would become more evident over time and ‘proportionately increase as the 
number of registered offenders increases.’1046

NSW Police detailed how the Register has already assisted investigations:

The Register has proven to be an invaluable investigative tool, enabling photographs of registered offenders to be 
matched to Comfi t diagrams or CCTV footage of sex offenders. Additionally searches of registered vehicles and 
employment details have generated suspects for sexual assaults. A number of offenders have been identifi ed through 
these means.1047

The following examples in the case study below demonstrate how the intelligence made available by the Register has 
assisted in the investigation of child sexual assault cases:
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LACs have access to area specifi c information that is maintained on the Register, and are supplementing the information 
kept on the Register by including intelligence gathered in the course of keeping registered offenders under close watch:

Monitoring of offenders by local area commands has enabled a variety of new offences and offending behaviour to 
be identifi ed. These range from offences under the Summary Offences Act 1988 (offences of convicted child sex 
offenders loitering near schools and other places frequented by children, without reasonable excuse) and additional 
sex offences, to property and drug offences.1050

According to NSW Police, this monitoring of registered offenders has realised benefi ts in terms of prevention and 
intervention:

There have been numerous incidents where local police, aware of the presence of registered sex offenders, have 
detected children who are at risk from the offender. In the majority of cases, this has resulted in a referral to DCS and 
Joint Investigative Response Teams.1051

NSW Police reported that the registration scheme had resulted in an increased awareness ‘of other orders or restrictions 
placed on the offender, for example parole, bail, bond and visa conditions’.1052 As a result, police have been able to respond 
quickly and effectively when offenders have breached these conditions, as evidenced by the action taken in the following 
examples:

• Offenders charged with revocation of parole have been arrested within several days of a warrant being 
issued.

• Two offenders have successfully been extradited to other states where they were wanted on fi rst instance 
warrants.

• A number of offenders have been referred to the Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs and 
subsequently deported or had their visas revoked.1053

Police have detected inappropriate housing and employment arrangements that could lead to re-offending, as well as 
identifi cation and collation of information and intelligence on potential registered persons from other jurisdictions. Two 
examples were cited in the NSW Police submission:

• an offender who operated one of the largest child pornography Internet sites in Australia was identifi ed as 
residing in NSW as a result of the registration scheme; and 

• several serial paedophiles who committed their offences in other jurisdictions and are known associates of 
each other have now been identifi ed and their presence in NSW is now being monitored.1054

NSW Police said that there was a possibility that the Register acts as a deterrent to registered persons from re-offending, 
but advised that no formal assessment of impact on recidivism rates could be accurately given at this stage. We note 
that there is some evidence supporting NSW Police’s view that registration will have a psychological effect on registered 
persons, in particular discouraging them from re-offending. It is argued that upon registration, registered persons are 
made aware that they are being monitored and that this will cause them to control their behaviour and deter them from 
re-offending.1055 Some registered persons have also reported this effect of registration on their behaviour. This is discussed 
later in this chapter.

NSW Police has reported that one in seven registered offenders has been charged with a new offence following registration, 
‘which is higher than would normally be anticipated’, but that fewer than two per cent of offenders have been arrested 

Case study 17. 
Following are several examples that illustrate the above discussion:

A man attempted to abduct and assault a young girl in her local neighbourhood. She was only able to give the 
police a general description of him, but she was able to tell police that he had a construction hard hat and was 
wearing overalls. Police conducted a search of the Register for registered offenders living in the area where the 
assault had occurred who had reported working in the construction industry. From a list of possible persons a 
particular suspect was identifi ed and charged. He was subsequently convicted.1048

A young woman was approached at a railway station by a man who then followed her home and raped her. When 
she reported the assault, the police were able to use the CCTV footage to identify the man as a registered person 
who had an offending pattern of seeking out women at railway stations to sexually assault them. He had recently 
completed a custodial sentence for a child sexual offence, and when registering with police, had supplied a recent 
photograph as part of his registration obligations. The police were able to match this photograph against the CCTV 
footage. This resulted in him being charged and convicted.1049
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for sex offences occurring in the fi rst twelve months following registration.1056 As many of these offenders were subject to 
police targeting strategies, NSW Police advises that it is diffi cult to determine ‘whether the rate at which offending has been 
detected equates to a demonstration of police pro-activity or recidivism.’1057

NSW Police submits that an increased awareness of the presence of child sex offenders in their local area:

… has enabled local police to be quickly alerted to the earliest signs of sex offending or deviant behaviour. In 
most cases where new sex offences have been detected they have involved non-contact offences, such as child 
pornography and loitering near schools, or acts of indecency, rather than sexual assaults. Over time, the Register may 
therefore be able to demonstrate a reduction in the impact and severity of offences.1058

NSW Police submitted that their efforts would be assisted by ‘nationally consistent child protection offender registration 
legislation [which] would increase the frequency with which interstate offenders are detected in NSW’.1059  Nationally 
consistent legislation is discussed further in Chapter 2 and Chapter 18. It also submitted that their response to children at 
risk would be ‘greatly enhance[d]’ by:

… changes to the legislation which make it compulsory for offenders to report to police all children with whom they 
reside or have regular contact and the introduction of child sex offender orders.1060

Potential changes to the information that registered persons are required to keep police informed of, arising from the Child 
Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004, are discussed further at Chapter 11.

17.2.2. Views of crime managers

In the course of our review we surveyed crime managers on a number of occasions to ascertain if their views regarding the 
Register changed over time, and if so, how. 

In the interviews conducted at the start of our review, few crime managers anticipated that the Register would be a 
useful tool for investigations of child sexual assault, with only two crime managers saying that they could see its potential 
benefi ts.1061

Over time, and with an increasing use of the Register as a source of intelligence, more and more crime managers came 
to the view that the Register was a useful instrument for investigations.1062 Of the crime managers we interviewed at the 
end of our review, almost all said they felt their knowledge about registered persons in their respective commands was of 
assistance in augmenting community safety and security.1063 These crime managers found the Register useful in identifying 
convicted sex offenders in their command, and keeping track of their whereabouts and their behaviour.

One crime manager commented on how helpful he had found the Register, in conjunction with the relevant offences in 
the Summary Offences Act 1988, to stop registered persons in his command from loitering in parks and schools, and for 
monitoring and dealing with registered offenders in his LAC.1064

Many of the crime managers suggested that the Register provided a useful starting point in checking whether descriptions 
given by victims met the descriptions of people registered, so as to identify or eliminate the registered offender as suspects 
in investigations.1065 

In addition to its usefulness in monitoring registered offenders and investigating child sexual abuse, some crime managers 
felt that the Register was of assistance in deterring people on the Register from re-offending.1066 Crime managers 
commenting on this outcome from the Register said:

It seems to really play on the minds of offenders by reminding them of how serious their crime was, and so as to act 
as a deterrent.1067

It’s really good the way they have the contact with police and so are reminded they are being watched, which acts as 
a deterrent to doing anything wrong.1068

However, some crime managers expressed concern and frustration at not always being able to act on the information 
contained in the Register. One crime manager commented that not ‘many people in the community know of the Register 
even existing, so having the Register doesn’t make them feel safer.’1069 Another crime manager cited an instance where local 
police were suspicious about a registered person aged in his forties who was apparently involved with a 15 year old girl. He 
expressed his frustration at the lack of assistance from other agencies in dealing with the situation, particularly after the girl 
turned 16. He still felt she was at risk from the registered person, and his concerns were exacerbated when the registered 
person was charged and placed in custody for another offence, involving a friend of the 16 year old girl.1070 

Another crime manager cited the instance of a registered person claiming to be residing with his parents. Local police 
believed he was in a relationship with a woman with young children, thereby placing them at risk. However, local police 
were unable to determine the extent of contact he had with those children and whether the woman was aware of his 
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offending history. The crime manager observed that: ‘it is particularly problematic in a small community where surveillance 
operations are almost impossible … it is unclear to what extent this matter should be pursued and with what powers’.1071

17.2.3. Views from other government agencies

The crime prevention division of the Attorney General’s Department noted that it was beyond the capacity of this review to 
report on the impact of the Register, due to the relatively short period of time since the legislation was passed. However, the 
division submitted that a review of recidivism rates needed to be established:

I accept that it would not be possible to establish a causal link between being on the Register and whether or not any 
further offences are committed but some baseline data may be indicative of whether the Register does in fact act as a 
deterrent in any way as intended.1072

The Department of Housing advised that they respond promptly to any advice from NSW Police that a client of the 
Department is a registrable person, saying that such advice would result in:

… arranging Public Housing for a registrable person in a suitable location, for example not in close proximity to a 
school … The Department will also take such information into account in considering a transfer application from a 
registrable person currently in a Public Housing property in an unsuitable location, giving urgent priority to that transfer 
application.1073

The Department of Education and Training noted the case studies contained in our discussion paper, describing 
 how police were able to cross reference information contained on the Register to identify registered persons suspected 
of an offence after they had been released. It submitted that these successes ‘provide reassurance that the intent of the 
register to enhance the community and victims’ safety is being realised.’1074 The Department further commented that it:

…  is concerned about the potential for registrable persons to engage in conduct that suggests they may pose an 
increased risk to members of the community. In circumstances such as this a specifi c warning by Police about the 
particular behaviours of concern, issued to schools and other facilities frequented by children, would be the minimum 
steps appropriate to ensuring the safety of children in particular communities.1075

On the other hand, NSW Health expressed some concern that:

… initiatives such as the Child Protection Register may create an artifi cial  sense of overall community safety, given 
the low number of child sexual assault offenders who are arrested and the even lower number who are ultimately 
convicted.1076

NSW Health’s concern about the risk of creating a false sense of security is not new nor is it an isolated view. For instance, 
the Wood Royal Commission noted some critical observations about proposals for the registration of offenders, including 
the risk that:

… a false sense of security can be created by the impression that all sex offenders are known, registered and tracked, 
whereas in fact a very large proportion of offenders are never placed before the courts, and a signifi cant section of 
convicted offenders do not register, and are lost to the system.1077

However, the Royal Commission went on to recommend that a registration scheme be considered, but again, this time in 
respect of the need for national uniform legislation, warned of a false sense of security could arise in relation to:

… offenders from outside the State who enter the State either as visitors, or without knowledge of the registration 
requirements.1078

17.2.4. Views from community organisations and individuals

Several submissions from community agencies and individuals commented on the effect of the Register on community 
safety.

The Association of Childrens Welfare Agencies raised the issue of post-release monitoring impacting on the effectiveness of 
the Register in enhancing community safety, stating that there was a:

… diffi culty in monitoring and restricting the activities of persons who have completed their sentence … It may be that 
these issues could be more effectively addressed by ensuring that sentencing includes requirements involving post-
custodial restrictions on activities involving contact with children.1079

Bravehearts, an advocacy group for victims of child sexual assault based in Queensland, congratulated NSW on 
establishing the Register, expressing the view that the ‘community is safer as a result’, and submitted that the fear of 
detection is a ‘major factor in preventing recidivism’.1080
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Similarly, the Victims of Crime Assistance League expressed their view that the Register would assist in dealing with 
offenders who re-offend, as police now had a resource to assist in investigations.1081

The Federation of Parents and Citizens’ Associations of NSW regarded the ‘registration of offenders [as] a vital part of 
child protection in NSW’, however, they submitted that legislative changes were necessary to ensure the Department of 
Education and Training was made aware of registered persons with an association with a particular school (such as the 
parent or guardian of a student at the school), or who lived in close proximity to a school.1082 This issue is discussed further 
at Chapter 15.

17.2.5. Views of registered persons

Our survey of registered persons sought their views on aspects of the operation of the Register. While there is an obvious 
risk that at least some of them would tell us what they thought we would want to hear, their responses were nonetheless 
interesting. The majority of respondents (205 or 70%) indicated that they felt that the Register had an overall positive value 
(42% reported its value as being ‘highly positive’,  12% as ‘moderately positive’ and 16% as ‘slight’), even though most 
(49%) felt the Register had a negative effect on them personally (38% said its effect was ‘mostly negative’ effect and 12% 
said it was ‘slightly negative’). See graphs below.

Figure 13: Survey respondents: overall value in having a Register

Source: Responses to Ombudsman survey of registered eprsons, January 2004 N=293
Numbers are not equal to total because of 27 responses left blank.
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A signifi cant number of registered persons believed that the ability of police to know where they were and what they were 
doing was a positive feature of the Register. When considering the overall value of the Register, 13 per cent of respondents 
said that the value of the Register was in being able to track and monitor registered persons.

Some of the registered persons considered that registration acted as a deterrent to their re-offending. Nearly 10 per cent 
of the respondents said that their own registration was a deterrent to offending. Some of the comments from registered 
persons responding to the survey included:

I am able to know the gravity of my crime and the effect on victim more fully.1083

Keeping myself more aware and accountable of my behaviour.1084

Reinforced that what I did was socially unacceptable.1085

It helps me be accountable to myself and my community.1086

Seven per cent of respondents told us that they thought the Register would be a useful deterrent for registered persons 
generally. Some of their comments were:

Being on register enforces any possible consequences.1087

Comfort to victims. General community assured. Deterrent to re-offending.1088

On the other hand, six out of the 293 respondents commented that the Register would not be deterrent for some offenders, 
with comments such as:

If an offender has the intention of re-offending the register wont stop him.1089

If one wanted to offend, one could offend fake ID and addresses etc.1090

A number of respondents suggested that the constant reinforcement of their status as a convicted child sex offender by 
having to register and provide updated information was not helping their rehabilitation: 

Makes me feel negative, paranoid, spiteful.1091

It is a constant reminder that you are not trusted to change your life for the better of society.1092

These observations echo criticisms that registration might have a potentially negative impact on community safety and 
security. Some hold the view that the mandatory requirement to register undermines any incentive to rehabilitation. Others 
argue that this requirement sends a negative message that ‘inadvertently encourages anti-social behaviour’.1093 It is also 
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argued th at released offenders may respond to the requirement to register by actively evading law enforcement offi cers, 
and employ strategies to remain unaccounted for, making subsequent prevention and detection much harder.1094

17.2.6. The impact of the Register on perceptions of community safety

While there are genuine risks arising from a registration scheme for child sex offenders, this has to be balanced against the 
results for police and the community that have come from the scheme’s operation in NSW. 

It should be noted that even some of the police offi cers we spoke to were initially sceptical about the potential usefulness of 
the Register as a source of information and intelligence in preventing and detecting further abuses by registered persons. 
However, when surveyed towards the end of our review, these offi cers made it clear that they were now of the opinion that 
the Register was a useful policing tool. These views are reinforced by the submission of NSW Police, which highlights the 
many aspects of policing of child sex offences that have seen the benefi ts that come from maintaining the Register. 

Other Government agencies and community organisations generally agreed that the community is safer as a result of 
the Register, but made suggestions for improvements in its operation. (These changes are discussed further at Chapter 
11: Registration processes and reporting obligations, Chapter 15: Monitoring of registered persons, and Chapter 16: 
Management and disclosure of Register information, and in the conclusions to Part 3 and Part 4.) Somewhat surprisingly, 
even registered persons were generally positive about the value of the Register. 

The warning that the Register should not be allowed to create a false sense of security is a valid concern, but one that has 
to be weighed against the benefi ts and results in terms of enhanced child protection that have been apparent from the 
operation of its operation in NSW.
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Chapter 18. Application to persons 
convicted outside NSW

18.1. Relevant provisions of the Act
Any person convicted of a comparable registrable offence outside NSW is required to register if they enter NSW.1095 
However, there is no specifi c mechanism in the legislation for notifying persons convicted of registrable offences outside 
NSW of their obligation to register if they enter NSW.

18.2. Relevant police procedures 

18.2.1. Registrable persons on probation and parole

Despite the lack of a legislative mechanism for notifying people entering NSW of their obligations under the Act, the 
practical operation of the probation and parole system means that registrable persons on probation and parole in other 
Australian jurisdictions are notifi ed of their obligations in NSW. We obtained information on the relevant procedures from 
DCS,1096 the Minister for Justice1097 and the Child Protection Registry.1098

Persons under supervision orders in other jurisdictions can apply through DCS to transfer into NSW.1099 DCS then conducts 
a preliminary assessment of applications to transfer for a minimum period of 28 days.1100 When the probation and parole 
service decide an applicant falls within the category of possibly being a registrable person, they require that person to 
acknowledge and accept the possibility of having to register upon entering NSW if the Registry deems them a registrable 
person.1101 This acceptance is made in the form of a signed undertaking where the supervised person agrees to register if 
they are found to be a registrable person.1102 The normal supervisory requirements of the probation and parole service are 
then applicable to the registrable person.1103  

There is no structured notifi cation process for persons convicted of registrable offences in other jurisdiction who are not 
under any form of supervision.

18.3. Relevant provisions of the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 
One of the prime purposes of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 2004 is to make the registration 
scheme in NSW consistent with proposed national reporting arrangements. It therefore contains a number of provisions 
relating to persons convicted of registrable offences outside NSW. Most of these refl ect an assumption that other 
jurisdictions will have corresponding legislation establishing a registration scheme. For example, there are new defi nitions in 
the Bill for ‘corresponding Act’, ‘corresponding child protection registrable offence’, ‘corresponding registrable person’, and 
so on.1104 These clarify the application of the NSW Act to persons who are registrable persons under schemes operating in 
other jurisdictions. 

The Bill also contains provisions for registrable persons who enter NSW to be notifi ed of their registration and reporting 
obligations, with NSW Police having the responsibility for notifi cation.1105

The amendment Bill reduces the time a registrable person entering NSW has to report from 28 to 14 days.1106 The Bill also 
requires a person who is registrable in another jurisdiction to contact NSW Police within seven days of entering NSW to 
establish whether they have reporting obligations in NSW, and what these are.1107

As outlined in Chapter 11, the Bill includes provisions which would impose expanded reporting obligations on registered 
persons who wish to travel outside NSW.

Snapshot of interstate registrable persons
The Child Protection Registry has told the review that it is not easy to identify registrable persons convicted in other 
jurisdictions from the data held on the Register.1108 

The Registry provided us with details of 28 persons on the Register who were convicted of a registrable offence 
outside NSW, at 15 October 2003. Where the originating jurisdiction was identifi ed (in eight cases no jurisdiction 
was noted), it was fairly evenly spread between Queensland (six), the Australian Capital Territory (fi ve) and Victoria 
(fi ve), with two each from South Australia and the Northern Territory.
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Case study 18. 
A person was due to fi nish a custodial sentence in Queensland in respect of registrable offences. As a result of 
surveillance and intelligence sharing arrangements, Queensland Police were able to notify NSW Police of the place, 
date and time of his arrival in Sydney. The Child Protection Registry arranged to be at the airport when he arrived. 
He was served with an outstanding warrant and taken into custody so he could be notifi ed of his registration 
obligations. He indicated to police that he would leave NSW before the 28 days in which he was required to 
registered expired. However, the conditions of his bail (in relation to the matter that was the subject of the warrant) 
required him to stay in NSW, and he did register with police, in accordance with his obligations.1114

At that date police were also aware that there were 41 registrable persons absent from NSW, including 5 persons 
who were overdue returning from the date advised to police. The majority of those leaving NSW (27) were in 
Queensland.                   

18.4. Commentary on the operation of the provisions
Although some offenders entering NSW have been identifi ed and placed on the Register, it is important to consider the 
implications of NSW being the only state in Australia that has currently enacted legislation setting up a register of child 
sex offenders.1109 This gives rise to some concerns about how effective a single state-based registration system can be 
in a country without movement controls between state borders. Without similar requirements in other states, there is the 
possibility that registrable persons can move interstate to avoid their registration obligations. 

In its submission to our review NSW Police expressed general support for the application of the legislation to registrable 
offenders from other states entering NSW1110. NSW Police suggested the majority of registrable persons entering NSW are 
currently identifi ed through the interstate parole transfer scheme.

DCS emphasised that this process only involves registrable persons currently under supervision orders applying to transfer 
into NSW.1111 

The Child Protection Registry agreed, noting that:

The obvious problem of course is those offenders who are not under supervision and move to NSW. There is currently 
no way to track these persons moving into NSW.1112

Persons convicted of registrable offences who are not currently under supervision could enter NSW, and potentially remain 
for a considerable time, without knowing about their registration obligations or the police being aware of their presence. 

NSW Police also becomes aware of registrable persons entering NSW through the sharing of intelligence with other 
jurisdictions. NSW Police told us of one example (see case study 18).1113 

In the interviews we conducted with crime managers in February 2004, one crime manager expressed his concern about 
registrable persons convicted in other states entering NSW, stating:  

There is a fundamental limitation where offenders can …  enter the state and unless they have parole conditions that 
would be transferred to NSW there is no way of identifying they have committed registrable offences.1115

Another crime manager from the Greater Metropolitan Region specifi cally addressed the question about the operation 
of the Act in respect of those people convicted of a registrable offence outside NSW.1116 The crime manager said in his 
submission to our review that there were two people in the LAC who fell into this category, and they were treated the same 
way as those people convicted in NSW in their requirement to register. The crime manager was not aware of any instances 
of persons convicted outside NSW living in NSW without being aware of their obligations.

In response to a survey conducted for our review, a registered person highlighted that being convicted outside NSW 
created a problem for notifi cation. This registered person claims to have been convicted in Western Australia and remarked 
that he had not known he would have to register if he moved to NSW. He reported that he received the notifi cation of his 
registration obligations from his parole offi cer, which indicates that, in his case, the system for notifying persons convicted 
outside NSW operated effectively.1117 

In the discussion paper for our review, we asked for submissions on the operation of the provisions of the Act in respect 
of persons convicted of registrable offences outside NSW, as well as any instances of persons convicted of registrable 
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offences in other jurisdictions living in NSW without being aware of their registration obligations.  Fourteen of the 44 
submissions we received (32%) made comments specifi cally on this issue. Many of these submissions suggested some 
form of additional legislation or formal agreement amongst the States would more adequately address the issue. 

Several of the submissions from community groups and individuals were concerned with people being convicted outside 
NSW, and urged that child protection in general required a national response.1118 One suggested the need for the federal 
government to introduce a national registration scheme:

The sooner the Federal government enacts a national register, the safer the children across Australia will be.1119

Two of the submissions we received focused on children at school in NSW. The Federation of Parents & Citizens’ 
Associations claimed there is ‘a lack of clarity in the legislation’ in relation to issues like offenders moving between states 
and territories, and how this impacts on casual teachers in border areas.1120 The Department of Education and Training 
highlighted in their submission how current legislation in NSW complements other recent legislation to protect young 
people in NSW schools. For example, mandatory screening of applicants against those people seeking employment in 
NSW government schools and colleges preventing those registered persons from gaining employment in NSW.1121 

Other submissions referred to current developments to strengthen national and cross-border efforts to address the issue of 
registrable people that have been convicted of a registrable offence in another state entering NSW. 

The Australian Crime Commission outlined their support for developing an integrated database to assist police in all 
jurisdictions, as well as their support for cross-referencing of specifi c relevant information on CrimTrac with its Australian 
Criminal Intelligence Database.1122  

Both the NSW Commission for Children and Young People and Privacy NSW commented on the APMC making efforts 
toward a nationally consistent child protection registration scheme.1123 As Privacy NSW stated:

Given the free fl ow of people between jurisdictions there appear to be real obstacles to resolving any shortcomings 
in the process of identifying interstate entrants for the purpose of notifi cation, short of a more comprehensive national 
registration or reporting scheme, as agreed this month by the Australian Police Ministers Council.1124

Privacy NSW has suggested that particular attention is required to the notifi cation and general movement of registrable 
people from outside NSW to ensure they adequately understand their obligations in NSW. However, the review has not 
received any information to indicate that any problem with the notifi cation of registrable persons convicted of offences in 
another state has been a feature of breach offences during the review period.

18.4.1. Concerns raised about registered persons leaving NSW

NSW Police raised another issue in their submission that arises from NSW currently being the only state with register 
legislation:

The lack of a national scheme has resulted in some offenders, in particular existing controlled persons, leaving NSW 
prior to notifi cation and or registration.1125

Crime managers also spoke about the ability of registered persons to come and go between the various states.1126 These 
crime managers felt their role and the Register’s credibility were undermined by the ability of people on the Register to 
move freely across borders. An example was provided by one of the offi cers of a registered person notifying police of his 
intention to move to another State.1127 NSW Police were able to notify other authorities in the area to which the man said he 
would be moving. The crime manager was concerned that upon leaving the state, the registered person would no longer 
be monitored by NSW Police and therefore posed a real risk to other communities where he may choose to reside, without 
the knowledge of the authorities in that jurisdiction.

One crime manager commented on the arbitrary nature of registered persons required to notify police about leaving the 
state. He said that a person could easily abuse the requirement of only having to notify police if they intend to leave NSW for 
28 days.1128 Although he did not provide any specifi c examples, he was concerned that registered persons could claim to 
have only been away for just short of 28 days in order to explain any absences. 

This issue was also raised by some of the registered persons who responded to our survey. One reported that he had been 
‘thinking about moving states to get off register, but used to Sydney now.’1129 Another commented that: ‘In a way the register 
is an administrative nightmare and its better I go and live interstate. I suspect the register will force many convicted people 
to leave NSW and go and live in Qld, S.A. or Vic i.e. move to other states.’1130 

As outlined above, there are provisions in the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Bill 2004 which are intended to 
address some of these concerns.
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18.4.2. A national registration scheme

The easy movement of child sex offenders from one state to another and lack of registration requirements in other states 
has signifi cant implications for police management and monitoring of registrable persons and the investigation of child sex 
offences, particularly in towns on the Victorian and Queensland borders and around the Australian Capital Territory. 

The creation of a national database of registrable persons is the most appropriate solution to overcome current gaps in 
child protection. A national register would ensure that police anywhere in Australia could monitor the interstate movement 
of registrable persons. This would limit the ability of people convicted outside NSW to enter the state undetected, as well as 
the general movements of sex offenders travelling across borders. 

There have been steps taken to address this recognised problem through the agreement of all states to a national 
approach to child protection offender registration, and the development of nationally consistent legislation. This issue has 
been on the agenda of the APMC since 2002, with a working party advising it on a nationally consistent scheme. An in 
principle agreement was reached in July 2003 by all states to develop nationally consistent legislation that would establish 
a register in each state. At the end of June 2004, the APMC announced that all police ministers had agreed on a model of 
legislation for this purpose. 

As a consequence, in NSW the government introduced the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Bill 
2004 into Parliament on 23 June 2004. The Bill is intended to amend the current Act in order to refl ect the model legislation 
agreed to by Police Ministers in all jurisdictions, and to complement legislation being introduced in other States and 
Territories. The Victorian government introduced a Sex Offenders Registration Bill into its Parliament on 1 June 2004, which 
was passed in the Lower House on 25 August 2004, but has not yet been passed in the Upper House. Western Australia is 
also fi nalising the development of similar legislation. See Chapter 2 for further detail.

The move towards achieving a nationally consistent registration scheme will go a signifi cant way towards resolving many of 
the concerns raised here. The implications of a national approach are discussed further in the conclusion to Part 4.
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Chapter 19. Conclusions and 
recommendations
The objectives of the register are to improve the protection of children in the community, through the police having greater 
knowledge about convicted sex offenders to assist with the prevention, detection and investigation of offences. 

Information provided to the review suggests that the Register has signifi cant benefi ts in enhancing community safety. We 
note that all stakeholders, including registered persons, were generally positive about the value of the Register. However, 
the Register is just one aspect of a broad range of child protection measures in place in NSW, and it should not be allowed 
to create a false sense of security or be seen as the single solution to protecting children from sex offenders. At present, its 
effectiveness is hampered by NSW being the only jurisdiction with registration legislation. The move towards achieving a 
nationally consistent registration scheme will go a signifi cant way towards addressing these limitations.  

19.1. Guidance for police
As the Act provides very little direction for police in using the Register for these purposes, comprehensive and 
unambiguous guidelines and policies are essential. Police have primarily been assisted in undertaking their Register 
management role, to date, by guidelines developed by the Child Protection Registry. In our view, these need to contain 
more direction than is currently the case. Effective management of registered persons would be greatly enhanced by 
clarifi cation and standardisation of responses and responsibilities, both within NSW Police and where other agencies are 
involved. 

19.1.1. Monitoring guidelines

We believe it would be appropriate for the monitoring guidelines and SOPs to establish certain minimum standards of 
oversight for each risk rating category, reinforcing the focus on the high risk group. The involvement and responsibilities of 
all police, not just those assigned to specifi c Register duties, also need to be clarifi ed. This would improve the consistency 
of approach across LACs and remove uncertainties about roles and powers, allowing police to focus on more effectively 
using the Register for the protection of children. If minimum standards are established, the actions of LACs to implement 
these should be closely assessed, and remedial action taken where a LAC’s response is lacking.

19.1.2. Targeted interventions

Information provided to the review shows that some LACs are monitoring all registered persons in the same way regardless 
of their assessed risk, despite the advice of the monitoring guidelines. The approach to monitoring individual registered 
persons needs to be tailored to their circumstances and assessed level of risk.

The focus of police efforts in managing the Register should be on those registered persons who are assessed as posing 
the greatest risk to children in the community. This will ensure that persons of concern are subjected to the highest levels of 
scrutiny and are given little opportunity to re-offend or fail to comply with their obligations. 

Targeting according to risk also provides more effi cient use of the police time and resources available for child protection 
purposes. Information provided to the review suggests that management of the Register has increased the workloads of 
offi cers in some LACs. Targeting interventions to those with the highest risk rating would assist with workload management.

Better targeted monitoring may also serve to reduce perceptions of unduly intrusive monitoring and allay fears of police 
harassment or intimidation, particularly among compliant registered persons.  More signifi cantly, a targeted approach might 
reduce the opportunity for non-compliance and re-offending among high risk persons. This approach would only improve 
compliance, ensuring the Register becomes a more effective child protection tool.

19.1.3. Risk assessment

The assessment of the risk posed by a registered person is the basis of effective management of the Register, by allowing 
targeting of interventions and resources. It is therefore important that the risk rating obtained through the use of the threat 
assessment tool properly refl ects the person’s level of risk.

While the simplifi ed instrument used by NSW Police may not be as strong a predictor of harm or recidivism as other more 
sophisticated tools, it requires minimal training to administer and does not require a lengthy assessment or interview 
process. Given the fundamental signifi cance of risk assessment to the management of the Register it would be useful for 
NSW Police to commission an evaluation of the relative validity of its threat assessment instrument.
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19.1.4. Aboriginal persons

We note that the SOPs and monitoring guidelines contain no specifi c advice or directions for police in respect of any group 
other than children or those who have a disability. As discussed in the conclusion to Part 3 and Chapter 15, we believe this 
is an omission that should be addressed in respect of Aboriginal registered persons. In our view, it would be appropriate for 
NSW Police to develop guidelines in respect of the monitoring and management of Aboriginal registrable persons, and the 
involvement of specialist offi cers and other agencies. See also the conclusion to Part 3.

19.2. Improved management within and between LACs

19.2.1. Workload management and information sharing within LACs

The increased workload for police as a result of Register management experienced in some LACs is exacerbated by the 
restrictions on access to the Register to a limited number of offi cers. While targeting of effort to those with the highest risk 
rating, as discussed above, would assist in workload management, in some LACs there may be justifi cation for involving 
more offi cers in Register management. This may require an increased number of offi cers with higher levels of access. 
However, the situation may also be alleviated without requiring access to Register information, if all offi cers had a greater 
understanding of, and involvement with, the management of the Register at appropriate levels.

19.2.2. Information sharing between LACs

Management of the Register in individual LACs would benefi t from the Child Protection Registry undertaking a coordinating 
role in the establishment a ‘whole of police’ response. The Registry could assist through the facilitation of sharing of 
information about effective management strategies, risk assessment, and targeting resources amongst LACs, and by the 
development and provision of related training. This would also assist LACs to coordinate the management of registered 
persons who move between LACs.

19.2.3. Training

It may be helpful if training about the Register is made available to all police (not only those directly involved in its 
implementation), specifi cally addressing the role of general duties police, and the level of Register information can be 
provided in different contexts and its management. 

We do not believe that this would put the integrity of the Register at risk. Existing confi dentiality requirements should act 
to prevent inappropriate disclosure of Register information. We note that the review received no evidence that the integrity 
of the Register information has been breached, despite concerns about inadvertent disclosure of registrable status being 
raised. 

19.3. Inter-agency cooperation
We note the recent and proposed legislative and procedural changes in this area. These include: the establishment of child 
protection watch teams; the introduction of Child Protection Prohibition Orders; provisions in the Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) amendment Bill to enhance information sharing between police and other agencies; procedural changes 
in respect of disclosure of information about registrable persons; and moves towards a nationally consistent registration 
scheme.

In general, these represent positive enhancements to the management of the Register leading to improved protection 
for children. However, the role of other agencies in the management of registered persons also needs to be clarifi ed and 
formalised. Providing greater clarity for police and other agencies in relation to responsibilities and powers is particularly 
important where these matters are not underpinned by statutory powers or obligations. In these cases, it is essential that 
administrative guidelines are not only clear in their intent and guidance but also incorporate appropriate protections. 

19.3.1. Information sharing and disclosure

Having adequate guidelines and protocols setting out how information can be shared between police and other agencies, 
and how this information is used to protect the public, is essential. This is particularly important in light of the decision 
of the government to authorise increased disclosure of information about registered persons, as a means of managing 
particularly high risk situations. As discussed in Chapter 16, even limited disclosure of information about a registered 
person to a member of the public or a non-government agency raises signifi cant concerns about the potential for 
inappropriate disclosure and use of that information. 
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RECOMMENDATION 6: That NSW Police establish and implement minimum standards for assessing 
monitoring and managing of registered persons. These standards should provide clear direction 
about the expectations of local area commands in dealing with registered persons, with a focus on the 
monitoring of high risk persons.

RECOMMENDATION 7: That the present monitoring guidelines and SOPs should: 

• incorporate the minimum standards

• provide clear information about the responsibilities of offi cers and local area commands in implementing 
these standards, including sharing information within and between commands 

• include special provisions about the monitoring and management of Aboriginal registered persons.

RECOMMENDATION 8: That NSW Police commissions an expert evaluation of the Threat Assessment 
instrument to assess its validity as a determinant of risk, in the context of the ongoing monitoring of 
registered persons.

RECOMMENDATION 9: That NSW Police ensure that the protocols and evaluation criteria developed for 
the trial of the child protection watch teams take account of the principles and practices for disclosure 
and sharing of information about registered persons, as well as the resourcing and support provided by 
participating agencies. 

RECOMMENDATION 10: That NSW Police ensure adequate training and information is available to all 
police offi cers about the Register, its use, and their role in the protection of children.

The need to take this potentially problematic step might be minimised if police were more easily able to involve other 
agencies in the management of high risk offenders, or those with special needs.

19.3.2. Child protection watch teams

The child protection watch teams should play an important role in achieving better inter-agency cooperation. The teams will 
provide an opportunity for police and other agencies to establish protocols and guidelines for a more structured approach 
to the management of persons posing a threat to children, who require involvement with a range of services. 

The trial and its evaluation provide an opportunity to ensure that the structure and management of these Teams are clearly 
defi ned and well-resourced and supported by all participating agencies. The protocols for, and evaluation of, the pilot 
project should incorporate these issues as well as information sharing and disclosure.

19.4. Recommendations

In response to the consultation draft of this report provided to NSW Police the former Minister for Police provided comments 
on these recommendations.

The former Minister advised that he supports Recommendation 6, for the establishment and implementation of minimum 
standards by NSW Police for assessing monitoring and managing of registered persons. He noted that the Child Protection 
Registry will seek to initially address this recommendation though referral of high-risk offenders who meet established 
selection criteria to the child protection watch team trial for case management.

The former Minister advised that he supports Recommendation 7, about the monitoring guidelines and SOPs. He noted 
that that crime managers would benefi t from a more effi cient system to handle the registered persons caseload and that 
the Child Protection Registry staff aim to address this early in 2005. One option is to expand the regulations to specify the 
responsibilities of other supervising authorities to allow the case monitoring process to be led by another agency where 
appropriate, for example the DJJ. NSW Police and the Ministry for Police are currently consulting with other agencies about 
this option.

The former Minister advised that he supports Recommendation 8, to commission an expert evaluation of the Threat 
Assessment instrument, subject to funding availability. He noted that national research suggests risk assessment of sexual 
and violent offenders requires improvement as many existing tools are based on overseas research (Criminology Research 
Council: Report No 280: Assessment of the Risk of Re-offending by Indigenous Male Violent and Sexual Offenders).

The former Minister advised that he supports Recommendation 9.
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The former Minister advised that he supports Recommendation 10, for adequate training and information to be provided 
to police offi cers. He noted that police offi cers currently participate in lectures explaining the Children and Young Persons 
(Care and Protection) Act 1998 and NSW Police’s role in the protection of children. He further notes that NSW Police are 
preparing lectures on the new Child Protection (Offender Prohibition Orders) Act 2004, which will include aspects of the 
Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Amendment Act 2004.

The former Minister also noted that since the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000 commenced it has proven 
to be a successful investigative tool and an essential part of the NSW Government’s package to protect children.
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AppendicesAppendix 1: Overview of existing and proposed sex offender register 
legislation in other jurisdictions

United States of America

In 1994, the Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against Children and Sexually Violent Offender Registration Act was passed by the 
US Congress. This Act requires states to create registries of offenders convicted of sexually violent offences or crimes 
against children and to establish particular registration requirements for highly dangerous sex offenders. The requirements 
of the Wetterling Act created several conditions for sex offender registration, including: registering offenders for at least 10 
years; requiring registrants to update address information when they move; verifying registered addresses periodically; 
and releasing registration information as necessary for public safety. It further requires offenders to verify their addresses 
annually for a period of 10 years and requires sexually violent predators to verify addresses on a quarterly basis for life. 

States that do not establish registration programs, in compliance with this Act’s provisions, are subject to a 10 per cent 
reduction of law enforcement grant funding. The vast majority of states have enacted sex offender registration laws within 
the last 15 years. Since 1991, 38 of the 50 states have passed laws. Many amendments have passed since 1994 to bring 
state legislation into compliance with federal law. 

Megan’s Law amended the Wetterling Act in May 1996 by requiring that each state develop protocols for the release 
of relevant information about sex offenders ‘to protect the public.’ Megan’s Law allows states discretion in determining 
if disclosure of information is necessary for public protection. It also allows states discretion in specifying standards 
and procedures for making these determinations. States are permitted to make judgments concerning the threat an 
offender may pose to the public and to release information for all offenders or only those convicted of specifi c offences. 
When releasing information, states may choose to pro-actively notify communities (through mailings, media releases, 
or community meetings) or make the information accessible to the public upon request. Megan’s Law carries the same 
compliance consequences as the original Jacob Wetterling Act. 

The Pam Lychner Act’s amendments to the Wetterling Act created new requirements for state registration programs, 
including a requirement that offenders convicted of an aggravated sex offence or multiple registrable offences be subject to 
lifetime registration. 

Subsequent amendments to the Wetterling Act in 1998 require states to participate in the National Sex Offender Registry 
(NSOR). Participation in the NSOR is necessary to establish that a state has a ‘minimally suffi cient’ sex offender registration 
program (as defi ned by the Pam Lychner Act). For states without a minimally suffi cient program, the FBI will assume 
responsibility for registering sex offenders. 

The FBI has modifi ed the National Crime Information Centre (NCIC) to create a new crime information system, the NCIC 
2000. This system, which began operations in July 1999, includes a convicted sexual offender registry fi le that serves as the 
permanent National Sex Offender Registry. 

Individual American states1131

Each American state has some form of sex offender registration, which incorporates arrangements for community 
notifi cation. However, each state differs in terms of which offenders are required to register, what information is recorded, 
the duration of registration, how the community notifi cation process is administered, how the information is shared and 
whether the public has access to the register information. 

Generally, all states provide that a person must register on release from custody or at the commencement of a community-
based sentence. In most states, the registering agency is the local police department or the county sheriff’s offi ce, although 
in some states there are multiple agencies involved in registration, including the Department of Corrections.

To comply with federal guidelines, all states must register persons convicted of offences against a child (defi ned as a 
person under the age of 18) or of a sexually violent offence. About half of the states require all young people convicted 
of registrable offence to register, while others only register young people who were tried as an adult. In some states, 
registration periods for young people are the same as for adults, while in others registration only lasts until the young 
person becomes an adult (either 19 or 21 depending on the state).

The information required under each registration scheme varies, but at a minimum includes the person’s name, address 
and a law enforcement identifi cation number. Thirty-nine states obtain a photograph of the person at registration, while 
others use photographs from arrest records. Some states collect more detailed information, for example relating to 
employment, vehicle registration and residence history. At least 13 states collect blood samples for DNA analysis.

Under the provisions of the Wetterling Act, offenders convicted of crimes against children or sexually violent offences are 
required to register for at least 10 years. Forty states have lifetime registration for certain offenders, with a small number of 
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states registering all sex offenders for life. In some states, length of registration is related to the seriousness of the offence: 
varying from 10 to 15 years to lifetime. Some states allow persons with lifetime registration to petition the courts to end their 
registration requirements, usually after the completion of an initial 10 year period.

Legislation in all states provide for some penalty for non-compliance, varying from fi nes, to revocation of parole, to 
imprisonment. Some states have higher penalties for repeated non-compliance, while in other states the penalties vary 
according to the severity of the registrable offence.

In most states, a central registry is maintained by a state justice agency such as the Police Department or Department of 
Public Safety, although in some states there are several small registries maintained in each county. All states have some 
form of community notifi cation. 

This can be active notifi cation, where justice offi cials take steps to inform the community of registered offenders in their 
area. This can include distribution or publicly posting of fl yers; announcements in local newspapers; direct advice to 
victims, near neighbours, schools, youth organisations or daycare centres; and other individualised methods of notifi cation. 
In some states, the offenders themselves are required to do the notifi cation. 

Some states take a more passive notifi cation role, allowing individuals to search registers for particular offenders, or 
offenders in particular areas. In some states this is done by means of a toll-free or pay phone number, others have 
their register available for viewing or searching on the internet. Some states have their registers totally available to the 
public, while in others the access is more restricted. In many states the level of community disclosure is linked to the risk 
assessment rating of the offender, and often the disclosure of information about juvenile offenders is more limited.

United Kingdom

The Sex Offenders Act 1997 (the Sex Offenders Act) came into effect in England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland on 
1 September 1997. It provides for certain sex offenders against both children and adults to notify police of certain details 
about themselves on release from prison or on the commencement of a community sentence, and to notify police at any 
time those details change. The length of the notifi cation period is determined by the sentence received and can be for fi ve, 
seven or ten years, or for an indefi nite period. Notifi cation periods are halved for young people under 18 years of age. The 
Act also allows for a court to direct that a person with parental responsibility for a young person to whom the Act applies 
to comply on the young person’s behalf and to be liable for any failure to comply. The Sex Offenders Act only applied to 
persons convicted of, or currently serving a sentence for a relevant offence from the date the legislation commenced. The 
legislation also provides for offences under the Sex Offenders Act, for failure to comply with the Sex Offenders Act, with a 
penalty of a fi ne up to level 5 and/or six months imprisonment.

The Crime and Disorder Act came into force on 1 December 1998 and contained, among other things, provisions for Sex 
Offender Orders. These orders were introduced by the Government as part of a series of measures to protect the public 
from sex offenders who live in the community. An order can be sought for anyone with a previous conviction for a sex 
offence listed in the Sex Offenders Act, whose current behaviour gives cause to believe that they may be a risk to the public. 
Police must apply to a Magistrate’s Court for a Sex Offender Order. If granted, the order requires the person to register 
under the Sex Offenders Act and may include conditions to prohibit the person from certain actions or behaviours, although 
it cannot require the person to undertake any particular activity. The minimum duration of an order is fi ve years and a breach 
constitutes a criminal offence, with a maximum penalty of fi ve years imprisonment. Sex Offender Orders are intended as 
a way to ensure that sex offenders who would not otherwise be subject to the Sex Offenders Act because their conviction 
pre-dated the Sex Offenders Act, but who are exhibiting behaviour that may put the public at risk, can be obliged to register 
with the police and comply with the requirements of the Sex Offenders Act.

Amendments to the Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2000, which came into effect in June 2001, amended the Sex 
Offenders Act. The amendments included changes to the registration process, including reducing the period for initial 
registration from 14 to three days. It also provided new powers for the courts to impose a restraining order when convicting 
someone for a relevant sexual offence. Like Sex Offender Orders these impose restrictions on the offender’s behaviour 
towards the public in general or particular individuals, to protect them from serious harm. The amendments also increased 
the maximum penalty for failure to comply with the Act to fi ve years imprisonment (from six months) and/or a fi ne, and 
made new provisions for offenders to notify police about travel overseas.

Canada

The Sex Offender Information Registration Act was passed in April 2004 by Canada’s Federal Parliament, but is yet to come 
into force. Its purpose is ‘to help police services investigate crimes of a sexual nature by requiring the registration of certain 
information relating to sex offenders. The Registry database is to be maintained by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 
Access to the information, and the use and disclosure of it, is restricted. This Act is to be reviewed by a Parliamentary 
Committee after its fi rst two years of operation.
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This Act provides for a court fi nding a person guilty of certain designated offences to make an order requiring the person 
to comply with the Act. The court must prove that the offence was sexual in nature or committed with the intent to commit a 
sexual offence. Designated offences include a range of sexual offences against both children and adults, as well as some 
non-sexual offences such as murder, kidnap, and break and enter, where they are a ‘crime of a sexual nature.’ The court is 
not required to make an order, but must give reasons if it does not do so.

A person subject to a registration order is required to report to police within 15 days of sentence or release from custody, 
and provide details of their name and aliases; date of birth; gender; address and telephone number of any residence, 
work or education location; height, weight and description of distinguishing marks; and details of absences from Canada 
of more than 15 days. Any changes to that information must be reported within 15 days of that change, and registered 
persons must report to police 12 months after last report. The police may take a photo and can take fi ngerprints to prove 
identity which must be destroyed after use. This Act also provides that young people under 18 can have an adult with them 
when they register, and that the privacy of persons reporting must be respected. 

Registration periods may be either 10 or 20 years or for life, depending on the maximum term of imprisonment possible for 
the designated offence. The person can apply to have an order to register terminated earlier than originally ordered.

This Act creates an offence of ‘knowingly providing false and misleading information’, which is punishable by a fi ne of not 
more than $10,000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more than two years, or both. It also provides for a fi ne of not more 
than $10,000 or imprisonment for a term of not more than six months, or both, for unauthorised access to or disclosure of 
information. 

Ontario was the fi rst province of Canada to pass sex offender registration legislation. Christopher’s Law (Sex Offender 
Registry), proclaimed on 23 April 2001, was developed in response to the 1988 murder of Christopher Stephenson by a 
convicted paedophile on federal statutory release. 

The legislation provides for the establishment of a registry of the names, dates of birth, addresses and offences of certain 
sexual offenders, to be managed by the Ontario Provincial Police. 

Registration is done at a designated police station and information must be provided within 15 days of release from 
custody or of receiving a non-custodial sentence, and of any change in information. Even if information has not changed 
the offender must also attend a police station within 12 months of the last report. Reporting periods are either for 10 years 
or lifetime, but will cease if the offender receives a pardon. 

Sex offences, for the purposes of this Act, include sexual assault, sexual interference, incest, child pornography, bestiality 
and exposure. While some of the offences are specifi cally child-related, sexual offences involving an adult victim also lead 
to registration. The Act also applies to a young person convicted of certain defi ned sex offences. 

Disclosure of information held on the Registry is prohibited except for crime prevention or law enforcement purposes and 
while the public does not have access to the information on the Registry, the other legislation empowers local police chiefs 
to publicly disclose information about offenders considered to be a signifi cant risk to a community. Failure to comply with 
the Act is an offence which carries a penalty of one year’s imprisonment and/or a fi ne of $25,000 for a fi rst offence and two 
years imprisonment and/or a $25,000 fi ne for subsequent offences. 

Australia

Victoria was the next state, after NSW, to develop sex offender register legislation. This Bill was introduced into Parliament 
on 3 June 2004, prior to the APMC agreement on national model legislation for sex offender registration. While this Bill 
incorporates many aspects of the model legislation, it also differs from it in certain ways. 

It will establish a Register of Sex Offenders, requiring persons convicted of certain offences to register with police and keep 
police informed of specifi ed personal details. 

Registration is mandatory following conviction, except in respect of young people. Young people are only registrable if it is 
ordered by the sentencing court. The most signifi cant difference from the model legislation is that the provisions will also 
apply to persons convicted of certain sex specifi ed offences against adults. This is where a person has been sentenced as 
a ‘serious sexual offenders’ under the Sentencing Act 1991 (that is, a person who has been convicted of two or more sex 
offences or a sex offence and a violence offence). This Bill also allows a sentencing court to make an order for registration 
in respect of a person convicted of a non-registrable offence, if the court is satisfi ed that the person poses a risk to the 
sexual safety of persons in the community (not only children). 

Reporting periods will be either eight or 15 years or the person’s lifetime, except for young people where reporting periods 
of four or 7½ years will apply. 
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This Bill also prohibits registered persons from applying for or engaging in child-related employment. It also creates 
offences of failing to comply with reporting obligations, providing false information and for applying for or engaging in child-
related employment.

This Bill passed the Lower House on 25 August 2004, but debate is yet to be fi nalised in the Upper House.

New Zealand

This Bill was a private member’s Bill and was introduced into the New Zealand parliament in March 2003, by Deborah 
Coddington MP1132, which would establish a registry of offenders who have committed certain offences against children. 
This Bill was referred to the Law and Order Committee for public debate, with submissions due by September 2003. It was 
then referred to the Justice and Electoral Committee in April 2004. 

The provisions of this Bill apply to persons convicted of defi ned sexual offences, and are not confi ned to offences against 
children. Registered persons are to keep police informed of any changes to name and address details. It provides for 
reporting periods of either 10 years or life. The information contained on the Registry would not be accessible to the public.

Endnotes
1131 Information from: the Center for Sex Offender Management website www.csom.org; ‘Sex Offender Registry Information - Registration and 

Community Notifi cation’: www.sexcriminals.com; Sex Offender Registration and Notifi cation Question and Answer Fact Sheets, National Center for 
Missing and Exploited Children: www.ncmec.org; Summary of State Sex Offender Registry Dissemination Procedures, Bureau of Justice Statistics 
Fact Sheet, US Department of Justice, Offi ce of Justice Programs, August 1999; Matson, S. and Lieb, R. (1996). Sex Offender Registration: A 
Review of State laws. Washington State Institute for Public Policy.

1132 Deborah Coddington published the Paedophile and Sex Offender Index in New Zealand in 1996, and an Australian version in 1997.A new edition 
was released in New Zealand in 2004.
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Appendix 2. NSW Police policies and guidelines relating to the operation 
of the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act

SOPs

NSW Police produced the fi rst version of the SOPs in August 2001 and issued an updated second version in October 2002. 
The purpose of the SOPs is to assist operational and specialist police meet their obligations under the Child Protection 
(Offenders Registration) Act 2000. 

The SOPs cover a range of practical issues. Much of what is contained in the SOPs is directly related to the implementation 
of specifi c provisions of the Act. However, other sections deal with related practices that have no direct legislative basis. The 
various sections of the SOPs include directions on the following issues:

Creation of a child protection register ‘case’

This covers such issues as the arrest of a person for a registrable offence; the post-charging procedures and arresting 
offi cer responsibilities, including the completion of a threat assessment and a Form 1 for the court; post-sentencing 
procedures, including the calculation of the reporting period; and specifi c procedures in relation to existing controlled 
persons and persons who have committed offences interstate or overseas. 

The notifi cation process

This section provides an overview of the notifi cation provisions of the Act, as they apply to courts and supervising 
authorities, and the processes for the provision of advice of notifi cation to police. It also provides specifi c directions for 
police for when they are required to notify a registrable person.

The registration process

This incorporates information about the legislative requirements of initial registration and ongoing reporting, including details 
of the relevant personal information the registrable person must provide, as well as specifi c direction about the registration 
procedures. These include: making of an appointment with the crime manager; establishing identifi cation; the provision 
of photographs; recording of relevant personal information; and issuing a receipt. It also provides directions for obtaining 
additional information as part of ‘Stage two registration’. 

Management of registered persons and the Register

This includes directions on information management and security; allocating offi cers to manage a particular registered 
person; and transferring a registered person to another LAC. It also includes some procedures for the managing and 
monitoring of registered persons, addressing issues such as where a person is supervised by another agency, ensuring 
compliance and action for police to take on suspicion that a person may be at risk from a registered person.

When a registrable person is a child or has a disability or a special need

This provides direction about the registration of children generally, as well as those with additional needs. It also defi nes 
‘disability’ and ‘special needs’ for the purposes of the Act. It includes directions for notifying children or persons with special 
needs, particularly where they are incapable of understanding a statutory notice or their reporting obligations and the 
involvement of a parent, carer, guardian or nominated person; management and monitoring including the establishment of 
‘supervision networks’ or interagency case monitoring teams; and offences committed by a child, a registrable person with 
a disability or special need, or a parent, carer, guardian or nominated person. 

Non-compliance and offences under the Act.

This addresses fi rst response arrangements for registrable persons who fail to register as well as the investigation of 
offences committed post-registration. It includes directions on what action should be taken where an investigation reveals 
no offence as well as the procedures if it is determined that an offence under the Act has been committed.

The SOPs also include directions on certain other matters such as the procedures where a registered persons is a 
participant in the Witness Protection Program; the requirement for any offi cer who makes a COPS enquiry on a registered 
person to provide and Information Report; and how a CPR Case is fi nalised.
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The Post Registration Monitoring of Child Sex Offenders: Guidelines For Operational 
Police

Draft Guidelines were produced by the Child Protection Registry in October 2001, with the fi nal version, which incorporated 
some signifi cant changes, issued in September 2002. The guidelines state that they are to assist LACs monitor high 
threat offenders registered under the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act, and they are for guidance only. These 
guidelines rely on the exercise of existing legislative and procedural powers of police, as the Act contains no provisions 
relating to the management and monitoring of registered persons. 

The guidelines cover the following issues:

Which registered persons to monitor

This section addresses issues such as determining the threat level of registered persons and what are the indicators 
for change that may cause a threat level to be reassessed. It suggests minimum standards of monitoring for persons 
assessed as high, medium or low threat.

What constitutes monitoring

This section defi nes monitoring as ‘the on-going collection, collation and analysis of tactical intelligence in relation to a 
HIGH threat registered offender and the development of proactive crime prevention strategies to protect the community’ 
and discusses the selection and recording of appropriate strategies. It notes that strategies should be ‘tailor-made’ to the 
person which requires an understanding of the offender profi le.

Strategies that police can use to monitor registered persons 

The guidelines separate strategies into fi ve groups: those that reduce the vulnerability of the victim (such as patrolling of 
schools or recreation areas, education programs, liaison with young people, information exchange with other agencies); 
oversighting the registered person (for example through home visits); surveillance; intelligence gathering (for example, 
systems-based, offender profi ling and fi eld intelligence); forming supervision networks (especially for young people or 
those with intellectual disabilities or other cultural or minority groups, and involving staff from government agencies or other 
appropriate people in the registered person’s life); and forming a case management team (internally within the LAC).

What activities are inappropriate

This section notes that police should not use strategies which amount to intimidation and harassment or involve disclosure 
to general members of the public, and that enquiries should be made in a discrete and confi dential manner. Strategies 
used should take account of the potential for violence or vigilantism, or of registered persons being driven underground, 
failing to comply with their reporting requirements or being driven to re-offend.

Disseminating information to general duties police

This section highlights the sensitive nature of information on the Register and the importance of maintaining the integrity of 
the Register. It includes directions on the storage of registered information, what information is available to all police, and 
when operational police can be provided with detailed information and photographs.

Protecting registered persons from community harassment.

This section suggests strategies for police to employ should they become aware that a registered person is the subject of 
community vigilantism or retaliation.

Registrable Persons – Child Protection Registry: Information Disclosure Policy and 
Procedures 

The Child Protection Registry produced this policy and procedures document in October 2002 following consultations with 
relevant agencies. This policy provides guidance for police in relation to the release of personal information pertaining to 
registrable persons. 

The Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act does not include any specifi c provisions relating to disclosure of 
information to third parties, other than providing for the limited information exchange necessary for supervising authorities to 
be advised of and to undertake their notifi cation obligations, and the provisions (in the Regulations) for children or persons 
with special needs where a nominee or support person has been identifi ed, which allow that person to be notifi ed on behalf 
of the registered person.
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The information disclosure policy and procedures reiterate that it is government policy that NSW Police employees may 
only disclose personal information about a registrable person, obtained through their employment, for specifi ed law 
enforcement and child protection purposes. It also states that there is a strong presumption in favour of non-disclosure. The 
policy does not provide for disclosure of personal information about individual registered persons to the public.

The policy notes that any police offi cer breaching this policy by releasing personal information about a registrable person, 
obtained in their offi cial capacity, is in contravention of clause 46 of the Police Regulation 2000 and may be subject to 
employee management or disciplinary action.

The policy is divided into four main sections. The fi rst section outlines the policy objectives, scope and accountabilities. The 
second section sets out information disclosure principles, which form the basis for the policy. These principles are to assist 
police determine whether and what information can be released in a specifi c circumstance. The principles are:

1) presumption of non-disclosure

2) disclosure must be justifi ed

3) disclosed information must be reliable and accurate

4) disclosed information must relate to the role and function of recipient 

5) disclosed information should be proportionate to the purpose of the disclosure 

6) risk of disclosure vs risk of non-disclosure must be assessed

7) disclosed information must be documented.

The third section identifi es existing policy or legislation, which enables dissemination of information without commander 
approval. It outlines 13 circumstances where information can be disclosed without commander approval. These are:

1) where a registrable person consents to or requests the disclosure of information

2) disclosure of Information to DCS and the Children’s Guardian

3) removal of a child under the Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998

4) to current or previous supervising authorities

5) to assist other law enforcement agencies

6) to assist judicial and related processes

7) to assist border control and customs authorities

8) to provide employment screening services

9) to ensure compliance with the Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act 1998

10) to comply with a direction of the Commission for Children and Young People

11) to the Ombudsman, Police Integrity Commission or the Independent Commission Against Corruption

12) to advise the Minister for Police or Premier

13) to comply with any law.

The fourth section of the policy covers circumstances in which information may be released with the authorisation of a 
commander. It describes seven situations where information disclosure is possible with commander approval:

1) to government agencies responsible for monitoring, managing or supporting the offender

2) to government or non-government educational institutions that cater for persons under the age of 16 years, 
where a registrable person is a student

3) to obtain an assessment of a registrable person, or advice on strategies to manage a particular registrable 
person

4) the involvement of support persons

6) to comment on information already in the public domain

7) the provision of general warnings

8) to investigate an offence or to locate an offender for law enforcement purposes.
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Endnotes
1133 Not all police have the authority to allow them to access all the information held on the register. However any police offi cer doing an enquiry 

about a particular person on COPS can tell if they are on the Register by the presence of a ‘CPR fl ag’. If a threat assessment has been 
completed, a routine enquiry can also obtain the threat rating (either high, medium or low).

The policy also provides some guidance on maintaining the security of information on the Register; an ‘information 
disclosure checklist’; a glossary of terms; and brief details of relevant Acts which may require police to disclose information 
about a registered person. 

A revised version of the IDPP is currently being fi nalised. It will include guidance for police on providing information about 
registered persons to child protection watch teams; and about the limited circumstances where a commander can 
authorise disclosure of information about a registered person to a member of the public or a non-government agency in a 
‘controlled community disclosure’. This version of the policy is still in draft form.

Guidelines For The NSWPOL Communications Group: Child Protection (Offenders 
Registration) Act 2000

These guidelines were issued by the Child Protection Registry in August 2002 to assist police radio operators. The 
document provides an overview of the Act, explains what information is held on registrable persons and what information is 
accessible to all offi cers on COPS.1133 

The guidelines also provide information on what various CPR fi elds on COPS refer to, including the threat assessment 
ratings. In particular, they provide advice about what the ‘offender status’ and ‘warnings’ notations mean, and the 
appropriate response of any police offi cer making an enquiry about that person. 

The guidelines set out what information can and should be passed on to offi cers conducting a routine enquiry, what can be 
relayed on air and how this should be done, including:

• Operators must notify the offi cer conducting the enquiry if there is a warning that the person has not been 
notifi ed or has failed to register. 

• Operators should advise all police if a person is, or should be, on the Register, particularly if there are related 
vehicles or locations.

• Information must be relayed in a way that maintains the integrity of the register (for example, by ensuring the 
offi cer’s radio is secure or using their mobile phone).

• Police should be informed of their obligation to create an ‘information report’ containing the reason for contact 
with the registrable person, and any concerning or useful information.

Guidelines for Completing the Child Protection Register Threat Assessment

This ‘on-line’ document on the NSW Police intranet provides assistance to offi cers completing a threat assessment for a 
registrable person. These are initially completed at the time the person is charged with a registrable offence, but can be 
completed or updated at any subsequent contact. Two different threat assessments have been developed, one for sexual 
offenders and one for violent offenders (persons convicted of murder and kidnapping registrable offences). The guidelines 
advise offi cers how to determine which is the appropriate threat assessment to use. It provides step-by-step advice on how 
to complete each of the component questions in the threat assessment matrix, including what information to use and how 
to record it, and how to calculate the overall threat level.

Child Protection Register (CPR) COPS User Guide: Charging and Registration 
Processes

This is a document produced by Business and Technology Services of NSW Police in October 2002 that provides police 
with detailed technical directions on how to enter and manage on COPS all required information for the purposes of the 
Register. It covers all the various stages of the process, including: charging a person with a registrable offence; recording 
court outcomes and notifi cation information; printing of forms; the registration process; updating personal details; 
managing and transferring cases; levels of access available to offi cers with various COPS security profi les; and creating 
intelligence reports on a registered person whose details have been accessed. 

Crime managers and other designated offi cers were trained in using the CPR enhancements to COPS for the 
implementation of the Register prior to its commencement.
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Appendix 3: Methodology

Overview and limitations of the methodology

A variety of different research methods was used throughout the review period. The options were somewhat restricted due 
to the confi dentiality issues that arise from the application of the Act and a general reluctance of persons to be identifi ed as 
being a registrable person. For example, very few registered persons complained to the Ombudsman about the Register, 
which meant that analysis of complaints was not a particularly useful means of reviewing the impact of the legislation. A lack 
of clearly defi ned stakeholder groups with a specifi c interest in this area also limited options for community consultation. 

The review period commenced on the date the Act took effect. However, as the majority of registrable persons were not 
required to register for three months, and not all police policies and guidelines were fi nalised at the commencement, there 
was limited activity in the fi rst few months of the Register’s operation for us to review. This was compounded by the lack of 
useful data, that had been requested, in the fi rst 15 months of the review period, as discussed below.

Analysis of data from the Child Protection Register

Prior to the commencement of the review period the Ombudsman held discussions with NSW Police about the type of 
information that would be required for the review. The scope of the data required was diffi cult to assess at the outset when 
it was not clear how the Register would function on a technical level. It was agreed that NSW Police would provide the 
Ombudsman with data collected for Register purposes, on a monthly basis. After some negotiations, the format for the 
provision of that information, which allowed for it be searched, manipulated and analysed, was agreed on.

The information was eventually provided in an Access database and included a series of agreed reports, and all the tables 
and queries used to create these. It also included reports on certain aspects of the data, developed for the reporting 
purposes of NSW Police. The Ombudsman had some involvement in the development of these reports so that they would 
take account of the data requirements of the review. Unfortunately, due to serious technical delays in the development of 
the database facility and the reports, full monthly data was not provided on a regular basis until January 2003, some 15 
months after the commencement of the Register. Prior to this time, very limited data was provided on an ad hoc basis, in a 
less accessible format in the form of Excel spreadsheets.

The monthly information ultimately provided included details of all registrable persons, including: name, date of birth, 
gender, racial appearance, address, employment, vehicle details, travel information, registration date, registration status, 
reporting period, notifi cation information, offence and sentence details, carer/guardian details and information about LAC 
and offi cer-in-charge. This was ‘snapshot’ data, that is, the details on the Register on the date that the download was 
provided. It was intended that details of registrable persons with special needs would be provided, as is required by the 
Act. However, delays in providing the enhancement to COPS which would allow special needs to be recorded meant that 
this data was not available to the review, even by the end of the two year review period.

The review was able to analyse this data to the extent allowed by the software program and the quality of the data provided. 
While some of the data was information entered specifi cally for registration purposes (for example, employment, vehicle 
and address details) by the registering offi cer, or provided electronically as part of registration (notifi cation details) much of 
the data is a direct download from COPS records and pre-dates the collection of information for registration purposes. This 
means that much of the Register data has the same limitations of accuracy, reliability and recording styles inherent in the 
general data on COPS. 

This was a particular problem in respect of data on offences, specifi cally in identifying registrable offences. Although COPS 
now allows for offences to be identifi ed by ‘Law Part Code’ which allows for easy searching, not all offences have the Law 
Part Code identifi ed if they were entered on COPS prior to this enhancement. As most offence title data is a free text fi eld 
on COPS there is considerable variation in the way this has been entered. This makes searching for and obtaining accurate 
data on a particular offence (for example murder or kidnap) very diffi cult. The system includes a fi eld for ‘offence class’, but 
this is only entered where the registrable offence occurred after the commencement of the Act. The offence data does not 
include any information on offences committed outside NSW, even where these are the registrable offences for which a 
person is one the Register. There are similar limitations with the use of sentence data.

The demographic data is also somewhat limited. Apart from there being no data on persons identifi ed as having special 
needs (as outlined above) there is no other disability data. The data on ethnicity is limited to information on ‘racial 
appearance’, with the exception that there is data on Aboriginality. Racial appearance is an optional rather than mandatory 
fi eld on COPS. Where has been entered it relies on the offi cer’s assessment rather than self-reported ethnicity or place of 
birth information. There is no data on language spoken or competence in English. 

While most of these issues are relevant to all data on COPS, there are also some limitations with the information entered 
specifi cally for the Register. For example, where reporting periods have been adjusted to allow for periods of supervision, 
these are recorded as years and days. In some cases it is diffi cult to know what the full reporting period should be. For 
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example, a reporting period recorded as being seven years and 100 days could either be an eight year reporting period, 
or a seven and a half year period for a young person. Also, although the data records whether a reporting period has 
been amended or not, it does not include information about whether it was increased or decreased, or the reason for the 
amendment.

In addition, the information recorded on notifi cation does not make it clear which notifying agency was responsible for 
issuing the notice. The available fi elds are: notifying type, date, agency and location, and whether the notice was signed. 
However, the ‘notifying agency’ fi eld does not contain data on which agency was the supervising authority, or undertook the 
notifi cation, as might be expected. Rather it is information about when the notice was issued, for example, on release from 
custody or at start of sentence. This is virtually a repeat of the data contained in ‘notifying type’ which records a number that 
corresponds to the section of the Act under which the notice was issued. That is, ‘4’ means after sentencing, ‘5’ means start 
of sentence, ‘6’ means on release from custody, ‘7’ means by police. Therefore, it is not always clear which agency issued 
a notice. This is particularly the case with ‘start of sentence’ which does not differentiate between a custodial or community 
sentence and where it could be a number of agencies such as DCS (including the probation and parole service), the DJJ 
or the Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program. As ‘place of notifi cation’ is a free text fi eld, the data is not always consistent 
and does not always provide easy identifi cation of the agency responsible. For example, sometimes only a suburb is 
given, although other times the information is more specifi c, such as naming a probation and parole service offi ce or a DJJ 
detention centre.

However, despite these limitations the review was able to use the Register data provided by NSW Police as the basis for 
analysis to gain an understanding of persons on the Register and some aspects of the operation of the Act.

Observation of training for NSW Police

The Child Protection Registry of NSW Police conducted two series of training sessions for police responsible for the 
implementation of the Register, primarily crime managers. The fi rst group of these were held in September 2001, prior to 
the commencement of the Act. The second set of training sessions were held in November 2002, following the fi nalisation 
of the policy and procedures relating to information disclosure and the guidelines on monitoring. Both sets of training were 
held at the Westmead campus of the Police Training College and in certain regional locations, over a number of days. The 
review offi cer attended one day of each group of training sessions, at Westmead.

The fi rst series of training focussed on preparing crime managers for their new role in administering the Register. Sessions 
included: 

• an overview of the key provisions of the Act

• characteristics of child sex offenders

• how to implement the Register in practice 

• information technology aspects of registration. 

Attendees were also provided with a training manual which included copies of: 

• the Act and Regulations

• a simplifi ed summary of the key provisions, with fl ow charts

• the SOPs

• interim training (draft) guidelines for monitoring registered persons

• the Threat Assessment tool and guidelines for completing it 

• the information pamphlet developed for registrable persons

• some research and other information on sex offenders and registers

• an IT users guide.

The second series of training focussed on certain aspects of the amended SOPs (charging procedures, registration, post-
arrest procedures and annual compliance checks) as well as the recently approved Policy and Procedure for Information 
Disclosure and the Post-Registration monitoring guidelines. An optional refresher course on the IT aspects of the Register 
was also provided.

Consultation and interviews with NSW Police 

Meetings with the Child Protection Registry 

A number of meetings were held with the staff of the Child Protection Registry prior to, during and after the review period. 
There was also frequent email and telephone communication between Ombudsman researchers and the Registry 
throughout the course of the review. These meetings served a variety of purposes. In the initial stages of the review period, 
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these meetings were generally to discuss specifi c implementation issues and the provision of information to the review. 
Other meetings were for the Registry to provide general updates on the progress of the implementation of the Register and 
to discuss specifi c issues such as proposed amendments to the Act and the introduction of nationally consistent legislation 
in other jurisdictions. The review staff also briefed the Registry on any concerns that had come to the attention of the 
Ombudsman during the review. 

Meetings with the Ministry for Police

Throughout the course of the review, the review offi cer and Ombudsman staff had a number of meetings with the Ministry 
for Police, primarily with the principal policy offi cer with carriage of the Register and related matters. These meetings were 
to provide background information for the review and to discuss specifi c matters relating to the implementation of the Act. 
Information about the APMC moves to achieve agreement for nationally consistent register legislation and the development 
of a national model of legislation was also provided to the review. 

Interviews with crime managers

Three sets of telephone interviews were conducted with a select group of crime managers. The fi rst interviews were held 
in December 2001, when the Register was newly commenced to gain some understanding of the preparations for, and 
early implementation of, the Register. The second interviews were conducted in May 2002, when crime managers had 
had substantial experience of the operation of the Register. The fi nal interviews were held in February 2004 after the review 
period had ended, to allow crime managers to refl ect on the Register’s operation for the full two year review period.

The crime managers’ responses were recorded and categorised for use in the review. Individual crime managers are not 
identifi ed, as some of the information provided was quite candid and not always in accordance with the stated NSW Police 
position. Quotes from specifi c crime managers used in this report are identifi ed by region and a number only.

First series of interviews with crime managers: December 2001

The fi rst series of interviews were conducted with 32 crime managers, which comprised three crime managers from all 
but one of the (then) 11 regions, and two from the other. The aim of the survey was to gain some information from crime 
managers at a very early stage of the implementation of the Register about three separate issues:

• whether they were aware of their specifi c responsibilities in relation to the Register and what their general level 
of knowledge about this was 

• whether they had attended the training run by the Child Protection Registry; what information or material they 
had been exposed to 

• what they saw as concerns, problems or issues at this early stage.

The Professional Standards Manager (PSM) in each Region was contacted in the week prior to the survey, to advise that we 
would be conducting a survey in two or three of their Region’s LACs. Particular LACs were not specifi ed. PSMs were asked 
to send to a memo to all crime managers to advise that a researcher may be contacting them in the next week or two to 
do a brief (10 to 15 minute) phone survey about the Register. This was to ensure the crime managers’ cooperation with the 
survey, but without giving them too much notice so they felt there was a need to prepare for the survey. PSMs were told that 
the survey was intended to ascertain crime managers ‘understanding of and exposure to’ the Register in the early stages of 
implementation, and that there would be further opportunities for input into the review during the two year review period. 

Three LACs were selected from each region, with the aim of having a representative sample of LACs, in relation to size, 
population type, geography and socio-economic status. Not all of the three LACs initially selected participated in the 
survey. Alternative LACs were substituted when it became apparent that the selected crime manager would not be able to 
complete the survey in the weeks allocated to the survey. 

A structured interview questionnaire was developed, with the researcher asking the crime manager certain specifi c 
questions and recording the answers. There was also an opportunity for a wide-ranging general discussion with the crime 
manager, where any other issues could be raised. Information about whether the crime manager interviewed was usually in 
the position or acting temporarily was also recorded. The specifi c questions focussed on:

• their understanding of the crime manager’s specifi c responsibilities

• whether and what training they had received

• whether any other colleagues had received any training

• what information about the Register they had seen or been given

• whether they had been required to register any persons yet

• the ease or diffi culty of the registration process 

• any issues in relation to the Register that had emerged to date.
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As the survey was conducted in the weeks just prior to and after Christmas 2001 there were a number of offi cers acting in 
the crime manager position, due to leave being taken by the incumbent. Although this limited the survey outcomes in some 
respects, it other ways it was useful as it highlighted issues about the importance of training and awareness about the 
Register for all offi cers and not just those initially identifi ed to undertake specifi c roles.

By the time we conducted the second series of interviews with crime managers, NSW Police had re-structured, resulting 
in fewer (fi ve) regions. Consequently, we decided to reduce the number of crime managers we interviewed. The reason 
for conducting further interviews was to ascertain from offi cers directly involved in the implementation of the Register how 
police attitudes to the Register had changed, developed or were reinforced; to identify issues of concern; and to inform or 
direct particular avenues of inquiry in the research,.

Again, three crime managers from each region were interviewed, resulting in a sample of 15. Where possible, we aimed 
to include in this series of interviews, the crime managers we had interviewed in the fi rst series, although the sample was 
adjusted to ensure a better representation of LACs. This took account of issues such as: 

• whether the LAC was in the inner or outer metropolitan area, or incorporated isolated areas or larger towns

• whether the LAC had a high, medium and low numbers of registrations 

• whether crime managers who had early experience of registering offenders

• whether crime managers were positive about the legislation or negative attitudes were expressed

• whether crime managers had raised specifi c concerns or issues during the fi rst interviews.

The interviews in May 2002 were more unstructured than those held in December 2001, with crime managers being asked 
to talk about certain broad topics, with prompts from the researcher about particular aspects, as required. These interviews 
primarily focussed on the approach to monitoring in the particular LAC, but also asked about the crime manager’s attitude 
to the general concept of the Register and any problems that had been encountered to date. 

In relation to monitoring, crime managers were encouraged to talk about:

• what guidelines they used to direct their monitoring

• whether the threat assessment were used as a basis for monitoring

• what methods are used and which offi cers undertake the tasks

• whether monitoring had identifi ed breaches and how these were dealt with.

Crime managers were also asked to talk about their overall attitude to the Register, particularly whether that had changed 
since it commenced. Other issues that were raised included:

• the value of the Register as a monitoring and investigation tool

• the amount of work generated by the Register

• whether the Register encompassed the most appropriate people or offences

• their attitude to police being responsible for the management of the Register.

When discussing issues relating to the management of the Register, crime managers were encouraged to raise procedural 
issues such as the mechanics of the registration process, information receipt and sharing, and management of breaches, 
as well as more structural issues such as the time and resources available, the commitment and interest from other offi cers, 
and levels of training and support available.

The same sample of 15 LACs used in May 2002 was used for the third series of interviews in February 2004. However, 
some of the individual crime managers interviewed were different due to staff changes and movements. Some follow-up 
interviews were conducted with certain crime managers and with others who had raised specifi c issues in other forums, to 
gain further information or clarify aspects of matters they had raised.

These interviews also followed the similar unstructured format of the previous series. The crime managers’ opinion of the 
Register and any problems or diffi culties encountered were again the subject of discussion, with an additional exploration of 
how the crime managers felt that the Register could be improved. Crime managers were also asked about what information 
they obtained from registered persons at the time of registration. Crime managers were also asked how long they had been 
in the position and what type of training they had received. An opportunity to raise any other matters was also provided.

While canvassing their opinion of the Register, crime managers were also asked to comment on its impact on community 
safety, as well as its value in managing offending behaviour. In respect of problems encountered issues arising from dealing 
with particular groups of registered persons (such as those with special needs or young people or Aboriginal people), 
managing compliance, and matters of registered persons’ privacy, and sharing of information with other agencies were 
raised. 
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In respect of improvements, some of the matters that were discussed included:

• offences which result in registration

• risk assessments

• issues relating to young people or persons with disability or special needs

• the information registrable persons have to provide

• issues relating to monitoring and ensuring ongoing compliance, including the involvement of other agencies

• provision of information about the Register (to registered persons, police, and the public) 

• police powers.

Most of the crime managers interviewed also chose to raise other matters when asked if there was anything else they 
wished to comment on. A number commented on particular individuals in their LAC that highlighted certain issues, such as 
the management of persons with special needs and compliance. 

Consultation and interviews with other agencies with responsibilities under the Act

Interviews were held with all government agencies which have responsibilities under the Act, that is supervising authorities 
and the Courts Administration section of the Attorney General’s Department. These agencies primarily have responsibilities 
for the notifi cation of registrable persons. Supervising authorities were also required to identify ‘existing controlled persons’ 
for whom they had responsibility at the commencement of the Act.

Meetings, or interviews by telephone, were held with representatives of:

• Operations support and client services, Department of Corrective Services

• Probation and parole service, Department of Corrective Services

• Department of Juvenile Justice

• Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program

• Forensic Executive Support, Department of Health.

At an early point in the review, interviews were conducted with the offi cers within the supervising authorities responsible 
for identifying existing controlled persons and establishing notifi cation systems and protocols. More detailed follow up 
interviews were also held at a later stage with those with an ongoing involvement with registered persons, to gather 
information and views on the implementation of the Register. This included staff at certain district offi ces of the probation 
and parole service, sex offender counsellors with the DJJ and the director of the Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program 

In addition, these agencies were invited to provide a submission in response to the Discussion Paper. Further information 
on various aspects of the management of registered persons was followed up with supervising authorities by telephone or 
email communication and additional meetings as required.

Consultation with relevant government and community stakeholders

The Ombudsman’s offi ce was asked to participate in an implementation committee prior to the commencement of the Act. 
The committee comprised representatives of relevant government agencies, as well as certain non-government agencies. 
In order not to compromise the oversight role, Ombudsman participation was limited to providing advice about the review 
role, and commenting on proposals that might have the potential to undermine the objects of the legislation. 

Involvement in this committee provided the review with valuable information about procedural issues in relation to the early 
implementation of the Act, and other useful background material.

The implementation committee was facilitated by the Ministry for Police and members included representatives from:

• NSW Police

• Criminal Law Review Division of the Attorney General’s Department

• Department of Public Prosecutions

• Judicial Commission

• Department of Corrective Services

• Department of Juvenile Justice

• Department of Health

• Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program

• Commission for Children and Young People

• Privacy NSW
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• Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care 

• The Law Society

• Intellectual and Disability Rights Service.

The implementation committee met on an approximately monthly basis, from August 2000. It primarily focussed on issues 
affecting the practical implementation of the Act, and the development of the Regulations. Some of the issues dealt with by 
the implementation committee included: 

• identifi cation of ‘existing controlled persons’

• procedural issues for notifi cation by supervising authorities

• particular concerns in respect of persons with disabilities or limited English

• proposed legislative amendments

• proof of identity issues

• privacy issues

• calculation of reporting periods 

• information technology requirements for enhancements to COPS

• development of educational material.

Meetings were also held with many of the implementation committee participants separately, and with other relevant 
agencies. There was also email and telephone communications with other agencies. These included:

• Commission for Children and Young People

• Privacy NSW

• Judicial Commission

• Criminal Law Review Division, Attorney General’s Department

• Research and Statistics Unit, DCS

• Law Society of NSW

• NSW Young Lawyers

• Children’s Legal Issues Committee of the Law Society of NSW

• Intellectual and Disability Rights Service

• The CrimTrac Agency of the Federal Attorney-General.

In addition, all these agencies, and a wide range of other government and non-government stakeholders were invited to 
make a submission to the discussion paper which was issued in September 2003.

Consultation with persons on the Register

Various different research methods were employed to obtain input from registered persons. Initially the review relied on 
registered persons choosing to make contact with the review. As this self-selected sample was clearly non-representative, 
the opportunity was provided to all registered persons to participate in the review through a survey.

Hotline

Prior to the commencement of the Register, the Ombudsman established a secure phone line to act as a ‘hotline’ for the 
review, which was not routed through the general switchboard. This allowed registrable persons to call the review offi cer 
directly without being required to disclose their name or the purpose of their call to anyone other than the review offi cer. This 
phone number was included in the NSW Police pamphlet about the Register which was given to all registrable persons 
initially notifi ed of their registrable status when the Act commenced.

The pamphlet, produced by NSW Police in June 2001, included the following information under a heading ‘Comments 
about the Child Protection (Offenders Registration) Act 2000’: ‘The NSW Ombudsman is an independent agency which is 
reviewing the operation of the Act. Your comments are important. To speak to the Ombudsman’s project offi cer phone (02) 
9286 0954 during offi ce hours’. 

During the review period 26 calls were made to the hotline. There were also six calls direct to the review offi cer’s phone. 
There were a further six calls made after the review period. Of these 38 calls, 10 either did not leave a message or left an 
indecipherable or unreturnable message, seven were from members of the public or government or non-government 
agencies seeking information about the Register. Twenty-two calls were from, or on behalf of, registrable persons, with 
seven calls from the one person, and two from another. That is, 15 registrable persons contacted the review offi cer directly 
to make comment or ask questions about the operation of the Act. 
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Of these, six agreed to be interviewed or provided additional information for the purposes of the review; fi ve called 
after having received the survey questionnaire, either to ask questions about the questionnaire or to provide some 
additional information; seven raised certain allegations about police in relation to the operation of the Register but only 
one subsequently made a formal complaint; fi ve raised issues about the application of the legislation in their particular 
circumstances; and seven were seeking information or clarifi cation about the Act and police powers and responsibilities. As 
some callers raised more than one issue these are not exclusive categories.

Other contacts by registered persons

A number of registered persons contacted the offi ce directly, not through the hotline, after having learnt of the 
Ombudsman’s review role through a variety of means. Some of these were referred by the Child Protection Registry or 
crime managers with whom they had contact. Others had heard of the review through distribution of the discussion paper 
or involvement with community organisations or legal services, through the media or some other source. 

Nine direct contacts were made by, or on behalf of, registered persons. Five of these were after the review period had 
ended, but the person had been registered during the review period and raised issues relevant to that time. Two contacted 
the review offi cer subsequent to making a complaint on a separate issue. The majority had contacted the offi ce, by letter or 
telephone, to raise general concerns about the application of the Act and operation of the Register, and these were passed 
to the review offi cer. Five raised issues about the actions or behaviour of police; seven queried whether the Act should 
apply in respect of their convictions (two for murder, one kidnap, two consensual underage sex, one a conviction for an 
offence that is no longer illegal, one an interstate conviction); and others sought clarifi cation about the Act. As some callers 
raised more than one issue, these are not exclusive categories.

Interviews arranged through supervising authorities or other agencies

Supervising authorities were contacted to act as an intermediary to arrange interviews with registered persons. For the most 
part, they were asked to identify registered persons with whom they had contact and who they thought might agree to be 
interviewed and provide them with details of the Ombudsman’s review. It was then up to the registered person to decide 
whether to participate and if so to contact the review offi cer directly.

• The Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program passed on a letter to all its participants asking if they were 
willing to be interviewed as part of the Ombudsman’s review project. Four participants responded and three 
interviews were conducted in person and one by telephone. 

• Sex Offender Program counsellors from the DJJ agreed that, where they felt it was appropriate, they would ask 
their clients if they would like to participate in the review. In response, the mother of one young person on the 
Register rang the review offi cer and provided information about her son’s experiences.

• Staff of three district offi ces of the probation and parole service in areas with high numbers of registered 
persons were asked to consider whether any clients who were on the Register might be interested in 
being interviewed for the Ombudsman’s review. The probation and parole offi cers identifi ed three potential 
interviewees, and asked them if they would participate, but only one contacted the review offi cer to be 
interviewed.

• A psychiatrist working with Corrections Health identifi ed three forensic patients who were on the Register. One 
of these subsequently agreed to be interviewed.

• One crime manager arranged for a registered person to contact the review offi cer to provide information about 
his experience of being on the Register.

Survey of registered persons

A questionnaire was sent to all registered persons whose status was recorded as ‘currently registered’, towards the end of 
the review period.1134 This was done to ensure that all registered persons had an opportunity to have input into the review. A 
copy of the questionnaire can be found at Appendix 7.

However, there were some concerns about how to achieve this without breaching the person’s privacy. To avoid the 
problem of a family member or house-mate receiving or opening a registered person’s mail and accidentally being 
apprised of their registrable status, it was decided to send the surveys by registered mail. This way only the addressee 
could collect and open correspondence that might identify them as a registered person. The questionnaire was designed 
to be completed anonymously, so that even if a completed questionnaire should go astray it could not identify anyone as a 
registered person. 

A reply paid envelope was provided with the questionnaire. Information incorporated into the questionnaire provided 
information about other ways registered persons could participate in the review without completing the survey. The hotline 
phone number, the offi ce’s 1800 free-call number and an email address were provided.
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Questionnaires were sent to 770 of the 773 registered persons identifi ed as ‘currently registered’ as at 30 August 2003. 
Questionnaires were not sent to three persons whose address was given as only a suburb, although they were sent to 
those whose address was a town only. The addresses used were those last provided to police as the person’s ‘primary 
address’, as at 30 August 2003.  

One hundred and seven questionnaires were returned to sender (see ‘Unclaimed questionnaires’ below for further 
information) and 293 completed questionnaires were returned. This represents a response rate of just over 38% (or a 44% 
response rate of received questionnaires, that is, those not returned to sender). This very high return rate could be attributed 
to a number of factors. It is possible that registered persons believed, erroneously, that they were required to complete the 
questionnaire as part of their registration obligations. Alternatively, it may be that persons on the Register appreciated the 
opportunity to give their views about the Register. Not all persons answered all questions, or provided additional clarifying 
information where this was requested. 

Over 95% of respondents were male with all but four persons providing information about their gender. 40% were in the 45-
59 age group, 32% were aged 25-44, 21% were aged over 60, with only 4% aged 19 to 24 and less than 3% under 18 years 
of age. Respondents indicated they were registered in 70 of the 80 LACs, with 18 not identifying where they were registered. 
About one third of respondents indicated that their reporting period was between 10 and 15 years (100 respondents) with 
one quarter stating that it was eight years or less (73 respondents). Thirty (10%) said they had a reporting period of 15 
years. Six respondents said they did not know how long their reporting period was and 45 provided no information.

Although the questionnaire was designed to be completed anonymously, some persons chose to include their name and 
address, and requested or invited follow-up contact. One hundred and thirty-four respondents provided some information 
in the ‘any further comments’ section, including 22 who added attachments with additional details.

Any comments from respondents to the surveys used in the report are quoted exactly as they were written. We have 
not adjusted spelling or grammar. In some instances, additional words have been included in the quote to assist 
comprehension. These are enclosed in square brackets. 

Fourteen persons contacted our offi ce after having received the questionnaire. Three calls were about the questionnaire 
being received in error – two were in relation to persons who were no longer on the Register (one had died and the other 
had been advised that a registration obligation no longer applied to him) and one who had the same name and address as 
the person the survey was sent to, but was not a registrable person. Four calls were from people who required assistance 
to complete the questionnaire (one using an interpreter) and a further three querying whether they were obliged to complete 
it (two of whom indicated that they would prefer not to). Three people called to say they were aware that a registered mail 
card had been left but were unable to collect the item, one because the post offi ce had returned it to our offi ce in error and 
the other two because they had since moved address. The remaining calls were seeking clarifi cation about the survey.

Unclaimed questionnaires

The questionnaires were sent at the beginning of October 2003 using data from August 2003, so it would be expected 
that some would have been sent to wrong addresses which had subsequently been changed. One hundred and six 
questionnaires (13.7%) were returned to sender. These were either marked ‘unclaimed’ (57 or 53.3% of all ‘returns 
to sender’); ‘not at this address’ or ‘left address’ (25 or 23.8%); ‘insuffi ciently addressed’ (6 or 5.7%); or ‘unknown at 
this address’ (12 or 11.4%). A further six were returned with no reason given (5.7%). Of the ‘returns to sender’, only 19 
(18%) had provided police with a new address in the period between when the mailing labels were prepared and the 
questionnaires were sent out.

The questionnaires that were returned unclaimed came from a range of LACs, with the highest number of returns not 
necessarily coming from LACs with a high number of registered persons. There were 25 LACs where surveys were returned 
unclaimed from 20% or more of registered persons (excluding those who subsequently provided a new address). Ten of 
these had more than 30% of questionnaires returned unclaimed. In these 25 LACs, the numbers registered ranges from 
one to 22: nine LACs had fi ve registered persons or fewer; nine had between six and 10; four had between 11 and 15; and 
three had 16 to 22. In 34 LACs, no surveys were returned unclaimed. The numbers of registered persons in these LACs 
ranged from none (two LACs) to 18 (two LACs). 30 of the 34 LACs with no unclaimed surveys had 10 or fewer persons 
registered: 16 less than fi ve; and 14 between six and 10.

There may be various explanations why questionnaires were returned unclaimed for the 87 registered persons who had 
not subsequently provided police with a new address. The most obvious is that the registered person was no longer living 
at the address that they had last provided to the police as part of their registration obligations. But alternative explanations 
are possible and it cannot be assumed that all these people were in breach of their registration obligations. It may be that 
the registered person received the card from Australia Post but did not collect the registered letter (either because they 
chose not to, or forgot to, or failed to for some other reason). Or the registered person may have not received the card from 
Australia Post even while living at the address (perhaps because someone else collected the mail and failed to pass it on, 
or they were temporarily absent from their home, or it was incorrectly delivered). 
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Table 2. Complaints made by registered persons

Reference Date Content Outcome

C/2002/4057 26/06/02 Complained about being required to register. 
He said his trial was prior to the legislation 
starting and he wouldn’t have pleaded 
guilty if he knew about register. He says 
the conviction arose from a consensual 
relationship.

Declined, out of 
jurisdiction: complaint 
about is legislative 
requirement.

C/2002/4203 8/07/02 Complained about police coming to his 
house with documents for him to sign 
notifying him of his obligation to register. 
Claimed that the document was not in his 
name (middle name misspelled) and so it 
did not apply to him. (He also later rang the 
offi ce about the publication of his name in 
the local media after he was charged with 
failing to register, but did not lodge formal 
complaint.

Declined. The matter 
had been investigated by 
police who determined 
offi cers were acting in 
accordance with duties.

The high number of unclaimed questionnaires does tend to indicate that the police in certain LACs were not aware of 
the whereabouts of a substantial number of registered persons. However, this does not necessarily mean that police 
have failed to adequately monitor the registered persons in their LAC. The Act does not place any obligation on police to 
ascertain where each registered person is at all times, rather the obligation is on the registered person to advise police of 
their current address and other personal details. The degree of monitoring the police undertake for each registered person 
is dependant on the assessment of the person’s threat level and the individual practices in each LAC. The minimum level 
of monitoring required (by internal guidelines, not the Act) is an annual check. It is expected that high threat registered 
persons will be monitored more frequently, but the annual check may be the only time the details of a low threat registered 
person are checked. 

Review and analysis of complaints and enquiries to the NSW Ombudsman

The NSW Ombudsman receives complaints and enquiries directly from members of the public as well as being notifi ed of 
relevant complaints made direct to NSW Police. When entering details of complaints and enquiries relating to the Register, 
staff of our offi ce were asked to include a specifi c keyword to allow for easy identifi cation of relevant complaints.

Three complaints were identifi ed during the review period that were directly about the operation of the provisions of the Act. 
See table below.

Two of the complaints were from registrable persons who did not believe that they should be required to register. These 
matters were unable to be investigated by the Ombudsman as the issue of whether a person is registrable or not is outside 
the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction. One of these complainants also complained about the police attending his house to notify 
him of his registration obligations. The police investigated this aspect of the complaint and determined that the offi cers had 
acted appropriately in carrying out their duties.

The other complaint was from a registered person who alleged that police monitoring amounted to harassment and that 
his privacy was breached by police discussing his situation with his girlfriend. The police investigation found was that there 
was no breach of the registered person’s privacy in this instance. However, the LAC decided to reduce the frequency with 
which they monitor him from 28 days to 90 days, which is still considered to be appropriate management of a high risk 
registered person. In addition, an internal memo was sent to all police in the LAC to remind them of the need to maintain 
an individual’s right to privacy while carrying out their duties and to show common sense when dealing with more sensitive 
matters. 

One further complaint was received from a registered person after the review period ended, about actions of NSW Police 
not specifi cally related to the operation of the Register. Investigation of that complaint is still being fi nalised. He also 
provided other information to the review about his experiences as a registered person during the review period.
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There were also fi ve enquiries about the Register. Three were from persons who were concerned they might be required 
to register, or who wanted some information about the Register. Two enquiries were received from members of the public 
about persons who they thought were or should be registrable persons.

The number of complaints and enquiries made about the Register is low, given that there are over 800 registered persons, 
and in relation to the number of complaints made annually to this offi ce about NSW Police. The review anticipated that 
few registrable persons would use offi cial channels to make complaints, as it was considered that it was unlikely that the 
population of persons convicted of child sex offences or other offences against children would be one that was vocal 
and fi rm about asserting their rights. It was for this reason that the review hotline was established (see above) as a way of 
allowing registrable persons to voice concerns, make comments or seek information without necessarily making a formal 
complaint. 

Analysis of submissions made in response to a Discussion Paper

A discussion paper was published in September 2003 which was distributed widely to various interested parties including 
NSW Police, supervising authorities, community organisations, government agencies, community legal centres, academics 
and child protection specialists. An advertisement was also placed in the Sydney Morning Herald and the Daily Telegraph, 
as well as certain regional newspapers, to enable broader public awareness. 

The discussion paper included a background to the development of Child Protection Register legislation; an explanation 
of the Ombudsman’s review role; an overview of the various provisions of the Act and Regulations and relevant police 
procedures, and canvassed various issues arising from its implementation. The paper included 25 questions for 
consideration grouped into a number of categories. These were:

• registrable offences
• application of the Act to certain groups with special needs
• appeal or review provisions
• notifi cation processes
• reporting obligations
• provision of personal information
• manner and timeframes for reporting
• reporting periods
• breach offences 
• police monitoring of persons on the Register
• use and security of information held on the Register
• community and victims’ safety and security

• persons convicted of registrable offences outside NSW.

Reference Date Content Outcome

C/2003/7651 17/10/03 Alleged harassment and breach of 
confi dentiality in relation to police 
management of the Register. Specifi cally 
claimed that police disclosed information 
about his registrable status and criminal 
history to his girlfriend when they came to his 
fl at to check up on him.

Investigated. No adverse 
fi ndings, but frequency of 
monitoring was reduced 
and a memo sent to staff 
reminding them to be 
aware of people’s right to 
privacy.

C/2004/2569 16/6/04 Alleged that police had inappropriately 
targeted him, breached his privacy by 
disclosing his address, and assaulted him. 
These allegations were not specifi cally about 
him being a registered person. Made various 
other claims in relation to the Register: not 
formal complaints.

Complaint is still open 
and being investigated by 
police. Other allegations 
made were declined. 
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Issue of the questions No of submissions

Registrable offences 17

Application of the Act to certain groups with special needs 20

Appeal or review provisions 13

Notifi cation processes 15

Reporting obligations

– Provision of personal information 12

– Manner and timeframes for reporting 10

– Reporting periods 3

Breach offences 11

Police monitoring of persons on the Register 16

Use and security of information held on the Register 17

Community and victims’ safety and security 19

Persons convicted of registrable offences outside NSW 13

Table 3. List of issues of questions in the discussion paper

A total of 44 submissions were received. Twenty came from government bodies or representatives (including nine from 
agencies with responsibilities under the Act including NSW Police); 13 from non-government organisations (including fi ve 
from community legal services and other legal associations and two from victims’ organisations); and 11 from individuals 
(including two from registered persons and two from victims or victims’ advocates). A full list of submissions is at Appendix 4.

Only three submissions addressed most or all of the questions raised in the paper. The issues that were most often 
addressed in the submissions were: the application of the Act to certain groups; the effect of the Register on community 
safety; registrable offences; the use and security of Register information; and monitoring of registered persons. See table 
below for more detail. Nine submissions included some case studies or information about the impact of the register on 
specifi c individuals. 

Review and analysis of similar legislation in other jurisdictions

A review of similar legislation in other jurisdictions was undertaken to gain an understanding of how registers operate 
elsewhere. This was primarily done by direct examination of relevant statutes and related parliamentary debate, a review of 
relevant websites and a literature review. 

Greatest attention was paid to the Sex Offenders Register in the United Kingdom, as this provided the blueprint for the NSW 
legislation. In addition, this Register has been the subject of a number of reviews, giving rise to a number of amendments 
and additional legislation. 

The various registers in all states of the United States were also reviewed, as these have been in existence the longest. 
Although the greatest body of literature relates to these registers, it tends to have less relevance to the operation of the 
Register in NSW. Most of the government and academic review and analysis of registers in the United States tends to focus 
on, or at least considers, the impact of community notifi cations which is a requirement of all registers in the United States, 
but is not a feature of the Register in NSW.

Some existing and proposed legislation for sex offender legislation in Canada and New Zealand was also reviewed. 

The decision by the APMC that all jurisdictions in Australia would move towards developing legislation to establish child sex 
offender registers meant that there was signifi cant discussion and research into the establishment of a national model for 
legislation. The NSW Ministry for Police and NSW Police took a lead role in this given that NSW is the only state with such 
legislation in place. The review took a particular interest in these discussions and decisions. Although the agreement on 
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national model legislation occurred after the review period ended, this was signifi cant as the NSW government introduced a 
Bill into Parliament to amend the Act. Thus, the review paid specifi c attention to this model legislation, and the Victorian Bill 
to establish a sex offenders register. 

An overview of the various features of the legislation establishing these registers is at Appendix 1.

Analysis of COPS and CPR records for a select group of registered persons

The review aimed to follow a select group of registered persons through review of COPS records to determine the extent 
and type of police contact for the group. This was intended to focus on monitoring, taking account of threat assessment 
ratings and criminal history; the provision of updated information by the offender; and any subsequent offending activity. 
In addition, the type of information held by police on the offender and recorded involvement with other agencies would be 
reviewed. 

Initially, it was decided that the fi rst 30 persons to register would be selected, so that they could be tracked for the 
full review period. However, a sample of information held for these persons found that they were not a representative 
sample of registrable persons, with very similar characteristics in relation to demographics, and registrable offences and 
sentences. A more random sample was then chosen, aiming for a balance of: LAC of registration; the nature and class of 
the registrable offence, including whether intra- or extra-familial; previous offending history; type of sentence received and 
whether currently supervised; personal characteristics, such as age and ethnicity; and threat assessment ratings. A group 
was eventually selected which incorporated the fi rst 11 persons to be registered and 16 other registered persons selected 
through data searches to include a better representation of the factors outlined above.

The Child Protection Registry assisted the review in printing up full COPS histories, reviewing threat assessments and 
checking CPR records for sample. Unfortunately, the review found that this material was not as useful as anticipated for 
gauging or analysing the contact particular registered persons had with police, or the impact on them of being registered, 
although it did provide some useful case studies. This methodological approach was subsequently abandoned.

Analysis of charges for breach offences under the Act

An analysis was undertaken of all charges for offences under the Act to 15 October 2003. A total of 60 charges were laid 
comprising 58 charges under section 17 for failing to comply with reporting obligations and two charges under section 18 
for providing false information in relation to reporting. These charges were brought against 54 people as four people were 
charged with breach offences on more than one occasion (one was charged four times and three were charged twice). 

This information was obtained through a search of monthly Register data provided by NSW Police with additional 
information provided by the Child Protection Registry. The charges were analysed by date, LAC, court, sentence or 
outcome, and by specifi c personal characteristics (for example, if they were a young person, Aboriginal or had an identifi ed 
mental illness or special need). 

Further details for some of the offences was obtained though a search of relevant COPS event data and from discussions 
with the offi cers in the LAC or the Registry responsible for the management of the breach. Briefs of evidence and other 
charge information was obtained in relation to some of the offences. Specifi cally, further information was sought in relation 
to offences where:

• matters were withdrawn or dismissed

• penalties were at either end of a scale of severity

• a person had been charged more than once

• special needs or other specifi c disadvantage was identifi ed 

• charges were brought in the early stages of the Register’s operation

• the initial registrable offence was a non-sexual offence.

Details of the analysis, and relevant case studies, are in chapter 13 of the report.

Review of relevant literature

Relevant literature on sex offender registration schemes, management of child sex offenders, recidivism, risk assessment, 
child protection polices and approaches in NSW and other parts of Australia and overseas, and other related matters was 
gathered and reviewed. 

Where possible Australian literature on general child protection and child sex offender issues was the focus of the literature 
review. However, as NSW is the fi rst Australian state to have a registration scheme there is no Australian evaluation literature 
available addressing this aspect of sex offender management. Therefore particular attention was paid to reviews and 
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Endnotes
1134 Persons who had registered during the review period but whose registration was suspended because they were in custody, or who were absent 

interstate or overseas, or who had been identifi ed as registrable but were yet to register, were excluded from the survey.

evaluations of the registration scheme in the United Kingdom, as this formed the basis for the NSW legislation. As the 
Sex Offenders Register has been in place in the United Kingdom since 1998, there have been a number of government 
evaluations and academic studies on its implementation and effectiveness. Home Offi ce research publications were of 
particular assistance to the review in this regard.

The review found that the majority of analyses of sex offender registration originated from the United States, as registration 
schemes have been established there for some time. However, community notifi cation is a feature of all registration 
schemes in the United States, and very little of the literature separately addressed registration, with much of the analysis 
focusing on the effect of notifi cation approaches. This body of literature is less useful in the context of the system in NSW.

A select bibliography can be found at the end of the report.
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Appendix 4: List of submissions received in response to Discussion 
Paper    

No Date Method Name Title Organisation

1 29/9/03 Email Lisa Curran Individual

2 1/10/03 By phone Anonymous (name 
provided)

Crime manager LAC in Greater Metro 
Region

3 9/10/03 Written Stephen Drew A/g Director Crime Prevention 
Division, Attorney-
General’s Department

4 16/10/03 Email Robyn Cottrell-Jones Executive Director VOCAL

5 16/10/03 Attachment 
to email 

Belinda Nolan Crime manager Waratah LAC 

6 7/10/03 Written Paul Haines A/g Local Area 
Commander

Penrith LAC

7 16/10/03 Written Vicki Sokias Research offi cer NSW Police Association

8 10/10/03 Written William Franklin Individual

9 17/10/03 Written Jane Sanders Solicitor Shopfront Youth Legal 
Centre

10 20/10/03 Written Anonymous (fi rst names 
provided)

Parents of registered 
person 

11 17/10/03 Written John Hatzistergos Minister for Justice

12 16/10/03 Written Lester Fernandez Chair NSW Young Lawyers 
Criminal Law Committee

13 12/10/03 Written Patricia Wagstaff Victim advocate

14 15/10/03 Written Alastair Milroy Chief Executive offi cer Australian Crime 
Commission

15 20/10/03 Written Terry Barnes Director-General Department of Housing

16 20/10/03 Written Nigel Spence Chief Executive offi cer Association of Child 
Welfare Agencies

17 20/10/03 Written Redfern offi ce Sydney Regional 
Corporations Aboriginal 
Legal Services
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No Date Method Name Title Organisation

18 21/10/03

29/10/03

29/10/03

By phone

Meeting

Written

Sharryn Brownlee President Federation of Parents & 
Citizens’ Associations

19 15/10/03 Written Anonymous (name 
provided)

Registered person

20 20/10/03 Written Robert Benjamin President Law Society of NSW

21 22/10/03 Written Philippa Hall Deputy Director-General Department for Women 

22 23/10/03 Written Louise Voight CEO and Director of 
Welfare

Barnados

23 23/10/03 Written Meredith MacDonald Director Intellectual Disability 
Rights Service

24 20/10/03 Written Jan O’Grady Ombudsman Tasmanian Ombudsman

25 14/10/03 Written Gillian Calvert Commissioner Commission for 
Children and Young 
People

26 30/10/03 Written Ian Gillespie A/g General Manager, 
Personnel

Department of 
Education and Training

27 31/10/03 Written Hetty Johnston Executive offi cer Bravehearts

28 10/11/03 Written Julie Murphy Coordinator Outreach 
Services

Southern Youth and 
Family Services 
Association

29 10/11/03 Written David Sherlock Director-General DJJ

30 10/11/03 Written Jeff Cunningham Manager, Sentence 
Administration Branch

Department of 
Corrective Services

31 4/10/03 Written Catherine Katz A/g Deputy Director-
General, Policy

NSW Health 

32 19/11/03 Written John Dickie A/g Privacy 
Commissioner

Privacy NSW

33 20/11/03 Written Margaret Allison Director-General Department of Ageing, 
Disability and Home 
Care
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No Date Method Name Title Organisation

34 25/11/03 Written Anita Anderson Director Local Courts, NSW 
Attorney General’s 
Department

35 26/11/03 Written Basil Northey Individual

36 26/11/03 Written Ahmet Kovan Individual

37 24/11/03 Written Beajey Cronan Individual

38 24/11/03 Written P G Hounsell Individual

39 24/11/03 Written Leanne Wilson Individual

40 26/11/03 Written R. J. Coles Individual

41 24/12/03 Written Associate Professor C 
Cunneen

Chair Juvenile Justice 
Advisory Council of 
NSW

42 22/01/’03 Written D B Madden Deputy Commissioner 
Operations

NSW Police

43 21/01/04

10/3/04

By phone

Email with 
attachment

Michelle Swift Solicitor Legal Aid 

44 29/01/04 Written Neil Shepherd Director-General NSW Department of 
Community Services
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Appendix 5: Anonymised details of registered persons interviewed for 
the review

Ref Date of contact Status Type of contact

RP1 20/5/02

9/7/02

Registered person

Complainant C/20024223 (declined)

Letter of complaint

Phone message

RP2 9/7/02 Mother of registered person who is a young person Phone conversation

RP3 18/11/02 Registered person: Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders 
program participant

Phone interview

RP4 20/11/02 Registered person: Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders 
program participant

In person interview

RP5 23/1//03

3/1/03

4/3/03

24/8/03

2/12/03

Registered person

Complainant C/2003/7651 (investigated)

Letter of complaint

Phone interview

Phone conversations

RP6 25/11/02 Registered person: Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders 
program participant

In person interview

RP7 27/11/02 Registered person: Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders 
program participant

In person interview

RP8 17/12/02

3/2/03

11/8/03

26/3/04

Registered person: Found not guilty of murder of 
child due to mental illness under section 38 of Mental 
Health (Criminal Proceedings) Act

Written material provided 

Phone interview

Phone conversations

RP9 26/2//03 Registered person

Convicted of kidnapping where there was no sexual 
element

In person interview

RP10 26/2/02

2/6/03

Registered person: Complainant C/2002/4057 
(declined) 

Convicted in respect of what he claims was 
consensual underage sex

Written complaint 

Phone conversation
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Ref Date of contact Status Type of contact

RP11 2/6/03

27/10/03

Registered person

Convicted in respect of what he claims was 
consensual underage sex 

Phone conversation

RP12 13/10/03 Registered person Phone conversation 

RP13 22/8/03 Registered person (currently in custody)

Convicted for murder of a teenager where there was 
no sexual element

Letter

RP14 2/12/03 Registered person Phone conversation

RP15 21/1/04 Mother of registered person who was a young 
person at the time of the offence. Convicted for 
murder of a teenager where there was no sexual 
element

Phone conversation

RP16 12/3/04

29/3/04

Registered person

Convicted in respect of consensual underage sex 
(acknowledged in judgement)

Letter to CPT 

Letter from PT to him

RP17 13-14-15/6/03

21/6/04

29/6/04

Registered person: (currently in custody)

Convicted outside NSW

Phone enquiry

Letters and phone 
conversations
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Appendix 6: Notifi cation procedures for Courts and Supervising 
Authorities      

Notifi cation by the Courts

Instructions for court staff for notifi cation of registrable persons is contained in a Local Courts Bulletin ‘2001/0109: 
Procedure: Child Protection Register’. The Bulletin provides an overview of the Act and explains how it is determined if a 
person is registrable. It outlines the procedures in courts at the time of sentencing, and how registry staff become aware 
that a person in registrable and requires notifi cation.

There is no automatic process to indicate when notifi cation is required. Rather a court offi cer must determine this at the time 
of sentencing. This is assisted by documents prepared by police, as part of the court documents. When a charge includes 
a registrable offence, the arresting offi cer will prepare a Form 1 (Determination of Registrable Person Status) and complete 
all the details, except for the fi nal three fi elds (which relate to fi nding of guilt and sentence). The Form 1 is then placed in a 
sealed envelope with the notation that it is to be viewed by the court offi cer only and not the bench and only to be opened 
on a fi nding of not guilty or upon sentencing. The envelope is attached to the court papers. After sentencing, registry staff 
open the envelope and complete the Form 1 and follow the included guide to determine if the person is registrable. 

If the person is registrable, the clerk of the court prints out a copy of Form 3 (Notice of Registration Obligations) and the 
notice is served at the Registry counter, at the time the person is provided with copies of their sentencing order. The rights 
and obligations of registration are explained, and the registrable person is requested to sign the acknowledgement on 
the fi rst page. The registry staff member also signs it. The bulletin notes that if a registrable person is from a non-English 
speaking background, the court interpreter should be used. The Form 3 is photocopied and the registrable person keeps 
the original. 

The registry staff fax a copy of the Form 1 to the Child Protection Registry, by the close of business on the day of 
sentencing. This also applies where a Form 3 has not been served on a registrable person, either because they have been 
sentenced to imprisonment or because they have failed to attend the Registry offi ce. Where a notice has been issued, the 
fi rst page of the Form 3 is also forwarded.

The bulletin advises that although under the Act the court has an obligation to notify all registrable persons, the Regulations 
delegate this responsibility to supervising authorities where the person receives a custodial sentence. The bulletin also 
advised that the responsibility to provide notice of registration obligations to registrable persons at the time of sentencing 
remains with registry staff where the person is subject to a sentence which does not bring them under the control of a 
supervising authority. This includes home detention, periodic detention, community service order, and good behaviour 
bond with strict supervision. However, registry staff are required to complete the Form 1 even if the court is not required to 
serve the Form 3. A copy of the Form 1 is attached to the warrant of commitment to inform the supervising authority of the 
person’s registrable status.

Notifi cation by DCS (persons in custody)

Guidance for DCS staff for notifi cation of registrable persons is contained in a memo ‘2001/059 Administrative Procedures 
for the Child Protection (Offender Registration) Act 2000’. This is dated 12 October 2001 and was sent to all commanders, 
governors and offi cers in charge, by the senior assistant commissioner, inmate and custodial services.

The Child Protection Registry transmits to DCS a list of persons sentenced in respect of registrable offences. Administration 
managers at each correctional centre generate a computer report on a weekly basis which identifi es inmates who must be 
issued with a notice under section 4 (at commencement of sentence). Two copies of notices are generated and forwarded 
to the case management and classifi cation coordinator, who list the matter for consideration by the Case Management 
Team to ensure that the notice is issued as soon as possible. The inmate signs both copy and is given one to retain (they 
are advised of the need for confi dential storage, either in valuable property storage, sending it to someone or placing it on 
their warrant fi le till discharge). The other is returned to the administration manager who is responsible for entering the data 
of the computer system and fi ling the signed form on the inmate warrant fi le. 

Registrable persons must also be notifi ed upon discharge from custody under section 6. The Discharge Checklist used 
by the discharging offi cer has a provision for checking if an inmate is a registrable person. If so, the discharging offi cer 
generates two copies of the notice and places them in the inmate’s warrant fi le. At the discharge interview, the discharging 
offi cer will issue the notice and ensure each copy is signed. One copy is provided to the inmate and the other copy placed 
in the inmate warrant fi le and returned to the administration manager, who is responsible for entering the data of the 
computer system and fi ling the signed form on the inmate warrant fi le. 

Periodic detention detainees are also notifi ed by DCS. The manager of Periodic Detention Administration also generates 
a weekly report to determine which newly sentenced detainees must be notifi ed under section 5 of the Act. Two copies 
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of each notice are generated for each registrable person and forwarded to the appropriate periodic detention centre. The 
offi cer in charge of the Centre issues the notice to the detainee at the earliest possible time and ensures both copies are 
signed. One is given to the detainee to keep and the other is returned to the manager Periodic Detention Administration is 
responsible for entering the data of the computer system and fi ling the signed form on the inmate warrant fi le. 

Warrant fi les which hold DCS’ copy of the notice are automatically registered on the Offender Management System fi le 
tracking module, which enables the identifi cation of the those warrant fi les.

The DCS administrative procedures do not mention how information about the issue of notices is advised to the Child 
Protection Registry, as required. Nor do they contain any directions about the identifi cation or notifi cation of persons with 
special needs.

Notifi cation by DCS probation and parole service (persons in the community)

The review was provided with information about DCS’ notifi cation responsibilities through email communication from the 
Department’s Child Protection Coordination and Support Unit (dated 2 February 2004) and the Sentence Administration 
Branch (dated 3 February 2004). Following the release of the consultation draft of this report in October 2004, DCS 
provided the Ombudsman with substantial further information about the probation and parole service’s notifi cation 
procedures.

The email from the Child Protection Coordination and Support Unit includes a document entitled ‘Child Protection (Offender 
Registration) Act – Role of NSW Department of Corrective Services.’ This states, in part, that ‘offi cers of the Department’s 
Community Offender Services (the probation and parole service) notify registrable offenders who are under community 
supervision of their responsibility to register and that failure to comply will result in action taken by the Police.’ In December 
2004, the Department provided the review with two memos, Memo 64/2001, dated 8 August 2001, and Memo 77/2001, 
dated 17 October 2001, both entitled ‘probation and parole Service: Child Protection (Registration of Offenders) Act 2000’. 
Memo 64/2001 states ‘Once the Act is proclaimed the Courts will then issue notices for all future clients of the Service 
who are registrable persons’ but provides no further directions. Memo 77/2001 provides detailed instructions for staff in 
identifying clients who are registrable persons and issuing notices as required.

The probation and parole service is advised of registrable persons requiring notifi cation through the same process as 
outlined above for persons in custody. That is, the Child Protection Registry electronically notifi es DCS of persons convicted 
of registrable offences.

A probation and parole offi cer will be alerted to the fact that a person serving a community-based sentence may be 
registrable and/or may require notifi cation, when, as part of normal procedure, details of the person’s court order are 
entered into the department’s computer system. If a person is registrable and has been notifi ed by the courts, the 
registrable person’s probation and parole offi cer will not notify them again. If, however, it is determined from court 
documents or otherwise that a person may be registrable despite indications to the contrary, or may require notifi cation 
because the court has not done so, the probation and parole offi cer will contact the Child Protection Registry. The 
Registry determines whether the person is registrable and advises the probation and parole service. The probation and 
parole offi cer then prints up a notice and requests the registrable person to sign it. The probation and parole offi cer 
then completes the required sections of the notice and updates the computer system accordingly, and these details are 
transmitted electronically to the Child Protection Registry. If the registrable person requests more information about their 
registration obligations they are advised to contact the crime manager at the local police station.

In its response to the consultation draft, DCS also advised us that at the completion of the fi rst interview with a new client 
where notifi cation may occur, the probation and parole offi cer then completes the registrable person’s case plan. This may 
take between six and eight weeks. The Case Plan is submitted to the unit leader for review. During the review the unit leader, 
among other things, checks to see if the person has been correctly identifi ed as registrable and checks to see if he or she 
has been notifi ed by the courts or by the probation and parole service.

The review was not provided with any information about procedures for the identifi cation or notifi cation of registrable 
persons with special needs.

Notifi cation by the DJJ

Guidance for DJJ staff for notifi cation of registrable persons is contained in ‘Registrable Offenders: Policy and Procedures’, 
December 2003, and in ‘Registrable Offenders: Procedures for Executive Services Branch’. This provides detailed 
information about the responsibilities for both DJJ centre staff and community services/specialist services staff in respect of 
registrable persons who are clients of DJJ.

This includes information about the Act, registrable offences, how a person is determined to be a registrable person, as well 
as departmental responsibilities for registrable persons. It includes detailed procedural steps for all aspects of departmental 
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involvement, identifying the responsible offi cer. It also includes a section on the notifi cation and registration of young 
persons with a disability or special needs. It sets out in detail the procedures in relation to notifi cation responsibilities, for 
staff in centres and those in the community,

The Child Protection Registry advises the Executive Services Branch (ESB) of the DJJ of any court outcome that means a 
departmental client is a registrable person. The Registry advises the name, date of birth, type of offence, reporting period 
and date by which the young person needs to register with local police. The ESB checks its computer system to determine 
which centre or regional offi ce is supervising the young person. The ESB then advises the manager of the supervising 
location of young person’s required registration and requests a Form 3 be completed and signed by the young person 
and returned to ESB. When the Form 3 is received, ESB forwards the notifi cation to the Registry, checks that the computer 
system has been updated and updates the spreadsheet of current registrable offenders. All correspondence is by email 
and copies are placed on fi le.

If a young person is admitted to a Juvenile Justice Centre, and they have not already been advised by ESB, notifi cation is 
completed following admission. When a detainee is admitted to a centre on a fresh control order, a ‘fl ag’ will appear on the 
computer system if the detainee’s offences are registrable. The client manager of the Juvenile Justice Centre will advise 
ESB of any new admission that the system notifi es as a possible registrable person. ESB will forward details of possible 
registration to the Registry requesting confi rmation of required registration. If the Registry confi rms that the young person is 
a registrable person ESB will advise the client manager of confi rmation of registration, advise start and length of reporting 
period and request completion and signing of Form 3. The Form 3 is issued to the person and the conditions explained 
regarding registration responsibilities. The person is asked to sign the form. The completed and signed form 3(1) is then 
returned to ESB by fax and forwarded to the Registry. The spreadsheet of current registrable offenders updated.

When a young person is sentenced to a community-based court order (bond, probation, community service order, 
suspended sentence) for a registrable offence, a process similar to that described above occurs. The supervising offi cer 
has responsibility for issuing the Form 3 and explaining reporting obligations to the client, and getting the form signed and 
returned to the Child Protection Registry. The policy states that if a client requests legal advice prior to registering, access to 
a legal representative must be offered and arranged.

The department must also notify a detainee who is a registrable person prior to discharge. The client manager notifi es ESB 
at least 48 hours prior to discharge of the impending release of a registrable person. A Form 3 is completed and signed by 
the registrable person and forwarded to ESB, and then to the Registry. ESB then checks if young person is to remain under 
the department’s supervision. If the young person is still under departmental community/specialist supervision, the relevant 
supervising offi cer is advised of the client’s registrable status. 

The policy and procedures document states that staff must ‘take all reasonable steps’ to ensure that a registrable client 
registers within the 28 day period. It notes: ‘Any failure by departmental staff to fulfi l this requirement may be dealt with as 
a breach under Compliance Departmental Policies and Guidelines of the Code of Conduct.’ It also advises that, although 
no further action is required once notifi cation is completed, on some occasions the supervising offi cer may accompany the 
client to the interview at their local police station.

Notifi cation by the Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program

The process for notifi cation participants in the Pre-Trial Diversion of Offenders Program of their registration obligations is set 
out in a document entitled: ‘Child Protection Register (Sex Offender Register) Cedar Cottage Procedure’. This sets out a 
four-step process for notifi cation, with some additional information for staff.

At the time of referral for assessment for participation in the program, applicants are informed of the Register through a 
form letter. The letter advises that they will be required to register, and provides some information as to what that means, 
including the consequences of failing to comply. The letter also advises that the reporting period would be for between 8 
and 15 years. It notes that the person will receive offi cial information at the time of sentencing.

When the person enters into an undertaking at the District Court (equivalent to being sentenced) the program is then 
required to issue the formal notice (Form 3) to the person, advising them that they have 28 days to register and of their 
obligations.

The program then contacts the Child Protection Registry with details of the person and confi rming their participation in the 
program and requesting calculation of the reporting period.

The reporting period is added to the Form 3 and given to the participant who is requested to sign the acknowledgement. 
The notifi er also signs the form. The participant is provided with a copy of the form and the front sheet faxed to the 
Registry within 48 hours. The original is retained in the program’s ‘secure store’ fi les while a copy is fi led in the ‘Treatment 
Agreement’ section of the participant’s fi le.
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Notifi cation by the Department of Health (forensic patients)

The Department of Health has advised the review that it has yet to produce written procedures for notifying forensic patients 
of their registration obligations under the Act. Information about the process was provided to the review in a telephone 
conversation on 16 August 2004, with the manager of the Forensic Executive Support Unit of the Department of Health.

The recently established Forensic Executive Support Unit is responsible for the notifi cation of forensic patients. It receives 
advice when a forensic patient, who is a registrable person, is due to be released. The unit issues the notice to the person 
and advises the Child Protection Registry. 
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